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Under the editorshi_ of

M.K. TI;HONRaVO

In the present book have been collected, basic works

of ii.E. 9siolkovskiy devoted to the problem of the con_uest

and utiliT, ation of cosmos, and recognized as classical.

i_hese works, a greater cart of which was completed by

ll.]J. Tsiolkovskiy in the Soviet times, have earned world-

wide fame for our science and technology. 2hey served as a

startin_ _ooint for the creation of, the first in the world,

Soviet _rtificial i_arth Satellite, for the accomplishment of,

the first in the world, flight of Soviet cosmonaut, opening

a new era in the dev_looment of the mechanics of flying, and

for other flights in the cosmic ex_anse.

In the works, included in the book, the basic theorems

and conditions of jet propulsion, and technical conclusions

from them have bee_ expalined the methods of solving different

technical Droblems are adduced and the aims of cosmic and

interplanetary flights have been indicated. The book has

been in demand by scientific workers, engineers and those

studying in Universities. ToA>le. 45. illustrations 34 .
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_:or_s of Ii.L. Tsiol;_ovs_J]<iyon Rocket-liavi ation

and Inter-P!aneta_y Information.

i dedicate all my labors on

aviation, rocket-navi_ation and

interplanetary information to the

i_arty of Bolsheviks and Soviet

Po_er- the genuine leaders

of the prowl]tess of h_man culture.

Ii.E. Tsiolkovskiy

The _,_ame of t_onstantine _dw_<rSovitch Tsioll_ovskiy,

one of the greatest Russian scientists has acquired world-

_.zide reputation K.E. Tsioll_ovshiy for the first time showed

the way to the solution of complicated scientific problems

--- the cre_tion of jet aircraft, liquid fuel guided missile,

metallic airship, _ccomplish_!ent of interolanetary fliiThts

and a host of others. But of all the p_oblems, with which

ii.E. 2siol;_ovskiy busied himself, the cemtr_:_i one _as

_'l_ocket". This subject for him was the "dearest" a_ he

told the author of this article in February 1934 in the

city of _I_LUG_.

Only recently humanity taken the first significant

steps in the field of investigation of cosmic expanse. Alre:_dy

-_ _he cosmos are flying satellite ships piloted by man.
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_iready devices created by human hands are being directed

to the _oon; they have made it possible to peep on its

lands_aoe, as if :,e were ou_-selves on its surface. _Iready

automatic stations are -lyin_ to Venus and liars. Noreover,

man has thrown on the Hoon and Venus objects, made by his

hands, lqan has had a look on the side of the ]loon, invisible

from the Earth.

Humanitj 1_ds ±<_e-± on the eve of the _cco_plish-

ment of inter-bodies. And if in the be_ii_tnin S of the century

it was oossible to show and to i_rove (theo_etically)work of

K.E. Tsiol]:ovskiy, that the "Spaceship must be similar to the

rocket" and that only on such a ship is it _0ossib!e to

accomplish flights ueuwee,L the other planets, then at the

present time it has become a nearly <e_ll:_,Jle and clc_,_r

even the com_:_on man. The credit ];ere ii_ the _i;"st instance

[_oes to i(. i. Tsiolkovskiy.

However, the c_.Icu±ations oz desisnin C of rocket

flyin_ vehicles and their trajectories are at present being

implemented immeasurably more exactly, than they had been

done in the times of K.]']. Tsiolkovskiy. And if there are

many conceptions in his works, inseniously thoucht out, then

naive ones are also met, specially where the matter concerns

practical questions. From this, however, it should be

incorrect to draw _ conclusion, that the worns or i.i].

Tsiolkovskiy have only an historical value. In the first
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place they will remain classical, since the fundamental theorems

of K.<. Tsio!kovskiy are stable; The younc generations

of workers on rocket and cosmetic technology must also study

thes_ " works. Secondly, in the works of E.E. TsiolKovskiy

for the first time were mentioned ideas, which gradually

ac iuired the more and more importance.

Interplanetary voyafTes with K.E. Tsiolkovskiy

were not the end in themselves but a means of settling

a part of humanity in the solar system. 'llany imagine

spaceships with people travelling from planct to nlanet,

gradual settlement on planets and the volution from here

of the :_dvantages which the usual e_rthly colonies provide.

The matter does not end here", wrote L.E. Tsiol_ovskiy

ss e_rly as in 1929. An:_ further he d_ew a grandiose picture

of tho con<uest by humanity, of s_0ace near the sun construction

of cities and settlements in the very interplanetary space

:,ith energetics, based on the use of solar enersy, and

vital activity of man by a small, artificial force of

gravity. Having settled in such colonies, people will

obtain, accordin! to the conception of I<.E. _siolkovskiy,

spaciousness limited by nothinF for future progress of life.

"_lanet is _ shi9 of ::e::_son, but it is not !_er_issible to

liw_ permanently in a skim", he _e:_arked.

From ti_e tot_l number of his works, L.I!]. Tsiolkovskiy

devoted to t_e problem of flying _,lith the he!o of different
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jet devices highly significant part. It can be said without

exaggeration that amongst his works he gave first degree

importance in this direction. Continuouslv one after the

other, till very death of X. _ Tsiolkovskiy, articles,

observations and calculations, devoted to all-round

analysis of t_e oossibilities and methods of interolanetar_j

information keot pouring in.

The vastness of the oroblen and _reat importance

of the result of its solution were for _ one so distinctly

clear as for K. E. Tsiolkovskiy. Y[one of the authors,

engaged by the problem of inter olanetary fliy_hts, went

so far as Tsiolkovskiy, in the consideration of future

social and economic results of the solution of this problem.

fhe 19roblem of flight with the heln of rockets

in itself is extraordinarily wlst K.E. Tsiolkovski)/ worked

it out in all its semi-jet plane with a life at a height of

about 30 kilometers and ending with interplanetary rocket

ship for voyage in interstellar speces. Among theworks

of ]_.]<. Tsiolkovskiy the reader will find sugzestions on the

use of reactive exhaust from aircraft-engines, projects of

oowerful semi-reactive enzines for aricraft, projects of

air reactor engines for fli_hts in stratosphere, sketches

of rocket aircraft for flyimf_ out over the limits of stratos-

}_here, consideration on the organisation of interplanetary
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stations and, eveutua!ly, the su_estio_s about the future

colossal settlements of people some',_here in the region

of asteroids. All these subjects _,;ere considered on the

basis of the results, obt_,ined by him with the hel:_ of

mathematical calculations details, beginning from

stratospheric and with the use of the achievements in

different fields of science and technology.

I_ t_:is boo :_re contained the main works of

K. _:1. Tsiolkovskiy o_ rocket a:,_d cosmic technology. '_he

":orks of K. _. Tsiolkovskiy on jet-propelled aviation

are not included in it. These _.qorks _ill be obtained

collected and published specially. _2hey do ot have direct

relation to rocket technoloEy. :{.E. _2siol :ovskiy himself

_;rote, for e:.-ample, in the article, "Jet air pl<_ne"

_'only about terrestrial tral_soort and only hiuts at s]_atial;

i:_ the article, "New i{eroplane"heispointing out the shortcomings

of ordinary air planes, he indicates t___at ,::_ero_lanes,

proposed by him, only "in future will serve for transition

to stellar navic:ation"; eventually in the article ",Stratoolane

Semi-r_active '' he _,,,rites, ths,t it was hooe,d to attain the

speed of 2 kilo::_eters per second, _rhich oi'_;course, was

far from cosmic speed. For this reason desr.ite the established

practice to oublish all works of k.E. 'Osiol]:ovskiy on jet-

orooe]led _,_.viatio;_along <,,ith the _.ror':s on rockets and

cos _ic technology, :,:ehave divided ther,_.in t_'o separate subjects.
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_"_ _ S_ne works of _.m'-'. iolkovskiy, contained in the

present boo]: may be divided into classical and traditional old

scientific and popular scientific. The latter, however,

possess a distinctive feature: they are popular in form,

but sometimes hold deep, original technical ideas and cannot

be excluded from the scientific legacy of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy.

_or this reason we have referrec] ::tot only to those scientific

articles, in which o_<e or the other hynothesis is mathema-

tically proved but also those in w]_ich proje=ts, su:)positions

etc. have been included.

Uorks, in which ll.Z. fsioli_ovskiy prop;_ated his

technical ideas, occupy a specific position. !]ehind dry

mathematical calculatio_ s of K._. Tsiolnovski life was always

found. He did not occupy hii;.self with rockets simply

for the sake of inter'_st to_._ards the new nroblem. ,_e have

already said, that K. E. Tsiol_;ovskiy dreamed about the

resettlement of huma__ity in the entire solar system; he

dreamed about oossibly more complr_::e use of solar energy,

he dreamed of more comfortable life _iccording to his:opinion,

in the environment without gr_vit_tional force, :fJout cities

in the interoalnetary space. Search for mearls of achievement

of all this was started, l'_eans _ra_{ fouled by ]<._. T:_iol!:ovskiy

himself. %'his is the rocket. Sut how much labor and energy

was necessary %o invest to acc_inplish the ih%erplanetary shin :
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...._. Usiol:_ovs_iy new, that he "Uil! h_ve to work still

-,o:_e, oh, oh, how uch" (Remark in the letter of G. Obert

to i(. _. Tsiolbovs]_iy <i_ted October 2_ 1929). _]ut he was

convinced, th t interplanetary rocl<ot would certainly be

acco<_olished. And li{e confirmed this certainty. Therefore

all articles of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, devoted to the problem

of intero!anetary voyages arouse 1Treat interest, and

are useful for the solution of rest and v,_rieg_ted nroblem

of roc!_et flyinj, as regards the techuology to be used.

K._. _sio .... ovskiy started work on the roc_et

problem, so to say, "officially" in 1905, when the first

work on this subject under the title "investi _ation of cosmic

soaces by reactive devices" was ]?ublished by him. Later

the title of this work w_s ch_<nged by K. _. Tsiol<ovskiy

himself for :'7_ocket to cosmic space". 3ut in fact the work

of K.L. Tsiolkovskiy on rockets was seriously begun much earlier.

_le himself considered, that he h,_d starte! his theoretical

prospecti: C about the oossibility of the use of roc_<ets for

this year, havin_cosmic voyages in the year I_96. In

receiveC the less enlightened booklet of A.P. i'edorov_

"]iew _ri_ciple of Air navigation" (at. Petersberg, 1596),

Tsiolkovskiv beg_an inde0endent work. lie writes, "To me it

(i.e. boo_ of Fedorov) a ooeared unclear, and in these

conditions. I began calculations indeDendently. This did
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not give me anythir.g, all the same it prompted me towards

serious work _'. (vide, _'investigation of outer spaces by

reactive devices" 1926).

]Sut i_._. Tsiolhovshiy had proposed to use the

reactive pri_ciple for motion in inter01anetary soaces

much earlier. !n the manuscripts, left behind after the

death of _2siolkovshiy, his work under the title, "i'ree space"

relating to the year 1385, was discovered (it was started

in February and fi_ished in Aoril I$_3), from which it is

clear, that even then ]i.E. :Dsiolhovskiy _<new abo_

the rocket principle of motion and thought of applying

it to the motion_in air-free and gravity-free space.

,)

After this ,_ork Thirteen ye_rs l_ad passed since

the publication of the _'_ova-mentioned _-,_ook"of Fe orov

and still it served for K.E. TsioTL:_ovskiy as a fillip

for new investigations.

In the year lo9o,_ F i.ii. fsiol_ovs!_iv, wrote the

groumdwork of the story "Out of Larth"J_. In the third

*) 2his work of l(.E. Tsiol_:ovskiy was published in the

eollection of _,,,orks, Vol. !I, _cad<<_ly of Sciences, U,J6]{,

lioscow, 195L_. "Vree Spac(_" is refracted to by }L.E. Tsiolkovskiysuch

space i_.twhich either the force o:f ]r_vity on the observed body

tola!ly does not or acts greatly feebly. (}]ditorial board).

"_) _ore exact, first 10 chapter. About this see the preface

"From the L_ublishers '' in the boo_ of i.i_. Tsiolvos!:iy

"Out of Earth _' 1920 and also "Air _£esist_nce and fast train",

1927, in both the cases they iial/ga editions. (Lditorial Soa:;,d).
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chapter of t!:_is story he poi_Lts out towards the roc!_et

as an a _evmce for interplanetary voyt:_ _es. "• _e eighth chapter

_a_ directly called, "Two exi)eri_:ents with the rocket in the

limits of the atmoso}lere", while the tenth- "i_reparation

for the f!iiJlt around the Earth".

The years 1896 - 1901 _ere spent by 7<.L.

i'siolLovskiy in conducting e:<oeriments and investigations

on aerodynamics, construction of the first wind tunnel,

in Xussia, (1897) and experiments on the investigation

of air re_istance, in the' !)eilini_!_i_ of 1905 he orepared

for the press the first part of the work "investi!_aticn

of outer space by reactive devices".

in this chain of events we _ust uote th-ee dates:

1883, 1896 and 1903. To this (chain of events) is coz_fined

the whole ariTument about the oriority of 1_.]]. Tsiolkovs]<iy

in the field of rockets, about which, in reality, }i.E.

Tsioli{ovskiy himself wrote : "There is oriority today and

tomorrow it disappears" (vide his article "_rom air plane

to stellar plane "); "liever had I pretended for the

comolete solution of the question" (viSe "investigation

of outer space by reactive devices _' 1926) 3ut u_doubtedly,

]f.E. Tsiol]<ovs]<iy first of all gave _ot only the concept of

the use of rockets, but also substantiated the prospects

of its application for interplanetary flights.
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J{fter 1903 the followin_< work of i_.E. Tsiol_ovskiy

on rockets anoeared in 1910. Further in 1911 - 1912,

part II was "0ublished by him, while in 191!_, addendum to

parts I and II, Investigation of outer space by reactive

devices". After that follows the interval 10 years. And

only after the October Revolution k. _. Tsiolhovskiy

continues the future processing of his concepts in the field

of rocket flying. Since 4.924 his manuscript "Cosmic ship"

has been preserved. Further, the articles of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy

follow one after an other, while since the year 1926

he wrote several articles every year. The p_oductivity

of the wor_< of K.E. Tsiol_:ovskiy is amazin C. it is

necessary to tal{e into consideration that here _Je are

sneakin_ about his works, devoted only to rockets.

But did he not write similar works on air navi!_ation,

a:trophysics, geology and iTeo-cheTistry, philosophy and

on other branches of science.

It is necessary to say a few words about the

relation of the works of K.Z. Tsiolokovskiy to the old

caste of diplomaed scientists of Czarist _ussia. At

that time K.E. Tsiolkovskiy remained an unknown self-taught

inventor, gven the attempts of such great scientistm, as

1_endele _ and Stoletov, to attract attention towards the

concepts of the talented innovator crashed on bureaucratic

indifference.
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i;othin;_ offended }_.E. Tsiol_:ovskiy so much as the

thought of the inopportuneness of his technical concepts.

As re,lards this he once wrote a letter, in which he

fulminated a_ainst the general narrow-mindedness and

absence of foresivht. Here is what he _rrote:

"There are in fact, things and affairs ino?portune,

but they fail to discourage. At the very ss_me time it is

known, that all great beginnings proved themselves inopportune

and although not forbidden, yet not finding sympathy,

came to an end or had to stru}_gle a_ainst discouragements

big and make sacrifices. Thus, the railways proved to be

inopportune. Commissions of reputed scientists and s oecialists

not only found them inopportune, but even harmful and disastrous,

for example, for health. The steamer was considered a toy

by no less a oerson tha_ the f<reat i_aooleon himself along

with g7eniouses people, of his time.

Any inverltion, any ori:_inal conce_t caused mockery,

_ursuit for harm and, at the best, inopportuneness. There

was a majority of foolish concepts, and absurd discoveries

and ii_ventious and their percentage _'as ji!_antic, but past

historical experience shows, that no scientists nor specialistts,

nor the _,;ise, _Jere never hnown to differ nuch from the

insignificant.
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Ima_ine, that amon!cst us there a oeared a person,

so extraordinary as John Bruno, Galileo, Copernicus etc.

None understands him, the small circle of students doubts

him, but also sympathizing with him, can do nothing.

._ditorial boards of journalists do not acceot his articles

findin_ them unscientific and contradictory to the

contemporary observations. }[e_requires wisdom of the

encyclopaedic dictionaries, who would acree with the unknown

:nan, attacking the universally accepted authorities.

Ue do not hear that _,Jhich is silent and set,

but that which thunders abroad. To criticize and to dismantle

more thunc]erously in the press, is not in our power.

For this it is necessary to be a genius, and _Te are ordinary

people.

And what thunders " Authority, thunders to whom

it is allowed to make mistakes and to lie, thunders every-

body, havinj links in the po_,er of relationship capital,

inherited might. How many imT_ossible vulgarities were

printed and are no_o_ bein_ printed in the jounals. This

is partly good. Canard crumbles by itself and must not

hinder the expansion of ideas. But it is not g]ood that the

right of voice is possessed only be the mi[[hty or the established

authorities and the dz_lomae_ scientists They suppress
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the remaining ones as castes."*).

How from this letter differs that, which K.E.

Tsiolkovskiy wrote before his death " " Only October",

he wrote _ brought recoi_nition to the labors of the

self-taught.".

After revolution K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, having abandoned

the teaching profession, directed his total energy to the

future promotion of his ideas, by publishing and populariza-

tion of his works.

At the present time the scientific works of

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy are highly valued and universally

recognized.

The role of labors of }i.i_. Tsiolkovskiy in the

development of rocket technology in our country cannot be

but substatial. K.E. Tsioikovskiy showed the mo_

rational way and prospects of the development of this new

aspect of technology and gave a lot of schemes of reactive

devices, having practical importance.

This role was also recognized abroad. In the

twenty ye_rs of our century, when the concept of _f.lJ.

Tsiolkovskiy b_gan to penetrate in the beginning into Germany,

°) Text of letter is printed in accordance with the manuscript

kept in archives of K.E. Tseot Kovskiy.
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then into France, many scientists havin_ then conceived

roci_et technology, stopped to dispute the priority of

K.E. Tsiol_ovskiy° 1'_ani_scientists and engineers became

interested by the works of K. E. Tsiolkovs_iy. Professor

G. 0be_t in September 1929, wrote to I_.E. _siolkovskiy :

" I send you compliments, I hope, that you_"1o_e the fulfilment

of your high aims _ Yo_:r have lit the li_:ht and we shall

works, for the time bein_ the greatest dream of humanity

will not be realized. I am sendins you my nevr booh and I

shall be very jlad, if in exchan_,_e receive your latest _,_'orks.

(L_xtracts from this letter for the first time were made

_ublic as an appendix to the book of lq°E. Tsioli_ovskiy,

'_New _ir plane" Kaluga*, 1929).

The concepts of }(._]. Tsiol;_ovskiy were subjecLed

to consideration on the l>a_es of technical press, sometimes

they were criticized. For example, the suggestions, of K.E.

:.2siolkovskiy, to place rudder for steering the rocket in

the stream of gas, escaping from the nozzle of tile rocket

engine, and in this way to obtain the possibility of steering

rocket if: air-free space or in the upper, highly rarefied

layers of the atmosphere _._ere subjected] to criti ism by

the German en.,_ineer l,_:_dema_,,___**) -- The article of Ledemann,

*) Further we shall desicn:_te all I_aLU<_A editions of the

works of H. i_. :L'siolkovshiy by the letter "H".

_*) ZF_,I, April 28, 1927.
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in which he, in the meantine, had '_lade a lot of observations

and apropos of the work of K.E. Tsiokovskiy, "Investication

of outer space reactive c]evices", iialufsa , 1926 made

criticism of K.E. Tsio!kovshiy, which was published by him

simultaneously jointly with the work, "Cosmic 7_ocket---

l_xperimental preparation "Kaluga 1927. After 15 years,

was proved the rightness of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy : in June

1942, successful launching of the German rocl:et Ad,

known afterwards under the name IL_U-2, provided exactly with

gas Vanes i.e. accordin_ to the method, sugi,-ested by

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy. fhe vanes were made from graphite mass

and _Tere placed in the 87as stream of the rocket engine.

The rationality of such a device was fully justified during

the experiment. It is known, that the rocket i'b_U-2 was

employed by the Germans in the last war as a long-range

missile.

Durino_ the second world _Jar the rocket technology

made a lot of success and if we compare its attainment _i%_h

the ideas of K. E. _2siol_ovskiy we shall see, that in his

work of the year 1905, he almost exactly foretold the type

of the contemporary ;_ocket with liquid fuel. K._. Tsiol-

kovskiy at that time _ro_ abbut the aUtomatic_ully guiding;

orcket, _slng liquid oxysen in the capacity of an oxidizer,

in the rocket, into the combustion chamber of which fuel
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is su.op!i d by !oumps, . "The necessary automatic devices,

guiding the movement of rochet and by the force of

explosion according to a pre-contemplated _lan",

he wrote in his article in the year 1903, Of course ,

not all the statements of K.E. Tsioli_ovskiy are convincing.

_:uch he could _ ot foresee, specially that, for which are

required practical proofs and experience of work. For

this reason, to all, that was written by him, one cannot

refer without criticism.

The scientific heritage of E. E. Tsiolkovskiy,

was left in the form of books, a large part of it _ as

published by him through his own means, and the rest in the

form of manuscripts.

Tha lancuaTe of K. i_. Tsiolhovskiy is silaple,

clear and orecise. The text is basically divided in to small,

numbered paragraphs, facilitating the references at separate

places of the work, but along with this, making summaries in

a somewhat dry and concise manner.

In the present edition the numbering of paragraphs

has been retained in the same form, as it was given by

K,E. Tsiolkovskiy himself. The caps of several para_rap}ts

appearin_ are consequences of the fact, that the author

himself discardel several paragraphs, a_)_arently, not havin_

importance,
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Durin_r editing, the style of writing_ of }1._.

Tsiolkovskiy has been left unchanged. We have only

a lot of inaccurate expressions in those works which were

left after the death of K.i. Tsioll'ovskiy, in draft form.

Several abbreviations were unavoidable in view of the

appears:nee of almost literal repetitions.

However,, we have not omitted the abbreviation

of the earlier printe:_ scientific works of i.E. Tsiolkovskiy.

For this reason in the present collection of his articles

it was not possible to avoid repetition completely, especially

in the works servin2 the purposes o_ propagation of ideas of

rocket technology. Such places, how<,ver, are not many.

LI.E. Tsiolkovskiy's terr0inology is peculiar.

'Je have left unchan_e the term "reactive", but have changed,

for example, _'planetoid" to "asteroid _', "a_':rolite '' to

_'meteorite" etc. At some places, leaving the terminology

of K.S. Tsiolkovskiy as such, _4e have _Tiven in our remarks

contemporary terms, since it has been attempted to retain the

works of K._]. Tsioll ovskiy in the form, in which they were

'_Jritten by himself.

T Lou_h the language of I[.L. Tsioll{ovskiy is very

clrar, this cannot be _idabout the mathematical side of his works:

_or alphabetic desi_<nations in formulae, he mainly employed
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the _ussian alphabet and {:vi%ently, he _.,!asused to such

designation. In any case, only one work on rockets,

oublished in _[ALUGA, is _nown, with Latin d_signations.

This is the second edition of the wor'_ "7_ocket in cosmic soace".

Aeanwhile, such a tracin_ of formulae, sharply differing

from generally accepted in our country and the rest of the

_orld, highly complicate:s their reading. Only in "Selected

_:_orks" of }i.E. Tsiol_ovski v _0ublished by OliTI in the year

193/÷ in all q500 I!os (rou_h drafts), the transcription of

formulae waf_ changed.

The second inconvenience, hampering, from our

point of view, the drawing of inferences of li.E.

Tsiolkovskiy, is the illustration of formul_e by means of

tables, adopted by him. In no one wor: of his K.E. Tsiolkivski_

has adopted the graphic illustration of function, to _ _lich

the scientists and technolo_ists of all the world ,_',_': so

much accustomed. He thoug_ht in ima_'es, i_or one nroof or

another he required ap _roxi_ate, roughly drawn character of

any physical function, data etc. According to his opinion,

small tables serve£ for this purpose more simply.

]iajority of _athem_tical calculatio_s _as

required by }I.E. Tsiolkovskiy for s]_etchy proog; if technical

concept could be _.xpressed like that. it is doubtful if the

ma}ority of mathematical i_ferences of I(._. 2siolkovski?_ will
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of the corr spending technical projects. A great majority

of the calculations of K.E. Tsio!;_ovskiy are very approximate.

But many : technical concepts, the proof of Yeasibility

of which has been given by K.E. Tsiolhovshiy, undoubtedly,

will be used.

In the present edition we have adopted the

chronolog_ical order of distgibution of works of K.E. Tsiol-

kovskiy. This edition is mot the complete collection

of the works of K._/. r_siolhovskiy, but, i any case, almost

all the most significant works on rockets, coming out during

his life time, published as seprate books, as well as those

havinc apDeared in the form of articles i_ various journals

and collection, are published in the oresent edition.

few words about the oublications of the works

of i[.i. Tsiolkow_kiy. Till the year 1947, the dissemination

of the wor_s of K._. Tsio!_:ovskiy was insig_ificant!y small:

it comprised several articles in the _eriodical Dress,

•_alu_a editions of K.E. Tsiol_ovskiy himself and '_Se]ected

.)
Works", published in 1934 i_._a very restric ted number

of volumes (copies). About the second book of "Selected

Jori.s, deVbte@ to rockets, which came out, as is known,

.) K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, Selected works, Book II Reactive

Motion, '_osmashmetizdat", 1934.
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urder the editorship0 of such a profound exnert of the problem

of rocket-navigation, as engineer F.A. Tsander, may be

quoted as the best referenc_ . To our regret, however,

in this edition, mainly only those works of K._. iolOi. OVo_ly

have been collected, which received from him materialistic

processing, several fundamental statements of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy

being suppressed. Jhe text of "Selected Works " (1934)

alonl with the printed works of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy were

made use of by us. However, many with the printed works

of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy _ere made use of by us. However, many

vaca_ t places have been filled in by the collection of the

,)
works of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy .

In the year 1951 the Academy of Sciences of the

ULS_{ started to publish the collection of works of K.E.

Tsiolkovskiy. The Academy of Sci_nces of the USSR has so

far oublished several collectiones of the works of

_.E. Tsiol ovskiy, including in the series "Classics of

Science". Owing to this, at the present time the works of

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, mainly on rocket flying devices, are

more or less widely knowh.

We shall :<ow oroceed to the cot_sideration of

sep_rate wor!:s of ]_.E _ '- '-". _szol_ovs._my, contained in this

volume.

,) K.E. Tsiolkevskiy, Collectien of Works, Vol. II,

Academy of Sciences of USSR, Moscew, 1954.
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First of all our att<_ntion is attracted by a lot

of articles which may be unit,_d with a zemeral caption

"Investigation of outer space ,_,riththe halp of roc_et

devices" }{ere are zoun_ the earliest ,,.,ror'-:s of

K.E. Tsiol]<ovski7 on roc_:ets.

"Investigation of the outer space by reactive devicss"

-- the first published work of i[._.. Tsiolkov kiy about

rockets- was for the first time printed in the journal

"Scientific Review" r_o, 9, 1909, K.E. Tsiolkovskiy ofterwards

called this work the first _art of his study. In 1924

in ]<aluga it was published as aseparate brochure under

a new caotion "Rocket in Cosmic Space"•

The change of title as may b,; guessed, is e×_lained

by the fact, that in 1923 Obert's book "Die Rahete Zu den

i_lanetenraumen '' came out. z_ein- aluost a verbal translation

of the title of t:_is own book, I[.E. Csiolhovskiy took

a vie_ of p:'otest a _inst the fact, that th_ book of

Obert was oerceived as a new discovery _,'hereas l_.E.

i'siol _ ovshiy has enunciated the very ._ame concept as early

as ti_e yeor 1903. z'or this reason in the edition of the

year 1924, the article "Destiny of thinkers or twenty

years in hiding" was placed in the form of a preface, in which

he had complained of oblivion, impeding publicity of his

works. '[2his ar!:icle has been omitted by us.
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,,e arc _;ri_:tiug in th,_ t_xt the ,_]itJon of the

year 1924, the worh of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy since 1903. The

first edition (in the jour_ai "Scientific _eview") was

prepared, accordin_ to the o!_inion of K.L. Tsiol]:ovskiy

himself, extremely carelessly.

2he ':or!; of l[.E. Tsiolhovskiy "investi<;ation

of outer soace by reactiv<: devices", without doubt, is

one of his basic works on rockets. ;_t the same time

thi work deserves to be called classical in this field.

_cqua±ntance with it is necessary it everyone, inter_sted

not only in the problem of interplanetary fli[_ht but also

with motion of the rocket in seneral.

In the term _reactive device", frequently appearing

in K.E. Tsiolhovshiy's works, he includes all the flying

mechanisms moving by the effect of thrust of rocket engines.

"Investigation of outer space by reactive devices"

_or shortly "Investi_atio_<_s of the year 1911" apoeared in

journal "Air !iavi 'ation Herald" iu the year 1911 in

numbers 19-22 and further in the year 1912 in No. 2-9.

,,_eare printing the first pa_rt of the article in the text

of t]_c journal, introducing many of the corrections and

additions, which ](._]. Tsiolkovskiy had made with his own

hands in the orinted text of the journal. "Investi[iation

of the year 1911" was named as the second part of his great

wdrk by K.E. Tsiolkovskiy.
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Later, on the publication of _'Inve_tigatio:_s of

the year 1926" K.E. Tsiolkovskiy remov-d from the "Inves-

tigations of the year 1911 com_oletel?_ the preface and the

chapters _The action of _Truvity on moving off from the planet"

and "The velocity of f!isht and the time of_ight ".

"InvestiiLiations of the year 1926" is better known, more

important, and vastly problem-embracing, and therefore the

indicated preface and two chapters (the last two in abbreviated

form) have been retained by us in the "Investigation of the

year 1926" and in _'Investi<ation of the year 1911" with the

preface deleted. After this preface followed the extensive

"iqesumer of the work of the year 1905". _._ehave

deliberately aoridced it, retaining only the main, fundametal

positions, since this resume briefly states the contents

of "Investi:_ation of the year 1903". Further we follow the

i_ t_"text, a<opted ....collection of works of J_.E. :_siolkovs_iy,

volume II, a ioublication of the Academy of Sciences of the

U_, Aoscow, 195/_.

"inw_sti_ation of the outer space by reactive

devices' (appendix to parts i and !I, works of the very

same name) oublished i the year 1911_. --_ie are

re-_rinting the text from this _dition, leaving out several

initial pa_'es, i_'_which ausnicious references by }[.i_. Tsio!LLovskiy

_;ere contained regarding the- specialists of that time _bout

i_arts I and II of his works.
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i'he article "Cosmic Ship '_ h<s be ii print(:d

,)
according to the ma_luscripts ol the year 1924 . fhe

article was meant for publicatiom by K.E. Tsiol;;ovskiy

and was sent with this aim in July 1924 to the journal

"Technology and Life". However, the editorial board returned

it to th'o author without printing it. In the article

is contained an interesting< indication for the use of

braking in the Earth's atmosphere of the interplanetary

ship at the ti_!e of landin_T on the Earth. A_ analogous

method was afterwards also suggested by Gomann in his work

"Die _Jrreichbarkeit der Himmelsi<orper 't in 1925.

The article "Investi_ztion of outer space by

reqctive devices "(or briefly "investi_ation of the year

1926) was published by K.E. Tsiolkovshiy i_ the ye_r 1926

in the city of i_ALUGA. On the jacket a?_oeared the

inscription "Re-publication of worl_is of the years 1903

and 1911 _rith several changer and additions". 3ut this

does _ot a:'cord with reality. It is also not wholly

correct that a subsetluent_of ;_._. Tsiols_ovskiy that

"had to be confined by o:_e new, by virtue of material conditions"

is also mot wholly correct. There is ::o doubt, that the

this work is not a re-publicatiou of wori::s of the previous

,years_. but at the same time there is no doubt belonged to that they

*) _!_is article w_s written i_ two variants: we are

?rimting i;_ accorda.nce with the first variant in such a _a)" as

it was for the first time ublished im the book "K.E. Tsiolokovskiy

Works on rocket technology" O_tii_O_d PuLlishing Uouse 1947. The

second variant, see in the Collected ';orks Volume 11,

Academy of Sciences of US2_, 195_.
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the year 1903 and specially those of 1911 were imcluded in it.

For this reason one must not wonder at the rarely a9pearing

repetitions. _he preface to this article, as has already

been indicated, was written in the year 1911.

In the records of }i.E. Tsiolkovskiy was found a

manuscript, with the caption, "Album of cosmic voyages".

_he text of this, album has the date June 21, 1935;

the drawings were done in the period October 195_- _darch

1934. The text is devoted mainly o the establishment of

interplanetary stations. _fhe drawi_ g of the album have been

done on the subject of the text. T,_.e albu:' appears as

material, was for the film "Cosmic trip" the scientific

.)
consultant of which had invited K.E. Tsiolkovs]:iy to

prepare the drawing.

The draL, ings of the album (]:umbering more than 100)

are::_lematic. K.E. :2siolkovskiy giving the sketches,

suggfested that a::imat_d cartoons could be made by him.

_he drawings, to a I:_reat extent, depict various effects

of the absence of grg_vity. They do not attract much

*) "Album of Cosmic V ..... _" oublished in the 6aoacity,.-.,d c,. _._ _o

of an aopen(]ix in the book, "I';anuscript f.aterisls of i:.iJ.

!2siolkovsi:iy", Uorks oY the Archives of the Academy of 6ciences

of UJ6R, Imp 22, "Yauka" _ublishin;7 i!ous_, i oscow, 1966.
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interest but soi_e of them may serve as illustrations at

different _laces from pr<vious wor_:s of I[.E. Tsiol_:ovshiy

and that is why they have be_n preserved by us. The dra_<_inss

],_,7,fo and 9 (enumeration of "_Ibum _) _uuit as

illustr_tions to the article _'l_eactive ]iovement '_, drawings

11, 12 and 13 show different methods o±_ return of the rocket in

air-free space. Drawing L_9 perhaps, pertains to the article

_'Csomic Ship" and only dry,wing _[o, 54 relates directly

to the question about an interplanetary station. The

inscriptions and drawings have been made by fL.]!_.Tsiolkovskiy

himself.

"_;orks about tile cosmic roci:et 1903-1927". In

this article }L.]_. Tsiol_<ovskiy sums up the first r_sults

of :_is work in the field of rocket technology. Ue

motice t;:at the _-ener_l prog_'am of oractical worl< o_ the

reactive i ove_ent, _lentioned in this article is i_ot to be

•_ecognized as "_ccur_te. _<pe_'iuents vrith automobiles

with the aim, w'_ _h which L.Z. Tsiolkovs]_i_T e:_amines

them, are evidently not necessarj if _lan can soon fly in

:_eroplane. Ti_e skill to control the machiue at present

is not the first rate problem. Until the _ccomplishment

of fli%_ht by man in the rochet the difficult _Jay of the

cre_.tion of the rocket enfine must be traversed.
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"Aims of stellar i[:_vigation". This _.fork of

K.E. Tsio!kovskiy is devoted to the sbuject regarding the

future res_ttlement of humanity on the _lanets of the solar

system. Earlier this ariicle was related to scientific-

cure-fantasy wor_:s of K.!i. Tsiolkovskiy. iiowever, this

is completely unbelievable. Only the lack of understanding

of the importance of the future rocket movement and the conquest

of cosmos by man micht le_d to such a conclusion. Je

consider it necessary to include this work of K.E.

Tsiolkovs!<iy in the collection of his works, all:voted

to the roc!_et a_d cosmic technology. T,:e article is

printed in the ifa!u_Ta edition of 1929.

"}_eactive 14ovement". The article was written

in ].lay 19_x2, and _:as oublished in the journal _'Into the Fi[_ht

for Technology", _o. 15-16, Aug_st 1932, under the caption

"Theory of the reactive motion". _fhe article is being

printed by us with insicnificant abbreviations of places,

repeating literally the previous works of }(.E. Tsiolkovskiy,

and with certai_ corrections in the collection of

,)
works of E.E. t_siolkovskiy .

2he idea regarding the folded device of the external

surface of the rocket meant for flights into the cosmic

*) E.]]. Tsiolkovskiym Collected _orks, vol II- _<cademy

Sciences of the U,_,J]{, _oscow, 1954 .
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space, _,}asexpre_sed by ]_ S _ ' ' _-" in 1925.• • _SlOl_iov_;_l,_feven

"Fuel for _ocket". The article was compiled by

K.E. Tsiolkovskiy from _wo manuscripts. One of them is

"Exolosives and Fuel" (June 1932) *) while the other

"33xplosives for Stellar-Plane" (I,iarch 1933). To the

article abtained in this way by K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, the

name "Achievement of Stratosphere" was given. The

article was contained in the collection "Reactive Xovement",

No. 2, 1936, under the caption "Fuel for the i_ocket".

It is also preserved by us. The manuscript of the year

1933 in the article begins with the section "Selection

of _xp!osion ;_;lements".

"Stellar-Plane with _;achines preceding to it".

This article was riot published durin_ th@ life of K.L.

Tsiblk0vshiy . !$e are printin_ it according to the tex,t

of "Selected ,_orks" edition of the Academy of Sciences

of the U<i<;R , 1962. It is ki_o_In that K.;;. Tsiolkovskiy

considered gradually _0ossible, by means of increasing the

v_locity and designing modifications of an aeroplane and

mainly its motors to pass on to a stellar-plane, i.e. to

attain cosmic velocity. This article is devot<-_d to a brief

survey of this question.

_) Data ut the end of tile manuscript was al'_ays con_idered

by _s as the _ata of fiuishing of the _"iven work.
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']issiles, devisin 2 cosmic velocities on the earth

or water". _e article is bei_:[: printed on the pattern

of the manuscript, dated December 3-8, 1933.

K._. Tsiolkovskiy devoted the last year of his

life to the great work, "Basis of making gas machines,

motors an_ flying7 devices", which he coul@, not complete.

He started work on it towards the end of 193L_. In this work

he vastly made use of his pr_vious labors. According to

his idea, the work "Basis of making gas machines" must have

comprised 12 chapters. He changed the caption, s and order

of in£ividual chapters several times.

For rocket technology the qOth chapter offers

the greatest interest. This chapter bearing the caption

"Greatest velocity of the rocket" was _ritten in January

1935. The subject of this chapter is the particular method

of attaining great velocities of flight. '2he basic

principles of the method sugar,eared by K.i]. Tsiolhovskiy,

.)
were popularized by engineer Y.I. Perelmann . _rom the

letter of E.E. Tsiolkovsi_iy to Pere!mann, it follows that

the idea of this nethod occurred to him in December 1951_.

This work is !_ein_; published by us in the book, "dorks

on rocket technolosy" (;iinistry of Defence Imb!ishing House,

19t_7).

*) Y. I. Perelmann, Tsiolkovskiy _iiTl, 1937.
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It is as if it were the finale of the creative

work of K.E. Tsiolhovkskiy. The method of :_ttaining cosmic

velocities, about which there is mention in this book,

consisting in pnuring fuel from rocket to rocket during the

gradual diminishing of the number of simultaneously flying

rockets, prefably of component roc]_et too, is not rejected

by }i.E. Tsio!kovskiy. In the present case he suggests

the use of the method of pourins _ot for ordit ary liquid

6)
propelled rockets but for the rocket-planes.

,:e have already oointed out the fact that the

present booL is not the com01ete collection of worlds of

K,E. Tsiolkovshiy on cosmonautics. Uhat about the works

not included in this book ?

In the first place they be!on_ _ to a small oortion

oi' the manuscript, not having independent si_nificance

for rocket and cosmic technology.

Secondly, Out of the wor_:s of K.E. Tsiolkovshiy

havinj been printed earlier on the _0roblem of inter-plane-

tary voyages, the followin_j _vare not included:

Im A small ar_icie "For the atmospheric land"

printed along '/ith the article, _'_Tew Aeroplane",

Science", 1929, •

") As has been in the book of Y.I. Perelmaun, 1937.
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2,:e e ")'tom aeroolane to stellar-plane"

printed in the ;journal, "Sparks of Acience",

1_ No. 2./g" 9

5- _he article "l,'o___ the Atmosp_:e_'} _-"_", written b_

. :o:ol_:ovskmy in _:arch 19_2 and published

with some chanses :n the journal ",_rou_J the

world", 1934, _:o. 1.

l+. '--he :article "]_e_ctive _!otion and its successes"

_:ritten -'_m,_ iiarch 1932 and published in the

journal, "Aeronlane", 1952, !'7o. 6.

5- _<:_ article to!Jar-Plane '_ "?ub]ished in the

jour::al "Zno:sle<l e is }'ower '_, :'ecember 199a

:7o. 25-21_.

6. Scientific ne:_'s paper article "Can the Earth

some day announce to the inhabitants of other

planets about the e?<istence on it of

ratio:_al bei::gs", printed in the "i aluga

::eview" I°96 71o. bo.

7- i;om:lar Scientific ::arrative "Out of the Zarth",

which was _ub!ished in the journal "]:::ture

and people" i_: the year 1918 (170. 2-14), was

<_ul'lished as a separate hoof: in ]_aluga in 1920

a:::] found its way i: t"< collection of wori:s
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of !_.i_. Tsiol _vs _ _.. " a- to _ ...."

Academy of Sciences of the L)_)z ,

$. _rticle "]teactiv_ device, as means of flisht

in the vacuum and in the atmos_0here", printed

in the journal, "Air N_7_vi{!Tator", 1910, No. 2.

being a very brief s ccount of the work, "inves-

tigation of outer spac_ by reactive devices" (1903).

9- Article _'Application of re_ctive devices to the

investigation of stratosphere", published in the

newspaper L orkin C ]!oscow" No. 51, dated 3 i[arch

1935- The manuscript of this article was

finalized on February 2T, 1935- in the article,

the idea of rocket is briefly dealt with.

Lven during not particularly serious reading

of the work of K._. i_sioli:ovskiy it becomes clear, that

the author did ._ot consider inter))lanetary f!isht of

rocket as material without preliminary preparation, without

overcoming] the difficulties standing in the way and temporary

set-oacks. He su_:sested that aviation is the first stage

on the road to cosmic flishts and the wisdom to fly in

the atomosphere is the first stage in the art of flying

beyond the atmosohere. An air olane accordin_7 to K._6.

TsiolkovsLiy may be, in future, converted into a cosmic ship.
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qradual modification of the ai plane i_to the

interpanetary ship, according to K.E. '_}siolkovskiy is drawn

un in the fol!owi_- way. In case of the aero-en£iu_ _ the

waste of heat is made use of, reactive exhaust for the

creation of thrust not _ith the help of a screw, but with the

help of the reaction of waste product of mass. The

cylinders of the engine at this stage are converted

into the combustion chambers of the reaction engine. 2he

engine, p,ovided ith a connressor (with the compression

of gases, in the terminologv_ of K.i]. _s!o_kowJ_ly),]° is

accommodated in a tube, where the pro,_ucts of cumbustion burn

out an¢] the process characteristic of the roc]_et _<ero-engine

takes place. The air plane is convertec _'into a semi-reactive

strato plane, since the screws all the same are needed

by it. T_ e altitudes of fli_]_t• i_re si ;_lificantly nem_nl _cned.

Piston-engines may be changed b> turbines.

_'urther, the content of oxycen in the oxidizer

of fuel increases. On the stratoo3ane are located tanl s

with special oxidizers. The altitude of flight increases.

still nore. Finally, the use of o-'yen__, is com}?letely discarded

and switch over th some oxidizer, which is in the liquid

state, is made. 2_ st _atopla_e ms con_ertec into the

rocket-plane, which, 6ependin on the rclt_.tiv( _luantity

of __._:e f,_el contained i_i it, may fly out of t:_e limits

o:7 the _.<t os-chere.



,.ith the helo of coml}i_ation from several rochet-

planes, in the form of either a component rocket or devices,

_oring the reserve of fuel from one to the other, _ay attai_

a speed of 8 kilimeters per second, and will become a

stellite of the Earth. By means of c]elivery from the

Lartil of the required materials this satellite uay be

converted into a station, from which interplanetary ships

will be directed in more distant cosmic voyages.

Jhen all this has been acheived_ a time will

come to organize "Colonies in _th,:r", as i.E. _siolhovskiy

has called the interolanetary sta<tion cities.

Side by side with the above stated concepts ]_.E.

Tsiolkovskiy did _ot rule out the possibility of direct

flight of the rochet beyond the li_.its of the atmosphere

into the cosmic s_ace. In kis works he has suggested

the use of the incliued ascent of the rocket with its prelimi-

nary boost for this purpose. But such a way 'fsiolhovs]_iy

considered _:ore difficult. The way through aviation from

this point of view is the w,_y of amassing experieuce with

the object of possessing the art of flying beyond the

at,_iosphere. Only by reading _nd studying the works of

]I.E. Tsiolkovskiy, is it possible to appraise the importance

of his idea, havin_7 keot the beginnings factually to the



scientific relatio'__ to _he rocket a_s a device for the

move_lent of human beinjs into the cosmos.

X.L. Tikhonravov.

!" Y:" _'/_}O,,"_©C_©@
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( ]:he _; '",,oc:_et in Cosmic _pace)

(1903)

Lift on air balloons;

sizes, their weight, tem}}erature and d_.'nsity of air.

I. Small aerost_.ts with automatic vision devices,

without human beings, till this tie }laVe ascended uo to

a height, not more than 22 kilometers°

file difficulties of ascent to a large height

with the help of air balloons increase extr-_ordiilarily

quickly with the increase of this height.

_ that the aerostat ascendedSUp _OSe_ we want,

to a height of 2? km and !ifte_ a weicht of I k S .

-_ir at the height of 27 km ha_; a density of _bout

I/_0 of its density on the surface of the Earth (?60 mm
Q

pressure and O°C). It means that the balloon on such

a height must occupy the volume 50 times l:lore than below, at

the level of the sea. It needs to inject into it not less

--7

than 2 IiJ of hydrogen, which _ t the altitude wil occupy

100 N p. at this ...._e tke balloo_ lifts a ' _i<;-_t of I

I.;i!ogram i.e. it ILfts tke automatic device, and the balloon

itself would w;;i_h I ]:ilo_ram or nearly that much. The
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0

surf_ce of it_ j chet with a iiameter of 5. _ Ii constitutes

2 2
not less than 103 M. Consequently esch I M- of matter,

t_.i<in_-,,into _o__.,m_7_-'rl_-_ion..,_its orotectin_:_ _ f_auze, must weigh

10 g.

A square meter of ordinary writing paper weighs 100 g;

the weisht of IId 2 ci_iarette _0aper constitutes 50 g. _o that

r:ven the cigarette paper will be _ time_ heavier than theft

material, which must be used in our aerostat. To use such

material iu the aerostat is impossible becaus_ the jacket,

made from its, will burst and will violentl[_ r<_lease the gas.

The balloons of a larjer size may have a thither

jacket. Thus, th_ balloon with fantastically large diameter

• i_2 ....of 58 will ]lave a jacket, I which ,:era _is about 100 g,

i.e. a bit he:.vier than the ordiuary writi_j p:_per. It

lifts 1000 kg of load, which is }_uch too _mc_. for the recorder

(_:elf - recordinl _ device).
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_2cnth Year

SC ILi,!_'IL_'ICI<LVIL'J

lionthly

Scientific - cum - philosophical and

Literary journal.

St. Petersberg.

L.L. Porokhovshchikova Printing House,

3 - 5, Swinming Pool Street,

1903.
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_ies :_,rch of oute.r s2ace by reactive

Small aerostats with automatic visio_ devices,

without hu:,an beings, till this time, have asc_'.uded up to

a height of r_ot :ore than 20 versts.

_:;_, 2he difficulty of ascent to a height wit_ the help

or sir balloons increr:ses extr,uordinarily quickly _,,'iththe

increase of this height.

Sup_ose, we want that the a erostat rose to a

height of 27 kilometers has a density of about 1/50

of its density of in _ormal conditions (760 mr,_ pressure

and O°Centigrade). It means that th_ balloon on such

a height must occupy a volu:_e 50 times _!;reater than below.

,_t the very sea level, it _llows, to inject into it not

less than 2 meters of hy@rogen, which at a height will

occupy 100 cubic meters. At t]_is st_!_e the balloon will

lift a load of 1 ks, i.e. will lift the automatic device

and the balloon itself will wei;_h one kilogram or about

that.

The surf_c_ of its _acket, at a diameter of 5- $

m_,_ters, constitutes not less than 105 _2. Consequently

c_ch square meter of material, ta!<ing into consideratiou its
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protecting j_.uze, l_ust weigh to 10 f_ram, or s¢_uare

arshin will weigh aoout first one Zolotnik.

_ s._Tuare meter of thi.s writing paper weighs

100 green ; similarly a square meter of cic_rette paper

constitutes _0 _. So that even the cicarette paper will

weigh _ times heavier th_n theft meterial, which must be used

in our aerostat. Such a material in use for the acrostat,

is not nossible, because the jacket m_de from it will burst

and will violently release gas°

The balloons of large sizes may have thicker

jackets. _hus, the balloon with fanstastically large diameter

of 58 meters.

Pa£e from the___'o_a_r_l _cientific P.eview

Year 1903___NO_._J _.

If one is rest:,icte to the sume, _._uormous ..i_;es

_tln<_ forc 1 kiloo_rm_Is, then i _ isof" the aerostat by the li _ " " e

oossible to make the jacket two times heavier. In ,ieneral,

in such a case, _-_It]_ou/'h, the aerosu_t costs very dearly, its

construction is uot to be considered imnossible° its_ _

....of 27 kilometers constitutes 100,000 I,l3,volume at an altitu_<_

the surface area of the jacket _ein_< qO, )00 I'.'!2.
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]ieanwhile, what sorrowful results will an ascent

to some 27 _:ilometers of altitudentail.

One has to say hbout the ascent of d_vices to

-_ "_ _h., sizes of "'-_ st ....a i:re,_ hcight : P_ {" a..... o :lust be still- _i bo

:reat_.r; but at t_i_{ st_ge it should not be forsot_en

that with the increase of sizes of air balloons the forces

tearins as under the jacket all the more and more take

the overweight on th*. resistanc_ of material.

The ascent of the d_vic.:'s beyond the limits of the

atmosphere with the help of air balloon, of' course, is

totally inconceivable. From th- :...... "._ o0oe_va_lons on the falling

stars it is seen, that these limits do _ot extend beyon_

200 - 300 kilometers. Theoretic::t!ly ,yen th__.h_ight of

the atmosohere is calculated at 5!+ ,_ __lometers, taking into

consideration, the basis of tile lowering of temper;_ture of

!5°Cair to for each _ilometer o£ ascent, which is sufficiently

close to reality, at least, for accessible layers of the

$

a _mosphere .

A table of h_ishts , te_.perature and r_,;:sity of

air is adduced above, calculate'], by me ,.'n thus basis. From

this it is seen, how equickly the difficulties of ascent

_lrow with the height.

*) Now it is known, that the lowerin S of temperature Soes up to

the limits of the troposphere, i.e. up to 11 kilometers

(auther) .

On altitudes fro!,l 11 to 25 ::ilom_ters the temper'_ture

is constant and is equal to - _,6, J_9°C (mditorial Board).
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Altitude of

the atmosphere

in kilometers.

0

12

18

24.

Temperature.

° C

O

-30

-60

-90

-120

Density

of air.

1:2

1 :4,32

1:10,6

1:3o.5

Altitude of

the atmosphe-

re in kilomet_

rs k. I

3O

36

42

48

51_.5

Tempera-

ture.

° C

-15o

-130:

-210

-240

-272

Density

of air.

1:116

1:584

I :3900

1:28000

O

The denominator of the last column indicates the

difficulty, which may be forced in the manufacture of the air

balloon.

2. ..'enow s_itc-! over to the other idea._ flicht

to th._" altitude --with the help of launched missiles.

In practice th_ initial velocity of motion of

mis_iles does not exceed, 1200 H/sec. Such a missile

launched vertically, rises up _ an altitude of 73 km,

if the flight is accomplished in air- free space. In air

th- altitude of lift will be :inch less and de)ends on the

form and mass of the missile.
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t_n a {_ood form of the :'issile the altitude of

lift may attain imoort:-nt v_!ues but to accomod:_t_ the

vision devices i:_side the missile is impossible, because

they will be smashed to pieces either during the r._tu_n of

the missile to the Earth, or durin_ its very movement in

the launchi_g barr_l. T!e danger in the channel on the motion

of the missile is less, but this d_{ngcr for the intactness

of the devices is enormous. Let us sup<,ose for

simolicity, that the mressurc of gases on the missile is

even, on account of which the accel<'_ration of its _<_otion

works out as '.J_i/s<c.2. Theu_ th_ sam_'_ acceleration is

oLtained and all the objects in the missile ar_ cow,strained

to attain with it one motion. Du_ to this, in_ide the _issile,

ther_ must develoo a relative, _0par._.nt ;;r_gity, -cual to

_I _'here g is the acceleration of the ]]arth's pull on the

g
surface of the Earth.

formula.

The length of the gun L will be expressed by the

L __

V 2

2 ('# g)

from which

W =

V 2

+ g_2L

Uhere, V -- is th_-_velocity acluircd by the uissile

on exit from the orifice.
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From the: for_la it is evide.nt that _, tke

increase o? relativ _ _ravity in the missile, therefore,

6ecre::<ses with the incremse of height of the gjui_ _......... :

at the constant V, i.e. the long_r the [_n, less dangerous

it is to the devices at the tir,e of pushin8_ out of the

:'_.issile. But on a very long juan w'_ic!L is im_3ructic ble to

work, th_ apoarent gr:_.vity in th: missile o_. the acc ,_-

leration of its motion ill the $_u_ channel is so large that

the tenderly built devices can hardly bear it without

d:_nage, it is even _Jore impossible to send in it anything

living in the missile, if need should arise.

3- Thus, we assume, that thn built-up gun is

roughly 300 meters high. Let it be locnt_d alon_ the

Llffel Tower which as is known, pQssesses such a h,'ight and

let the missile with an even pressure of gas receive,

on exit from the orifice, a speed, sufficient for ascent

beyo_ the limits of the atmosphere, for exam01e, for

an ascent up to 300 ]<ilometers fro: the L_rth's surface.

Then we calculate the velocity V for this, by the formula.

v=

On h : 300 _.l:_"_ometecs we obtain V a_ a_out

__°I',__50,me te rs/s e c

we find

Out of the two last formulae, eliminatinT,

'C = h

g L + i;



here, _ expre_es th_ relative, or a :_arent jr_vity in the
g

nucleus. According to the formula w_ find, theft it is equal

to 1001.

Therefore, the gravity of all devices in the

missile must be increas,_d 1000 times also, i.e. an object

with wei_iht o_ 1 kilo[_ram e:<periences from the apparent

gravity a pressure 1000. kilograms (force). Hardly, perhaps

any physical device _zill bear a similar pressure. ]_hat type

of a jerk turust those bodies must ,:xperience in a small

gun and during flight at an altitude 9 more than ]00

kilometers :

_o as not to lead anybody astray by words,

"relative, or a_)parent f{ravity", I shall say, that her,: i mean

force dependi_g on th'e acceleratin_i movement of the body

(for example the missile); it appears either on uniform

motion of the body, if only the motion is curvi!inear and is

called centrifugal force. Generally, it a_'_}ears always on

the body or in the body, if only on one body some force

ac_s, disturbing th<_ movem nt of _e body by inertia.

....._ r_;lative gravity exists till the time, its generating

force exists; a_ soon a_ th_ latter ceases tO exist - the

_elative gravity <_isa pears tracelessly. I na_e _nlo

force:: gravity, then onl_ _ because its te_1oorary effect is

cog,_ol._:tely identical _rith the effect of the gravitaE_onal
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force. As e_'ch ma_rlal particle is subject to _.ravl%""_-_y,

so also the r<_lative gravity is born in eacn_ oar_icle_ o_._the

body, cont'_.in,_d in the missile; this takes olac.', because

the a:parent jravity deoends on inertia, to which all

the material parts of the body are equally subject. T}r_s

the devices inside the missile will be made

1001 times he._vier. Lven if on this terrible, through

short - timed, (0. 24 sec) reinforc_ent of th<_.r.-lativ,e

,_r_vity it _ucceeded i_,_oreservinN the_ intact, all tn..

"_Ul_%, r_l_]q '_ 0 tl_.e _" -I !7_ed'_ _'.rli-_ _,_-n t ],_ _ -_'_ "_ _ _-'_ 0_ ,-_,'{" ;-11r! S -i _-_

the capacity of _-senc._rs into +h_ s]-y space, will be found.

i'_irst of all there is the difficulty of _heir

construction even in the future. Further there is the

enormous initial velocity of the missile; in fact, in the

lower thick layers of the atmosphere, the velocity of the

missile loses much o_._account of the resistance of

the air; the loss of velocity will vigorously cut down

the altitude of flisht of the missile; after that it is

difficult to attai_ _ veu the pressure of SaSeS on the

missile at the time of its motion in the barrel, from

which the force of g:'a ity will be much more than we had

calcu!at_d (1001); finally the saf,;ty of the return of the

missile to the Larth is very 8oubtful.
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_q_active Device- " The }_oci<et"

4. 5_ut then one e_ormous increase of gravity is

completely sufficient, so as to retain th_z conception

of the use o_ guns for our work.

In their place or the aerostat in the capacity

of a researcher of the atmospher I suggest the reactive

device, i.e. of the type of rocket, but the rockets are

grandiose and are _uiit by a special method. The concept

is not new, but the calculations connected with it, give

so remarkable results, that to i eep silent about them should

have been impermissible.

It is _ot my business to further e:_.amine all

aspects of work, as its practical ,_soect regarding the

f_asibility categorically does uot allow it; but in the

distant future, prospects can be seen through the fog,

to such a d_gree enticing and important, that hardly

anybody dreams about them at present.

:ie shall imagine such a missile: metallic oblong

chamber (of the form of legist resistance), p-ovided with

light, oxygen, obsorbers of carbon dioxide, miasmata :rod

other animal secretions, meant not only for the prese_vation

of dif_er_ut ohy:_ical devices but also for human beincs,

controlling the chamber (we shall discuss the question more
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widely ,'_ccordi.u_ to possibility). !2he chamber has a larger

reserve of substance-s, which on their mixing immediately

form explosive mass. These substances, accu<*ately,

and satisfactorily evenly exploiding at the fix<:_d place for

the purDose, flow ill the form of hot _ases in the tubes

widening toward the end like the horn or the blowing musical

instrument. These tubes are located along the sr,qall walls

of the ch_mber, in the direction of its length. At one,

narrow end of the tube the mixing of the explosive

substances takes place: here the thick_ned and flamin_

_ases are obtained. At the other, widened end of it, they,

_eing vigorously rarefied and cooled, e_:caoe out;_ic]e from

the tube throu_zh the socket with enormous relative speed.

It is understood, that such a missile, as a rocket, in

known conditions, will be lifted to the altitude.

Automatic devices controlling the T:otion of the

rocket (we shall of tel a_l] our device thus) and the force

of explosion for the olLan c_,.templated earlier, are

required.

Schematic view of the rocket. (fig. 1). ]'3oth

the liquid @<ases are divided by _ partition. The place of

the mixing o7 _ase_ and their exolosion is visible, he

also see the fund, for oourinc,] out vi orously rarefied and

cooled vapors, i'h,, tube i_ surrounded _[,_a c?sing _'ith

m,eta!lic fluid _luic!<!y circulatinL; in it. _e see rudder,

_erving to the control the motiou of the rocket.
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If the equally- functioninF7 forces of ex_]osion do

not _ass exactly th?ough th_ center of in-rtia of the missile,

the "_issile will rotate and cor sequentl?; it ,,,;ill be useless.

To obtain mathematical precision in this coincidence is

absolutely impossible because as inertia cannot fluctuate

on accouter of the movement of th<_ conts.ined substances,

as well as th<" direction, in th_ tube of the differently

functionin#: forces of pressure of _ases c<_n:_ot have an

_unchn[_ed dir_ction math_m:_tic_l!y. _e can still direct the

Figure. Keys: I- Fg_e!y circulating] Liquid, oxygen,

_t a very low ten:_ruture.

2. Liquid hydrocarbon.

3- People and devic_:s for b_;e_tb_inf_,

o,nd o _her_.
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.missile in air by the hel,o of a rudder similar to the

manner of a bird but what would you do in the air-free

>:pace, where ether will hardly offer any appreciable support.

The fact is that if the equiv'-lent force, as far

as possible is close to the center of inertia of the

missile, then its rotation will be fairly slow. But the

:_oment it heroins, we transfer some mass inside the missile

at the time of the tr'_nsferance el" the center of inertia

resulting from it, does not force themissile, to tilt

in the oi>posite ,'!irection. Im this way heeping a _,v_,tch

on the missile and transferri>[] inside it small mass

we shall achieve the oscillation of the ,_issile someti_es

to one and sometimes to the othe_ side, the usual direction

of th,,_.effect of t!_e exolosive substances a_ the

movement of the missile will not chan_e.

Perhaps the manual control of motion of the

missile will prove not only embarrassing, but practically

impossible, in such a case, one mustswitch over to the

automatic control.

The pull of the i]arth cannot be fundament.>_,! here

for adjustment, because in the missile there would only

be relative gravity with the acceleration _,I,the direction

of x,J:'_ichcoincides with the relative direction of the flying

out explosive substances or directly o0posite to the direction

of the e quiw_lent forces of their pressure. _r_d since the
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direction ch:m_Tes with the turning of the missile and tube

" 'e "this gravity :_s a regulator eul¢ Is not suitable.

It is possible to use for this purpose a

magnetic needle or the energy of solar rays, concent _:_ted

with the help of a double col_vex lens. _very time, the

:,_issile with the tube takes a turn, a small and clear

imar:e of the Sun chan_es its relative bosition on the

missile, which may stimulate the exoansion of {_as pre_sure,

electric current and the movement of mass, restoring the

sDecific direction of the tube, on which the light soot

falls on the neutral, so to say, the non - :_en_itive place

of the mechanism.

The automatically slowly uovin_] masses must be

two. A small chamber with two quickly rot_tin_ circles

in different planes may _Iso serve as a basis for the

direction regulator oZ the missile. _2he chamber has been

suspended in such a way that the position or, more ex_ctly,

its direction does not depend on the direction of the tube.

_@hen the latter rotutes, the chamber under the force of

inertia, neglecting friction, retrins the previous absolute

direction (with re:_pect to sturs); this pro!_erty is 2ev, aled

to a high de/:ree during the quick refection of t,.e chamber

J,iscs. Oma!l, sprin:T f.stn,_d to the chamber during the

rotation of the tube convey _, change of the relative position
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of the chamber i_ the missile, which may serve as a reason

for the emergence of the current and the motion of the

re [_ul&tin_ m_sses.

Finally the turnin&{ of the end of the funnel

:_]a./ &iso serve _[ :I_ a _"]e a [_IS O f preservinN the snecific

direction of the missile. The double ru<_der, lock, ted

outsi4e the rochet close to the discharce _'nd of the tube,

may serve for the control of the rocket simplest of all.

Avoidance of the rotation of the rocket around the

longitudinal _{xis is made oossible by the turning of the

plate, located in the direction of movem<nt of the gases

and in their midst.

Advanta<es of the Rocket.

5- Before stating the theory of the rocket

or of the re_:ctive device, similar to it, i shall _ttempt

to interest the reader in the advantaj_s of the rocket over

the &Tun- type missile:

a) Our apparatus co;n pared with the gi_:_ntic gun

is as simple as % feather; it is com_3arativel_T chean and

simply practicable;

b) The pressure of exT)losive substances, being

sufficiently uniform, causes- evenly, accelerated motion
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of the rocket, which '_nh,_n:_es the relative gravity;

_e can control according to our :_ish the magnitude of this

tcmioorary _- "_ ._I_vl_y i e. re_ulatinT th,_ force of _:olosion,

we are in a position to make it _rbitrarily _ore or less

exceeding the u_'_ual terresterialgravity. If we a_sume,

for the sak of sim_zlicity, that the force of e}_plosion

decre_ses proportionately to the ma_s of the missile, added

to the mass of the remaining unexDloded explosive subst_nces,

the scc0_leration of the missile and consequently, the v'_l_e

of the relative gravity _{ill be constant. Thus, in a roc_et

not only measuring devices but also men can be _ent safely

on occount of the apparent [ravity, where_s in the _un-

type missile, even i'_ the presence of an enormous gun,

with the magnitude of the Eiffel Tower, the relative _r_vity

increases I001 times on a lift at 300 l<ilometers; c) There

are still _ore advantages of the rocLet" its speed inoreuses

t_:l-_de:sired pro[_ression _:_nd in the desired:_ccording to _ --

direction; it may be constatn and may be decrease of evenly,

which will [<ive possibility of safely landing it to the olanet .

All _Jorh iu well regulatod explosion; d) On the _ar_ of

asc,_nt so lon_; a_ the atmos-_0here is dense and the resist_'_.nce

of _ir to hifh velocity is larg_e, the rochet mo_e.s comoaratively

slowly and due to this loses less on accouut of the resistance

of the medium and is less heated up.
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The so{'ed of ta_ rocket increases only slowly;

but _ _=._e_ that to the exteut of lift ultitude and rare-

faction of the _,tmosohere it c_u_ artificially increase

%uickly; final-y in the air-free space this _rowins

sDeed may still be increased. In this way we shall spend

minimum of work in overcoming the resistc_nce of the air.

Rock t in a m_dium_ free fro! >_ravity and

the atmosiohere. Correction of masques in the rocket.

6. in the b,_<iuninc] ','e sh_ll ex::mine th_ £fect

in the m_dium, free fro;1 ,Ur_'vity _'a_d the sui_rou!_din£; m;_t_,'_rial

i.e. the atmosphere. Last of all we shall ta_<e u_0 to decipher

only its resistance to the motion of the missile, but

not the motion of the _wifty exoloding vapors. The

influence of th_ o tPb_s'here on the explosion is _lot quite

clear; on the one hart , it is favorsble bec;ulse the

explosive substances have in the surroundings material medium,

some support, which they c:_rry alon S detracts _urins their

_otion and in this way promotes the increase of velocity

of the rocket; but on the other hand the very same _t_iosohere

with its deRsity _nq elasticity disturb:_ the xpansion

of <as<-s f_rther than the k;_ovn limits, hich the explosive

subst:Lnce do :ot <cquirc. with that velocity which they could

have acquired, by exploding t_e_selv_::_ in the wacuum.

2his, isst ef<ect is un avor_d_l_, bec_use t_c incre_x_e of



v.':locity of the roc; et is :)to :ortio_,al to the speed of th "own

out products of explosion.

Je shall designate the mass of t_e missile

_:_ith all th_ contents, exce!?t the reserve of e::plosive

substances, by I_11, come, let<: ma: s of the latter by i'-12;

_,{tlast, th_ vari:£_le mass of explosive substances,

having b_'.en left u:iexnloded in the missile at the uiven

noment by I i.

In this way, the entire mass of the rochet at the

start of exnlosion will be equal to (}iI + H2) ; after some

time it will be expressed by th _. vuriable value (I<I + I._);

and at the end of explosion- by const,unt w_,lue ]ql°

In order that the rocket acquired the hi_hest

speed, it i_:_necessary, that the throwin6 out of the produ@s

of exolosion waa performed i_. one direction in r,:_{pect of

stars. \_hile for this it is necessary that the rocket did

not rotate; and so that it did not rotate, it is necessary,

that the equivalent force of the xplosive forces, passin_

through the center of their pressure, passed at the same

time also through the center of inertia of the entire

combination of the flyin_u masses. :fhe question ]how to

_dhieve it in practice, _:e have already solved it

partially.
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_hus, a_:umin:; such a :_:o:s' advant_'_geou_ throwin;<

out of ases in one direction, we shall obtzin th ,_ £ollowin[

differential equation on the basis of the constancy of the

i'heorem of llomentum Conservation.

.

dV (M I + 14) = VIdM.

9- Here dl_I indicates in::initely small waste of the

explosive _ubstanc<s, escaping from the gun-t.vpe funnel

witi_ a const<_nt velocity V I in r_spect of the rocket.

10. I _rant at offirm, that the relative velocity

V 1 of the escaoing elements in similar conditions of

explosion is one and the same at all times of explosion on

the basis of the Womentum Conservation Theorem: dV is

the increase of Speed V are _IV is obtained owing to throwing

out of the element dH with a velocity V I. T]y the

determi ation of the last, we are in our ,laces.

(8)

varzaole w_lue the e<_uatian11. Dividing th: _ s "_n

and intcc_r;_ting , we shall obtain.

12.

V7 dV = - 141 + I[ + C,

*) Tables and formulas are desirTnated by numbers of points

of text (7]ditorial board).



or,

13.

VI In (M 1 + ll) + C.

}[ere C is a constant. When Ii = 112, i.e.

before explosio_ V=O; on this basis we find

14.

consequently,

C = + In (K 1 + li2),

V H1 + M2
- In

V I MI + M

The _'reates _ _:speed of the _}issile is obtained

when II = O, i.e. when the entire reserve of M 2_ is exploded;

then a_suming in the previous equation M = 0 we shall obtain,

q6.

v ( _2)
v-_ = In I + __--T "



17. From here we see, that the speed V of the

missile grown unlimitedly with the increase of the quantity

of M 2 of the explosive substances. It means _toring them

in different quantities, during different voyages, _Je

shall acquire _iverse final speeds. From equation (16)

it is also seen th_ _ the speed of the rocket on the

consumption of a definite reserve of explosive sub_3tances

does not depend on the quickness or irre_larity of explosion,

if only th,_:particles of the thrown out material moved with

one and the same speed V 1 relative to the mi_ssile.

_ow_._ver,_T_ with the increa_ze of the re_serve of M 2

the velocity V of the roc]_et _rows slower and slo_rer even

though ,limitlessly. Approximately it zrows _s a lo_-arithm

by the increase of quantity of the explosive re,serves

com__ison with I.iq, i.e. if theof I'i2 (if H 2 is large in ' ,_'_'"

mass of the explosive subst_nces is several times larger

than the mass of the missile).

18. _i_he future calculations will _)e interesting,

when we shall find out V 1 i.e. the r_!ative and final

speeds of the exploded element. Since gas or w_por (steam)

on abondonment of gun-type funnel gets highly rarefied and

cooled (on sufficient length of tub@, even turns into solid

state - into spray, which rushes with terrible rapidity,
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one can conclude that all combustion energy, or cheuical

combinations, on explosion turns in to the" motion of the

combustion product,s, or into kinetic energy. In fact,

we shall imagine a certain quantity of ga_s, having dilated

in vacuum, without any devices; it _,lill expand in all directions

_nd on account of this get cooled till the time it _ets

converted into drops of liquid or mist.

This mist turns into small crystals, not by

exoansion but by ew_oor_tion and r_diation in the outer

space.

Havinz• expanded, the <_ss _<.leases all its

kinetic and partly potential energy, which is converted

eventually into rapid motion of small crystal.is, directed

in all directions since the _as expands freely in all

directions. If it is obstructed in expansion in the

reservoir with a tube, the tube will direct the movement

of gaseous molecules in the fixed direction, by _hich we

_re al_o benifited in our purposes i.e. for the motion of

-- the rocket.

One would thinh that the energy_ of the motion

of molecules get, converted into kinetic motion %ili the

time that the substances preserve their gaseous or vaporous

condition. But this is not exactly fl%e oosition. In fact,

oart of th_ substance might turn into the liquid state;
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but at this stage energy is released (latent heat of vapor

formation) which passes on material to the remaining vapor-

forming part and retards its change, for a short time,

to the liquid state.

We see a similar phenomenon in the vapor (steam)

cylinder, when the vapor (steam) by its natural

expansion, blocks its outlet from the steam boiler to cylinder.

In this case, whatever the temperature of steam, part of

it is converted into mist, i.e. liquid state, the other

part continues to preserve vaporous state and to work,

borrowing latent heat of steam condensed into the liquid.

Thus the molecular energy will be converted into

kinetic at least to the liquid state. When all the mass

is converted into drops, conversion into kinetic energy

almost stops, because vapors of fluid and solid bodies on

low temperatures possess too insignificant elasticity

and their use in practice is embarrassing, since it would

require enormously long tubes.

And still some insignificant part of the energy

indicated b_ us, will be lost to us i.e. it will not be

converted into kinetic energy owing to the friction on the

tube and radiation of heat by heated a parts of the tube.

However, the tube may be surrounded by a casing, in which



some liquid (molten) metal circulates, It will give

heat of the highly heated part of one end of to its other

part cooled by means of vigourous rarefaction of vapors.

In this way, this loss by radiation and heat conduction

may be utilized or may be made very insignificant. In

view of the shortness of explosion continuing in the

last resort from 2 to 5 minutes loss from radiation and

without any coutrivance is insignificant; circulation of

metallic liquid in the casing, surrounding the tube, is

necessary for an other purpose; for maintaining one

and the same low temperature of tube i.e. for preserving

its strength. Notwithstanding this it is possible, t?_t

a part of it will be melted, oxidized and washed away &long

with gases and vapors. Perhaps for avoiding this, the

internal part of the tube will be lined with some special

fireproof material : with carbon, tungsten or with

something else. Although part of carbon at this tage

will burn down, but the strength of the metallic tube,

less heated, cannot suffer from it.

Gas-forming combustion product of carbon carbonic

acid only reinfores the ascent of the rocket. A kind of

cruicible material. Somem_xture of substances may be used.

In any case, it is not for me to decide these question,

as others, pertaining to reactive devices.
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In many cases I am compelled only to surmise

or suppose. I am not at all deceived and excellently

know, that not only the fact that I do not decide the

question to its entirety, but to work 1OO0times more

than I had worked earlier on that which still remains.

My aim is to stimulate interest in it, pointing to its

great importance in future and to the possibility of its

solution .... ...

A t present time the conversion of hydrogen and

oxygen into a liquid does not represent any particular

difficulty. One can replace hydrogen by liquid or by

hydrocarbons concentrated into liquid for example acety-

lene or naphtha, etc. These liquids must be separated

by a partition. Their temperature is extremely low,

therefore, it is useful to cover them either by casings

with the circulating metal or directly the tubes

themselves.

Experience will show, how to do better. Several

metals become stronger by cooling : then such metals

are necessary to use, for example copper. But I remember

.)
well, in some experiments on resistance, it appears, iron

_) In general the elongation of metals at very low

temperatures, remarkably decreases, but the resistance to

ruputure increases to a large degree. (Editorial Board).
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in liquid air pointed out to the fact, that its viscosity

at this low temperature increases almost by ten times.

I do not guarantee for the truth of this, but these

experiments in a way also the ordinary guns, before _ring

from them; while liquid air nowadays is such a common

thing).

Liquid oxygen and hydrogen pumped out from

their reservoirs and supplied in known ratio into the

narrow beginning of the tube, connecting here a little,

may _ive excellent explosive material. The water vapor

obtained during the chemical combination of these liquids

at ter-ribly high temperature will get expended, moving

towards the end or the opening of the tube till the time

it will cool down to such a degree that it will turn into

liquid, the apparently non-existing thin mist in the

direction of the length of the tube towards its outlet

(funnel).

19. Hydrogen and oxygen in gaseous state,

combining for the formation of I kilogram of water develop

3825 small calories. By the word "Calorie" we here

understand the quantity of heat, required for heating up to

I°C one kilogram of water.

This quantity of (3825) with us will be a little

less, if oxygen and hydrogen are in the liquid and not

the gaseous state, to which pertains the number of calories
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Riven by us. In fact, liquids are required in the first

instance to heat up, secondly, turn into the gaseous state,

on which some energy is spent. In view of the insignifi-

cant magnitude of this energy in comparison with the chemi-

cal energy we shall abandon our quantity without any

loss (this question has not completely been elaborated

by Science, but we take hydrogen and oxygen only for an

example).

Taking the mechanical equivalent of heat

as 427 kilogram, M we find that 3825 calories correspond __

to the work at 1633 kg/kmlthis is sufficient for the

uplift _f the products of explosion i.e. I kilogram of

the substance to an altitude of 1633 kilometers from the

surface of the Earth's globe, assuming the force of gravity

as constant. This work, converted into motion, corresponds

to the energy of I kilogram of mass, moving with a

velocity of 5700 M/sec. I do not know a single group of

bodies which on their chemical combination should evolve

for a unit of mass of the obtained product such an enormous

quantity of energy. Besides several other substance,

on combining do not form volatile products, which fact

is wholly unsuitable forms. Thus, Silicon, burning in

oxygen (Si + 02 = SiO2) , releases enormous quantity of heat,

namely, 3654 small calories for a unit mass of the obtained

product (SiO2) but, to out regret, bodies formed do
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not beco_!e easily volatile.

H_ving take_ liquid oxygen and hydrogen for our

material, most suitable for explosion I gave the quantity

for the term of their mutual chemical energy coinciding with

the _nit of mass of the obtained product (H20) , somewhat more

virtual, since the combination taking place in the rocket,

must be in liquid and not in gaseous state, and besides, that,

at very low temperature.

I consider it relevant here to console the reader,

that not only on this (3825 calories), but also on incomparably

large energy we can hope in the future, wken perhaps we find

it possible to substantiate our still insufficiently worked

out concepts. In fact, examining the quantum of energy,

obtained from the chemical processes of different substances,

we no. in general, not without exception, of course, that the

auantum of energy, spent on unit of mass of the products

of com ination, depends on atomic weights of the ordinary combining

less the atomic weii_hts of the bodies the more the heat they

release bodies, at the time of their com_ination. Thus,

during the formation of sulphur dioxide gas (SO 2) only 12]_0

calories are formed, while during the formation of Cunric

Ocide (Cuo) only 546 calories; meanwhile as carbon on the

formation of carbonic acid (Co 2) releases on the unit of its

mass 2204 calories, hydro_sen with oxygen, as we have seen,

releases still more (3825 calories).
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For the evaluation of these data in use for the

iS ea out forward by me, I immediately recollect the

ma{_uitude of the atomic weights of the cited elements;

_lydrogen - 1; Oxygen 16, Carbon - 12; Sulphur 32; Silicon

28; Copper - 63.

Of course, one can refer to many exceptions from

this rule, but in general it holds. In reality, if we

im_ine a number of points, the abscissae of which express

the sum (or product) of atomic weights of the combinning

simple elements, while ordinates corresponding the energy of

chemical combination then passing through the points (possibly

closer to it) smooth curves, we shall see continuous decrease

of the abscissae, which proves our view.

Therefore_ if sometimes the so called simple bodies

prove to be complicated and they are spread on new elements,

then the atomic weights of the last must be less than those

of the simple bodies, known to us.

The newly discovered elements as previously, must

release incomparably larger quantity of energy on their combination,

than the bodies, considered now conditionally simple

and having comparatively large atomic weight.

The very existence of ether with its almost

infinite elasticity and enormous speed of its atoms points
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to the iufinitely small ato ic weight of these atoms and

limitless energy in case of their chemical corn_imation.

20. However that may be for the tie being for

V1 (see 15 and 19) we caunot accept more than 5700 M/sec.

5ut with the pass age of time, who knows, perhaps, this

number will increase several times ?.

Taking 5700 M/sec we may, accordin_i to formula
V

(16) calculate not only the ratio of velocities _ ,

but also absolute value of final (highest) velocity V of
M2

the rocket dependin_ on the ratio M--_"

21. From formula (16) it is seen that the mass

of rocket with all the passengers and all the devices MI

may be arbitrarily large and the velocity V of the missile

due to this is not at all lost, if only the reserve of

explosive substances M2 rew proDortionately to the rowth

of the mass MI of the rocket.

In this way, all sorts of magnitudes of the mis_i!e

with any number of travellers may acquire velocity of the

disired magnitude. However, the growth of velocity of the

rochet is accompanied, as we have seen, by incompar_bly

quick growth of mass M2 of explosive substances. Therefore,

how much possible easy and is the growth of mass of the

missile bein_ uplifted in the void of the sky, so much

embarrassing is t e increase of its velocity.
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u

Velocities of flight dependinj on the consumption of

fu el.

22 By equation (16) we shall obtain the followin_ table.• --------m

M I

0.1

0.2

o.3

o.4

O.5

2

4

5

6

V

V I

o.o95

0.182

0.262

0.336

0.405

0. 693

1.o98

1.386

I .609

1 •792

1.946

Velocity V

Meters/Sec.

543

1 037

1%93

1 915

a 3o8

3 92o

6 260

7 88o

9 17o

10 100

11 100

M2

M 1

7

8

9

I0

19

2O

3O

5O

100

193

V

v I

2.079

2.197

2,303

2.393

2.996

3.044

3.434

3.932

4.615

Infinite.

05.,68

Velocity V

Meters/Sec.

11800

12500

13100

13650

17100

17330

19560

22400

26.280

30038

Infinite.
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23. From tile table we discover that the velocities

<cquired by the reactive method, are not far very small.

Thus, in the presence of the mass of explosive substances,

193 - times exceeding the weight MI of the missile (rocket),

its velocity at the end of the explosion and the consumption

of the entire reserve M2 is equal to the velocity of the motion

of the E_rth around the Sun. Do not think, that such an

enormous uass of explosive material requires for its

preservation enormous quantity of durable material for containers,

holding explosive ele_ents. In reality hydrogen and oxy en

in the liquid state display high pressure only when the

containers, holdi_g them, are closed and when the :ases

themselves underthe influence of the comparatively warm

surrounding bodies, are heated up. With us too these

liquified <_asesmust have free outflow into the tube

(apart from their continuous intake there in liquid state),

where they explode after comining chemically,

fhe continuous and quick flow of sases,

corresponding _o the evaporation of liquids, cools down these

liquids till the moment that they with their owu vapors do

not produce any oressure whatsoever on the walls surrounding

them. i'hus, for preserving the elements of expl_sion a large mass

of substances is not required in the containers.

24. When the reserve of exolosive substances is
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M 2
equal to the mass of the rocket ( - I), the velocity

M I

of the latter is nearly twice more than that which is required

for a stone or can:_on ._issile, launched "by Selenites" from the

surface of our Moon, so as permanently to separate from it and

become a Satellite of the Earth, a second Moon.

This velocity (3920 meters / sec) is almost

sufficient for permanent separation of the bodies, flun_ from

the surface of Mars or Mercury.

M 2

If the ratio M--_ of the masses will be equal to

three, then, on the consumption of the entire reserve, such

a velocity of the missile will already be obtained which is

only a little insufficient for the fact, that it could

revolve around the Earth similarly to its Satellite , beyond

the limits of the atmosphere.

M 2
On the ratio _ , bein_ equal to six, the velocity

M 1

of the rocket is almost sufficient for its removal from the

Earth and permanent revolution around the Sun in the capacity

of an independent planet. In case of a large quantity of

explosive reserve, achievement of the region of asteroids and

even of heavy planets is possible.

25. From the table it is evident, that in case of

a small reserve of explosive substances, the final velocity

of the missile is still sufficient for practical purposes.
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2hus, on a rese<'ve, comprising only 0.1 of the weight of the

rocket, the velocity is equal to 543 meters / second, which

is sufficient for lifting of the rocket to !5 kilometers.

Furthermore, from the table we observe, that during an insig-

nificant reserve the velocity at the end of explosion is

approximately proportional to the mass of the reserve (M2) ;

consequently in this case, the altitude of uplift is

proportional to the square of this mass (M 2) of the reserve.

Thus, on a reserve comprisin S half of the mass of rocket

M 2

M-_- = 0.5, the latter will fly far beyond the limits of the

atmosphere.

COEFFICIEnt2 OF USEFUL WORK (UTILIZA21ON) OF THE

ROCKET ON ASCENT.

26. It is interesting to determine, what portion of

the overall work of explosive substances i.e. their chemical

energy is transmitted to the rocket.

The wor_ of the explosive substances will be

exnressed by 2g M2, where g:is the acceleration

of the Earth's pull; the mechanical work of the rocket,

having velocity V, will be expressed in those very

V2

units: 2g M 1 , or on the basis of formula (16).

2V2 V--j--1M I n
2g MI = 2g
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Dividing now the work of the rocket by the work of

the explosive material,

1 M2 )I 2
M1 n (I +

M MI2

According to this formula, we shall calculate the

table of utilization of rocket energy of the explosive

substances (see table).

M2

MI

0.1

0.2

o.5

2

Utilization.

o.o9o

o.165

0.223

0.282

0.328

0.480

0.6OO

M2

M I

4

5

7

8

10

Utilization

0.65

O. 64

0.63

0.62

0.60

0.59

0.58

M2

MI

19

2O

3O

5O

1CO

193

Infinite

Utilization

0.47

0.46

0 -39

0.31

0.21

0.144

Nil.

3 0.64
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_ evident that inFrom the formula and t_ole it is

the presence of very small quantities of explosive material

M2

its utilization is equal to NI , i.e. the smaller the

utilization the smaller is the relative quantity of explosive

materials. •

Furthermore, with the increase of the relative

quantity of ex_losive substances utilization grows and appro-

ximately on quadrouplicate of their quantity (comparatively

with the mass of the rocket) it attains the highest

value (0.65).

The subsequent increase of the explosive

substances even though slowly but continuously decreases

their usefulness; when their quantity is infintely large, the

usefulness is nil, and similarly so when it is infinitely

small. From the table we also see, that on the change

M 2
of ratio _ from 2 to 10. the utilization is more

M I

than half; this means that more than half of the potential

energy of the explosive material in such a case is

transmitted, in the form of _<inetic energy, to the rocket.

In general, from I to 20 it is highly large and close

to 0.5.
2

x

In reality (I + x) = x - _ +

Approximately =
M 2

4
x

3 _-- , therefore,

____I)i_ MI 2 M
M2 " - 2_2_

= M--'7 =MI
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]_OCKEf UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF GRAVITY.

_ERTICAL ......

27. \.e have found out that the velocity, acquired

by the rocket in vacuum and in the absence of the force

of _gravity depends on the mass of the rocket, the mass

of explosive substances and the energy of their chemical

co mb ination.

Now we shall analyze the effect of the permanent

force of <ravity on the vertical motion of the missile.

We see, that without the effect of gravity,

gigantic velocities are acquired by the rocket and significant

quantity of the energy of exo!osion is utilized. This will be

true also for the medium of <ravity, if the explosion is

only monentary. But such an explosion is not suitable, for

us because, upon this, a fatal jerk will be felt, which

will take away neither the missile, nor things nor the people

accommodated in it. Obviously we require a slow explosion;

on a slow explosion, the useful effect decreases and even

may be come nil.

Indeed, let the exolosion, be so much weak

that the acceleration of the rocket, taking place as a

results of it, will be equal to the acceleration g of the

Earth. Then the missile in the entire duration of explosion
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will stand in the air motionless without support.

Of course, it does not at this stage acquire

any velocity a_d the utilization of explosive substances,

notwithstanding their quality, will be equal to nil. Thus,

it is extremely important to investigate the analytical

effect of _ravity on the missile.

Determination of the acquired velocit_

Review of the obtained numerical values

Altitude of the lift.

When the rocket moves in _ medium1 free from the

force of gravity, the time t, in the direction of which

the entire reserve of explosive substances explodes, is

!_iven by •

28

t _.

V

P

where V is the velocity of the missile at the end of explosion,

and p the consta:_t acceleration, communicated to the rocket

.)
b U the explosive materials in I second of time .

_) It is assumed, that the mass of the rochet chanses according

to he exoenential rule; then the acceleration p, conditioned

by reactive force, will be const nt _Editorial Board).
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_he force of explosion, i.e. the quantity of the

substances, consumed during the explosion in a unit of time,

in this simplest case of evenly accelerated motion of the

missile, is not constant, it continuously decreases proportionately

to the decrease of mass of the missile with the residue of

unexploded materials.

29. Knowing p, or th@ acceleration in the

mediu_:l without gravity, we can express the value of the

apparent (temporary) gravity inside the rocket in the

duration of its accelerating motion, or in the duration

of the time of explosion.

Taki g the force of i;ravity on the surface of the

Earth for unit, we shall find out the value of temporary

sravity in the missile, equal to _2_. where _¢ is the
g

terresterial acceleration; this formula shows as to how many

times the pressure on the support of all things, accommodated

in the rocket, is more than the pressure of those very

things, lying on the table in our room in ordinary conditions.

Highly important to know is the value of the relative firavity

in the missile, because it stipulates intactness of the

devices and the health of the persons set in motion on the

way for the study of the unknown space.

30. Durin!T the effect of constant or variable

gravity of any force the time, in the duration of which

one and the same reserve of exo_losive material is consumed,
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will be the same, as it is without the effect of _uravity;

it will be expressed by the formula (28) kno_P_nto us,

or by the following:

31.
V2

t -
p - g

where V is the acceleration of rocket at the end of
2

exolosion in the medium of gravity with constant acceleration g.

Here, of course, it is a_sumed that p and g are parallel

and o posite ; P -U e_presses the apparent acceleration

of the missile (relative to the E rth), bei__'_ the result

of two o?:_osing forces; the force of explosion and the force

of _ravity.

32. fhe effect of the latter on the missile

in no way, whatsoever influence_ ;he relative gravity

in it and it is expressed without any change by the

formula (29) --P-- . For example if p = O, i.e. if there
g

is no explosion then there is also no temporary gravity,

because _2__= O. This means, that if the explosion will
g

stop and the missile with move in one or the other

direction only under the influence of its own velocity and

the force of gravity of the Su_, _arth and other stars

and planets, then the observer accommodated in the

issile himself will not have, apparently, the least weight

and will not discover it with the _elp of the most sensitive

spring balance, neither in any of the objects, found on
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his person or i_ the rocket. _alling or getting up in it

(rocket) under one's own momentum, even o_ the very surface

of the Earth, the observer will experience not even

the least gravity, until, of course, the l_issile meets some

inpediment in the form, for example, of the atmosphereic

resistances, water or hard ground.

33. If p = g i.e. if the pressure of the exploding

gases is equal to the gravity of the missile ( -_ = q),
g

then the relative gravity will be equal to the Earth's.

During the initial immobility, the missile in this case

will remain stationary in the whole duration of explosion;

if up to this time the missile had any velocity (upwards,

lateral, downwards), then this velocity will remain as such

without any change, unless the weight of the explosive

material is consumed : here the body i.e. the rocket,

i

is equilibrated and move s as if under its own momentum in

the medium, free from gravity. On the basis of the formulae

(28) and (31), we obtain

34.

P- gl

From _ _ere, knowing, what velocity V2 the missile

must have a!_ the end of the explosion, we shall calculate V,
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accordins to which with the for_ula (16) we shall calculate

M 2 .... ........ u ......nces.the required quantity of *_ _pT_sive ° _+_

From the equation (16) and (34) we shall obtain

35.

M 2

V2 = V 1 (I - p---_) In ( M---_ + 1)

36. From this formula, as from the previous one,

_e _ ,it follows, that the velocity acq_ir_'"_ by the ro _ _ is less

during the effect of gravity, thau without it (16). The

velocity V2 may be even nil, notwithstandin_ the abundance

of the explosive reserve, if --_ = 1 i.e. if the
g

acceleration communicated to the missile by the explosive

material is equal to the acceleration of the earth's grmvity,

or the pressure of jases is equal and direc,ly opposite to the

effect Of gravity isee the formulae(34 ) and (35) -

In this case the rocket stands stationary for

several minutes not in the least ascending; when the

reserve is run out, it falls down like a stone.

37- 2he jreater p is with respect to g, the

greater is the velocity V2 that the missile acquires on the

given quantity of M 2 of the explosive substances (formula

(35).
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Therefore desiring to lift ourselves higher, it

is necessary to make 'p' as bij s possible, i.e. to produce

explosions as actively as possible• However, at this sta_e

it is necessary, in the first instance, to have more powerful

objects and devices in the missile, because according to

(32) time relative zravity in it will be greatly high

and especially dangerous for the livin_ observer, if such

a one is sent in the rocket.

In every case, on the basis of the formula (35)

M2 )
V 2 = - V 1 . In _I + 1 ,

in the .... t.

i.e. if 'p' is infinitely large, or the explosion is

momentary, then the velocity V 2 of the rocket in the

medium of ravity is the same, which is in the medium

without gravity.

According to formula (30) the time of ex_losion

does not depend on the force of gravity, and only

M 2

exceptionally on the quantum of M1 of the explosive

material and the rapidity of their explosion.

39- It is interesting determine this w_lue. _e

shall substitute in the formula (28 V = 11, 100 meters / second

") •(see table :2) and p = g = 9.8 meters / sec, then t = 1133

sec.
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It means, that in a medium, free from cravity,

the rocket should fly with uniformly accelerated motion in

less than 19 minutes and this, with a quantity of

explosive substances six times the mass of the projectile

(see table 22).

In case the explosion is on the surface of our

nlanet, the projectile should continue motionless during those

very 19 minutes.

M2
40. If -- = I, then according to table V =

M I

3920 meters / second; therefore t = 400 sec or 62_t_ minutes°
J

M2

When -_--I= O. 1, V = 543 meters/second, and t =

55.4 seconds, that is less than a minute. In the latter

case, on the surface of the _rth, the projectile should stand

motionless for 55 I/2 seconds.

From here we see that explosion on the surface

of a planet or generally i_l a medium, not free from the force of

gravity, may be co_pletely without result if it takes place

eventhough for a longer time, but with insufficient force;

in fact, the projectile remains at its place _;_nd will not

receive any transitional velocity, if it did not acquire

the same earlier; on the contrary it may make a certain

motion with uniform velocity. If this motion is upwards, the

projectile will do some work. In case a horizontal velocity
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.)
and motion is horizontal; there will be no work but then

the projectile may serve the same purposes, as a locomotive,

steamship or guided balloon. The movement of the projectile

may serve these aims only for a duration of several minutes,

as ion_ as the explosion continues, but in such a short

time it traverse considerable space, especially, if it

_)
moves on the atmosphere. However t we disclaim , practical

significance of the rocket for flying in air,

The time of standing of the apparatus in the

medium of gravity is inversely proportional to 'g' i.e.

to the force of this gravitation.

Thus, on the Moon the apparatus should stand

M 2

motionless without support when M--_ = 6, for a

duration of two hours.

41. Let us substitute in formula (35) for a

M2

medium with gravity g/p = 10; I--q'-= 6, then we shall

I

calculate V 2 = 9990 meters/second. The relative gravity

according to the foreging conclusion will e equal to 10 i.e.

a man weighing 70 kilograms during the entire time of

explosion (about 2 minutes) _rill experience _jravity

_) If the work of resistance of the at_osphere is _lot taken

into account (Edit).

_) It should not be for:_7otten that this phrase was written in the

year 1903, that is before t _e be sinning of the development of

aviation. This conception of Tsiolkovskiy wa_ _iue to the fact

that the flying apparatus with the rocket has low c.u.m.

(Coefficient of useful work or efficiency). (Editorial Board).
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10 times greater than on tile _rth, and will weigh 700

kilograms on the spring balance. A traveller can i_ear such

a gravity without harm only by observing special precautions:

by immersing himself in a special liquid, under special

conditions.

On the basis of formula (28) we shall calculate

the time of explosion, or the time of this increased gravity

we shall get 113 seconds that is less than two minutes. This

is very small and it appears for the first time amazing, as

the projectile in the duration of such an infinitesimal

interval of time can acquire a velocity, almost sufficient

for going away from the Earth and for movini; around the Sun,

similar to a new planet.

We have found that V 2 = 9990 meters per second,

that is a velocity, only a little less than the velocity V_

acquired in a medium, free from the force of gravitation

under those very conditions of explosion (see table 22).

But since the projectile rises to a stil_

higher altitude at the time of explosion, it comes to mind_

that the total work of the explosive substances does

not at all decrease, as co:pared with them in a medium

without gravity.

_+. \4e shall analyze this question now.
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Acceleration of projectile in a medium full of action

of forces of gravity is expressed by PI = p - _["

At a distance from the surface of the Earth , not

exceeding several hundered versts, we accept 'g' as constant

and this will not leave after it a large error, even the erriOr

will be on the more favorable side, than those calculated

by us.

The height 'h' of the ascent of projectile

in the time 't' --of the action of explosion will be

45.

. I Plt 2 pc- g t2h _-_-- = 2 "

Eliminating from here t, in accordance with the

equation (31) we shall obtain.

46.

h Z

2
V 2

a(p - g)

Where V2 is the velocity of the projectile in the medium

of gravitation during< the consumption of the entire explosive

reserve.
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Now we shall obtain from (34) and (46)

eliminating V2 :

_7.

h= P-g V2 va ( )
2p2 - 2p - I - __5___p

where V is the velocity, acquired by the rocket in a medium,

free from gravitation•

Coefficient of Useful Work (Efficiency)

The useful work of a unit of mass of the explosive

V " J- •substances in a medium, free from gra zoatlon will be

expressed

48.

V2
T - •

2g

The work T I in a medium of :_ravitation will be

expressed depending on the altitude of ascent of the

projectile and its velocity at the end of explosion:

49.

T1 = h +

2
V2

2g
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The ratio of this work to the previous one, is

ideal and is given by

50.

2

T1 2hg ÷ V2

T V 2

Having eliminated from here h and V by the use

of the formulae (46) and (34), we shall obtain

51.

TI _ I _ _S.-

T P

that is, the work in a medium of gravitation, obtained

from the specified quantity of explosive substances M2,

is less, than in a medium free from gravitation: the

_]ifference _.5___ is still smaller, the _uicker the gases
P

or the greater is p. For example, in case (41) the loss

comprises only I/IO, while the utilization according to

(51) is equal to 0.9. When p = g or when the projectile

is in the air, not having even a constant velocity,

the loss will be full, while utilization will be equal to nil.

Such would be the utilization, if the projectile possesses

constant horizontal velocity.

52 . lu para 41 we c:_iculated V 2 = 9990 meters/second.

Havin_:_ employed the formula (46) to the case of 41, we find
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h = 565 km; it means that in the duration of explosion the

projectile travels farther beyond the limits of the atmosphere

aud still acquire the translatio_ia! velocity of 9990

meters /sec.

We shall observe, that this velocity at 1110

meters/second is less than in a medium free from the forces

of gravitation. This difference comprises exactly 1/10

of the velocity in a mediu<_ without :_ravity (table 22).

From her _ it is evident that the loss in velocity

submits to the very same law o st._ loss of work (51), which,

nevertheless, strictly, follows also from the formula (_4),

transforming which, we get

v :v Cl_e ,

or,

V-V2 =V-_
P

_{e find from (51)

56.

_here T 1 is work, obtained b?/ })rojectile fro._ the explosive

substnnces in a medium of _ravitation with the accleration,

e lual to ].
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in order that the proje _.c_ile could com_olete all

th _ re_uired_ work, _,o_-.1_,.,_mn,<'--to the altitude, overcomin.<,

the resistance of the at_osohere c_d. acquiring the desired

velocity re,iuire_ so th_,t the sum of _.I! '<.,'or;:euua!led T I.

,:_en we hall (Tetermiue all these _-,orl:s, with the

help of the formula (_6) we shall calculate T. i_ owing T,

we shall find _!so V, t _.t is the velocity in a medium, free

from ;:r_vit:_tion aecordin_ to the formula.

V 2

'_ 11_- =1 2" "

_nowin_ now, V, we can calcul te he required mass

M 2 of the explosive substances according to formula (16).

irL this way, with the help of the _oregoln£:_" " we find

57.

2 = 1.i1 e

Calculatins, we changed for brevity ]_I

2

V 1

by T2 .

_=.'Luo_,_ nowin[ the...mm_s of C_e _'0rojecti!e h I with

all the contents, excluding the explosive ,_uhstances }l_ ,

mechanical :.,ork _2 of the e:<:01osive subst_nces for their
2
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mass, e:_ual to the mass of the projecti_le hq, the work T 1

w_ich ....... o_ _3ectile in its verticrl:...._ be done by the .....

ascent, acceleration by he force of explosion p, and the

force of C "_ "__,ravl_atlon g, we may find out the quantity

of the exnlosive substunces _'_2' necessar7 for the lifting

of _the masz ]41 of the projectile.

The ratio TI/T 2 in the formula does not change,

if i_iI is cancelled, so that T 1 and T 2 can be considered as

mechanical worh TI, done by a unit mass of the projectile,

and the mechauical work T2, by a unit of explosive

sunstanc es.

By 'g' may be meant in _:eneral, the sum of

accelerations from the forces of <ravity and the forces

of resistance of the medium, i_ut the force of gravitation

_!]radually diminishes with the recession from the center

of the Larth, in consequence of which, more quantum of

mechanical worn of explosive subst _ ces is utilized. On

t _e other hand, the resistance of the atmos_here, being

highly insi_nificant comnared with the g avity of the

orojectile , reduces the utili:_ation of energy of the

exnlosive substances.

Furthermore, it can be seen, that the

Istter loss, continuing for a short time of f!i_Tht N_rough

the air, is more than comoensnted by the surplus obtained
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from the reduction of attractio_: at con_i<_,erable di_._<ances

(500 kin), where the action of _<21o'._ive sub._tunces disconti__ues.

Thus },yecanb,oldly a,_,ply the formula (20) to the

verti.._al fli_ht, not-withstanding ".he comolication from

the changes of gravity and resistance of the atmosphere.

l,iedium of Gravity.

Vertical keturn to the Earth.

59- Let us examinee in the beginnin}_ the ato:)pace

in a medium free from <ravity, or momentary sto<)pa[]e in

a medium of gro_vity.

Let, the rocket for example acquire a velocity

of 10,000 meters/second by the force of ex'olosion of some

. ouch ery(not all) quantity o_f _ases liow for stopping - _ v

velocity is required, but in the opposite direction.

Evidently, the quantity of the remaining ex:_losive subst_u_ces,

in accordance with t:,ble 22, must be _ times larger than the

mass M I of the projectile. Consequently, the projectile

must have at the end of the fi'._st part of ex21osion

(for obtaining) t]:'anslational velocity) reserve of the

explosive sub,_tances, the mass of which will be expressed

by [) LI = _]_2 "
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60. The entire mass along with the reserve will

comprise 142 + l]1 = 5 1iI + h I = 6]qI . The initial explosion

must also impart to this mass 6M I a velocity of I0,000

meters/second but for this is required a fresh c.uantity of

explosive material which must likewise _ times (see t-ble

22) exceed the mass of the orojectile ',,,iththe mass of

reserve for sto_pin_,, that is, we must increase ,]141,5

times; we shall let 30 M I which along with the reserve for

stopping 51ii comes to 3_ I_[I.

Havin_ S denoted the number from table 22, showin_

as to how many times the mass of explosive material is iarcer

M 2

than the mass of the projectile, by q- HI , the previous

calculations, _etermining• the mass o_ the eutire explosive

substance _ for acquirin_ a velocity and its suppres:_:ion,

I'; 1

we shall exoress thus :

61.
}I1 = q + (I + q) q :q (2 + q),

or, by adding:7 and substractinf" unity <rom the second

part of the equation, we shall [let

2 - 1,= 1 + 2q + q - I = (1 + q)2
141

thereby

62.

+ I = (I + q)2.
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2he latter expression is easy to remember.

_ihen q is very mmall, the quantity of exn!osive

2
substance is approximately equal to 2q (because q will be

ne ligTble), i.e. it is twice, what is needed to acquire

velocity alone.

63. On the basis of the formulae ob<ained and

table 22, ue shall compile the followinl table.

From this table we see, how inadmissi>l_T enormous

is the reserve <_ explosive material which is needed, if

we want to acquire a large velocity and then lose it.

In a medium _ithout gravity.

V

keters per

second.

543

I_2

I'II

0.1 0.21

1o37

1493

1915

2308

3920

6260

7880

0.2 0.44

0.3 0.69

0.4 0.96

0.5 I.25

I 3

2 8

3 15

V

Meters per

_:econd.

9170

10100

11100

11800

12_00

13100

1365o

4 24

5 35

fo 48

63
r

$ 8o

9 99

10 120

v

l_eters

per/sec.

17 too

17 33o

19 56o

22 400

26 280

30 038

Infinite

)42

),iI

19

2O

30

50

100

193

399

440

96o

26oo

10200

37248

infinit_
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From (62) and (16) we have

-2V
H=

+l=e V1

or

__ -2V
- e V 1 - 1.

1

2V

It ,.,ill be note.: that the ratio is
V I

positive because the velocities of the _0rojectile and

sases are in opposite directions and, consequently have

different signs.

61÷. If we find ourselves in a medium of

gravitation, then in the simplest case of vertical motion

the process of stopping and descent to the Earth will be

as follows: Uhen the rocket has ascended up to a certain

altitude and has stooped, under the influence of the acquired

velocity, then its fall towards the _arth starts.

Jhen the pz'ojectile reaches the -ooint at which

the action of the explosive substances during the ascent has

stopped, it will be subjected _cain to the action of the

remainder of the explosive subst_mces in that very direction
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and order. Lvidently, at the end of their sction and the

consumption of the reserve, the roc!et will ston at that

very point on the surface of the Earth, from which the

ascent had started. _he nethod of ascent is strictly

identical with the r:ethod of descent; t!_e entire difference

is only iu the fuct, that the velocity is reverse at each

point of the journey.

g_oo_)ing in the sr:_vit_tional field requires

more uork and more explosive subst__nces, than in a medium,

free from -ir_<vitation, and for this reason 'q' (in forrJulne

(61) n_nd (62) ) must be gre_ter.

Denoting this greater ratio by qfl' we find,

on the basis of the foregoing,

65.

T I
q - I __E_

ql T p

_,hence

% q p - g

substitutins ql in <01ace of q in equ,ution (62),

we obtain
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ob.

H1 (I + ql )2 _ = I + PPq-g -
I@

Here 144 denotes the quantity or mass of explosive

substances necessary for the lift of the rocket from a

known point and return to that very point, to a total stoo

and durinf; its flight is a medium of <ravity.

67, On the b.usis of the last for_uia we can

compile the followin£ t ble, assuming, that P = I0,
g

that is, that the oressure of the exp_osive material is 10

times more of the gravity of the rocket with the remain4er

of the explosive substances, in this tuble V expresses

V 2
the work prooer, -- , the very velocity ,rill be less

2g

because part of this work was spent on the lift in a

medium of o:ruvitation.

For a Gravit:<tional Field

V

],ieters/sec.

543

1493

2 308

3920

6260

L

i.2 K 4

l"!1 111

0.1

0.3

o. 5

1.o

2

o.235

0.778

I. %20

4. 457

_zO_

9 " _)(3 p

V

Heters/sec.

7 880

9 170

I0 100

11 100

tl SOO

I,i2

I 11

3

4

5

6

7

I,i I

1_ .78

28.64

41.98

57.78

76.05
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Gravilational ]qedium. Inclined Ascent.

68. AlthouL_h the vertical motion of_e

roc:4et would seen to be _dvant<<[]eous, because, by it,

the at_::osohere is traversed in a shorter £ime _md the

projectile ascends to a Freater altitude, however, oll the

one hand, the _Jork of traversing the atmosphere, couoared

<,_ith the total work of the ex-olosive substances, is hi[<hly

insignificant, on the other, i_.iinclinec] motion, one can

set up a oermanent obserw':<tory, movin,j beyond the limits of

the atmos-here for an indefinitely long time about the

Earth, l.ike its Moon. Besides, and this is an import'ant

thing-during the inclined flight incomparably gre<_ter p_rt

z]l_.c than during theof the ener_y of explosion is ut" "_ _

vertical motion.

Let us first consider a particular case -

the horizontal flight oft.he rocket.

If by I_ (fig. 2) we desi[_]nate the value of

the resultant of hori_ont:_.laocelerat_on of the rocket,

by p- the acceleration on account of the action of

explosion and by g- the f_cceleration due to the force of
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gravity, then we have

69.

g P

R p

.¢

Fi::ure 2.

70.

2{ _-.

. J-.. •

The kinetic energy, ob_,_ined by the projectile

in time t is, on the basis of ti-_ precediag formula

e,_ual to :

71.

t2 -6- _ _g
t 2 =

2 2
p - g

2g

t2
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\;here t is the ti_e of explosion. It is the

total useful work acquired by the rocket. Indeed, the

rocket does _<ot rise in the least, if vle take the

direction of cravity, as const;<nt (which in practice is

true only for a small trajectory of the projectile).

The work of the explosive substances, acquired by the

rocket in a medium, free from gravity is equal to

72.

2
lo t2 o __p___ t2 .
2 g - 2 S

D. . _ .zvlazng the u_eful _ork (71) by the total

work (72), _,e get the utilization for the horizontal

flisht of the rocket

73.

-_--_-- t " _-------t = I -
2g " 2g

The resistance of air, as before, has still

not been taken into the calculation.

From the latter formula it is seen, that the

loss of work as compared with the work in a medium, free

from the force of sravitation, is exoressed by ( _ )2.
P

From here it ±ollo_.s, _.J tl_.t this loss is ::_uch less, than
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during; the vertical l_otio:_.. For example, when _ = 1
• p 10

the loss co_n_orises 1 i.e I " yet in vertical :_otio_l
• 100 " '_'

o"
c!it was expressed by _ or egual to 1/10 i.e. 10:_.

P

74. Here is a t:_ble, where # is the angle

of inclination of acceleration p to the horizon.

Horisontal Ilotion o::'the _-, '"_..oc_.et.

P

2

3

4

1 • _+

I :9

I :16

g

P

1:2

1:5

1:4

o

9O

3O

P

g

10

100

2
g(v)

1:25

I: 100

I: 10000

P

1:5

1 _ I0

1 : 100

11.5

5.?

o.57

Inclined ascent. ,_ork of :_scent wlth

res,oect to the _;ori- in _ medium without

gravitation. Losses of work.

-75- Let us now solve the question in ceneral -

during any inclination of the resultant R. Horizontality

of trnjectory (orbit) or of the resultant is not suitable
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bec:_use in such a motion the projectii:ter_ibly incre,'_ses

its _ath in the atmosohere, _nd along with that the work

of cle_viar_ the air also increases.

Thus, we shall remember, that _ , or the

angle of inclination of the resultant to the vertical,

is more than a right angle; we have

76.

. _ * 2DF cos ,

where _ = _.:+ _ (obtuse ansle of par:illelogram) iu the diagram .

Further,

77.

_ +_; sin 0¢ : sin _ : sin _ = p:g:R

78,

2 2
R2 + g - p

cos a- 2Rg

The kinetic _,or_ is enoressed by formula (71),

where R is determined accordin to equation (76). The

vertical acceleration of the resultant R is equal to

79.

R I = sin ( a - 90 ° ) ]_ = - cos aR.
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Hence, the _,;or_ of lifting the projectile ",Jill be

SO.

R I - cos_
t - Rt 2

2 2

where t is the time of explosion of the entire reserve of

explosive substances. The whole work, acquire d by the

projectile in a medium of gravitation (on the basis of

71 and 30) is :

81.

R2 t2 - cos _g t2 Rt 2 _ R+ I_
2g 2 - 2 g

11ere, unit of wurk, is taken as t:le lifting of

the projectile per unit of altitude in a medium with an

acceleration 'g'. If_ _90 °, for example in the case of

lifting of the projectile, then Cos _ is the positive

<_uantity, and conversely.

L'ork in a medium, free from gravitation, will
2

be _<_ual, according to (72), to o__ t2 (',,'eshould
2g

not for_et, that _%e time of explosion doe_ not depend

on the forces of gravit_tion).
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_2akiug the r,?.tio of these two quantities of work

we shall get the utiliz:_tion of energy of the explosive

subst;_nces compared with their utilir:ation in ,", medium,

devoid of gravity, namely

82.

Rt 2

R P-t R R- __ co- cos "-

_ p P P

Eliminating 'R' from here according to formula

(76,) we find

83.

2

I + -_2 + 2cos _ _5___ cos&[ p-_
p P

2

I + % + 2coS_p .
P

Formulae (51) and (75), for example, constitute

only the _zrticular cases of this formula, which _Till be

easily elucidated.

84. _e shall immedi_,tely make use of the

formula established. Sun oose, tlu_t the rocket flies

duDwar:,::_ at an an_]le of 14.5 ° to the horison; the sign of this

+b nan[_!e will he 0.2!5; this i:_eans .....t the resis%_<nce o£ the

atmosohere "" c-'_-_ __ m,_,_u .....es four times as _om:_ared ,,ith its resistance
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durin_ vertical motion of the projectile, for its

resistance is approximately inversely proportional to the

sine of the angle of inc!in_tion (_' - 90 ° ) of the

trajectory of the rocket to the horizon.

I 1
85. The angle _ = 90 + 14 _ = I04 _

0.25 ; knowing_ , we can find f .

; Cos Od =

Indeed, from (77) we fimd

sin _ = sin_-i ;P

2bus, if _ = 0.1, then
P

o

sin/_ = o.ojoo; = 5 _ ,

,hence,

f = 110 ° ; cos _ = 0.342.

,ccordz_.s ¢o formula (83) we calculate

the utilization as 0.966. The loss comes out to 0.034,

or about 1/20, more precisely 3.4 f_.

2his loss is less than one third than during

vertical motion. This is not bad, if ',4e Iso tuke iuto

_'_ccount, that the rcsist_,nce of the atmosphere :_nd in case

of inclined motion (14 I/2 <_) in no case <_,ore than I ['_

of the work of senr_in : a_,ay the _rojectile from the ]_arth.
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_" !'_"_ Jiffere_t re<_sons we put forward tile

following table, l'ne first colum_i shows the incli_:e of

motion to the horizon, the last the loss of work| #is the

deviation of the direction of ?ressure of the explosive

substances from the line of actual motion (69).

Inclined _totion.

0

2

5

I0

15

2O

3o

4o

9o

9o

92

95

IO0

IO5

110

120

130

135

18o

De#_Trees

#

5Y_

5 2/3

5 2/3

5 2/3

5 I/2

5 1/3

5

4 1/3

4

0

95 #2/3

97 2/3

lOO 2/3

105 2/3

11o I/2

115 I/3

125

13!+ I/3

139

18o

Utilization

0.9900

0.9860

0.9800

0.9731

0.9651

0.9573

0.9426

0.9300

O.9246

O.9OOO

]_OSS.

I " 100

I_ 72

1"53

1:37

1:29

1 : 23.4

1 : 17.4

1 : 14. 3

1 _ 13.3

1 : 10
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87. For very small angles of inclination

k

( &_'- 90o), formula (83) may e>:tr_or@insrily be simplified,

having replaced _nd the trigonometric values by their

arcs and havinc made other simplifications.

Then we shall get the following expressions for

the loss of work.

2

x+_Z -T +@2x x a '

where S denotes he angle of inclination of motion

( _- 90o), expressed by the length of its arc, the radius

of which is equal to unity, and x is the ratio g/p Dro_ping

in the latter formula the infinitesimals of _nl&he__ orcers_,

we shall obtain, expression for the loss

x +_x= +g_Z_
P

Je can put_ = 0.002]i, where 0.02 is the

part of the circle corresponding< almost to one degree

(I I/7), while i! is the number of these new de_rees.

Thus, the loss of uork, will be expressed ao _roximately.

2

--g-- + 0.02 g

P
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According to this ,formula it J_,_easy to compile

the followi _r table, havin, substituted

____= 0.1.

P

N

Loss

0 0.5 1

1 1 1

T_ -97 -87

2 31 _ 5 6

n _ , i, i

1 1 I 1 1 1

-_ -_ I.-_5 _1-_,_

10

1

33

From here we see, that even for large angles

(upto 10 ° ) the discrepancy between this t_ble and the

preceding one, (more exact) is small.

w • •
.2 "

Fijure I. Schematic a?pearance of rocket. Own hand drawing
of _.?. Tsiolkovskiy relating to the period of

preoaration for the n_ess. "!{esearches of the year 1903".

_: I) Schematic _ppearance of rocket. 2) Liquid Hydrogen

3) Liquid oxy-en 4) l_assengers.
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.'e could have examined _'_till much more: the

work of $_ravitation, z-esistance of the atmospher; we

have still not said anything at all about how a researcher

may stay for a ]?rotracte(_ 2eriod c-ven: for an indefinitely

long time in a medium, where there is no oxygen. '_:ehave

not mentioned the heating of the projectile during _,_s short-

time flight in air, we even did not give a general ]<icture

of the flight and the attendant to it extremely intere_sting

oehnomena (theoretical). ,e have hardly -oointed out to

the greot perspectives in case of accom!)lishment of the

task, for which we have only hazy shetches. Eventually,

_'e could have trace<] out cosmic curves of rJotion of a rocket

in celestial space.

Initially printed in the journal "Scientific Review"

of the year 1903, No. 5 under the heaSino _, "investigation of

Outer Spaces by ]<eactive (jet) instruments" In the year 1924

the article was published as a separate brochure at iiALL:J_ under

a new heading "Rocket in Cosmic Space", K.E. Tsiolokovsky

considered his work :'Investigation of Outer Spaces by reactive

(jet) instruments" Part II ("Investigations of the years

of 1911 - 1912 ".) as a continuation of this article.

(ESitorial Board).
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iuvesti_:ation of outer spaces by

rocket devices

( 191__!I)-

Summary of work 1905.

_:_orking on the theory of jet d_vice since 1896,

we arrived at the followin_ conclusions.

The orojectile has ou%_ardly the appearance of

_ fe-_therless bird, easily splittin!_ air (fig. 1).

The larger ]?art of the interior of the proj,_ctile

is occupied by two substances in fl_id state : hydrogen

and oxy_en. Both the fluid:_ s re _eparated by :a _0artition

and mix little by little. The remainin_ portion of the

chamber, of small capacity, is meant for the accommod_tion

of the ob:_erver and different v_rieties of a oparatus,

• ,(_require:_ for the _reservation of his !i _ for scientific

observatio_ and for the control of the rocket.

Hydrogen and oxygen _ixing in the narrow ]oortion

of the continuously _lideninc tube, unite chemically and

form w_ter vapor at a terribly hijh te_per_.ture, it has

enormous el'tsticity and escapes from a wide hole of the tube

ion itudinal axis of the chamber.
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16 air ]_ vi ation Herald No. 19

Investigation of outer spaces b x resctive devices

keactive device "Rocket _' of k. Tsiolhovskiy.

Introduc tion:

For a long ti:e i saw as all others, at the rocket

from the point of view of amusement and small apolications.

! do not remember well how it occurred to me

to make the calculations relating to the rocket.

It seems to me that the fir_3t seeds of the

idea were throvn by the dreamer Jules Verne. He pierced

through the worhin_7 of my mind in the hnown direction.

Desires spran_g up; behind the <iesires sorang up the

activity of mind, which of course, could have led to

nowhere if help had not been forthcoming from science.

:_esides it seems to me - probably erroneous

that - the principal idea and love, a permanent asoiration

to be there - to the Sun, to the liber:_tion from the chains

of gravitation - were ing_"ained in me almost from my

birth. At least, I perfectly remember that my favorite

dream from very early childhood, even before books, was



w{-ue consciousness about a medium with ;r vity '_he_e

movement in all directions is completely free, where

one is better than a bird in the air. Where from did

these desires come ? I hitherto cannot understand, there

_.ere no tables, and I vaguely believed and felt and c_esired

precisely such a medium without a way of gruvitation.

An old Pase, in my m_an_scripts, ',ith final

formulae relating< to the r,'active d vice h:_s o en dated

Au_'ust_, 29 I°98. Lvident_lly, I _,as on ,_ed,)o on them

e:p_rlier. Sut it was not an insignificant flight of rocket

which enchant ,_,_:_ me, they were exact calculations. My

calculations and conclusions were made public in 1903

(2) _he present work is a development of that. But

since printed work is less known to an.y one i have prepared

resume here and even its most im:ortant formulae.

God forsive, me if I p_,tend_; to the solution

of the question. In the beginnins, inesc9_pably go ...

from the mditor's office. I) L_elow ,,,_e

reproduce the interesting wori< of one of the great theoreticians

of air navisation in Russia. _L.i_. Tsiolkaskiy devoted to

the _uestion of the reactive devices and the flight in a

medium beyond the atmosphere.
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The _uthor himself points to the _randeur of the

i_lea developed by him, not only dist_nt from realization,

but still :_ot being incarnate_l even in more or less concrete

forms.

}4athematical calculations on which the author

bases his future inferences zive clear and critical view

of theoretical feasibility of his ideas. _ut the

difficulties which are unavoidable and enormous during

that unusual and unknown interruption for us towards which

the author aspires to penetrate in his investigations,

permit u;_ only mentally to follow the reasonings of the

author.

In a letter of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, i'i our

knowledge, the author sees his worh in this way:

I worked out several aspect of the question about

the liftin i into space with the help of the reactive

device similar to the rocket.

The mathematical inferences based on the

scientific data and verified many times point to the

possibility with the held of such devices, to ascend into the

celestial space (vacuum) may be to found settlements beyond

the limits of the terrestrial atmosphere.
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Probably hmdreds of years will elapse, befo-e

the observations stated b'f me, fiud application and people

are Benefited By them so as to be settled not only on the

face of Earth but on the entire universe. (However, the

application to war affairs has already been started.

Vide "Air }_'avitqation Chronicle" No. 2 page 25, 1911.

Almost all the solar energy is lost at the

present time, useless for huraanity (the Earth receives

two milliard times less, than the Sun emits). What is

stranze in the idea of utilizin_ this energy ' "$hat

is funny in the idea of making use of the surroundings

globe of the Earth by the boundless space. }_t any rate-

really it is erroneous to state similar ideas if they

are bad for serious work.

2) Scientific i_eview No. 5, 190].

K..{. 2sioll:ovshy _nd his article.

In the preseL_t book it applies to the ":i_esearch of 1926".

In a medium without any gr,_.vity, utiliz:_,tion

does not depend on time and order of explosion.
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Owin[_ to the acceleratin_ motion of the rocket,

an a_gparent (so long as the rocket is gatherin!_ acceleration),

or temporary gravity develops inside it, which becomes larger

as the exnlosion becomes f_ster, or _re_ter is the

pressure of v_nors emerging from the pipe. This rel utive

gravity, in its effect in_:_ide the rocket in no _Tay differs

from the natural []ravity.

_re I.
1) Liquid L_yCrogen.

2) Liquid O:cy en.

3) }{unan being.

.Jhe :aximum utiii:',.':_tion (6.q.5'.),in a m<-.dium

of [ravity, as will as in a medium _,ithout _°ravity is

obtained only _d-len the ,,uuntity of explosive mixture

exceeds the _:ei$ht of the Drojectile, with all its contents,
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!; times; on the contrary the utilization is less than

r .... , Forop;s., thi ....ratio o:f the quantity of exolosive substances

to the weight of the projectile, the latter attains a

velocity of up to 9 kilometer ,_ per second. 2he projectile

can acquire an aribtarily greater or smaller velocity,

but then less energy of the explosive material is utilized.

_£his percentage of utilization is still smaller if the

deviation of the relative _uantity of explosive substances

from number 4 is g,reater.

In case of a ratio of from I to I£ the

utilization of energy is over 43j_; the corresponding

velocities in a medium without _±_avity range between

5-9 and 16. 9 kilo,'ueters per second. '2]_e latter

velocity is _ore than sufficient for overcoming the _,ttraction

of the Sun and the Earth and the w_,n6.erins of the rocket

amon_ the st-_rs - on its launching in the direction of the

annual revolution of the Earth.

In the calculations ! took a ten-fold

temporary _r:_vity in the rocket but the magnitude of this

,r_ravity is in our hands and we can even make it a

little but more than the terresterial gravity, particularly

during inclined or h_rizontal ascent.

Let us imaf:ine the absolutely imoossible: we shall

suppose, that for thousunds or millions of kilometers,
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we shall utilise not more th:in I0_ o _ chemical energy of

the fuel that we take with us to that height.

For ascent to such an altitude, but without

stairs and hoistin!i machines, with the help Of our

projectile as we have seen, on reasona_ble consumption,

not less than 50_,,_of chemical energy of the union of

hydrogen and oxy£{en is utilized. 2bus, _'ith the hel . of

the imaoinary vertical roads, at least 5 times _::ore fuel,

is consumed than in s_ reactive apparo.tus. T]_is conclusion is

correct only for ascent to .'_naltitude not less than 700

vi!ometers, when a considerable cart of the enersy of

explosive ubstances is utilized.

The result may be _uite la_:;entable in c,_se of

low relative ir,ravit[7 and small ascent.

_3uch lliser:_ble reactive phenomena. #e also

usually observe on the Earth. Th_zt is why they ceuld

not en:..our_<}[e anyone to dreams and investi ations. Only

intelligence and science could point out towards

the t_ansformation of these phe_to:uena in a stupendous,

.)
almost incomprehensible feelings..

Jerk of <' "__r:_vl_rtiou on recession from a Planet,

i]y _{ very simple i,utegratiol_ we can obtain the

followin i e=?res!_io.u for the work _, needed for _oe:l<]in_ the

") These Tor_'.ulae are gi:en in ori_inal from the article,

"Investi3ation of outer sp_ces by reactive instruments 1903"

"In order to avoid repetition, they have been ignored by us
(Editors).
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unit mass from the _:urface of a .ol_net o" radius r I to

a heijht h :

T

Here _ d..no_e_ acceler,-._.tion _ue to :,'avity

on the surf_,ce of a given planet, while gl is t]:e

acceleration due to terresterial gravity on the surface

of the Earth.

Let us sup'ose in tkis formula that h is equal

to infinity. Then we shall .deter.mine the maximum work

upon recession of:unit mass from the surface of the planet,

to infinity and shall get

T I -
gl "'

Noting that -_ is the ratio of the
gl

accelerations due to _e force of Sravity on the Earth,

the work, needed for sending unit mass from the surface

of the planet to an infinitely large distance, is e_ual to

the work of liftin S this very mass from the surf<,ce _"_

ohe pl:_._etary, i±" we assume, that the force of i<ravity on it,

does not decre:_se _,sith the incre'_si_u,_ di tance from the

ur_...ce of the nlanet.



i'Irom the 19.-_t formula it i_< :een, th.:_t the

limiti_-l_r work _21is proportional to the force of gravity

gl on the surface of the planet and to Gle magnitude of its

radius.

iOor:planets havings equal density i.e. for pl_nets

of one density, for example of the Earth, equal to 5.5, the

force of gravity at the surface, as is known, is

)ro ortior_al to the r_dius of the planet and is exoressed

by the ratio of the r udius of the planet r I to the radius

of the i]arth r 2.

Consequently _/_ _ rl
gl r2

and

2
r I r I

TI - r I =r 2 r 2

It means, the limitin[_ work T.1 decreases with

e_:treme rapidity with the decre_se of the r_dius r I of the

planet, namely, as its surface.

2bus, if this work for the Earth (r I = r2) is

e ual to r2 , or 6 366 000 kg, m then for a planet with

a diameter, ten time:_ smaller, it is equal to 63 660

k_.m. (u:lits of mass).
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i_or the _]arth, from a certain ooint of vie_, it

is not very :7_e'_.t. In_,_.ed, if _e consider the calorific

value of petroleum at 10 000 calories, which is sufficiently

correct them the energy of this combustion will be expressed

as mechanical work to the time of 4270000 kg.m. per kilo_raJm

of combustible material.

It follows that for extreme recession of a unit

ma s from the surfoce of our pl.met, we require wo_.'k, which

is contained ootemtially, in one and a half ',,_eight units

of petroleum. Thus, in application to a h_man being,

weighing 70 kg, we shall obtain 105 kg of the qurtntity

of oetroleum.

Only the ability to make use of this no<,erful

energy of chemical affinity is lackin C.

It is now hovrever, better under tood, why the

eight-fold quantity of the explosive material a,% compare(_

with the weight of the orojectile may help the latter

overcome fully the force of the !_arth's gruvity.

According to Langley, a ; _uare m,_.ter, illuminated

by the normal rays of Sun, ives in a minute 30 calories,

or 12720 _,_<.'m. in order to o >tai_i" full v,or__ re,:'.,Ir"e,_

for t<:e control of I hg over the gr:ivity of the iiarth , it is

necessary to ma_.:e use of 1 s_uare meter illumin::_ted b:7 the

r._c_s of tke ....Sun,in 501 m:nuter;, or eight and some incom'.)lete
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.... zs ,,cry o_.<,=I; 10ut in con0arison _ith

the hu':_an enducace with the force of attraction, the

latter will a_pear to us enormous.

Thus, let us suppose, that a man climbs to a

height of 20 cm on a well - built staircase each second.

2hen the limiting work will be com_@leted by him in 5OO days of

hard _,_ork if we allow him six hours daily for rest.

in case el emoloyiu: one horseoower for the lift, _'e

reduce the work five times. In case 10 horseioower, only

10 days would be required, while -_urzn-:_ " f uninterrupted _:ork -

abo_,t a <'eek.

In case of the work, which a 71yin_: aeroolane

ao ....e)ower is sufficient for one day.

i_or a majority of asteroid_; and for the

llartian l_oons, this wor:: of completely overcoi]i_g the

gravity is amazingly small. Thus, the ]:artian moous are

not more than 10 kiloneters i;_ diameter, if we take

a terre_terial density of 5_ for them, then the _7ork

T I will comprise not more than 16 kg;-m, i.e. it corresponds

to climbing on a birch tree _ sajenes (I sajene = 2.134 meters)

in hei[]ht. If on our I]oon and on the Lars, there happened

to be intelligent bein s, control over the :-:'avity for them

_Joul_;, be muc_: easier, than for the d;ellers of the Larth.
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bus, _,or t_. l_oon iI ms _c_ times less than for

the i;arth. On iar e a_ teriod:_ an_ =__±l_o of nlanets,

conquest of the space, surrounding these celestial bodies,

would be a trifle with the hel.) of the reactive instruments

described by me. For e}<ample, on the Vesta, T I is 1000

,)
times less, t<_an on the Earth. T_.e diameter of Zetis

is about go0 versts, and T 1 is 15000 times less. l{ut these

are huge asteriods; the _:_ajority are 5 - 10 times

_maller. For them T I is millio_s of times less,

than for the i_arth.

Fror_l the _ - " " llnCL for:ore_,o_n_ formulae _.,;e1_.

every planet

h

T h rl

T I - h + r - I + 1--!-_

I r I

Je ',__-_veexo e_'_ here the work of lifting T

for a height 'h' from the surfe_ce of olanet o:_ ra<_,ius r 1

relative to the full maximum worh T ft. According to this

formulae _;e calculate

h 1 1 1 1

r I 10 ' 5 , -7_ , 3

1

' 2 , I, 2, 3, 9, 99, Infinity

TI 11 ' T ' 5 ' -_ ' 3 ' 2' 3 ' ' 1o ' 1oo ,

*) In the contemoo_'ary !i_;t, :_steroid_ of ][_._tis do _ot exist.

i_rob_b!v., it is '_etid but it is of more speci -_'±_e<t_di_ieusions.
(e(itors).
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The firs_ row in_icate_s the asce_t in planetary

radii, the second-ui_ity, For example, for moving out

from the sur/.ce of the planet, for one r_sdius it requires

to comolete half of the total work, while for moving out

to infinity only twice as much°

Velocit$_tlired b/ /_ body for recession

from a _lanet.

Since '_e have often i:ientioned velocities acauired

by a rocket due to the action of explosive substances, it is

einterestin< to know, what _hk _ should be, in order to overcome

the resistance oi" gravitation.

4e shall not Live the u_-_a_y__,, calculations,

witk the help of which, these velocities are 5:erecmine? aud

confine oursolves to the conclusions.

T_ _ the velocity V I reouired for the lifting

of the rocket to a height '_h" and oio_alnln_ after this

velocity of the V, is as follows:

o 2grlh
V1 = V: + r I + h "

If here we put V = O, i.e. if the body moves

upw__ds until its stoppage by the force of gravity, we find

.,_- 2grlh
VI = rI + h "
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_._hen h is 7_nfinm_.L _ _re_t, i.e. if the ascent

is limitless, and the final veioci<; is zero, then the

velocity required for that at the surface of the planet will

be expressed by

7{y ti_is fornula we shall calculate for the i!]arth :

V 1 _ _ .= 111 _0 meters per _:,econ<_, or _] tames faster than the

fastest cannon- ball at the time of its emergence from

the nozzle.

For our i'4oon V I = 2373 meters oer second, th<t

is, this is clos_ to the velocity of the cannon - ball

a<d the molecules of hy@rosen. For the planet Agata_

which is 6 versts in die,meter, and h_v_ a density, not

i_re_ter than that of the Earth (5.5), V I is less than

5.7 meters oer second; a!uost about the same velocitTf V I

is found for the satellite o± i,ars also. On these bodies

of the Solar system, it is _'_ufficiently es.sy for one to

run a_ay, so as to be i'ree for all times i'rom the force of

their ,:ravit_tion and make ol_eself an independent planet.

l_or planets, h_vin,_< the same density as the

i_arth, we !let where o_I and ro_ , _'efer to the _arth.

2gI
V I = rI | _ '

£1
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l_rom the form_la it is seen, th&_t the limiting

landing7 velocity V 1 in this case is !_roportional to the

radius r I of the given planet.

Thus, for the large_<_t asteroid - Vesta, w]_ose

diameter is close to 400 kilometers, _,'e fin,] t_at V I = 524

meters per second. _:_.o me,?.m_ d_a_ oven a rifle bullet

leaves Vesta for sood an _ :_ecomes a m_:_teorite, circling

around the Sun.

The last formula is convenient for quick calculation

of l_ulnchins velocities on e_ua!ly dense _)l_nets of

different _izes. For instance, ]ietis, one of the large

asteroids, has a diameter, about 4 times less, then

Vesta, and the velocity for this red,son, will be just as

_mny times less, i.e. about _]0 meters _er second.

Lternal circliss _roux the of<net re:_uires kalf

t_e work, and velocity _-_= 1.41 ... times smaller, than

for :_.oving off to infinity.

Duration o__t ±In _>_t •

]e shall not <ive here highllr complicated formulae,

determinin!_ the dur;_tion of fli_:ht of the projectile. _iI

the more so because this problem is not new <nd has been

solve<], _<_ _ hall only rooe_t the },_nown.
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4e shall make use o£ only one conclusion, which

is e:_tr'aordina_'ily simple :p_nluseful for solving the simplest

Drooiems regarding the time of _4otion of the rocket.

Folc the duration of fall t of an oriMinal±y

stationary body on tke _l_.net (or the Sun), concentrated

in one point [for the same mass), we rind

t- rl _ (____r I + arc sin '_r_\ r2 r

Here r2 denotes the distance, from which the body

_egins to fall; r is the course run throu_Th %_y the falling

body; r I - is the r:-,_ius of the planet ,_.nd S: is the

acceleration due to the force of C_:"vity on the surface

of the nlanet.

The same formula o:£ course, e::presses, the time

of ascent from r2 - r to r 2 when the body lose_ all t

its velocity.

If we out r = r2 i.e. if we find out time of fall

to the center of a concentrated planet, then from the last

form_la we get

7_ r2 _ r2
t = ---/ rl 2g

Umber ordinary co:Lditions this fornula also sives

a_oroxim_.tely th{ ti.,_e of fall to the surface of the p]_anet,
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or the time o:;.;_zcr-mt of the rocket from this surface to

_ full sto?-!)a,_e.

On the other hand, the time of a full rounl

revolution o£ so1:_e body, for examnle projectile, -_round

a olsnet (or -the Sun) is as follow.Is

tI = 2/[ r2
r 2

rI g '

,_here r I -

r2 -

is the radius of the planet with acceleretion

g at the surf_y:e and

is the dist:_nce of the body from th__ center

of the pl_net.

_om-oarin_ both the for_:ralae, we ;_et

t _ i÷ = 5,657.

Cons.._,uently, the ratio of time o¢ rotation

of any satellite to the time of its central fall on the

planet, concentrated to one point, is equal to 5.66.

±-'1'!us,in order '-o_obtain tke ti;_e o__ fall of

some c_estial body (for e;:a_!-ole our rocket) to ___ _._ center

(or anl_roxi_.atei[,,.... o_ '-_,_csurface) arou_K_ which it is

,, "" _ u L1SrotRtin_ the ti,<:e o -_s!c:e=,eal rc_volution of _ _" body_ alonq

tPe circu:_ference, must be <ivided b__ _.66.
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In ti:is _,_', _:_ fi:: t'.u;:t]:oon will _71 to tke

-iarth in z_.3 _ -_ys and _;i£hts _<n,_ the Earth to 'he Gun in

64 I/4 days and "_'_'-

_eOn the contrary, a rocket ]am_c .... i fro:,_ the

Earth and stoppin S at the distance of the iioon should

fly for a c]uration of L_.8 da[fs a:_d nights or :N_out _ days.

In the sane way, a rocket launched fromthe

Sun a_td stopping under the influence of powerful force of

its (solar) gravitation a_ _'the insufficient veloeit;f of

the rocket at the distance of _e Earth, would have consumed

in its flib]ht about 6% days and nights, or two months and

over.

_{esistance of the ._tmosDhere

Let us find out the work 07 c!eavin_ the

air by a roc<et in case of its usual rectilinear, unifor._Ij

accelerated motion; we must also t:_.'_einto consideration

the variable density d of the at'nosohere at different

altitudes•

_9o5) to

It is equal (see m,_ ar!:icle "_-_erostat and Aeroolane"

< dlhd = d I 1-_+ I)

2_'_ + 1
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wh e r e

d I }ITIC

f

In these formulae d I is the density of air

at the sea level (d I = 0.0013); h- is the altitude of the

projectile or the altitude of the oart of the atmosl)here

under consideration; f - is the air oressure at the sea

level per unit area (f = 10.33 tons / m 2) _i is the

mechanical equivalent of heat (I] = /_27 tons/ m): T 1 -

is temoerature of _,,bsolute zero (T 1 = 27_); C - is the heat

capacity o£ air at cons _an_ volume (C = O. 169)_

A = 2,441 and the first formula tahes the :form of

h I (2)

where a = 2A+I = 5.$8; hI = 54, 5!_0 ]:m and {_>:pre_sses the

!imitin_< theoretical altitude of the atmosphere on the

ac]opte_ bases. In fact, if in the for::ula (I) d = O, then

2 (,_+ I) f
h =

dI

denotin;: this altitude by h I _,:eshall )_,et formula (2).

Althou_h this altitude of 5_.Bk1_ is exceedingly

small _s in seen from the observation of the falli.ug stars,

it is without doub., that th<_ at,uosohere above 51.L km is so

much r,_refie._, that its resis-t_tnce may readily be ne_]lected.
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As a matter o_' fact, if we calculate the density of the air

layer at this altitude, assumming the temperature to be

constant, as at the sea level_ and consequently_ boundlessness

of the atmosphere, then even in such a case we shall find

d/dl = O.OO1, i.e. that at thi_ altitude the air is rarefied

1000 times and, that means, that above 54 kilometers there

is no more than a thousand (0.001) of the mass of the

entire atmosphere.

But due to the lowered temperature, this remaining

mass is incomparably small.

The differential of work of resistance T is express@d by

dT = F dh,

where F denotes the resistance of air to the movement of the

projectile. It is equal to

KSdV 2
r_=

2_

Here K - is the coefficie:_t which is equal to 1.4

according to Langley.

S - is the area of the maximum transverse cross-

section of the projectile.

d - density of air at the place where at a given

movement the rocket moves; d, of course, is

a variable quanti%y, because with the increase

of altitude, the density of air rapidly falls;
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V

g

U

the velocity of projectile.

acceleration due to the Earth's gravity on the

surface of the Earth (g = 9.8 meters/second2);

Utilization, or usefulness of the form of

rocket; this number shows, how many times the

resistance is reduced, owing to the bird-

like form of the projectile, compared with

the res_i3tance of the area of its maximum

transverse cross-section; U- is also a

variable quantity which, as has been shown

by numerous experiments incres_ses with the

increase of velocity V of the moving body:

Incidentally, it is said that it increases

with the increase of dimensions of the body.

However, we shall take U as a constant

quantity, since its dependence on velocity V

is a very disputed question.

Further, since the resistance of the air in

comparison with the pressure of explosive substances on

the rocket is small (about 1% and less), the velocity V

of the projectile may be taken as

V = - g) h,

where _-_ is the true acceleration of the projectile.

This situation, addini_ velocity, increases the work of the
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atmospheric resistance and consequently, equalizes the error

on account of lowering the altitude of the atmosphere.

On the basis of formula (2) and the last three

formulae we shall get

= b (1 h
dT

\
hdh,

where,

KdlS (P -- g)

b = Ug and oC = 5.88.

Integrating by parts and determining the constant,

we shall get

2 a+21
T - b (a + 1)(a + 2) 1 -- hl

work T

If here we put h = hl, then we shall get the total

of the atmospheric resistance. Namely

T1 = (a + 1)(a + 2)

Let us put, K = 1.4; d = 0,0013; S = 2 M2; p/g = 10;

g = 9.8 meters/sec2; U = 100, then b = 0.0003276; a = 5.88 and

h I = 54540 M.

Then T I = 17975 ton - meters.

The work of one ton of explosive substances, on

getting from hydrogen and oxygen one ton of water, is equal to

1600000 ton - meters. If a projectile with all the accessories
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and the passenbers wei.lhed one ton, while the explosive reserve

constituted a six-fold quantity, or 6 tons then the rocket would

be takin,_ _ with it -ootential enerTy of 96,000,00 ton - meters.

More than half of this energy is converted into mechanical work in th_

shape of rocket motion.

Consequently, the work of tae atmospheric resistance in

this case constitutes only about I/3OO that of zravitaLion. We may

obtain the same, having compared directly the work of the atmosphere

resistance (17975) with the total work of gravitation (6336000).

We find it about 1/353).

i <._ive here a table , showing, (accordii_g to the conditions

adopted by us) the time is seconds from the beginning of vertical

flight, corresponding to th'e velocity of ....._n. rocket in meters,

altitude ..:,fascent in the same measures, the density of the sur.roundin

air, having taken the density at the sea - level for unity and the

unifrom lowering of temperature by 5°C at every kilometer.

T:=e enti_e ti_e of explosion with a six-fold quantity of

the explosive substances lasts for 113 seconds, while at the end

of this time tae body acquires a velocity of 9990 meters per second

and rises to an altitude of 575 kilometers; further ascer_t will be

completeci by inertia.

The work of ti:e atmospheric resistance is extremely small

while the less during vertical motion by the force of gravity does not

represent such a small value ; namelL_ the first loss is 35 times

less than the second. For this reason it is advantaLTeous to iLcline

the path of _:otio:: (orbitj of t: e rockets in order to increase
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several times a ca_paratively small quslity (i.e. resistance

of the air) and to reduce at tLe same time the comparatively

significant quantity, that is the loss of energy on account

of the effect of _ravity.

Its is not difficult to see, that work of atmospheric

resistance is approximately pro_Dortional to the Cosec 2 (Og - 90 °)

where (06 - 90 °) is the angle of dip of the trajectory of the

projectile to the horizon.

Duration of

ascent of

rocket (seconds).

0

1

2

3

5

7

10

15

2O

> 30

40
!

50

70

100

113

i ..... k

Velocity of
ascent of

rocket (meter/
Bee).

0

9o

18o

270

450

63o

9oo

135o

18oo

2700

3600

4500

6300

9ooo

9900

Altitude of

ascent (meters).

0

45

18o

4o5

1125

2205

45o0

1o125

18oo0

4o5oo

72000

112500

220550

450000

574000

Relativ_ density
of air.

I

1

1

1

1:1, 13

I: 1.653

1

1:10.63

1: 2828

C_ose to zero.

Close _o zero.

0

0

0
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_e are giving here a table, for the complition.

of which the preoedin_ law has served as sufficiently depen-

dable in case of some deflection from the horizontal

flight .

The first column shows the angle of slope of the

trajectory to the horizon iu degrees; the fourth - the sum

of all losses, when the usefulness of the U form of the

rocket is taken as 100.

Angle of

slope of

trajectory to
the horizon.

-90°

0

2

I0

15

loss

Due to the

gravity _

0.010

O.O14

O. 020

O.O27

o.o35

Due to the

atmos ;here
U = 100

O0

2.47

0°395

0.O99

O.O477

Total

loss

2.48

0.417

0.126

0.0827

Angle of

slope of

trajectory

to the

horizon.

_-90 °

2O

30

40

45

9o

loss

Due to

gravity

o.o45

o.o57

o.o7o

0.075

0.100

Due to

the at-

mo s phe-

re U =

1OO

o.o255

0.0120

0;0073

o.oo59

o.oo3o

Total

_OSS

0.020 _

0.069

O.O773

o.o8o9

0. IO30

Table (see page 74) is cited in a corrected form by Tsiolkovsky himself.

The correction was carried out by him before 1931 (Editors).

See table at para 86 of article "Investigations of the year 1903"

(Editors).
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In a medium without gravity with six - fold quantity

of explosive substances (compared with the weight of the

entire _emaining substances), 0.63 of their entire latent

energy is utilized.

Suppressing 8% of this figure in a worst case we

shall find, that durin_ inclined motion one can make use of

58% of the total chemical energy of the explosive material.

The work of the resistance of air may be decreased

several times if the flight is to initiate from the top of a high

mountain, -- or if the rocket has been lifted with the help

of an airship to a specified altitude, the flight will

begin rom there. Thus, the flight from an altitude of 5

km decreases t!_e work of the resistance of air twice, whil_

the flight fromi_10 - kilometers altitude four times.

Picture of Flight.

Relative Phenomena. Although it is before the

journey in space, "How far it is", but let us suppose, that

all is ready: devised, accomplished, experimented and we

have already got ourselves accommodated in the rocket and

are ready for the ascent and our friends are watching

us.

We shall relate, the occurrences to the rocket,

our acquaintances - the astronomers of Mars etc - to our

planet Earth. All these phenomena will be relativ
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and not totally identi_al, because each type of phenomena

will depend, meanwhile, on the form of motion of the body,

to which the phenomena_ertain.

Having started on the journey, we shall experience

highly strange, perfectly miraculous unexpected feelin s,

the description of which we shall begin.

The signal has been given, the explosion has

started, accompanied by c_eafening noise. The rocket has

wavered and started on the journey. We feel we have

become terribly heavy. Four poods (I Pood = 16.38 kg)

of my weight have turned into 40 poods . I fell on the

floor, was injured seriously, and might even have been

killed; it is too early for observations. There are media

to bear such a terrible gravity, but, so to say, in packed

up form or in a liquid (this will be discussed later).

Immersed in liquid we shall hardly be inclined

for observations. Be that as it may, the gravity in rocket,

has apparently increased 10 times. About this, we would

be informed by spring balances or a dynamometer (a pound of gold9

hung on their spring, turns into 10 pounds), by accelerated

oscillations of a pendulum (3 times more frequent), faster

fallin6 of bodies, diminishing the size of drops (their

diameter deczeases ten times), becoming heavier of all things

and many other phenomena.
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If th_ density of the Eart!_ was increased ten

times or if we found ourselves on a planet, where attraction

is 10 times more than on the Earth then with nothing we would

distinguish between the phenomena in the rocket and those mn

the planet with enhanced gravity. It could have been less

in the rocket, but then the duration of explosion will be

more, although the rocket will rise, with the same consumption

of material for low altitude or will acquire less velocity.

Ue are studying the case of vertical ascent, when the direction

of relative gravity _s the same as on the Earth. In case

of inclined take off we could observe a change of direction

of the relative gravity not more than 90 °, while during

the most sdvantageous take off, it is 75 ° - 80 ° as compared

with its direction on the Earth at a given place.

If in such a case :_e looked out from the window

of the rocket, then the Earth would appear to us al_ost as

a vertical wall, going off from one side into the sky and

into an abyss on the other.

The awful gravity being experienced by us will

continue for 113 second_ or about two minutes, until explosion

and its noise come to an end. Then, when dead silence sets

in the gravity will disappear momentarily the same way as

it had appeared. How we have ascended beyond the limits

of the o tmosphere, to an altitude of 575 kilometers. Gravity

has not only diminished it has vanished without traces; we
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we do not experience even the terresterial pull to which

we were accustomed, as to air, but which for us is not so

necessary as the latter 575 kilometers this is very little -

this is almost on the surface of the Earth and the gravity

must have diminished so insignificantly. And that is the

actuality, But we have business with the r¢_lative phenomena and

for them gravity does not exist.

The force of the Earth's pull acts on the rochet

a_d the bodies accommodated in it equally. They are carried

away by the same stream, by one and the same force and for

the rocket as if there is no gravity.

In this we are convinced by many signs. All objects

not fast_ned to the rocket have left their places and hang

in the air not touching anything and if they at all touch,

they do not exert pressure on each other or on the support.

We ourselves as well do not touch the floor and adopt any

position and direction: _le_an stand on the floor, on the

ceiling and on the wall; we can stand perpendicularly and

in an inclined ',_ay: we float in the middle of the rochet

like fishes, but without any effort and without coming into

contact '4ith anything; not a single object exerts pressure

on_ _nother if they are not pressed together.

_ater does not pour out of the jug, the pendulum

does not oscillate and hangs on one side. A huge mass, hung

from the hook of a sprin;: balance does not stretch the spring
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and it always shows zero. lever scales are also rendered

useless; their bean adopts any position irrespective

and independent of the equality or inequality of weights

in the pans. Gold cannot be sold by weight. The usual

earthly methods of measuring mass cannot be employed here.

Oil is sh_en out from the bottle with some efiort

(since the pressure or elasticity of the air that we breathe

hinders), adopts the form of a vibrating sphere; after some

minutes the vibration comes to an end and we have a liquid

sphere of super exactness; we break it up into parts - we

obtain a group of smaller spheres of different sizes.

All this slides in different directions, soreads on the

walls and wets them.

The mercury barom,_ter has risen upwards and mercury

had filled up the entire tube.

A double-knee syphon does not convey water.

An object dropped carefully from hands does not

fall and a 9_Ished object moves in a _traight li_e and uniformly ,

until it stri_es the wall or some object, so as to come in

_otion again although with a smaller velocity. Generally

it rotates at the same time lille a toy to_0. It is even

difficuL to 2us}_ a bo_:y, without imparti _ _otatiol_ to it.
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We feel nice a,d light, as if on the softest feather

bed, but_blQQd flows to the head;,for the plethoric it is

deletrious. :-

We _a{i/capi%le of obs°ervatioi_ - and meditation.

Notwithstanding the fact, that the powerful hand of the Earth

with a fantastic force, is retarding constantly the ascent

of the projectile, tha_ is, the force of terresterial gravita-

tion does not discontinue for a moment, we feel in the

rocket the same,which we will feel on a planet whose force

of gravity has vanished by some miracle or had been paralyzed by

a centrifugal force.

All is so quite good and calm. We open the

outer shutters of all windows and see through the thick

glasses in all the six directions. We see two skies, two

hemispheres, forming together one sphere, in the center of

which, as if, we are accommodated. We are as if inside a

ball consisting of two multi-colored halves. One half is

black with stars anc the Sun; the other is yellowish with

many bright and dark spots and with vastspaces not so bright.

This is the Earth, which we left a short while ago. It does

not appear to us convex in the capacity of a sphere, but,

on the contrary by the laws of perspective, it is concave,

as a round balance - pan which we are looking at.
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111the month of March we flew fro_ the Equ_tor

at noon an_ that is why the Earth occupies almost half

of the sky. If we had flown in the evening or morning

we should have seen, that it covers one fourth of the sky

in the form of a gigantic curved sickle; at midnight we would see

only a circle or ring, brilliant by purple color of dawn

a_d dividing the sky into two halves: one half is without

stars, almost black, a bit reddish; the other is black as soot,

dotted with numberless clusters of comparatively bright but

not scintillating stars.

To the extent of recession from the surf_ce of

the Earth and ascent in altitude the ring becomes smaller

and smaller, but at the same time brighter and brighter.

The globe of the Earth iu this form or in the form of a sickle,

or the balance pan, appears to get smaller too, m anwhile

as we see (absolutely) more and more of its surface. I_ow

it apuears to us in the form of an enormous dish, which,

diminishing gradually, turns into a small saucer, further

in the form of moon.

Up and down in the rocket, properly speaking,

do not exist because there is no relative gravity, and a body

left unsupported does not tend toward_ any wall of the rocket,

but subjective sensation,s of up and down however remain.

We feel u_2_and down, only their places change with the chancre
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of 8irection of our body in the space. The side where Jhere

is our head, vze recocnize as 'up' and where there are feet-

as 'down'_ Thus i_ we turn out head to,yards our planet,

it appears to be upwards and turning to. it by our feet, we

plun_e it into an abyss, because it appears to be down.

T_e picture is grand_0se but at first terrifying; later

you get accustomed to it and in reality you lose the

conception of 'up' and 'down'.

Those observing7 us from the Earth saw the rocket

roar and move from its place and fly up_ard_s like a fallin_g

stone only in the opposite direction and 10 times raore _>ower-

fully. The speed of the rocket urows, but to note it is

difficult due to its quic_ _otion. Durin!, the passage of

o_e second, the roc1<et has already ascended an altitu_e of

45 meters, in 5 seconds - it is at an altitude o +_ a verst,

in 15 seconds - at 10 Versts, and ,_e hardly see it in the

form oS a thin vertical d._sh, _,,'ifty rushi_g upwards.

In half a minute it is already at an altitude of 40

kilometers, but we continue to see it freely, by the

unaided ey_s, because owing to its increasing speed it has

become whi_e h_t (as a meteorite) and its protective

refractory and non-oxidizable shell shines, like a star.

For more tha_ a minute this star-like flight continues;

and there_fter all disappears little by little, because

after crossing the _tmosphere, the roc_et does not come in

contact with the friction of the air, lets cool and
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_ adua_ly disapoears i_o_;zt can be loc_teo on!v with the

help of a telescope.

Heat did not oenctra_e to us, becmuse we were

si_ng in the rocket and were protected from heating -

by a lovJ - heat-conductivity layer, and besides, _:e had

a powerful source of cold: the evaporation of liquified

gases. This protection was needed for one or two

minutes.

The apparent absence of gravity in the

projectile continues all the time, there is no explosion

as long as the rocket does not revolve. It recedes from

the Earth, moves at _reat distances from its planet, along

one or the other curve, but there i_nogravitg; the rocket is

whirling around the Sun, it is flying towards stars and is

subject to strong and weak influences of all suns and planets,

then gravity is not felt; all the phenomena, peculiar to

a medium, devoid of gravity, are observed in an_ out of the

rocket as before. This conclusion is not rigidly exact, but

approximately it is dependable; the effect of its inexactitude

is not only impossible to ascertain within the limits of

rocket space, but even tens, hundreds and someti es

thousands of versts around it. Some smal7 influence is still

exerted by the force of attraction of the rocket itself, its

people and objects which have been taken alons with them.
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But their i_teraction is very small and is discovered

by the movement of stationary (relatively of course)

bodies, only in the duration of hours. If the objects

have even an insig_ificant movement - the effect of Newtonian

gravitation cannot be discovered.

Arou1_d the Earth. It is possible, having

restricted the explosion, to ascend only up to the desired

altitude, then having lost almost all the velocity, so as

not to fall back to the planet, we turn the rocket with the

help of bodies, rotating inside it and carry out a new

explosion in a direction, perpendicular to the original direction.

Relative gravity is again generated; only in this

case we can confine ourselves to extremely small values; again,

all the well-known phenomena in a medium of gravity, are

repeated; again they will disappear and silence and peace

will prevail but the rocket will e secured from falling

down. It will acquire a velocity normal to the radius -

victor, i.e. in a circle along the circumference like the

moon, and will, similarly to the latter, eternally re_olve

around the Earth.

_ow we can be completely satisfied since the rocket

has acquired usual position; it became the Satellite of the

Earth.

From the rocket is visible the emormous sphere of

our pla_et as the moon in one of its phases, it is visible
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Low the sphere rotates, how in several hours it shows its

sides in succession. The closer it is to the rocket, the more

immense it appears and the more concave stretched out

on the horizon, its form is fantastic, the more brilliance

it gives to its satellite (rocket), the faster the latter

revolves around its mother - the Earth. This distance may

be so small, that one circuit around it would t'J:e two hours

and in several minutes we shall 3ee fifferent ;_oints of the

_arth from various sides _nd _t a close di_tance. Ti!is _ictu_e

is to such an extent magai?icient, temoting und endlessly

diver _ific_, that I hearti_, wish you to see it. In such a

2-hour _ir_uit after every two hours, the rocket is obscured,

_s it plunges itself into the Earth's shadow and night.

The latter (night continues less than an hour; after that

the Sun shines for more than an hour so as to give way to

darkness again.

If we wanted to make use of more quantity

of light, i.e. a lon_er day, then we must either recede from

the Earth, or revolve not in the direction of the Equator,

but in the direction of the medidian, so that our path

intersects the Poles of the Earth. In this case i.e. when the

orbit of the rocket is normal to the rays of the Sun,

even at a comparatively small distance from the planet we

shall make use of a long day, lasting for a month and more;

and the oictures of the Earth are still variegated, still
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charmin_ and amazing, because the edges of the illuminated

parts of the Earth will be visible i_ relief, which are

fast moving. Specially good will be the view of the Poles.

We do not feel the motion of our own rocket, as

we do not feel th_ rotation of the Earth (when we are on it) -

and we have the idea that the planet itself is hurrying around

us along with all the magic horizon: the rocket for our

senses becomes the center of the universe, as sometimes the

_arth was.

Curves of rocket movement and its velocity

In case of the vertical ascent of the rocket and

the absence of the rotation of the Earth, the relative path

of the rocket will be the simplest; this will be a straight

line, more or less long, depending on the quantity of the

explosive substances.

Such is the path of the rocket durinf its launching

from the Poles of a rotatin_s planet, ignoring the influence

of other celestial bodies, i_hen the quantity of explosive

materials is 8 times more, the mass of the rocket, its path

having its origin on the surface of the Earth, has no end

in the other direction: it is infinite, and the rocket will

never return to the Earth assuming, of course, that there are

no celestial bodies and their gravitation.
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In its application to the Earth, the least velocity,

for recession from it, to infinity, is e_ual to 11170

meters/second, or more than 11 kilometers/second..

A little rotation of the planet, as we see in

case of all average amd small planets of the Solar System,

beginning from the Earth, the straightness of path changes

very little; namely the path of the rocket turns into a

highly elongated ellipse in case of return of the projectile

to the Earth and into a parabola or a hyperbola - in case

of infinite recession.

Speaking about the trajectory of the rocket we

did not have in view its comparatively short part corresponding

to the time of explosion, which incidentally is also close to

the straight line, if the direction of explosion does not

change.

In the beginning, durin_ th_ time of explosion,

the movement of the rocket quickly accelerates. Later on

the velocity changes _lore slowly - only under the influence

of the force of gravitation, namely, during the ascent or

recession from the center of the planet, the speed acquired

by the projectile during the explosion, decre_ses; during

approach or falling it increases.

During infinite recession in the course of endless

time, the velocity of the projectile more and _ore approaches
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either zero, or to some constant value. In one as

well in the other case, the rocket will never stop and will

never return to the Earth, irrespective of the resistance

of some and the attraction of the other celestial bodies.

But the vertical take off is not so advantageous,

as the inclined. In the case of an initial (i.e. at the

time of explosion) horizontal flight of the second order,

tangential to the 7olobe at the site of the take off. The

focus of the curves Wiil be located at the center of the

Earth. In case of insufficient relative quantity of

ex_losive substances (less than 3-4) the flight will not

take place and the rocket will touch the Earth or will fall

to the planet, as a horizontally fired ordinary cannon -

ball.

If the velocity of the rocket due to the action

of the explosive material is 2 time, less than the

minimum velocity, which is needed for recession into

infinity (11170 meters/second) the path of the rocket will

be a circle coinciding with a large circleof the globe

(with the,Equator or the meridian). This cas_ also: _ does

not have any application, because the rocket, flying

uninterruptedly in the Earth's atmosphere, quickly loses

all its velocity due to the resistance of air and quickly

falls on the ]_arth. But if there had been no atmos_here,

or if the rocket had started its flight from a mountain,
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with its top projecting beyond the limits of the ocean of air

(atmosphere) then the path of the rocket, would, have

been circular and eternal; it would as its moon never fall

to the Earth, Obviously this too is impossible.

On th_ basis of what has been said, the speed

required for circular motion will be calculated approximately

at 8 kilometers / second or 7904 m/sec.

If we waist to make use of the Earth's rotatiou and

launch the rocket from the Equator in the direction of

motion of equatorial points of the globe, the necessary

velocity will be _]ecreased by 465 meters/second (such is

the maximum velocitj of rotation of terresterial points)

i.e. it will be equal to 7441 meters per second. The advantage

as we see, is small. The required relative quantity of the

explosive substances will be expressed by a number from

3 to 4 (if the weight of t_e rocket is taken as unity).

The work required for motion in a circle is exactly

half of the minimum work for rece_sion to infinity from

the planet.

In case of any large increase in the velocity

of the rocket, an ellipse, going out gradually beyond

the limits of the atmosphere, is obtained. Further increase

in velocity will stretch out the ellipse more and more,

until it turns into a parabola; in such a case work and

velocity needed b _ the projectile for resistinc the force of
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gravitation, will be similar, as in the case of eternal

recession in the direction of the radius of the planet

(for the Earth 11.170 meters/sec).

Fer a still larger velocity, the path of the

rocket will be a hyperbola. In all these cases, the rocket

loses too much because of the resistance of the atmosphere,

and therefore this rocket trajectory tangential to the

Earth in practice will not be used.

We have been, that the most advantageous path

_ 00of the rocket is inclined to the horizon by 20°C 3 •

In this case only 7 % of that energy is lost due to the action

of gravity and resistance of the atmosphere, which the rocket

acquires in airles_ space, tree as well from gravity.

The path of the rocket in this case would be the same i.e.

one of the second degree curves (ellipse, parabola and

hyperbola), but only the curve is not tangential to the

surface of the Earth. If the quantity of the explosive

material is not sufficient or altogether small describing a

part of ellipse and having attained the maximum recession, the

rocket returns to the Earth. Here it is necessary to explode a

fresh quantity of substances, in order to slow down gradually

and not be destroyed altogether. The total quantity of

explosive reserve for ascent and safe return in case of a

small recession from the Earth is twice as much as for one such

ascent for greater ascents-it is three times larger, and for

still greater, ascents four times and so on and so *) .

• ) See the formula (66) of the article "Researches of the year 1903",
(Editors).
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If we wznted to lea_e the rochet for ever in the

airless space, having made it a permanent satellite of the

Earth, then at the greatest recession from the Earth

(in apogee), a certain small quantity of substances will

have to be exploded anew for increasing the velocity of the

projectile. _hen this point is close to the surface of the

Earth, it is necessary for the rocket to have a velocity

close to 8 km/sec, and the quantity of the entire explosive

reserve will only 3-4 times exceed the w_ight of the remaining

mass of the projectile. Incidentally, it makes no difference

how far away we have arranged our observational station, even

at a distance of one million versts from the center of Earth,

the quantity of explosive substances will be less than that

needed for recession to infinity from the planet in a straight

line or parabola. Namely, it is expressed by a number, less

than 8.

It is possible, of course, to convert a circular

orbit into an elliptical one by a new explosion, while this

latter, as has been described, again into a circular one with a

larger radius. In this way we can arbitrarily change the

magnitude of the radius of our circular motion, i.e. we can

recede from the Earth or come closer to it as we wish.

If, havin_ already a circular motion, we are to

carry out a very weak explosion, but constant and in the

direction of _otion, then the rocket will move, during
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the entire period of explosion, along the spiral orbit, the

equation of this orbit depends on the law of explosion.

The future trajectory of the rocket when the

explosion comes to an end, will be some curve of the second

order, for example a circle, which depends on us. During

an explosion, retarding the motion of the projectile, the

spiral will curl round inside the original circular orbit

and the rocket will approach the Earth.

In case of_spiral motion, almost perpendicular

to the direction of the forces of gravity, almost similar

percentage (up to 65%) of the energy of explosive substances

is utilized, a_ also in a medium without gravity; then

the same thing takes place in the process of turning of

elliptical orbit into a circular one.

During an inclined take-off of the rocket on its

elliptical path, the Moon will exert greater effect than in

case of a tretched one and as the rocket comes closer to

the Moon, which in its turn depends on the comparative

quantity of the explosive material consumed and the

relative position of the Moon and the rocket. It may happen -

the motion of the rocket may be calculated in such a way, -

that will leave its orbit totally under the influence of

the attraction of Moon and will fall on the Moon.
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The velocity of fall with not be less than

2373 meters/ second, i.e. about two times more than the

speed of a launched cannon - ball. But the velocity is less

than what it is during the fall on the Earth. The

energy of dro ping on the latter is 22 times more, than

that during the dropping on the Moon.

Having taken into consideration the velocity

and rotation of the Hoon and also the motion of rocket

we can calculate also the little quantity of _xplosive

substances, which is necessary for safe stoppage on the

surface of the Moon. i can inform you that the entire

quantity of the explosive reserve for a safe journey to our

Moon in expressed by a number not more than 8. At a compa-

ratively small distance from the Moon, the <need of

rocket must b_ constantly _!ecreased by means of an

explosion. Everything must be calculatedand controlled

in such a way that at the moment of con_ct with the surface

of the Moon soil, this relative speed eluals zero. This

problem is of course very delicate, but iuite _ossible.

The error in its solution may be corrected by a new

explosion, only if there is a sufficient re,serve of

explosive substances.

In case of a miss, that is, if the roc,_et flies past

in the neijhhor hood of the _ioon, but does not touch its

surface, th roc_<et will u:_t become a satellite of the moon, but,
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having approached it again recedes from it, revolvin_

round the Earth describing a highl]T complicated curve, which

passes sometimes close to the Earth and sometimes close

to the Moon. There remains the possibility of falling either

on the one or the other. At the moment of closest approach

to the Moon, it is permissible to explode the explosive

material in order to decelerate the motion of the rocket,

and thus to become an eternal satellite of the Moon, the

great grandso_ of the Sun. It is also possible, by

different methods, to save this circular orbit and reach

the _oloon or recede from it.

According to the description of the flight,

it is seen, that the rocket may become an eternal satellite

of the Earth, moving around it, like the _oon. The distance

of this artificial satellite, a little brother of the

Moon, from t[_e terrestrial surface may be arbitrarily

small or large; its motion would be _ternal, because the

resistance of the ether is not noticed even for small density

and small bodies, which are in the majority of cases

mateorites, included most likely, in the make up of comets.

If small bodies experienced resistance from the ether,

(amon_ ° other thinks) , how could the rings of the Saturn,

which according to astronomers consist of such small,

solid bodies separated from one another, rushing around the

Saturn with amazing rapidity hav+ existed for millions

of years.
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Revolution around,_ the Earth of a series of roc'_tets

with all their accessor-ie:S for the existe_ce of rational

beings may serve as a base for the future expansion of

mankind. People inhabiting a larce number of rings around

the Earth like the rings of the Saturn, could utilize

100- 1000 times the reserve of solar energy, which is

available to them on the surface of the Earth. But even

by this, man will rot be satisfied and from the conquered

base may aspire to the conquest of the remainin_ Solar energy,

which i,'_two milliard (U.S. Billion) times that which

the Earth receives. In that case eternal _'evolution around

the Earth is necessary to be superseded by a similar kind

of revolution around the Sun. For this puroose we _hall

have to recede still farther from the Earth and become an

independent planet - s_,tellite of the Sun, and a _rother

of the Earth. Precisely, a roci_et with the help of an

explosion will have to transmit a velocity in the direction

of the motion of the Earth around the Sum, when the rocket

moves with the maximum velocity relative to the Sun.

The energy required for this, depends on the quantum of the

distance, at which the rocket is from the Earth; the greater

this distance is the less is the work; the total sum

of energy, required for the circular motion around the

Earth and for the subsequent almost complete recession from

it, does not exceed that, which is required to recede from
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the Earth eternally, assuming that there is no Sun and

other celestial bodies i.e. a seven-fold or eight-fold

quantity of explosive substances (as compared with the

remaining mass of the _0rojectile).

On still _ore expenditure of energy the circle

changes into a more or less elongated ellipse, the

point of perihelion (smallest distance from the Sun) which

is situated roughly at the distance of the Earth from the

Sun.

In the first case, :_uring the average expenditure

of energy, the rocket, in the beginninj, under the influence

of a new thrust, will fly much faster, than needed for

circular motion around the Earth and even the Sun. Later

this velocity, due to the effect of terrestrial gravity

(that of the Moon is neglected) decreases more and more

and at the very end and at a significa_t distance from

the Earth (roughly at 1000 times its diameter) will

become equal to the velocity of the Earth around the Sun.

T!_e Earth and the rocket will align themselves in one and

the same circle with the same velocit?i and therefore may

not come acros< each other for hundreds of years. }Iowever,

for such an equilibrium, there are fr_w chances in the

course of centuries, and the motion of the rocket, for

maintaining consid@rable distance, is required to be
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decelerated, in order that like the Earth, other pl_nets

too, do not disturb this distance. Otherwise there

exists the threat of falling on the Earth.

In the second case, when there is large exp_nditure

of energy, and the path of th_ roc _-et is elliptical,

chances of encountering the Earth are also not few,

but it is possible to take advantage of the recession

of the rocket in order to land on some "superior"

planet: on the _ars or its satellite, on Vesta or on

any other of the 500 small planets (planetoids, asteriods).

I do not speak about the access to the most

massive and huge planets, which are the Jupiter, the

Saturn and others, because for safe landing on them, such a

enermous quantity of explosive substances is required

that its launching for the: time beini_, is not worth-while

a_d should not be dreamt of. But it is easier to become

their satellites, especially separately; it is easier to

api_roach the rings of the Saturn and to have contact with it.

The quantity of energy, require_ for approaching

any planetary orbits (but not landing on the planet)

depends on its distance from the Earth's orbit., the

greater this distance is, then, as already explained,

the greater would be the consumption of energy. But,

howsoever gre:_t that recession may be, the required work
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will be less than theft, which is required for infinite

recession from ti_e solar system a_d wandering amongst the

stars. And this last work is not so enormous, as it

appears in the beginuing. In fact, it is not easy to overcome

the more powerful attraction of the Sun, the mass of which

is 324.000 times that of the Earth. But calculations

show, that if we are flying the rocX_t at the moment of its

fastest motion around the Sun or directly from the surface

of the Earth at the favorable moment in a favorable direction

then the velocity relative to the Earth, required for

complete recession from it and the Sun, does not exceed

16.3 km/sec, which is accompanied by the consumption of

explosive substances, relating to the mass of the rocket

expressed by the number 20. In case of the most

unfavorable launching of the rocket this velocity attained

already is 76.3 kilometers/second, and the quantity of the

explosive reserve must be stupendous as compared with the

remaining mass of the rocket. The absolute velocity i.e,

relative to the Sun when recession has been achieved,

is one and the same, no matter-in what direction we fling the

rocket. If the energy, needed for this, in a favorable

case is about 25 tim_s less, then this will depend on the

fact that we then box row it from the motion of the Earth,

which must be decelerated for this, to a negligible

value.
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The circular path of th_ rocket around tiie Sun

may be made elliptical after having increased or decreased

the velocity of the projectile by means of an explosion.

On diminishing the velocity, the perihelion of

the rocket will be less than the distance of the Earth

from the Sun and then the rocket will be in a position

to reach any lower planet: the Venus or the Mercury.

Their masses are not so enormous and landing does not

require such an unima_inable quantity of the explosive

material, as a safe landing on the Jupiter, the Saturn or

the Neptune. The energy of falling on the _ercury,

as also on the Mars, is about 5 times less, than on our

planet the energy of falling on the Venus comprises

0.82 of theenergyof falling on the Earth. As far as

asteroids and the major part of the planetary Satellites

(moons) are concerned, the mass of the explosive reserve,

spent for the sake of smooth landingon their surface,

is simply negligible.

Theoretically, greater proximity to the Sun and

even landing thereon in case of complete loss of velocity

relative to the Sun, is possible. If the rocket is already

revolving around the Sun, like the Earth, and at_e same

distance from it, then for decelerating the motion, it

requires rel_tive (reverse) velocity of about 30 Km/sec.
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The quantity of th explosive material will be expressed

by the number 200. The process of landing on the Sun

will continue for 64 I/4 days (and nights), that is about

2 months.

From here it is evident, that landin< on the

fiery ocean of the Sun requires 10 times more of the

explosive substance, than the fall from our sun and

the approach to the new.

As around the Earth, the rocket can be put to any

trajectory by n uninterrupted and extraordinarily weak

explosion; it is permissible to compel it to describe one

or the other path relative to the Sun, for example, along

a spiral, and thus reach the desired planet, to come near

or to rece_ from the Sun to fall oll it or leaving it

altogether, having_ become a comet, wanderinE for many

thousands of years in blackness amongst the stars, until

proximity to one of them, which will become for

travellers or their generations a new Sun.

We shall observe, that in all cases of r,_ducing

the velocity of the rocket, the explosive material should

be exploded in the direction of the Earth's motion; but

the motion of the rocket relative to the Sun will re_ ain

as before, i._. in the direction of the motion of our

planet.
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The plan of subsequent exploitation of solar energy

will probably be as follows:

Man will launch its projectiles to one of the

asteroids and will make it its base for its initial work.

He will make use of the material of the small asteriod,

decomposing it and carrying away the material up to the

center for the building of his installations, consisting

of the first ring around the Sun. This ring, will be

overcrowded with rational beings, will consist of mobile

parts similar to the ring of the Saturn.

Having taken apart and also utilized the

tiny asteroids, intellicent b@in_iswill form still another

series of rings, somewhere between the orbits of the

Mars and the Jupiter, for out purposes in the cleared, i.e.

the space free from asteroids.

For different technical and other 2equirements

some rings may be located close to the Sun, between the

orbits of "inferior" planets.

When the energy of the Sun is exhmusted,

intelligent beings will leave it, so _s to go to another

luminary, recently cooled but still in peak force. This

may even take place earlier: part of the beings may

desire another world or the inhabitation of deserts.
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Perhaps, mankind in this way will swarm repeatedly.

It is possible that it has swarmed once before and

the present population is less than the previous one.

There is no need to deal with the surface of

the Sun even when it is covered by a cold crust. There is

even no need to be on the heavy planets, except to study them.

It is difficult to reach them; to live on them means to bind

ourselves with the chains of gravity, often stronger than

the terrestrial, and to set up a multitude of obstacles,

to _ling ourselves to a small area, and live a miserable

life in the mother's womb. Our planet is a cradle of

intelligence but one cannot live in a cradle eternally.

MEA_ISOF SURVIVAL DU}_IH& FLIGHT.

Food and Respiration.

The first thinl which is needed is oxygen

for breathing; a large quantity of it is carried along

for explosion; we could take more of its, so that it

suffices for breathing for a known length of time.

Pure oxygen is hardly suitable for human beings

even in a rearefied state as a?iainst the usual. Indeed,

in such a case its pressu_e on the body _ill be insufficient

and may result in haemorrha e from purely mechanical causes.
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The most r:liable to u_e is a mixture of

oxy[_en with some uas which is harmless for breathing, e.g.

nitrogen, or hydrogen, but not carbonic acid, which

obstructs the liberation of carbon dioxide gas from the

luncs and the skin of the living bein_ thus poisoning him.

By a mixture from 20% of oxygen and 80% nitrogen under a

pressure from 1000 to 50C- mmof mercury column it is easy

to breathe. Nitrogen is 12referable to hydrogen, because

it does not present any danger of explosion.

It goes without saying, that the compartment for

passengers must be hermetically sealed and sufficiently

strong so as to maintain the pressure of gases not more

than 1 kg/cm2 on the walls of the room, when the latter

will ascend into the rarefied layers of the atmosphere and

beyond its limits. The eloncated fish li_e or bird form of

the rocket, is suitable for lightness of diffusion of air,

promotes the preservation of gase:s as well as the strength

of the rocket in general, withstanding ten fold weight

in the course of explosion. The metallic material prevents

the loss of th_" gas due to diffusion.

But it is not e:.ough to have a mixtu::e

of oxygen and nitroTen ; it is necessary to add oxygen,

transforming into carbonic acid, and destroy or, :,ore exactly

eliminate the products of breathing carbonic acid, ammonia,
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surolus humidity and others. There are a number of

substances, absorbi_ carbonic acid: vaoors of water, ammonia

etc. Therefore we also require reserve of these

substances. Of course, if the journey is made in several

minutes or hours, such reserves, with the addition of break-

fast, cannot overburden the rocket. _ut it is a different

story, if one has to journey for weeks and years or is

never to come back, then we have to reject the indicated

media.

For survival in'the course of unspecified length of

tiue without the atmosohere, planets may be made use of

by the force of Solar rays. As the terrestrial atmosohere

is cleaned bl_ plants with the help of the sun, so our arti-

ficial atmosphere c_<n be revived. As on the Earth plants

with their leaves _<ndroots absorb the refuse and _ive

food in exchange, in the same way plants by us_ _ _ i

taken alonf$ durin_i the journey, can work uninterruptedly

for us. As all living things on the Earth exist with one

and th_ same quantity of gases, liquids and solid bodies,

which never decreases or increases (not taking into account

t Le meteorites), so we can eternally live with the reserve

of material taken by us. As on the surface of Earth there

t:akes place an endless mechanical and chemical cycle of

substances so in ou±° little world it can also take place.

From the scientific point of view, the possibility of
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the above mentioned cycle is undoubted; let us now see

how far it is practicable for the future possibly a distant

future.

According to Langley, one square meter of surface

normal to the _irection of the Sun's rays, receives in one

minute the quantity of solar enero_y, expressible by thrity

c_lories. This means, that one kilogram of water spread out

on one square meter of surface illuminated by perpendicular-

ly falling solar rays, will be heated up to 30°C in one

minute if we ignore the losses of heat due to radiation

thermal conduction etc,

ConvertinT this thermal energy into mechanical

energy, we shall obtain 12, 720 kg - m, In this way, in 24

hours we shall obtain 18,316,8OO kg-m or 43.200

kilogram calories at the distance of the Earth from the Sun.

(In a second, we shall obtain 0.5 kilogram calories or

212 Kg-m, i.e. a constant work of almost 3 horse-power).

According to Timiryazev, on physiological experiments

with plants, upto 5% of solar energy, which will comprise

2160 kilogram - calories in 24 hours, stored in roots, leaves

and fruits of plants, is utilized.

On the other hand, according to Leben 1 kilogram

of flour contains about twice that energy, so that 24 hours
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reserve of potemtial _nergy of a plant corresponds to

0.5 kilogram of flour, or almost a kilogram of breed.

That same gift of the Sun, utilized on one

square meter of surface uninterruptedly illuminated by

the Sun's rays, may be expressed by one of the

following quantities: 4 kilograms of carrots, five

kilograms of cabbage, 2/3 kg. of sugar, more than 0.5

kilogram of rice.

In the above-mentioi:ed experi_ ents the 5% economy

was accumulated in all parts of the plant. In fruits, of

course, it will be less. These _xperiments were conducted

in possible favor_ble conditions, but our artificial

atmosphere and plant mutrition may be in conditions still

more favorable. According to Timiryazev, ground in good

condition utilizes I/5 i,e. about 1%of the Solar energy.

_rom this it is evident that artificial conditions

prove even 5 times more advanta_eous.

Let us turn to the direct indication of practice.

A desyatina or approximately one hectare (10.000 m2)

gives an a_nual yield of up to 25000 poods of bauanas which

corresponds to 0.11 kilogram in a day per square meter of

orchard area.

But there are clouds on the Earth; on the Earth

there are the thick layers of air and vapors absorbing much
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eenrgy; on the Earth there is night and the inclined

direction of the Sun's rays; the quantity of carbon dioxide

in air is, similarly, as experiments show, unfavorable

(the most favorable for plants accordin_ to Timiryazev,

is 8% whereas i_ the air there is no _ore than a tenth of

one per cent). Taking all this into consideration the

one has to make at least ten-fold the gifts of the Sun

a_d to make the productivity of one square meter

in our artificial orchard not less than I. I kilogram of

bananas in a day. Bread-fruit tree, according to IIumbolt,

is almost as productive as bananas.

It follows from the for_'_oing, that one square

meter of green house, turned to_,ards solar light, is

already sufficient for the feeding of one person .

But who prew_nts us from takin_ along

a greenhouse with a large surface in packed form, i.e.

in a small volume_ whel the circular motion around the Earth

or the Sun has settled, we assemble our hermetically sealed

cylindrical boxes with various kinds of plants, embryos

(seeds and suitable soil. The Sun's rays penetrate through

the transparent covers of the _reenhouse and prepare for us

magnificant food with fabulous rapidity. The rays of the Sun

All these cnnsiderations of Tsiolkovsky were required by

hi for provin_ possibility of closed and autonomous (from

the Earth) cycle of life in cosmic space,. The conditionality

of calculation is justified by insufficient knowledge of the

problem (Editors).
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j:iv!_ us oxy_:en and simultaneously purify the soil and air

of animal excretions. _leither objects nor people will

feel gravity there, and therefore, the strength of vessels

with plants will be _._ignate only for withstanding the

elasticity of the _as<_ : contained in them. The chief of ther_ are:

carbon dioxide and oxygen. Carbon dioxide gas in the Earth's

atmosphere makes up not more than one or two thousands

of its volume. Nitrogen and other gases also _lay a role in plant

nutrition, but their density like the density of oxygen, which they

(according to Timiryazev) consume 20 times less than carbon

dioxide, may be extraordinarily small without harm for plants.

Thus, the atmosphere of our greenhouse may be

so much rarefied, that tha pressure of gases on their

walls will be 1000 times less than the pressure of air at

sea level.

From this it is evident, that not only will there

be no struggle against gravity, but there would be

almost no struggle against the elasticity of gases, so

that for each passenger we can take, if required hundreds

of meters of these narrow glass boxes with germinating

vegetables and fruits.

There exists perfect possibility still on the

Earth to work out and test media of respiration and nutrition

of human bein_:s in an insulated space.
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Hanuscript

It can be regularized whe_: the living accommoda-

tions have be._n adjusted along the rays of the Sun. The

lon qer it is, the lower temperature would be.

54. The soil is shaken down due to revolution

farther from axis so that the rays slip along its surface

and the plant planted on it will not be held at the very

bottom of framework of soil. There would be no plants

there and the energy of the Sun will be wasted in vain.

However, in the presence of long cones, the slooe of the

surface and soil will not be great, it will remain at

its place and the plants will be illuminated by slanting

rays up to the very axis. We _hall obtain aslight

temperature an_ the advantaTe of_ solar rays.

_.._..._@ •

Figure.

iiey:

• Greenhouse.

Drawin Z of I<._._ Tsioli_o_sl_y taken from the

painting "Album of cosmic travel".

(I) Soil (2) Rays (3) Axis (4) Windows.
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It is possible to det:__m_ne th- smallest surface,

illuminated by solar rays and sufficient for a ]person

relative to his respi__ation and nutrition; it is possible

to select and test plants suita:_le for this purpose.

It is true, the conditions on the Earth are far from being

such as in an the ethereal medium far off from the

Planet, but then they can be made anyhow' closer to our

terrestrial ones. Thus, it is e_sy in a medium _:Tithout

gravity to arrange days and ni_Tht; it requires only to

give the greenhouses a slow rotational motion. Then

lilht 4ill alternate _ith darkness and the duration of

thi:_ alternation is arbitrary. The motion will be eternal

by inertia. In my opinion, t_e conditions there will be

even much more favorable than on the Earth. In fact, the

t_'rre:_trial plants suffer much more and even perish by

reason of unfavorable variation of temperature durin_ night

or winter; and also due to bacteria, parasitic fungi, worms

insects rodents and bi_'ds; due to insufficiency of moisture

and the poverty of soil.

_n the ethereal space there are no such enemies,

because, all taken from the soil is returned to it, and

because the variations of temne_-ai:ure depend on us, just as

the duration of ni[jht; the_-e _lill be no seasons, if the

motion of the roci:et is circular; there will be no harmful

bacteria in a small _reenhouse departments, >ecause they

may be destroyed by filling the compartments with lethal
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gas for ur_desirab!e beings an@ embryos, by raisin_7 the

temper:_ture or even simply bj the uninterrupted ]i_ht of the

sun, ;<i!li S t_'e b_:.cteria s.nd ma!ig:_ant embryos, ,oisture

also cannot escape from hermetically sealed spaces.

EquiT_ping on the _J_rtn of experimental !freenhouses

especi_<lly _.el! Jnsulate_i fro::_ the exter_al air _nc! wit_

±'avor_bij rar:_'fied {:_edium, is sufficiently c_ifficult,

because :iighiy stro_-_C materi<_l .:nd massive structures are

require<] so as _-_-ewithsta__d external 'pressure of the

atmosphere, so as to withstalid strujjle against :bravity.

l_i ex_erimentai Lreenhouses we will i'irst _lave to

satisfy ourselves witii ti_e pressure inside and outside

them being the same and it means that onlj with the most

favorab)e ratio of the mixture of gases, advantageous for

the plants. The seem of internal pressures will be equal to one

at:_losohere wherease in the cohereal space, it is permissible

to rarefy the <_aseous mixture up to the most suitable degree.

During terrestrial experiments the rays of light pass

not onl?{ through the glass as in the ethereal space but also

through thick layers of the atmosphere replete with water vapor,

fogs and clouds making difficult t_e access of solar energy

to the plants in its virgin condition. Actually, we are quite

unacquainted with the true eI_.ergy of the solar wo_id, not having

the true energy of the solar world, not havi:_ yet come into

contact with the air. Possibly it is quite unusual in its

chemical properties.
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In the very begin_in_ of t_e_f!ight when the

ex_o]osive substances still continue to make noise, the

relative gravity in the projectile, as we have seen,

increases several times, may be ten fold.

The question is_ it po_sible for a person to

tolerate it for several minutes without harm to himself.

This question can also be answered on the Earth, and

_t the same time the most favor_ble conditions can

be worked out, in which t]lis or even a greater gr_vity,

not harmful for health can be tolerated by a person.

I have been experime_Ltin_: for a lens time with different

animals, subjecting them to the action of enhanced i:[ravity

on s_)ec_l centrifu<al machines, i could not succeed in

killing a single animal, and, of course, that w_s not my

purpose, but I thought that could hap_)en. I remember,

that I increased, 300 times the wei_ht of a brown

cockroach, obtained from the kitchen, and the weight

of a chicken 10 _imes; I did not find at that time that

the experi_ent did them an_7 harm.

To increa_e t!_e a}0parent rarity iu th,: ])reli_:_inary

experiments with man, the sit,pleat of all is with the help

of a centrifu_:al :nachine with vertical axis of rotation and

with po_:sibly larg_ radius, i.e. possibly of large
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dimensions in the horizontal direction. Th,: larger the

_istance from the axis of the, exoerimental chumber _Jith

the human being, the better it is because the less

the angular velocity of the d_vice, the less the subjects

under trial will be prove to dizziness.

Rotation b__in :_ particular harm to th_ body even

i_ case of a small centrifu al :_orce or in case of a small

absolute velocity, if the angular velocity is [_reat, i.e.

when the radius of revolution is small. Everyone has

the experienced this insicnificant Farm, when still a child,

somewhere in the !:arden, he turned round and round.

However, the rotation and, con_e,]uentl)/ the discom-

fortcaused by it does _ot take olace in c,_se of an ircrease

of r_vity in a rectilinearly movin_ _ rocket. That a known

slowing< of ro ation not ouly does not produce any oainful

sensations but is not even noticeable. We see from

the phenomenon of the uninterrupted rotation of the 3arth,

to which we all have been subjected since the day of our

birth; the same may be concluded when observin< how long

not only the children but e!so the grown ups can ride

merry - go - rounds. Thus, I once saw on the merry-go-rounds

two youn;_ !Tirls, hired for attractinf 7 the oublic, by ridinz

day and night on th ,_ Trojan horses.
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For each xperiment on the increase of _ravity

2-10 minutes are sufficient i.e. as long as the explosion

continues in the rocket.

I will l_ot :iv'_ her_ the known formulae from

which one can conclude the following: By means of

experiment it is possible to ob_:ain artificial _'ravity of a

desired force; the :_reater we dez_ire to _etard rotation,

the greater must be the velocity of the chamber for obtaining

the same gravity. For example, a radius of 100 meters at a

velocity of 100 m ters/second and a complete circuit

in 6.3, seconds yield a tenfold forc,_ of gravity; if the

radius is 10 times less tha_ this, then for the same artificial

gravity the number of revolutions or the angular velgcity

must be increased about three times; translational or aosolute

velocity will be just as ma_,y times less,

Doing experiments with a centrifugal machine

or with the helo of a rapid circ_!ar motion of a railway -

car on inclined rails, we can find out the highest value

of gravity which will not be harmful to health, which

can maintain the subject for an indefinite time. If,

contrary to expectations, we fiud from these exoeriments

tilat a small, for _xample, doubled, ravity is the

highest safe value, even then _re cannot consider our case lost_

first because a rochet may, in the course of inclined motion,
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advani:_<geously utiEize the work of the, e;cp!o iv._ ubstances

even for such a small _elative g:_avity inside it; secondly,

because havi_g immersed a person in water and performing

the experiment of iucre<{se of gravity on such s':'immi_igtsubject,

in favorable condition, we shall obtain incompar:_b!y more

comfortin_ results.

%;e shall explain: what is the matter?. :_Je shall

take a very strong open or closed vessel with liquid

and shall immerse into it some delicately done figurine made

of a very fragile material, but the density of which is

equal to the density of the liquid in the vessel. _ow let

this figurine be so brittle and ten_]er by itself, that is,

outside the liquid, that it could _ot he dropped without

breaking or even taken in one's hands without being dented

or broken. _ow, we shall take it with th_ vessel, in the

liquid of which it is so well balanced, that it stands unmoved

at that very place and in that position, in which we _esire

(as an oil drop in wine in Plato's experiment).

If the _xperiments on centrifu[sal machine are

to be _erformed not with a person, but with such _{ tin_r and

delicate fic_urine, which outside the liquid hardly withst nds

its own gravity, then the results will be most brilliant;

the figurine will remain int_ct and even motionless, notwith-

st_,ndin_] any i_Jcrease of relative graviLy.
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We can, even _:ithout the centrifugal machine,

al_o strike the vessel with full force on th<: table, or can

strike the vessel by a hammer; as lon_ as the latter is

intact n _ the liquid doe_ not _ _ill out of the vessel,

our figurine will not be damaged, but as soon as the

experii_ients are Conducted without the liquid -, the entire

effect vanishes; even the stron_ objects will break o11

sufficinetly fast rotation or on sufficiently strong blows.

The same experiments with similar success can be easily

performed with small fishes, immersed in water. From here

it is evident, t!at the liquid, surroundinf_ the body is

of the same density, and apparently, eli_ninates the destructive

effects of gravity, no matter how big it is. Accordingly

if we take a liquid, the density of which is equal to the

average density of a human being, and immerse the latter

(man) in it, then in the ex0eriments on the removal of

enhanced gravity, we shall obtain, although partially, the

same good results. I say "in parts" because all that has

been _aid reZers to bodies, all particles of which have one

and the same density. The different organs of an animal

at all, do not possessthis proDerty , particularly the density

of its other organs. The bones, immersed in the liquid, will

pull downwards in the direction of the relative _ravity;

while li_ihter harts will strive upwai_ds: a te_sior_ will be

set up between the different tissues, which may end in their

tearin; _ and ew_n death of the or_ganism, in c:_se there is

sufficient incre{_se in ravity.
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Thus, the i.aximum tolerable i_iravity without

harmful effect_ to man is not unlimited even on immersing

him in a proper liquid. This very limit, I think, is not

less than 10 and may be determined for every subject

only by experiment. Best of all is that during the

experiment the person accommodated his body horizontally

in a easing, approximately of the sar_le shape an cap:_city,

a_ the subject under test; then for filling the intermediate

soaces with liquid, small quantity of the latter will be

required, which is important in economic relationship

on factual flight in rocket. _iouth, nose and ears must be

tightly closed by a casing with a tube for free breathing.

That a oerson can, even without a liquid,

withstand enormous gr_vity for amsmall fraction of a second,

is undoubted. In fact, during a fall of a body from a height,

it strikes the ground; so as to destroy the velocity

acquired by the person 8uring his fall, automatically

:iimparts; to the person throug_h it_ own elasticity accelerated

motion in the opposite direction. Here, through its own

elasticity of the body of the livin_ being also takes

part, it is true, the elasticity of the body of the living

being also takes part, especially inter - osseus elr_stic

cartilages, - on a neat jump - similarly the force of

muscles of bendin_ legs. At this sta_e on aig_arent ravity
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must develop which is extremely great, because the duration

of the impact is small and ;:herefore the reverse

accelerated motion at this moment is very great.

Nature itself in such cases and in cases of heavy

blows by outside bodies does _ot ignore the property of

liquids to destroy ti_e destructive effect of the relative

_rovity and therefore c'_refu_ly immerses all the delicate

or::ans of the organism being:inspecial liquids in tough

natural vessels. Such is the brain, floating in a liquid,

in the skull; such is also the embryo of the mammal,

surrounded by liquid till its very birth. Even industry

make use of it for preservin-; delic;tte fruits, ch_nging

its liquid by _ rough substitude - by fri;_ble subst_mce;

for example grape is covered by saw-or corhdust.

Struggle _ith the absence of gravity.

Now the explosion in the rocket is finished, and

with this the terrifying gravity is no more. _ oafely

come out of our casin_, wipe from the body the z_man_ of

the liquid and invest ourselves in dress. As if by

way of reward for enchanced gravity, which we have just

now withstood, we are now totally free from it.

The qu:stion_ is: does not this _b_ence of

gravity futally affect our health? liust not we here adopt

seine protective measure ?.
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At the time of ft_ll or simply a ju_r_p on our

planet, when still we have mot touched its soil by our feet,

we find ourselves in a medium, free gravity _elative to

out body, dress and objects around us. But this phenomenon

lasts at most half _ second. In this space of time parts of

our body do not press upon one another, the coat does not

weigh on our shoulders our watch 4oes not pull our pocket

and the eye-_!asses on the nose do not press, to form on

it a transverse diagram. During s_vimmin!_: on the Earth,

the weight of our ody is similarly almost paralyzed by the

counter-action of water. Such an a sence of weight may

continue for an idefinitel _T Ions time, so lon_ as water

is suffciently warm. From this it is evident, that ha_-dly

any special experiments are necessary for proof of harmlessness

of the medium , devoid of gravity. Possibly only for obese

people, prove to apoplexy and the rush of blood towards

the brain, such a medium will cause premature death,

as lyins and bathing untimely. Others are mortal, it

is necessary to assume, that soon they will adapt to the

mew order of things. For the majority of the sick and the

wea_ such a medium is directly beneficial.

The horizontal position also enhances blood pressure

many times which draws closer this position to the absence

of gravity. The lying position is not to be considered as

c3



injurious. For the weah and the sic< it is beneficial

while the healthy must _oderate nutrition, so that lying

did not prove harmful .

Even if it were found, that people cannot

live without f<ravity, it would be eas/ to create it

artificially i_ a medium where it does not exist. For

this purpose, only to mean's dwellinE, even it bea rocket,

a rotational motion will have to be imparted; then by means

of a centrifugal force, an ap)_arent ir_vity of the

desired magnitude, is formed, depending on the dimensions

of the dwelling and velocity of its{ rotation. Ouch a

transformation of m<_dium will _ot cost us anything, since

the rotation of the body in airless space and in a

medium free from gravitation will, without any contribution

continue eternally. This fravity is particularly convement,

t_hich can be made arbitrari!j small or great anc_ can always

be elimin<_ted and again restored; but like natural

_ravitation, it reiuire_; enhanced strength of dwellinf_s

and other objects, since it tends to destroy them:

besides, the quick curvilinear motion harmfully affects

the body.

The !a_t three i)hrases reloresent the last insertion of

Tsiolkovskiy (E.'itors).
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The action of enhanced jr_vity on p!<nts has ion(

since been tested but nothing special has been noticed;

only by a change in its direction changes the direction of

growth; namely, the stem points in ;_ direction directly

op_)osite to the direction of artificial ravity. It is

interesting to know in what direction it will grow in case

of its elimination; in all probability, its direction then

will be a matter of chance and the iufluence of light.

Future of !_eactive Devices.

In the first published _iork about eactive projec-

tiles, •_'e dreamed about the future still n t open and more

elementar> subs:ances, the combi_ation of w_ich must be

attended on the ba_<is of the -;ene-_]_ data of ehe_ istry,

by a ,mo:'e enormous release of energy, than the combination

of the known simple bodies, for example, hydrogen with oxyilen.

Here, th:_ vol<_tile roduct of the combination must

acquire a la _,., ,,elocity V I on <,",_it:from the reaction

iipe •

Acc,_rdin?7 to formula (]_5)* it is evi£en_ _ that with

M2
the in,::_e_se o_" V 1 (--_-) and V2 - increase _roportionately

I

for the same relative consumption of the explosive material.

See point 35 in the article "Investi2_ations of the

year 1903" (Editors).
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It is thought, that radium, _isinte_rating

continuousl_> r into more elementary m ntter, liberates from

it particles of different masses, moving with amazing,

unconceivable velocities, close to the velocity of light.

For example, the helium atoms bein_ release_ at this sta_e,

_iove with a velocity of 30 - 1OO thousands kilometers /

second, the atoms of helium are four times heavier than the

atoms of hydrogen; other little particles liberated by

radium are 1000 times lighter than hydrogen, but they move

wit_ velocities of 150 - 250 thousand kilometers/second;

the total mass of these particles (electrons) is considerably

less than the mass of the atoms of helium. These velocities

are 6 - 50 thousand times greater thau the velocities of

cases, flying out of the muzzle of our re_ction pipe.

Therefore, it it were possible to accelerate

sufficiently the disintegration of radiu or ct er radio-

active bodies, (such are probably all the bodies), then

its use might give - in similar other conditions, see

fornular (35) a velocity of the reactive device, by which

access to the closest Sun (star) would come down to 10 - 40

years.

Then, a pinch of radium (see formula 16) would

be sufficient, to en_J)le the rocket weighing a ton, to

break all relations with the solar system.
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It is possible that future advancement of science

_ill show, that all this, is far from reality but it is good

that we can even now dream of it.

It may be, that with the help of electricity,

it will be oossible by and by, to impart tremendous

velocity to the oarticles, being ejected from the reactive

devices. And now, we know, that cathode rays in Crook's

tube , like the rays of radium, are accompanied by a flux

of electrons, the mass of each of which, as we have mentioned,

is 4000 times less than the mass of an atom of helium, and

whose velocity reaches 30 - 100 thousand km/sec, that is,

it is 6-20 thousands times the velocity of the common

combustion products_ flying out from our reaction pipe.

Impossible Today Becomes Possible Tomorrow.

There was a time, and ver?f recently, when the

idea of the i?ossibility of knowing the composition of

celestisl bodies w_s co:_sidered even b r prominent scientists

und thinkers as senseless. Now this time has passed.

The idea about the possibility of a closer, and direct study

of the universe, I think, at the present time will a?pear

still wilder. To stand on the soil of asteroids, to lift

a stone with your hand from the Moon, to set up moving

stations im the ethereal _pace and form livin_ rin s around

the Earth, the Moon, the Sun, to observe the liars from a
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distmnce of several tens of versts, landing on its satellites

or even on its very surface, - what apparently, may be

more extravagant L However, only from the moment of

employment of reactive devices a new _reat era in astronomy

will begin; the epoch of more careful study of the sky.

The terrifying enormous force of gravitation - does it not

frighten us more than it should?

A cannon ball, flying o_:t wit_i a velocity

of 2 kilometers/second, does not appear to us amazing.

Why at all should t_le projectile, flying at a speed of

16 kilometers/second and leaving the Solar system for ever

into the o eeps of the universe, overcoming the force of

gravitation of the _arth and the Sun and all its systems -

why should this plunge us in horror? Is there such a

difference between the nu:,.ibers 2 and 167 Is it not only

that one is greater than the other 8 times?.

If a velocity of one unit is possible, then

why is a velocity of 8 such units impossible? Are not all

progressing, a dvancin L with such rRpidity that amazes our

wits?. _Jas it very lon_ a glo that a ten versts any hour speed of

was considered inconceivable and rendered our £ranc_others

wonder - struck? And now, automobiles are doing IC0 - 200

versts an ho'_r i.e. 20 ti_t_es quicker than they rode in the

ti1'_.e of I_ewton. ,_as it so io_:i ago as to a?oe_r strange to
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make use of any other force tha_ the fo:_'ce of _uscles,

wind and water ? I_ one goes speaking on this subject

there would be no end to it.

At the present time the advanced sections of

mankind aspire to put their life more and more into

artificial frames. Does not this represent progress?

Struggle against inclement weather, with high and low

temperature, with the force of gravity, beasts and

harmful insects and bact_>ria - do not all these create

around man a situation !)urely artificial? In the

eternal space this artificiality is only proceedin_ towards

its extreme limit, but then man will find himself in

conditions, most favorable for him.

In course of centuries new conditions will cremate

a new breed of beings and their surroundinc artificiality

will be weakened and , may gradually vanish. Did not ever

the marine animals come out on the dry land and _:ere gradually

transformed into amphibians, and later on into terrestrial

ones? 2he latter _ave rise to aerial animals, i._

flying ones, for example birds, insects and bats. Does not

triumph over ethereal space9 r<_.uire triumph over air,

Does not an aerial being transform into an ethereal one?

Then these bein s wi[Ll already be as if they are

inborn natives oi" ether, pure solar rays and the infinite

deeps of the cosmos.
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Reactive Device will eliminate the

calamities a_laiting the Earth.

What does the globe of the Earth represent?

It is a terribly glowin C mass, solid inside due to the

pressure of the upper layers, liquified molten close to the

crust. Inside - it is all a small Sun, only on the outside

packed and covered witi_ the thin cold crust.

Chemical processes, all are still continuing

deep inside her, the effect of water and the compression of

the centeral mass must at times cause volcanic eruptions,

and no_1 still shocking the terrestrial layer.

Who can _uar_ntee that in a thousand years the

ootential energy of th_ mass of the Earth's globe will

not find itself, ono one vicious day, with a force which

_ill wipe out from the face of the Earth all life. The

movement of the internal parts _i_nd their ch mical combination

accompanied by liberatio_ of enormous quantity of heat

nd the increase _f volume may serve as the cause of

explosion. The fall of heavy elements accompanied by

collection of elastic gases (helium and others) and <_lements

can also serve as the cause. Here starts the cataclysm,

destroying the organic world mc _]_anically or through the

rise of temperature of soil and a±z'. Finally, the
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annihLlation of higher animals may, at this stage, take

place amd the libe<_ation in the atmosphere of gases

harmful for respi_._tion. The reactive device im such

a case will save the seed of mankind.

The fall on the globe of the Earth of a meteorite

several versts in diameter, is sufficient to kill people:

and this may happen quite unexpectedly since such a meteorite,

as a non - periodic comet, coming from the murky spaces

of the stellar world, along a hyperbolic path, cannot be

foreseen by the astronomers long before the c_tastrophe.

Then people will perish because of earthquakes, rise of the

temperature of the Earth and air and many other causes.

We see a star flare up, as if it is bein[_ born,

so as a[_ain to be extinguished; this is a dark body, similar

to t_Te Earth, an extinct Sun outwardly struck b _" a catastrophe

or due to the fall of gigantic _odies or, more quic]:ly

due to internal chemical or radio - active processes in the

terribly hot inside of the celestial body.

The unexpected incresse of its temperature must

instantaneously annihilate all livin_!i beings, which succeeded

in comin_ to life in the atmosphere of the planet in

thousands of years of the silence of the Earth's crust.
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The perishing of the Earth by coments is loni_ awaited

and not without reason, ti_ough the probability of this

end is extraordinarily small; but all this might happen

tomorrow or in trillions of years. It will be much more

difficult for comets and other accidental, h gohly improbable

but terrible aud unexpected enemies of the livinj beings

to annihilate by one stroke all creatures, which have been

created, thanks to reactive devices in circular habitations

mround the Sun .

The population of the inhabitants of the Earth

is uninterruptedly ard sufiiciently quickly inc_eu::ing,

notwithstanding a multitude of unfavorable conditions.

For the last hundred years this growth has constituted

not less than I% per m_um. If this ercentage is taken

as uncha_gin th:_n '_ithin 1000 years the population of the

]_arth uill increase b _, _bout 1000 time_{. Whe-e will

this h u_an race be accommod ted "J_ic:. the Earth's _urf::ce

will not be in a _0osition to feed.

'he re ctive v_vices will con uer for _an limi-

tless spa_es and will _rori_c nol r energy, two nillx-r_s

2 th_u .......d million) times _iore than that, which humanity

has on the Earth.

]_ut there is not one Sun, there are innumerable

luminaries and therefore riot only limitless space will be

captured, but also limitless energy of rays of numberless

suns, required for the life of creatures.
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I_lat it is possible to reach other Suns,

it is evident from the following arguments: Suppose a

reactive device moves uniformly only with a velocity of

30 kilometers/second, i.e. 10,000 times slower than light.

Such is the velocity of ti!e Earth around the Sun,

with such a velocity also move the meteorites from which it

is evident, that this velocity is possible (without decrease)

for small bodies as well. Since the rays of light from the

nearest stars reach us several years, the reactive tr_ms

would reach them in several tens of thousands of years.

For the life of one man this length of tine,

is of course, great but for the entire, mankind, it is similar

as for the luminous life of our Sunh, it is negligible.

During the course of tens of thousands of years

of journey towards another heavenly body, the human race,

flying in artificial circumstances, will live by the

reserves of potential energy, borrowed from our Sun.

If the transplantation of humanity is possible to

another Sun, then why should our fears exist relatin_ to

luminous vitality of our new brilliant heavenly body?

Let it become dark and be extinguished'. In the course

of hundreds of millions of years of _he Llory and luster,

man can make reserves of energy and will get transplanted

with them towards a better seat of life.
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The gloomy views of scientists about the inevitable

end of all life on the Earth due to its cooling on account

of the loss of Solar heat must not now have the qualities

of unalterable truth.

The better part of humanity, in all probability,

will never perish, but they will be transplanted from Sun

to Sun to the extent of each one dying out. Through many

deciilions of years, we, may be, living on a Sun, which

has still now not flard up, but exists only in the embryo,

in the form of nebulous matter designed since centuries for

high purposes.

If we now have the possibility to believe a little

in infinitude of humanity, then what will ha_openin several

thousand years, when our knowledge and reason will have _rown.

Thus, there is no end to life, reason and :erfec-

tion of humnnity Its progress is eternal. And if it is s_

then it is impossible to doubt the attainment of

deathlessness.

Advance boldly forward great and small toilers

of the human race, and know that not a little bit of your

labors will vanish without a trace, but will bring you

gremt fruit in infinity.

For the first time published in the journal "Air-
Navi_iation Herald" in 1911 and1912.
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Investication of Outer Space by

Reactive Devices.

(Supplement for the year 1914).

i am seeki_ support for my efforts to be useful

and that is why I am bringing forward all that is known to me,

which may inspire faith in my works. It is hard to work

all alone for many years in unfavorable conditions and not

to see any opening and cooperation from anywhere.

From all the articles _n "rocket" it is quite

evident, that we are very far, with our contemporary

technical facilities, from attaining the required velocity.

Here i would like to popularize my ideas, and

make some elucidations relative to them an_i to refute the

view on tile rocket, as on somethins extremely distant

from us.

Here are some of the theorems, that have been

proved by me earlier.

Theorem No. I Let us suppose that the force

of gravity does not diminish with the distance of a body

from a planet. Suppose this body has been lifted to a

height, equal to the radius of the planet: then it will

perform work, equal to that, which is necessary for a full
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ove_voming o. t!_e force of gravity of the planet•

For the _a_th, for example, a..d for a ton of

_0ub_ance this work is equal to 6,366,000 ton-meters. If

the projectile, as Esno Pelterie has stated, works for

24 minutes and weighs one ton, then it is not difficult

to calculate that in o_e second its engine must cive to the

rocket work to the time of 4420 ton - meters or 58,500

horse power and not 400,000 as it is caculated by

Esno Pelterie .

Acco _]ing to my calculations, the explo _ion is

fast:er and continues for about 110 seconds. In this way,

in one second a orojecl.ile weighing; one tom must libe :_te

57870 ton - meters which comes to 771,600 horsepower.

All of course, will say: _'Is it 'o_sible _ ? _'_orojectile

_e} him< ono ton and libermtes a little less than a million

horsepower '

The light engines generate at the present

tie not more than 1000 horse - power per ton of their

weight.

See the article of K.L. Veigelin, "Priroda i. lydi"

1914, No. 4. ,@ithout doubt ! have corrected a

misprint here and not the mistake of Esno Pelterie.
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]_ut the point is, that here we are not speaking

of t!e u_ual engines, but __o_ the arran:ements

resem ling a cannon.

Imagine yourself a canton, with length of 10

meters flinging a one ton cannon ball with the velocity of

1 ki!omete_/second..

This is not far from reality. What work, is

performed by the explosive substance and obtained by the

cannon ball?. It is easier, to calculate that it comprises

about 50,000 ton - meters and it is all in the course of

a split second. The aver_ge speed of the cannon ball

in the cannon is not less than 500 meters/second. @onse- -

quently, the space of 10 meter_5is covered b_,_the cannon

ball in 1/50 of a second. It means, that the work of the

cannon in a second comprises 2,500,000 ton - meters or

about 33,300,00 horse - po,'er.

It is evident from here that the useful work of

the artillery _:iece is 566 times more than the rocket

of isno Pelterie, and 43 times more than my reactive

device.

Thus, quantitatively, there is nothing

in cannon between the reactive projectile and ordinary

.r110t 0 rs.
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Theorem 2. In a medium "_'_ -- _ l,_o,_t gravity, the

terminal speed of a rocket in the constant direction "f

explosion, does ._ot depend on the force and order of evplosion,

but only on the quantity of explosive material, (relative

to the mass of the "rocket"), its quality and the design

of the explosive pipe.

Theorem _, If the mass of the explosive substance

is equal to the mass of the "rocket" almost half of the work

,-_fthe explosive substance is communicated to the rocket.

This is easy to b_:liove; all we have to do'is to

ir:_af_ine two spheres similar in ma_;s and a straightening

spring between them. it will divide equally o_ expansdion

between the spheres, the work contained in it.

If, for example, we have a cannon ball with

a pipe and an e,qual mass of hydrogen at :<e_, temperature

emergin< from it, the latent enery of hy<_rogen will -_e

<_ivided in tvJo halves, with one half bein,}_ communicated

to the c_nnon ball. The velocity of hydrogen molecules,

as is known, is about 2 kilometers per second. Therefore

the cannon ball will acquire a velocity of about 1410

meters/second. But if we take into account the thermal

capacity of hydro,jien or the rotational r_.'otion of two atoms,

from which each molecule of hydrogen is constituted then th'_

cannon ball v'ill ac_iuire a v+locity of -_bout 2 hilometers /

second.
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}_fter t_is it is not difficult to b{_lieve my

calculations, accordinf< to which it folZows that on

chemical combinatiou of hydrogen with oxygen the velocity

of the newly formed molecules of water, escaping_ fro_:; the

_tationary pipe, comes to _ore than 5 kilometels/second. .

Conse uently, the velocity uc uired by a movable pipe of the

same mass, is more than 3 I/2 kilometers / second. In

fact, if the entire heat of combustion was transmitted to

combination, that is to the water vapor, then its temper:_ture

would reach I0000°C (if there was no expan_ion of it);

at this sta¢_<e the velocity of the particles of vapor will

be approximately six times more, than at O°C (+ 273 °

absolute temperature).

The velocity molecules of water v-_oor at zero

degree, as is known, is more than 1 l,_ilometer / seco_id,

consequently, on the formation of vapor From oxy c_

and hydrog_en is in progress, owini_ to chemical reaction

th.:_ speed is upto 6 kilometers / second.

I am, of course, doing a rough a_!d visual checking_

of my _orevious ca!culatio_s.

Thus when the mass of detonating gas is equal

to the mass of the "rocket" its velocity of 3 1/2 kilometers /

second is highly matural and this number is very modest.
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Theorem 4. Uhe:_ the mass of the _ ]"_oc,_et _lus the

mass of the explosive subs!;ances, carried by the reactive

devic_, increz_ses in geometrical pro,_ression, then the

velocity on the "rocket" increases in arit_hm:tical progression.

_ie shall velocity this law by the two rows of

numbers:

l;ass ............ 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 ...

Velocity ....... I, 2, 5, %, 5, 6, 7, ........

Let us suprose, for :<ample, that the mass of

the roc]iet and the explosive substa_nces is <] units.

I disc_rd I+ units of the explosive subs ta1_ce and

obtain a velocity which we shall take as unity.

Then I discard 2 units of the explosive material

and obtain one more unit of velocity finally, I discard the

last unit of the mass of the exo!osive substances and

obtain one more unit of velocity total : 5 units of velocity.

From this theorem it is evident that the

velocity is far from proportional to the mass of the

ex_losiv_ material, it grown very slowly, but without

a limit.

'2her(_ is <L_ ::ost advantageous relative <!uantity

of th: ):plosive substances on which their enersy is

used in the best way. This number is close to l+.
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3ut the absolute velocities of the rocket,

howev._r, increase with _ore co;;siderably the reserves

of explosive ma_:erials. Here is the relative reserve of

this material and correspo_ding velocities in kilometers

per second:

Mass of exp!o_i_ive material 1, 3, 7, 31, 65, 127, 256.

Velocity ...... 5 1/2, 10 1/2, 14, 12 1/2, 21, 24 1/2.

Theorem _. In a medium with _]ravit_, for example,

on the Earth during the vertical ascent of the rocket a part

of the work of explosive substances is lost; the loss is

the _reater if the ore_sure of the escaoing g:_ses is closer

to the weight of the latter.

If, for example, tile rocket with all its contents

wei_Lhs one ton and the pressure of the explosive substances

on the projectile also constitutes one ton, then utilization

is absent, or it is equal to zero, i.e. the explosion is

without any effect, since the rocket stmnds at one

place and no enercy is communicate to it.

That is why in my projects, I take the pre_:;sure

o;_ the rocket 10 ti;_es more than the weicht of the projectile,

together _ith the weic;ht of all m'_o contents.
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Esno Pelt_:rie, tal;inc the weight of the rocket

at one ton, allots to the explosive substances the weight of

one third of a ton. If the explosive substance) is radium,

releasing its energy a million times faster than is

act_lly the case, them interplanetary flights a e assured.

I myself had once dreamed a.bout radium. But

recently I have carried out calculations, which have shown

me, that if, we direct the particles (alpha and beta)

e_itted by radium in one direction in a parallel beam, then

its weight decreases by ap?roximately one millionth part

of its own weight.

After this I discarded the idea of radium.

All discoveries are possible and _reams ca unexpectedly

become realities, but i would like to stand on practical

ground, as far as possible.

Esno Pelterie calculate that one third of a ton

(20 poods) of the detonating gas can communicate to the

rocket only 1/130 of the required work, needed for getting

free from the force of gravity.

According to my calculations, rather a smaller

part is communicated, namely only 1/540. The reason is mot

only that the relative quantity (I/3) of the explosive

substances is insijnificant, but mainly lies in the fact

that the pressure of gases on the projectile according to
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Esno relterie is acce_ted only at one tenth ,_ore than the

weight of the rocket. This pre_Jsure is 100 times less

than that taken by me.

On the basis of the last theorem (5) we have seen,

that explosion in a medium of gravity may be even witho t

any result, if the pressure of gas_s on the device is

equal to its own weight.

As a matter of fact the relative quantity of the

explosive substances_(I/3) in case of Esno Pelterie is far

from the most favorable one (4); therefore, i:" accordance with

my tables, the projectile gathers velocity of not more

than 1 I/2 kilometer_/zecond and, , that too, only for the

pressure of gases, as in my ca_:e. ]Jut since in his

case this pressure is 9, the utilization will be 10 ,

and the velocity will be only about 0.5 kilometers /second.

For overcoming terrestrial gravity, one requires to have a

velocity of 11 kilometers/ second; Consequently, the

velocity must be 22 times more, while energy, required for

this, will be _81+ times more.

I af:ain repeat, that the errors detected by

me in the report (paper) of ii_sno l_elterie, are, probably

simple m:]sprints, as it often happens; but i think, that

it is not useless to correct them.
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The successful construction of arocket device,

in my view, presents enormous difficulties and requires

many yea_s of pre]'iminary work and theoretical and practical

investigations; these difficulties however, are not so

_reat, as those confronted by dream,s about radium and

about the as yet non-existing phenomena and bodies.

Is it oossible to carry along the needed reserve

of the exploitive subst_ces e ceedinc he weight of the

rocket tens oi_ times?

Let us suppose, t_}lRIth_{if of the elongated spindle

shaped "rocket" is filled up with freely evaporating liquid

ex_olosive substances.

These substances find themselves under the influence

of the enh:_nced relative [{rarity owing< to the accelerated
O

motion of the rocket, and, therefore, the walls of the

latter experience .Treater _oressure from the liquids, than

during the stationary condition of the rocket on the Earth.

Calculatio_usahow, that when the rocket is made of steel

of deDenda!)le strength (6) and 10 meters Ions, with

zr:{vity exceedin _ that of the Earth 5 times, the weight of

ex_plosive substances may be 50 times more than the weight of

the roc_<et together with the other contents. And thins is

in case of a commonmaterial with a large margin of strength.

I_heory also shows, that on the increase of dimensions of the

roc_et the relative reserve of the explosive substances
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decre::_,_es, and vice verrza. Therefore, it i:: _<dvanta?_eous

to _ive the rocket dimensions as small as oo:_sible, so that

a lensth of qo meters is fully sufficient•

Another im-oortant question is thzt of the temperature

of the explosive substances.

Calculations show that on free (as in our

explosion pipe) expansion of the products of combilmtion

of detonating gases their highest temperature must reach

8000°C.

But in practice c:ven lime does not melt in a burning

detonatin!_ gas. Consequently, the temperature is from

far being so high. The cause lies in the ohenomenon of

dissociation.

"_nen hy_,rogen_l and oxygen begin to combine cher_i-

_ha_ it nrev(_ntscally, the temperature increases so much _ _

the larger part of molec_les from taking to mart in the

chemical combi,ation, since it is not possible at so high a

temperature 'Jater begins to dissociate into hy_rogen ant!

oxy]en even at IOO0°C. Deville has found that the

temperature of decomposition of water vapor is from 900

to 25OO°C. Ther fore, one may im _iine that the maximum temperature

of burning detonating gases does not ,exceed 25OO°C.

The problem of the search of materials, withs anding

sue:_ a tcmper_7_tu:_e is not insurmountable. Here are some
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fusing tem_oer_.tures of bodies, known to me: l_ickel - 1500,

Iron- 17OO, Indium- 1760, Palladium- 1800, Platinum-

2100, Iridium- 2200, Osmium- 2500, _#Olfram (Tnngsten) -

3200 , Carbon does not melt even at 3500°C. On the

one hand, the explosion pipe _ust be strongly cooled, and

on the other - the investigators must sea_-ch for substances

which are strong and have high melting points.

investigr_tion must also be directed to finding

out the subst<_nc{:s most suitable for explosion. Of all the

known chemical reactions the combi_:ation of hydrogen with

oxygen yields the maximum quantity of heat.

How much heat is li]:)erated per unit weight of the

substances taken during their combination with oxy_ilen,

is given here: Hydrogen on the formation of water yields

34180 calories, and on the formation of vapor 28780 calories,

coal on the formation of carbon dioxide gas, $080 calorY,

and hydrocarbons, from 10000 to 13000 calories. But these

figures are not important for us, as those which are

expressed per unit ma_s of t e combustion products: only

they give us an idea of the suitability of combustible

materials for tn_ rocket, a unit mass of water

v:_por we find 5200 calories of c9rbon dioxide - 2200, and

of petrol - 2570. t_enerally, hydroc<_rbons on combustion

per unit of their mass yield a orer_ter number than that of

carbon, i.e. larger than 2200, but not reaching up to 3200.
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but not reaching up to 3200. The more hs_drosen is in

the hydrocarbo_-_ t_e :,'!ore advanta:eous it is for the

"rocket _. The materials giving nonvolt_ile products,

as, for example, calcium oxide or lime should not be

considered.

One of the gases in the liquid form, prefer:_bly

oxygen, is useful as a means of cooling the explosion

pipe. Hydrogen in the liquid form r_y be replaced by liquid

hydrocarbons or those which are easily condensed into

liquid form. It is necessary to find out such compounds of

hydrogen with carbon, as containing possibly more hydrogen,

are formed from their elements with trze absorption of heat

as, for example, acetylene, which, unfortunately, contains

less hydrogen. In the last resort turpentine and methane

or marsh ? s even better should serve the prupose; but

this :_ias is not _ood because it condenses into liquid with

difficulty.

There is no restriction on searchin C for similar

compounds for oxyzen also.

We must find o:t unstuble compourJds of oxygen

with itself (like ozone) or with other bodies, which would

give stable and volatile products on combination with the
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elemerts of hydrocarbons, with large release of heat.

If for the r:cket, in place of hydrocen we were

to use ':enzene or :)etrol, then for the occasion, when the

mass of the explosive materials is equal to the mass of the

"rocket" with its remaining contents, w@ should find the

velocity of particles, flying out from the pipe to be onl:/

4350 and not 5700 meters/second. And the velocity of the

roc!<et would be only 5100 meters/second. Therefore now we

should obtain the following table of masses of explosive

material and rocket velocities.

_ass ............... 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127

Velocity kilometers/second .. 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21.

These velocities are also sufficient for inter

stellar voyages.

Hydrocarbons are advantageous because they yield

vet. volatile products: water vapor an<] c_rbon dioxide;

besides liquid h._d_'ocarbons at ordinary temperature, do

not absorb a consideLable qu_ntity of heat on their

heatin_ up, like liquid and ve-_y cold oure hydro:lTen.

2he question of the weight of the explosion

pipe; is import:_nt.. For this purpose it is necessar._j to

know the pre_su,_e o±" gases i::side it. This cuestion is

very complicated and require_ a thorough mathematical
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ex:_osition (which i am preparin_ for the oress). Here we

shall touch upon it ve_-2 briefly.

i_e shall imagine the intai_e of the explosion pipe,

where gases flow in a definite ratio and in liquid form

(e.g. hydro_en and oxygen). Only a part of the atoms

enter into chemical combination, because the temperature

increasinz up to 2500°C, hinders the combination of

other atoms. _aking the density of the .mixture of !_a_es

as unity, we shall find, theft their elasticity, takin_

ii_to consideration their high temperature, does not exceed

5000 atmospheres, or about 5000 kg/cm2 of the surface of the

pipe at the very time of its intake.

At the ti_e of the motion of _gasesin the tube

and their exp_<r_sion, the temoerature must decrease_

but this will not hapoen for some time, since the lowered

temperature will immediately provic_e the possibility for the

chemical reaction to continue, which will a_ain increase

t]_e temoerature to 25OO°C. And thus, to a certain degre_._of

th_ expansion of gases, their temperature will remain

coust :nt, sir.ce i!_ is maintained by the heat of combustion.

After the combination of all the atoms and the

formati n of wste -_vapor, a quick{ loweriug of temper;_ture

_._ill begin, Calculation sho_s that with a six foldincrease

>f volume the absolute temoerature falls twofold. O_ this

basis we sllall com_ile the following t_ble of expansions
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and the corr:_sponding sbso!ute an& ordinary temDeratures

(approximutely) .

Exoansion 1 6 :_6 216 1296 7776

e_:Lbsolute Tempera,ur 2800 1400 700 350 175 87

i'empermture °C. +2.500 +1100 +400 +_O -125 -213

From this it is evident, ti_at on expnasion to about

200 ti_,es already al_ost the entire heat has been liberated,

converting it into the work of forward m<_tion of gases and

the rocket. On subsequent expansion, the vapor is converted

into liquid and even into the crystals of ice rushing7 out

of the pipe with amazing swiftness.

Thus, such is the rough oicture of the

phenomena in the explosion pipe.

Let us suppose, for the salve of si:_piicity that

it (the rocket) is c:_!indrical in shape and then find

out its greatest thickness and the bottom area.

Let the weight of the rocket <:Io:_ with all its

parts, and >ersons, besides the re:_erve_ of the explosive

substances, be one ton. _Je shall the! :al<e 9 tons as the

quantity of exploitive substances.
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_e shall su_oose the ore_sure on the rocket

as _ times moire than its wei_ht. The relative ._ravity of the

rocket along with all the substunces in it will be 5, i.e.

times th_ gravity on the Earth. The person _ust be in a

lying position and i mersed in a casin_ cont:_ining water.

At the same time it is essential to _uarantee for_the full

safety of his body.

So, the pressure of _ases on the rocket or

on the bottom of the pipe comprises 50 T or 50,000 _ilograms.

And since the gases at the beginnin_ of the pipe exert a

2
pressure of 5000 kilograms per I c m the_ the area of the

2
bottom of the pipe will be 10 cm . The thickness of the

waDls of the pipe, usin_s good steel and the usual safety (6),

will be calculated as equal to I+.5 cm, the internal diameter

being 3.6 cm. It means that the s]_ternal diameter will

oe less than 13 cm, while the internal less than 4 cms.

The weight of one dici_e:_er of such a pipe will

be about 10 ]<ilogr:_ms and of one meter 100 kilograms, but

one must not forget, that the weight of the pipe must fast

diminish on removal from its ori{_in, since the gases ex_and

very fast and their pressure falls proportionately, not

to speak of the lowerin_ of temperature, which does not start

immediately, but recedinc somewhat from the origin of the

oipe.
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However, it is evident that the pipe makes the larger

part of the weight of rocket. Therefore, investigations must

also be directed to the search for materials, very much harder

than the common steel, which may not suit out pruposes, apart

from its fusibility.

The determination of gross weight without higher

mathematics is difficult. We leave this question for the

more detailed treatise.

The explosive materials should, any method, be pressed

into the tube; for this, enormous work is required, constituting

one of the difficulties of the job. But, the eyes should not

be closed. If the rocket weights q ton, and the explosive

material - 9 tons, and acceleration of rocket is - 50 meters/sec 2,

then the pressure on it (the pipe) during inclined (more advantage-

ous) ascent will constitute about 50 tons. The initial elasicity

of the gases and pressure on the bottom will be 50 tons. The

pressure of the gases on I cm was taken by us as 5 tons, Now

from this data we shall find, that for obtaining a velocity

of 10 kilometers per second the explosion must continue for

about 200 seconds; we must supply to the tube about 45 kilograms

of the explosive material in a second.

The velocity of their flow, assuming their average

density at unity, will be about 45 meters/second. The

work if shoving of the explosive substance, when the pressure

in the intake is enormous, will be 2250 ton meters in the
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course of one second, which :rill constitute 30,0,0 steam

horses.

_e have obtained the _esult which is unthinkable

for engines in the present condition of techuolo_g.

Therefore, pumping by common methods must be discarded.

The simplest of all is to i sert into the tube a know_ charge

aud to allow it to explode and volatilize. Thereafter

in the absence of pressure another charge should be moved

into the tube and so on. T_is must be done by a machi_e

and _th uncommon quickness too. Difficulties are also

found here.

We shall observe that the useful work of the

explosive substances i__ our orojectile will not be less

than 400,000 horse - power, which constitutes 13 times

more work of injecting explosive material into the pipe.

Cannot this material be injected by the worh of the

explosion itself, ms the engineer Zhiffard injects water

into the boiler by the force of the !_ressure of steam in it?

At the very intai_e of the pipe the_e _mst be

a branch pipe t_rough which the ga_es return to the intake

and by dint of their quickness, suck in and inject t<_e

expo _ive _ateri_l in a continuous je into the very intake

of the exp@osion pipe.
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This "_,Ioid be feasible, wit o_t doubt, if s_ructural

• -_ _orl_ess and stren.'th werematerials sult_,ole in ref _ac_ ' _

found.

If one takes into account the enormous force of

pressure of gases on the rockier, reachin_ _5tons and more

per ton of the rocket, the problem of control of the rocket

will not a_pear to be easy. BF turning_ the exit end of the

ex01osion pipe and chan,oinJ the direction of the emerging

_<ases, we produce fat ral pre:_sure and a chan_e in the

oosition of the rocket. ]3ut t_e total pressure on it is

so _Treat that before turning back the funnel (or the

rudder in it), the rocket will have already received a

!,owerful deviation or even overturned, i_ochets and frojectiles

in general, designed for war purposes, are made to rotate

for the sake of stability of the direction. They _'_ro

:j_iven quick rotatory motion around the lonfjitudina! axis.

With our rocket this is not done because rotation causes

centrifufal force, which is harmful to all Living bein_s.

_._ stabili _,_ can be J_tained if two ra.oidly, rotatin;_" bod__es

are installed in the rocket, the axes of rotation of which

are perpendicular to one another. This will increase the

weight of the rocket, which is not desirable.

Even in the rain s of th{ educate_ pe6pl._ the

i:ictures of _e_,_ohenor_ena,t_:in' 9lace in the roc]:et <luring its

a cent, are \:e_Lyhazy. 'fire description o[" science - fiction
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write: s ,te&:.:-{ru:zn :. -'-_.-e _-.= 7_'e are........ ._:-:. :omena either emptsr or

unreliable.

The a-_'_arent ::ravi:y in the rocket de<.ends

on the acceleration it ,ets from the pre sure of gases.

Thus, if the acceler_tio_ of the roci,:et is 50 meters /

second, the relative ....avity in it will be 5 times more

than the terrestrial one, since the acc!eration of the

latter _s 10 meters/_er second 2. Ther..fore, at the

tie of explosion, there- will be enhanced cravi _'_ in the

rocket for 5-I+ mi_utes ; after the termination of explosion

the gravity is destroyed, since the acceleration due to

explosion will be ::ere. 2he accemer-_+e._ <r'-_vity may e,_.silv

be withstood, by _etting into a s:ron< casing o:f the form of

a human bein!", containin;_ very small - _'_",:u._,.nul,.yo( :.Tater.

i_reliminary e_:periments must be cond,'cted with the help of

a large centrifu!_al machine, also generatin/< relative gravity.

Similar experiments must be carried out in order

to work out conditions, necessary for respiration and

nutrition of the -!person, when the rocket is flying in a medium

of airless space.

_ :e above described picture gives an idea of the

design of th{; reactive projectile for cosmic voTages.

Tile rear stern half of the rocket consists

of two chambers, divided b _ a partition.
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_ 1.,1@ • , _ ,,__ i'irst cham_e:" contai s _'re,el_ evaporatin<

liq id o:,::Tjen. It has a very !o',,_temperatu_'e and surrounds

part of the e::plosion pipe and other instruments subjected

_" ,_ perature .to .z_h tern

The other combartme_,.t contains hydrocarbons in

liqui6 form. From the intake of t_e explosion pipe, two

branches emerge with quickly rushinj cases, ','hich inject

liquid _,'lements of explosion into the intake, similar

to a steam jet _ump.

The freely evaporatin_i liquid oxygen in gaseous

and cold conditions flows around the intermediate space

between the two shells of rockets and by this prevents

the heatin_ uo of the interior of the roc et during its

fast motion throush the air.

=h,_ nose co:ioart_er, t i.e the accommodation sealed

from all sides includes:

I. Gases and vaoor needed for respiration.

2. Devices for protecting living beings from

five-fold or ten-fold forces of gravitation.

3- Food supolies.

Control devices, not,,Jit]_stan,!in'_T the I/ing

• j_
position l'_ wa_er.

5- Substances, absorbin:T carbon dioxide t_as
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miasmae and generally all the harmful products

of respiration.

}{ere, _,_eshall perform r<ther rough calculations

for comparison of artillery guns with the roc'_,:et pipe.

Thoush I h_uve re_d about experi::ents _¢ith caunon

balls which h_ve _"ttained velocities u,o to 1200 meters/

second, _et in practice they are in the vacinity of 500

meters/second. In addition to it, not conside,'in;i the

re siste, nce of the air, the cannon ball, moving vertically,

rises to an altitude of 12 I/2 kilometers. On a flight at

an angle of 4q.°, it covers the m_<imum distance in the

horizontal direction, namely 25 kilometers. In the first

case the cannou ball flies for 100 seconds, in thesecond

for 70 seconds.

Wheu the ve!ocitu is 1000 meters/secon t:_e :_aximum

ascent is _0 i_ilometers _hile the maximum hori_,'-;ntal

displacement is 100 izilometers. 2b_e duration :f the

flight will be ,double.

With a 14-inche g_zn '_.'ithlength 10 meters and

the weight of the projectile o,_e ton, we shall find

t_at the _:_vera,:e pressure in the barrel com]_rise_ shout

1250 hs/tm 2, or 12.50 t_<:mos2heres. On i _,_o:.l_.)ledvelocity of

t1:e cannon ;all, the _vera:e pre_ssure reaches _:000 :',tmospheres.

2he maximum _:_,ressure is, of course, much larger. Consequently,
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in m cannon the pressure is close to the ?ressure t:d_en b_:_

us;h_nthe rocket _000 atmos_aheres).

rl _ • _ u,<IiC eo±aKln_ the nass of ex?losiv subs .... at one

ton in our gun, and the time of motion of the cannon

ball in the b_rrel as q/2_ second (the final velocity is

_00 meters/second) _'e shall find, that on an :_verage, in a second

25 T of the exolosive substance is consumed.

In our roc<et only _5 hi!oE<rams of explosive subst_nce

is consum=d, i.e. 555 times less. It is understood t::at

the n,tgnitude of tl_e oxplosion pipe of the roc_:et is small.

In the explosion pipe of the rocket gas molecules

are injected and not the heavy cannon balls. _laturally their

velocity is much greater than the velocity of cannon balls

which attain _ km/sec. The velocity acquiree, by the rocket

is of the same order. ]iot jases t ,ansfer their _ork to the

cannon ball to a small extent but only when they are in

the barrel. Emerging from it, they still possess enormous

elasticitymnd high temperature, w'_ich is proved by the

sound and flash (light) at the time of gun fire. The gr_dually

exoandin:: explosion ipe of the rocket is so lon_ that the

tern erat<_re and elasticity of the !Tases emerginc from the

funnel (rudder) are completely destroyed. In t]_ms way the

energy of the chemical reaction is consumed in the rocket

almost without any residue.
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The S oac es___hi___

(192z____Z).

if on a body, pressure ,greater than its weis"ht is

exerted from below, then it will not only lift the body but

will also continuously acceler_.te its motion. _,fter some

time it will receive a velocity, whick may be sufficient

for its etern_l recension from the Earth and even £rom the

Sun.

That is tke basis for interplanetary and

inter:_teilar (intersolar) voya-'e_;. _'or recession of the

projectile from the Larth an'.] its straying the orbit of

our _!anet, sufficient relative 9elocity (i._ rel:_tive

to the Earth, considering it to b: st,'_tionury) of 11.2

kilometers / second, and for eternal :,'ecession from the

Sun, su:'ficient relative velocity of 16.5 kilometers /second

are need_:,d. In this c:._se, it is necessary to ma:e use of

daily and particularly annual motion of the Narth, otherwise

the required velocities will be renderr_d monstrous.

For eternal flight around the Sarth %eyond the atmos}?here,

a velocity not less than o km/sec, is necessary. Then

our orojectile will be sii_ilar to a tinj moon.

hat are the means existin:, so as to apply

pressure on the body, s<veral times more than the wei_<ht of

this bod_f?

* All the fi_¢ures and re:_sonin"s _iven kere at': based on
calculations, contain,_d in %" vorks (Author).
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First of all cannon comes to mired with e:.:_)losive

materials (?o_'der, for example), with compre.:se£ _'ases,

with superheate,? volotile ]i,%ids, electromasnetic force

etc.

i_ut here, not a few insur_ountable i!ipediments

spring up. Let us suppose for the sake of sir.;olicity, that

the pressure of gases in the cannon is one and. the same

for the ntire duration of exolosion. L t the projectile

(cannon ball) .,,_eighone ton, while the ,ares ,ure of gases

;q_1-_on it be 2 tons .... e acceleratimt will be twice the terrestrial

and therefore the cannon ball will ac_Juire an apparent

relative gravity, twice that on Earth in other words, the

_me_sure o-f gas s o__ the cannon ball will be .lust as

m.m__V times /;.e,_ter t;l_.n its usual wei<ht, as the a}<)arent

travity in the cannon ball will be :re{_ter than the

re: restria! _.... "_avmty. _._tthe same time, in order to obtain

a :_ufficient velocity t'a overcor_e the te restria! uravity,

thr cannon must have a le_ngth of a_ ._o.m .....tely _0)0 ];i].ometers.

_ the cannon -±s shorter, for example, with a

leng_th of 60 _ ilor__e"_ers the ?ressure, i_equired for

ac_uirinf sufficient velocity v,ill be 100 times larger

tm_n_ the usual w<iFht of the cannon ball wl'_,_,_all its contents.
.> ~

t_xo c._se the weight of t!_.:_bodies in it will increase

1O() _-: ....._±mes. _uc;; a ,,'_r'_,;ity wo_ld b_ hardly withstood by a
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iivinc _einc, even ill the _)est prot<_ctive medium.

Jhen the cannon is 600 kilometers Ion C the

aver< e ap?arent _ 'avity incre:_.ses qO times. Lven tkis

gravity i_: hardly to!er_,ble by man despite _is being immersed

in the liquid of the sa;le density, as the a<er_[;e de_.sity of

his body.

Let us exolain the w_lue of the liquid as a

protective medium. Suppose that you are immersed in a liquid

of the same density as the mean densit[,_ of your body,

and you are breathing through a small tube extending

into the air. YoT_r w_ight, seemingly vanishes, it is

balanced by the oressure of the liquid, you neither go

u o not down. You are is emlilibrium at any de:)th. Let

the _ravity now incre<se a million times. _s before,

you will be in er_uilibrium and will not Feel the

enhanced g_avity. As before it seemingly does net e::ist

for you. In fact, althou!!_h the gr:vity of :/our body has

i_creased one million times, and the ore_sure of the

liquid hss also increased just as many times. It

menas, the equilibrium is not ups{_t.

And so the liquid se(:_mingly il)rotects a oerson from

destruction at any increase f avity, i_ot i_l vain does

ntture ta_e such precnutionary measures, when it wishes to

protect the t<:_n{]erbodies from the fourth force of gr_vit<_-

tion and jolts. For e;;amole, the embryos of ani_als
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develop in liquids, the brains of hii;her anirials are also

in ana].o:_ical conditions.

But that would hav_" been t!,e case, if the body

of a man, were fully uniform i_ density. This, unfortun:_-

telT< is no!; so. '_....bones are much dense_ thnu t!_e

muscles, while the ::mscles are (_ nser than fa (-:n the

increase4 force of j<.avity, a difference of pressure will

J.OI ceat-pear , which, on a su'_ficiently• I:_•_:_ _ of _:ravity,.

mat destroy an/ orga,nism. Only experience will

]etermine t]:e _-'eatest relative gravity, which man may

safel>" withstand for his health. Its ten-fold incre-se

Js considered possible, but theu the cannon must have a

length of 600 kilomete :s_. In case of such a length, we

have to arran_e it inevitably in a ho_.izontal _osition.

Its cost is incredible and feasibilit _ un!ii:ely. _]Jesid_!s,

the resistance of the air during horimon<al fli[Tht and the

e_ormous initial velocity would de_troy the major 9art of

J

the kinetic energy of the projectile an,r] it would not reach

i +_,,,_goal. Llectroma_netic or other svs_:ems., of cannon

would i_,'_vit_f_iv , '_Td_. ,_ ,rm.... the same l:<mentu _!e results.

It is :oossible to acquire velocities still banking

on air, as by :ir plane or a _!irigible _<irshiio. !h_t the

velocitie ,_c _uirr- by this method are much too f_r from

what a_-_e needed. For e_;a::;ole, the velocity of an air olane,
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i.e. 100 r.qete':_ second (360 ilm/h,_ur) amounts to only

20th (les,u than I%) of that requi;_e,:_ for overc.aming the

Earth's .ravit*F com?letely.

it is difficult to expect *__,la_, an ordinar,_/

unmodified air plane could acquire cosmic velocity. The

velocity of an air plane must be limited to 100-200

mete:_s/_econd (36@-720 kilomete :/hour ) . but the air

planes can be modified and cam be nut J_nto motion b:

a different merino} witho_,t the i:ell) o -_'_ir orooellers,

n_mel[; by the proces_ of ejection of air ])y s?ecial

" _-_- rovides ancomolicate_] turbines. L_hms met]_od, appareu_l,,

unlimited velocity and an unlimited quantity of material

for ejection (ox_r_en, taken from the at os here).

at i:_e hie hoi_ht (100-200-qowever, ox[f_en, a co_s r _

_ _' " almost disa.ooe_ _'s g_ivin[_kilometers), in all rooaozllty, ._

place to hydrogen. Perhaps, itwould be _)ossible to m.ake use

of hydro_'en as a fuel.

A still sim f er metl_od is to out airoolanes

into action by the exoi!osion of the earlier reserve

ex]_losive subst_nces, but then the air plane turn_3 into a

_;i,<an:,:icrocket. Tl(is metho4 is somewh:_t wor_e than the

p;revious one. In fact, one has to sto e not only fuel but

',!so o::,fen, t],.e ',,'i:"_t of _.'h:-chis _ ti!,e_ _c_re that of

t!_e !i_hte_t fuel - h_,_(]roj n. ,3_,:;,_ a device as com'_)ared

'_ith the m_'evious : e is loaded with uine-fold reserve
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of t_e :oouential energy (in the form of exolosive substances)

Theoz'etically, at a certain, heii]ht , the explosive mixture

of oxy<en,' nitrogen, and hydrogen m_st be found. It is

true, this ,mixtu-e is ver_,r rarefied but its pressure may

be r_.iscr_ b" means of complicated centrifu_:al humps. Then

-l e ' <, "t:_. re: et ms; not h{-ve ic_rge reserves o fuel and ea_i!y

.,cc:_ulre very rea_ ocities in tn .... _ _m_ed lave_rs

cf the air.

And finally, the_-e is the third, the most temotin:"

method of acquirin<7 velocities . 2his is to tr:-_nsmit

energy to the nrojectile fro'._ o_tside, £,'on the k].-'_rth.

The projectile itself need not stQre material part

(i.e. weighable, in the form-f expl' sire substances or

fuel, or cmersv) _-_" _ "__ . _n_ energy is transf_.rrec to ihe

orojectile from the planet in the form of p:_,rallel _ earn

of electromagnetic _';s.., witk small length, of short ',;ave

lenNth. Such rays ma =' be directed by parmllel beam v,ith

the help of a larse narabolic mirror towards the flying

air plane and there oerform wet ro<iuire,! for ejectii_ L' particles

of air or the reserved "dead" material for obtainin_' cosmic

velocit while still in hhe atmosphere°

This :oarallel beam of electrical or even licht

(Solar) rays must exert pressu .e, q.ich also can sive

sufficie_t velocit to a projectile. In ti_at c;_se reserves

nre not needec7 fo ' ejection.
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Tho !_st metkod i;-,seeminn'l _ost complete.

in fact, on the ]]arth a po_Jer sh;_tion could be built,

a!_iost of un]_imite<] dimensions; The st___tion ........_r_no_its

energy to a flyin_ apparatus, which itself does not

need any reserves of soecJsl energy. It _ill hold

_nly passengers and wh;_t is necessary for their lives

and its own continuation during ',;hejournev or Curino,

oermanent _e_laence i_ ti_e ether, would considerably

simplify the p-:,oblem of the inter-planetary co_imunication.

The pressure o _ solar ]'_-_ _ at "_l<_l,, t!_e dis ?ance

of the Earth is not more than 0.0007 _ram o_L one square

meter. So as to o,_oduce a pressure of 10 toms (assuming

the.t the pr._jectile weighs onli_ one ton), or 10 .raillion j<rams, a

Fh_:iirror surfc,.ce, uot less than 16,0.,0,O00 s{_ua.re meters

is needed. Tke:_ the rib (side)of a s:_are parabolic

reflector must be not less t_an_ 12.b" _ml" o........ete_.s_. It is

iot to be considered fe_sible, especially at the nre_{ent

time. Furthermore, beam of ra_,_s would instantaneo_s!y

melt the most _frector_-__ . . j material of the clestial ship.

2here is also the question as to how to direc_ _ne beam of

ener_> onto the a?oa__'atus which is constantly changing

its position. Such a metho_ o." obtaining velocities will

<)_se a number of difficult :roblems, the solution of which,

....e shall leave to the future. Out, the pressure of the

solar light, the electromag_etic wave.s, electrons and

n.lium _.a_ticles (alpha- r_U._s) _ia<_ be a]_-01ied to the
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_:ojectiles, _'ven today ii_ the ether havi.,g succeeded

already in conquerin:" the gravity of the Earth and only

ne_ing further cosmic propulsion.

But all this is, -or the ti_e being, in the

realm of fantasy.

At the Jresent ti_e it is advan_,:<qeo,_,s at

::re_.t hei<hts in th atuosphere to make use f rarefied air

for ejection, the pre:_sure of which o ' course will have

to be increased by co:u>licated centrifugal compressors.

,;hen a velocity of abo;_t o :ilomet- s/second is obtained

then the projectile spirsll?-comes out of the atNosphere

completely and revolves aroum_ the Earth, _ the ]ioon.

IR future it wo:!d be easy to obtain cosmic w_locities.

_ie have, pointed out the magnitude of velocities

required for overcomin_:i the gravity of the Sarth, the

planets and the S_n, but we have not calcul-ted the fork,

,_equired for o ,tainimg these velocities.

The simple intec-'atiou shows t]_Rt it i_< ,:-iual

to that which is required b _ a projectile or so}_e other

body, so as to ;_.scend to the distRnce of the Earth's radius,

assumins that sr.<vity is constant.

2he worlc o£ :'avitation is not i_ finite, but

o_L the contrary, has a specified and not very su<stantial

value.
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If a body has a wei<{ht of o: e ton, then the

enti;e wor]_ of jravitation of the )]arth on infinite

recession of this ton constitutes 6_67OO0 ton mete-:s.

The latter value nume_'ical!y expresses the radius of

ti_e {<rth in mete _s.

Let us compare tkis ener:y with th t, which

is at the pre _ent time a_'ailable to man. A tom of

hydro_Ten , on burning: in oxygen liber,'-,,tes 28780000

large c_%lories, which correspond to 12300000 ton -

me te rs.

It means that if this energy could be converted

i_to mechar, ical wor_, then it would be almost twice

larger t_lan that, which is needed, so as to !iberc_,te

completel?: one ton of fuel from the force of the _]arth's

attraction. Petrol gives u_)to _560OO0 units of

work i.e. the enercy of petrol is slightly less that

needed for complete _:ecession of its m_.ss from the

]]ar th.

It is true, there is no oxyTen in the

etkereal s_ac_, and tl_.erefore :.,e. m:_.st _"_,_-..e o_.:v.. "en wit,_ us

-'.i T- _ (_in _e roc**e,_ evice• Genera!iv s.oea_ini:', _:e must lift fuel

oxygen rand the ship itself '_-.ith all its acce_.._sories

oersons •

A ton of a _:ii:._tu<.e,consistiui:7 of hydro_:<en and

o:'<- en, formi<:.!_ _;_<:er on cb.emie<_l co1:l;in.-.tion, liber::-tes
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1600000 ton-meters o:: work. q!his <_nergy corn)rises only

one ±ourt_ of thst which is ne<_ded for a complete escane

from the force of g u<vity of only the solit_ry product

of combustion (i.e. water).

P_trol with ox?; en _ives 1,010,000 ton-meters

0er ton. This constitutes even less them one sixth

of the re_!uired energy.

The energy of radiul_ anti ot er similar substitutes

is enormous, but it is !iber:_ted so slowly, that it is

absolutely uusuit_ble . i_hus, a tou of radium liberates,

in a oeriod of 2000 years, one [].S. billion ton - meters,

whic<: is a million times more than t_tat r_le_<sed by

coal, in the formation of on,_ tom of its com_mstion

products. One ilogram of radium yields <_bout 130 c_lories

i_< an hour, or 55640 !;r_m-meters, which in a second will

constitute about15.5 kilo<ram-meters. Consequently, one

_:iio_:r:ram of radium L"ives the co_Itinuous work of a workman

in ideal employment . A ton o; r,_dium in these very couditions

<c[lives about I_9 horsepower. It means, t]_:_t in its

weight radium is 5 tines less productive, than aero-engines

(they do not yield less th:u: the same force for one kiloLTram

of thoir weicht).

* At the time this article _,.,ra_ written (1924) repre:_en -

_atio_s _bout ti_e J ntra-atomic enerL_ Y _ere i sufi'i<'ieutly

work d out and the <ossibilities of chain re:_ctions were

unknown (L_]itors) .
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qu-_ntit.! o£ r'adium caR_lot be fou_._d at p ro_emt at our

dispo_"al, and that its cost is so stupendous theft there

does not exist even the radium ensine and its, ideal use

i_-_ impossible.

B_t the use o f" electrons and ions is fully

!0ro-)_ble, i.e. c'_thode and ano <e or the c<nal rays

( .:_sitive ra?'s), p_rticularl_ _ t!_e last named.

The force of electricit)_ is Jnfinitel<_ gre-t and

tb_er{_fore may give l,i_;hty beams of ionized kelium,

which can l'e utilizes for the ciestial skip. :_,ut <,e

shall Io v_ _ off these dreums for the ti'ne boin S and

shall :'eturn to our dull explosive subst; nces.

it au._eurs t:v_t the _,se of the most ener etie

explosive substances in the i::ost ideal eo:_ditions, does

not __er:_it the overcomi_:g even of th:ir own gravity.

But we shall now prove, thst the o)'_plosive substances,

taken in sufficient quantity, under specific co_ ditions

may tr=msmit to celes:ial ships any velocity, and that

in this way cosmic _)ere_rination _:ay be accomnlished.

Let us suppose for a !_onent t rat the e is

n< or vity. ,_e h:_ve here two _odies o£ equal, ma_s aud

l," :tween tkem h_te."e is a compressed spiral sprint. The

sprin,',; ets loose, and hot _. the bodies, beins stationari_
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till '.hat time, ac'd_ire equal velocity. We shall chr-<ne

o:_e of the b,o_lies b,- an euual ma,os of cot:Ipre,<3sec ]. ;_as_

directed in its notion by a tube in one direction. :_e shall

co_ifine ourselves to a hollow s_here with a compressed

{Ta or a su]]erhe,_ted volatile liquid enclosed in it. The

<(;7_semerg@s in ome direction, x,!b_ile the mass of the vessel-

in _e other. In place of the []as o;' vnJoor, for abtainin{7

cre&t velocities "_:emaT; t_ke an ex_oiosive stt]'stances.

The sDeed of emerl;ing ]oroducts of e;'_91o,ive

subst_nces may at::ai: 5 }[m/second in erupt> space when the

length of the tube is sufficient. It means, that our

rocket having a mass, equal to he mass of the explbding

ma',erials may acquire such a velocity.

Let us su?pose, theft the mass of the explosive

substances is _ tir:les crer_ter than the mass of the

rochet. _e shall ta_.e the ,ass of the rocket as unity.

_he mass of_e explosive substances will then be

equal to 9 or (22-1 = 9)-

i"irst we shall explode two units, i'he

remaining two units of mass will receive a velocity

of _ Kin/second. After this, we explode one ore unit.

,Te receive an imcre_tse of } _,m/_'second. The projectile

will receive a velocity of 10 i,m/second. ];ow let us

imagine, theft the reserve of the e>,'olosive substance
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cf the roc et is 7 uuii:s o_ the r_ass, i.e. (2P-I = 7).

_e e:_plode !+ units. The rer3aininj four unihs :receive

a velocity of ]) :-Z_/second. Je explode another 2 units.

The remaining units receive :%Jim/second more, i.e.

in all 10 i[m/second. Finally, the third time we

exslode one unit . The emoty rocXet of the !_las_ being

unity receives o__iiI more 5 i_m/second, and it Will

have a total of 1_ i(m/second . The reserve of the

explosive sul)stances, as comx,ared with the ma_s of the rocket,

may be successivel _ as : 2L_-I = 15; 25-I = 31;

26-I = 63; -(2n-1@.

The cori_esponding velocities of the s_l_"!p will

be 5 x 4 = 20, 5 x 5 = 25; (_xn) kilomete's/s'econdo .

Obviously, the ma"nitude of velocity inc_eases un

limitedl?T whereas eTen for interstellar voya{_;es,

velocity r:_ore than 16-I? I[ra/second is not required.

In a field of i]:_avi_ation, -oart o _'the work

o£ the explosive materials is wasted. This part is the

:smaller, the faster the e>:p}_osio_ tai:es place. Thus,

during an inst_ntaneous explosion, there would be no

loss of energy. There would also sim(larl be no loss

in case the direction of the vector of reaction oi f:ases

is normal to the :_ction o:i g:_vity (towards the vector)

,_" _ the ed of exno m_tter _.,_,,.a ,., soe o}osion is
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DL!ri_s an inst_'_mt_<neouse:<}losion the "elative

grtvity in the projectile will be infinitely giTre<_t

an_ ther:fore ::ust kill all the livin bein!_s, who are

in the clestial ship. in case of _{ ]:_ri:_on=al direction

of explosion, tl_e roc]-et falls on the planet before

=,cquiring the: re,l_,_ired velocity. At _ _ ilometers/second,

the centrifu al force becomes e:{ual to the force of

sravity and the orojectile desc:_i :es innumer_2)ie ci:_cles.

_oreover, u ini a horizont_l fliyht , t e

t_ vers_ _ tilroug t" e atmosphe_e i_<cre:_s s man times.

]3ecause of t] s _ consid _ able part of t]_e work of

<%plosive subs_:ances is literally s:u_ndere ,_ .way on the

air.

_dZ calculations s ow that the mos advanta_eous

:)n:_le of el-ration of the iuterolanet[_ry ship is confined

between 20 and 50 °. At the sa!!e time the resistance of

the atmosphere is not very gre<_t, and the relative

gr_vity in the roc_<et is s:_all, and the loss of ener_f of

the exo!osive _:u:_stancesdue to the force of gravit:_ty is

small.

2hus, a0p<_re_tly, the projectile of an>-mass,

can acq_Jire a cosmic velocitj "ith a comp_rutivel: small

reserve of explosive substances°
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it is necessari' to use tile most energetic explosive

substances anti to exolode them in a very strong au:! small

vessel, whick ",leshall name explosion chamber, or the

intake of the explosion pipe . The pressure of gases

will be tested only by this c!_amber and its continL_ation -

the explosion pipe, to wiic the production of explosion

wo_ld be directed, <radually ex andi_g and cooling

by means of conversion of liberate< _ therna! energy into

i inetic energy.

The pipe and the explosion chnmber ha e very

sr_lall vo!u_e. Therefore their mass c nnot :;e very great.

It does not increase with the increase of the reserve of

exolosive substances. Vessels contaiuir__; the e_:_olosive

substances, do not e:<perience any nre,<s,ure, with the

e_.:ception of that, whic]_ results from their enha.nced, relative

aowderabiligy. Such vessels, especially in case of

multi-chambered (with _aartitions) arrangement and many

ex_-_losion pipes, may weigh much less.

Continuous pumpi_ig of exnlosive materials

into the ex?!osion cila:iber is needed. Explosion in a

medium _itb. gravity must ta<e <}lace very rapidly, the quantity

of the materials exploded in a second is s_eat, and pre_sure

is several thous:_<d athos ;heros. It is understood that the

'_,ork of pumpiu_7 is _:ot small. _;e shall observe that

in the cupacity of the !xplosive subst:_nce prepared material,
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for xample _un oowder, dyna_ite etc. major be used,

either: two or several subs_ance,_J seoaratei frou oue

another, which should be _:lixed in the explosion chamber and

on exoiosion yielci [Taseous products. The last n_med is

prscticable in all respect:@. In future we shall assume that

in the rocket two or more substances, 7ieldin- saseous

products on reaction, will be used.

As m_,_ calc_lations show whe:: a cosmic rocket is

moving'- as an an_-ile of 30 ° with the hori'/,on, the cravity and

resistance of the ,_,_,<_os_}herea_Jsoro s,:_,_,_eeuer_uy. On rough

calculations we shall neglect the meutioned before !os_:es

and ta, e the accelersti n of the roc'<et at 30 meters/second _.

_e rciative _ravity in the rocket will be th_.ee times more

tl)an the Earth's _._e i::;0_lesiven ':,elo_.'shows _)roxim_tel_r

the ti ,_ i_: seconds -tom_ , the _ -"-o,:_i_l_,_nmng"of the motion of the

rocket, correspondin, velocity in Km/second, the path

t"averse: and the heisht of the ascent in kilometers. The

fifth colu_,n indicates density of the atmosohe e,

or the force o -_ terrestrial ,o;ravity.

i']xa,minin _ the t:_?)le, w{-.obtain the _)icture of

motion of the rochet. Its otion continuousl?_ increases.

. /

lh 15 second, s the velocit_,_ attaine_ ms 0.4!) _m_econd,

b_t the resistance of _e atmos_ghere has _lready diminis!_ed

twice, si_ce the roc et has been raise_ to _ hi!ometers,
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_'r'__ e _.... t_ e densit Of th_ air '" twice _e_'__ theft at t_l se_" l_vel.

Still i_-_5 s_conds t.,e densit_ r_ecre'_ses th.ee tim(,_s,

the rocket attains a hei_h+_,_ of 9 i,;iloI-,,]etersat a velocity

of 600 meter_/,second° '2he rocket has crossed the

troposphere in 30 sc,;onds from the sturt of the f!i_/_ht,

it has attained a velocity of 0.9• '..;iilometer/second,

" _-_ ofthe r?si .....nce the air "s very _,semi(, since the rochet

h._s oeen brou_'_t,__to a heiL_ht oi" 20 kilome_e_o, where the

<_ensit;T is 0.06, i.e. the air is I_ ti!:_es 'rare. tba.u it is

belo_,,i. Further the rocket I_lies througl< the :_t.._:<tos-phere.

'2his is the rejion of the fallinrt stars (place o.f their

burnin!,- up and desl;ruction) and luminous clouf.s .

Approximatelhr within a minute since the stuart

._O _ i_o,. te_s.of the p.otion, t_e roel:_et at.._a_, a height of o . .] ....

_.scendin_ hill' er than '_]O' ilometers, the roc et enters

the my_terious re,f_ion of the Aurora Ro:'ealis.

In 150 seconds or 2.5 minutc::_, the rocket

enters the absolute vacuum, in the region of the lumino_s

et]_er, ;here the velocity acquired by i_ becomes eternal as

much ___s the motion of celestial bodies is eternal. First

of all it is necessary to concentre)re on the position

of the _ma!l neighboring i_loon of the l]:_<rth i_ the

c;_paCit,_ of its satellite. From here it is _,ot difficult to

perform all future dis alacements and movements to the very

exit f]:'om the Solar syster_ : _ flight amid stars. The velocity
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< _.... + .... /r"" and it isof the roc_:et reaches _._ ._.......... _o/ .... cond,

at a distance of 900 i<ilometers from the surf ce of the

Earth.

13ut this velocity of the orojectile is not enough,

to make _t a reliable satellite of tlH-_ Earth. The rocket

flies for 2 more minutes, ma ins a total of 270 seconds from

tke start of the motion and b[f explosion attains a velocity

of 8 kilometers -oer second and reaches a heigkt of a

1700 i:ilometers.

Here the force of gravity of the L]arth

diminishes remarkably (about 3._) and the rock'_t should

ascend considerabl[; higher, if its path is alwa?_s vertical.

Lo.t us s,_-')__ose, that the exolosion_ is contiuuins, then

t}._et_ble will show us its subsequent results. Calculations

_ _" _ in the t._ble; duringfor subsec_uent exDiosions _._re<:mve_

the determination of height the di.minishins of t]_,eforce of

,_<ravitv_ ms" not taken into account, as the _oint of zmpo"...._'uanc_ i_-

]4-not tke altitude of asceL_ out t}__e acquired velocity.

It provides the ossibili%y, t the end o£ the expl _sion

in 570 seconds, of '_'_ceOin_;_coL_!etelv. ., from the L._:.-t%. and

f_ ying ,. ,,_:i, in its annual orbit, in the ca oacity _e its colleasue _

as a olsnet. I,_ a subse_uent explosion (lurin[_ £%90 seconds

(9 miuutes) from the start of the flisht, the v61ocity will

uot only ])<_ sufficient for "_ "_-,'_ ......_ .eaC-ln_ any 01anet (on±r tke

direction of the velocity of the roei:et m:zst coincide with
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the annual revolution of the Earth), but for completely

overcoming the s_ttraction of the Sun _d wandering amid the

other suns of the Xilk_ Way.

Such an insignificant velocity overcomes the mighty

solar attraction because the velocity is relative. The

absolute velocity relative to the Sun is extremely great.

Ue have made use of the work of the motion of the Earth

an_ this has provided us with such a might itself losing

a very nc_ligib!e part of its velocity.

We calculated earlier in our public,_tions that a

celestial ship, for obtainin_ the initial cosmic velocity

of $ kilometers, (conditions of the roc et in the form of

a small moo_ close to the ]Zarth) must take reserve of the

most energetic explosive substances, !+ times exceeding the

weight of the rocket with its remainin i contents.

If a rocket containin_ • people and other things

weighed one ton, then the consumption of the xplosive

substances _uou!d weigh 4 tons, or 400 kilograms, in the

course of 270 second's. The aver_e, rste of their consumption

in one second is 15 ki!ocr_ms.

The pressure onthe cosmic rocket , will be 5 times

more th<_l the weight of the _ocket a!on U with all the contents,

Reaction of the ases emergin!_ fron the su_ or the
t_active effort of the _ocket. (}_ditors).
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incl;din the un_x_!oded m_'.terials, in th_s way, i_£ the

acceleration is constant, then in the beginning of the

flight, when the rocket weighs 5 tons, the pre:<sure

co,_lorises qq tons (_]x]<). _dt the end of the explosion,

when the material h<_s b '_'n consumed and the rocket _eig}_s

one ton, the oressure is only 5 tons. It means, the

consumntion of the explosive subst_.nces in the %esinnin(]

of the flight will be 5 tim.:-s _'_ore, than at its end.

If we took the _-_r.....n consu_otion at 15 i;iloi:rams/secon: _ then tke

rocket in the beginniug o£ t!_e ;Jotion, would move more

slowly while at the end, faster. This would be useful

for reducin S the losses due to resistance of the _tmosphere.

This would simi!ar!Lr simplif;/ the _rran_::;e::_.ent

of the explosion pipe and the e;_.?losion chamber.

The work of the ex;_losive material i.e. 4 tens

of t_e subst_<nc_:s, assumin S the enerI_: _ o£ chemical eo_yoound

of hydrogen with oxygen, will be U600,O>O ton-me;;ers.

Consequently, in one second it liberates 20700 ton-meters,

w-_ich co:_esoonds to the work of 207000 metric forces.

From this it is clear, t,urt the work of exolosion is

enormous and camelot be compare_ with th_ ca p_city of

common engines.

heanwhile, the _Tei-;_t.._:_ oi' the ex:a!osion pipe, which

performs t]Lis gigantic work, is very iusi nificant: in

all on! _, a pa':'t o<!'a ton.
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Is it possible? Fully _oos_ible. Ue shall

-_e_ the proof in the _:ork of artillery guns. It is not

difficult to calculate that the Sun ejectins (firing)

a ton of cast iron with an initial velocity of 1000 meters

per second performs 5OOOO tons-meters of work, an_] this too,

in the course of 1/50 second. It means that the work will

amount to 2500,OO0 ton-meters in a second or 25 ;_li!lion

metric forces, it is the additional work of the exolosion

oipe 121 times. If such a cannoll weighs 20 tons, then our

explosion pipe will ',;eigh less than 200 i_ilograms , which is

practicable (as my calculations _;how).

I shall give a descri.ntion of the cosmic roci{et

,._sit wa_:_ comoi!ed by me in the ye_r 19"14.

The steering controls and be turns are similar

to those of an air plane. They are located o_ltside o0_osite

the intakes of the explosion pipe. They function i_:_the

air and in vacuum. Their de lection, alon_z ';ith the

deflection of the rocket in the atmos?here ta_:es place due

to the resistance of the air and the pressure of impetuously

rushinq' gases. Si_iil_r is the ru:_der, but located seoarutely

may also serve as the re!iulator of rotation, i.e. it ct_n

compel the r_,cket to rot:gte in o._e or the other (_,i?ection,

gently or forcefully an<_ _top the involuntary rotation of

the roc_:et, t'_i<in<u place due to in:_ccur_te e_olosion
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-_nd the pre ,sure -_f the air. its function dep<nds on the

scr :w-_m:.oei rudder olate,. cnamz,:_ ing e located along

ti_e flow of gases in the tube. The designation _f course,

is in the _topp_se of an:_ type oi" rotation of the rocket,

fatal for people.

'_ieshall describe the sensation of the travellers,

being directe in the cosmic shin for wandering: around the

Earth similar to its Hoon. It is presumed, that the rocket

is well-orsanized and fulfils well its puroose.

In the rocket there are several casin:s of the form

of hu::an b,:inss according to the number of travellers.

People lie down in them in horizontal position with :_espect

to the apparent velocity and are poured i,',,with slight

quantity of water. Hands are a commod-_,ted there is the

li:_uid, but are free, so that they may control the

lever:: of the devices also located in water. The devices

adjust the direction of motion of the :'ocket, the co_0osition

of its air, temper:,ture, hamidity, explosion etc.

The tr:,,vellers findthemselves in _uch a

oo ition for 270 seconds of the explosion and cannot

observe m_,_ch. Their gravity h_s been lowered very :r:ch

by ",rater.

Let us su _ose, tkat the tr:<ve_].ers ,.:.-.estanding

o:r are sittin!:_ iR e:.sy chRirs, lookir<] throusk the tr_nsparent
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windo_:s and are silently ob_servin._ the su "ro1_n<_in_s.

Then ii_ these 270 .{econds or 4_ min::tes, it is possible

to <,otice somethinu or the other•

A_ elevuted locality has been _oiected il_ the

mountains. A slope of the earth of 20 - 30 decrees to

th h<_rison has been found. The locality has been levelled,

and roils laid• T_e roc <et stands on these rails• The

height of locality is 5-6 kilometers, the density of air

has been diminished twice; the railroad line lus been laid

for about 1OO versts.

The rocket is on the r{Lils in an inclined

position the floor with scre',Jed - on seats - is also

likewiseo. The _rave]_lers enter the roc_,.et and are

her'me,_mcall_ loclLed. The exolosio_ _,_as begun

The rocket drives off on the rails, the

trave<iers have :'elt the jol_t, and the horizon, as it

f 0

a0oears to them, turned arou'_d at oO .

Gravity has increase_ to a little less than twice.

Pressure on th_ rochet is unch,__n _ed, but since

t le quantity of the explosive subs _nces has decree.seal,

t e acceleration of the projectile has increaseS. Due to this

the gr_vit/ continuousl?T increases, from 1 4/5 in the

b<jinninf o= the trio to 9 at its end. it is clearly evi(]ent

from the observ_tion on the s_0rin< b_!-_nce.
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'Jard!y h_ve two minutes elapsecl whe_: the

roc et ju.::1_)esoff the r_:ils _n_] bec.om_s air-borne.

._n_ truv,aller,_ can not <,,otice its movement but it a; ears

to them that the enormously Jisturbed horizon collaps_s

with all the mountains, lakes and cities somewhere belo_,.J

a._d simultaneousl;,- it is iettin!< farther.

The travellers havin reached a co_:siderab!e

distance from the Larth are _et:in_ _,towards obsolute

vacuum but the:? hr_ve m:_de a mist,,ke: tr<ces of the

atmosoheres are still manife_t.

Therefore the roe!_et experiencinq a small

resistance describes a sgiral with a very small ?itch, which

is brinjing it near to the Earth continuously thouch very

slowly. They have made such a larf_e number of rounds

t:_at they eveu lost their count. All the same the "eturn

to the Earth is un_voidable. In the )ecinning the speed of

the rocket had< increased and the centrifuja! force had

counter - bal:_nced the _Trqvitation of the Earth not_,_thst_ nding

the macnitude of this gravitation.

Later, the velocity of the cosmic shi? started

to recede by means of the enh:_ced resistance of the

at'_os?here. T_e_ _n<_ tr: _ellers s,,,._tec_,to ,)].an; h_vin!]

* Further there i: the 'description of va,-ious _)he_omena,

being o]:,se'ved by the travellers in the roc]:et and ".n the

surroundin ",atm:_sphere. Since it is a repetition (vide "Picture

of Flight" paje 76"), so '_,,eat< _ isnorin_; it. (Editors).
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raised the nose of the rocket upwards with the help of the

rudder, which acted, like an airplane. They cannot only

moderate the falling but even convert it into a lifting force,

so long as the velocity has not yet been lost . But it is

superflous, it can end in the loss of velocity and perishing

of the rocket having been converted into a wingless airplane,

They descend, but slowly, more coming closer to the earth.

In fact, the descent is more dan._erous, than when

in an airplane, since there are no winLs in the rocket and

required high velocity so as to counterbalance gravity by the

resistance of air (o_ a almost inclined motion) and descends

not abrupty, but almost horizontally. They fly into the sea

in a sls_ting manner. The velocity is still gre_t an they

swim the respectable distance, before beim_!_ stopped and been

taken on board the steamer passing nearby.

Only the exact calculatio s can give answers to the

question, relatin to t_le cosmic ship. Calculations will show

as to the requirements, which must be met by explosive subsLance_,

properties of materials and mechanisms, suitable for flight and

life in the ether.

_rinted in the boo, "works on Rocket Technology _' State

Defence PuLlishimg iouse, 1947, where IShe article was for

the time p:'inte_ in accordance with the manuscript of the

jear 1924.
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illvestic'_tio_ of O_t:':" ] ?aces b:,r :';eactive J.-evices

( 1926 ).

_-lh aspiratiou for the cosmic voy_g s s

founded in me by the well known scientific fiction writer

Jules Verne. He aroused my mind to work in this direction.

Desires made t]_eir apoear&<nce. Behi:_id the d<_sires, the

activity of brain sprang up. (;f course, it could h_ve led to

nowhere, if a :sistance from science had not been forthcoming.

in my early youth i ha,d already found a 'ray to

cosmic flights. This is the centrifu_7:xl force and the sh_,st

motion: (see my "Dreams about the Earth and oky" IS9_).

'2he first counter]_alances th_ gravity -_nd brin,_s it to zero.

_2he second - lifts the bodies to skies and carries them

farther, if velocity is increasec_,. Calculation could point

me out those, velocities are n'edud for esc,<pinj] from

the terrestrial gravity and havi_.Lg access to pla.nets, l]ut

how to acquire them? This is the question which has been

worrying me the whole life and only since the ye_.r 1896

it wus definitely outlined by me, ,'_sto how it would be most

fe_,sible.

I h_ve been seeing the rocket _o _ long, as every

one else, from the ooint of vie',._of amusement and Dett.y uses.



If even did not interest me in the c_nacity of a toy.

13ut i looked it like many, who from times inme_o-_ial have

viewed the rocket, as one of the methods of aerial

navigation. Havin Bug deep in history, we find many

inventors of this kind. Such are Hibalchich and Fedorov°

Sometimes only the old _rawin is ,:_ive us an indication of the

desire o:7 emplo_in_ the rocket for aerial navigation°

In the year 1896, i ordered for the booklet of

A.P. Fedorov, "New Principle of Aerial naviiTation _' (St.

Petersburg 1896). It a<>eared to me indistinct (since no

calculations are siven). And in such cases i underta_:_e calcula-

tions indeToendently abinitio. S< it is the beginning of

my theoretical <_icul_ions _bout the possibility of

em_01oyin_ the reactive devices for cosmic voy_g<_s, i,_one has

thought before me about :<e booklet of Fedorov. It ]ave

me nothing, but anyhow it m_shed me towards serious _ork,

as did the fallen apple to _fe_¢ton towards the discovery

of gr<<vi t_.tion.
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_,_ere _ every li<elihood _h _,_ +]_ere e ist

still ,ua.n?7more serious _._or]:s._;.o,_..st:_e rochet, not :uown

to me, .:_nd _u__J:IJ'_e,_S!on< ap:o. In this very year after

h_vin{;" made man _ c:_icul,.tious ! wrote the narr_ttive "]_ei'ond

the _._',arth"_,__._icl_"; _=ater <'ound its way in the jourmal,

_'Priro,Ja. i Ly_di" (Nature and People") and ,,as even

ublished in the form of a se0a;'_te book (1920).

_2he old oa e with fin<{l form_<!ae, preserved by

chance, has been marked with the data August 25 1898.

But from the preceding it is evident, that I have busied.

myself with the theory of the rochet since earlier than this

time, namel._f since the year 1896.

I have never clai_ed for the com01ete solution

of this nroblem. In the beginning, inevitably, -_ppear the

ide_, fantasy an;_ the tale. After them fol].o_,_ the

scientific calculations. And eventu_lly the idea is crowned

with fulfilmen t. ]iy works about the cosmic voya_<es relate

to the middle _0hase of ' .V creative ";or}:.. _ore tha!_ anybo_y

elS_ , i understand a _:re_:_tdeal about the idea bein_ divided

from its rea!is<_tion, since d11rin." life ! have not only

thought and calculated, but even experi_<_nted uorkin' with

m.7 hands as well.

Uow ver, it is in_ossib!e, _ot i;o be an

ideulist: conce:)t precedes nerfor:_.ance and _a.._y- exact

calculation.
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"Here is _:;h:_.ti _0_.ot_ to M. _<ilLii'_ editor,

of :'_cientific :_ _ "se _':rea:m before seudin:: hmm m_ copy (-_iblished

in the year 190_)::' I worked out several aspects of _scent

{_vmce, similar to theinto s-oace with the help of reactive: ...."

• e_l_I± ic datarocket _49.the_atica! conclusion, _a_ec_ on sci

and verified many times, ooint to:::_rds the possibility,

with th_ help of suc,: d_;vices, to ascead into the celestial

sp;_ce and, perhaps to ,_tabTish,.__ _ h___bitations _evond,_ tn_ limits

of the i']arth's atmosohere. _-roo_b!v hundreds of vea_s

J- ,,would have oa_sed b:: before the conce_s propouuded by me

would find a:91icution , :_nd people benefite<] by them,

so as to resettle mot only o_._the face o? the Earth, but _Iso

on the face of all the universe.

_{Imost all tke _ne--','-_o¢ the Sun is lost to

mar_n receivesmankin_ at the present time becaus_ the ' _

2 (exactly 2.23) milliard (bS billions) times less energy

than the Sun emits.

L:hat is strange in the idea t,,_be oen_ited by

this ener<;y' whut is strange In _. conceot to conquer

limitless soace" surroundin< the Garth's globe".

Gverybody knows, l_OW u_._i',n::,giflablygreat, how

limitless the universe is.

}]ve<?body kno_.._s, th-{t the entire :iolar system

w_th_ ;v_n,.;:e_s of its _)l.",ne_,_is a ",o_'_.,_=_ in the _-:_-__,,'.lay.



_e i1ili:y Aa:< itself is -_ point with :osoect to ......e_e_e<_l

island. The !ast-m_med is a point in the Universe.

Han has penetrated the Solar s.ystem, administerin S

_"in it, as a house-wife in a home? , nil the secrets oE

the Universe b;, covered? '_ _ " "_,o_ in the least: as the en'_mmna-

tion of sone small stone or shell does not reveul more

secrets of the ocean. Lven il _._n conquered anot_er Sun,

inve<:ti{_ated the wi_ole of the ]iilky Aay, tilese milliards

(US billions) of Suns, tke_:;e hundreds ! milliards

(US billions) of planets - t':en an l only then would we say

the same. And the milliards (US billions) s_re - a point

and they would uot reveal aT l the secrets of sky.

Was it very long ago, whe_ ascent in the air

v;'_._,sconsidered a sacrilegious attemnt ant wus punished b v

execution, :_._when re_,_sonin!_ about the rotation of the

].]arth _.,rrspunished by burning ? Are really "0eople doomed even to

now indulNe into mistakes of this very- sort ?

i_y worns .p:L'inte< earlier are very difficult

to obt_in. __._u_..for i just now connect my previous

wor.:s with my latest ackiove.:,e_ts i:l m _dition.

The ),_sis of workin ; of ever[,' v<_mo±e end shi:)

is one h_:_d the same : it oushes away some rr_:<s in one
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direction, whi}e it itself is moved away from it im the

op _osite direction. A steamer -0us"_es_.wayw:_ter, the

dirigible airship and the airplane - air, man and horse

the Earth's globe, reactive device, for example the rocket,

Sesner's wheels - not onl._I air, but also these su;,stances

_.,,_hichare enclosed in them: pow,!er - water e-<.c. If the

rocket is in the vacuu_ or in the , ther, then in spite of

everythin_i it would acquire motion, since it has got reserve

for pushimg away _ powder or exp-Losive subsLance,

)_os_e_:,singsimult_.neously _ass and ener'y.

Evidently, the device for 11otion in vacuum

must be similar to the rocket i.e. it must possess not only

energy, but also supportin __ass in itsel[.o

For a w_yage _eyo_d the at:_ospher_ a_d every

other material medium at an altitude of 300 hilometers and

also still farther, between the i_lanets an_Lt-he suns a sp_ial

device is needed, which we shall, only for the ,ake of

brevity name the rocket.

We shall observe that the interstellar ether

is a s_milar material medium, a_ is the air, but rarefied

to such a de-:ree Lhat in no case can it serve as a supoort.

Onl?I conditionally it is mot as ociated to matter, qven

the celestial stones <holide_, meteo;_ites, failing _tars)

with s_veral i_.ramsof ",,reig;_tma._ _:lovei_<Lit with awful

veloci!;ies (u_)to 50 kiloneters/_:econ_] :u_d more) not encoun-
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tering any remar;.able resist'u_ce. In a wor_], etcher in respect

of resistnnce to movement of bodies malt be considered as

vacuum. Also its currents in the form o radi::.nt and

electrical energies exert extraordin,_rily small pressu_e

on bodies. Hei_ce for the time being we shall i_;nore

them.

An exolosion not only can serve for _I. ascent

fr<,m the ]planet, but also for landing on it, not only for

=ninin7 velocity but also for losins; it. _fhe projectile is

in a position to recede from The Earth, .... _e_ ,,L_n .... r between

the -o!_nets, between the stm.rs, visit the p]<_.nets, their

satellites, rin<s and other celestial bodies _..nd return to

the L_rth, only if the energ;: held by the explosive m<<terial

were sufficient. However, we shall see, that there exists the

possibilit?! to land on the planets havin!: an _:_tmosphere,

without an exoenditure of explosive m:_.terial.

Work of ,<ravitatio> on recession from the olaneto

B _ a vet.7 simple inte<ration v,e can obtain the

followin_ exores.=;ion for the wol:h T needled fo.o recession of

a unit mass from the surf_:_ce of the planet of radius r_

to an altitude h :
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T = 8; (1 '_1

c1 t"1 + h

liere g denotes the acceleration due to

{]ruvity on the ourf,.,c, of a xive planet while

is the acceleration due to _eath's gr:_.vity_ on i _-_osurface °

Let us suppose that in this formula 'h'

is equal to infinity. The_: we sh_ll find the maximum

work on recession of the unit mass from the surface of

the planet to infinity and shall obtain

T1 = __K_ T1 •

Having. _ _ _ _l _E_ tv ..,. oooe_ve_, that i_s _ravi .. on
gl

the surface of t_:e pl_net in relation to the gravi y due to the

E_.........th, we ,see, that work, re_uired_ for the recession of

a unit mass from th,_ surface of tile pl,?.net for an

infinitely large disx_nce, is equal to the work of lifting

this very ma:xs from the surface for one radius of the planet,

if it is assumed, that the 'orce of _:_mvitv on it does uot

• " _'; _ the ......dzmzl .... l with recessiou from _'-,_surface

in this way, the force _-:fg_'_.vitatio__, of anj

planet is unlimited whate er the distance in space to which

this force penetrates° However this force reoresents, it were

a wall or a sphere of slight resista_ce envelopin_ the !_lanet



to the mag'nitude of i:s rudius. Overcom_ _ wall,

_0ierce throuch his elusive (not sizenble) eq_iplanetar_T

enveloi0e - ,un:] the _:,_vl'tation is overcome to the

whole of its infinite eztent.

From the last formula it is evident, t_at

the overall work T is proportional to the forc:_ ._ofI

gravity on the surface of the planet and the magnitude

of its radius .

For olanets h_ving e :ual density, i.e. for:the

planets of the _ame density, for e::amole, as t_le ....rt_l (5-5),

the force of _[r_vity on _ne surf.uce, as is known, is propor-

tional to the r:i_,dius of the planet and is e>:pressed by the

ratio _f the radius r I of the planet to the r 3.di_s of the

l]srth _,R':

and

gl R

2
T1 't"1

T1 - R _I - _ "

it means that the overall -;ork T 1 with extraordinary

rapidity, decre_ses with the decz-ease o" radius _'1 of the

9!anet, 9recisely in the same as its surf_:_ce decreas<_s.

Thus, if this _,,_orkfor -the Earth's globe (_I = R)

is e.lual to 2 or 6,366,000 i:iloi<ram - meters, t]len for a planet
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with a diameter, 1_ times less i< will be equal to

63,660 ki!ogrss_-meters.

3ut for the Earth, from some ooint of view, it is

not so great. In fact, if we are to consider the calorific

value of 7)etrol as 10.000 calories, which is sufficiently

reliable, then the energy of this combustio<,_ will 1)a expressed

by tke meckanica! work of I_.240,000 ki!o_r_m - meters for

one kilo}_ram of th_ combustible material. It follws that

for an overall recession of { unit mass from tke surface of

our planet, work is required, which is held potentially

in I _ mass units of netrol. Thus, in its aoTlication

to a person, weighing 70 kilograms, we shall require

105 kilograms of petrol.

Only technolo_y and skill are lacking to make

use o_" this oowerful energy of chemical affinity.

It becomes all the clearer why an ei:j_t-fo!d

quantity of the _x]?!osive material,as compare,'3 with the

weight of the projectile m<" help the latter t<; vercome

fully the force of terrestrial ,gravitation.

According to Langley, one s _uare meter of tb_e

surf<ce, illm_inated by normal rays of the Sun, yields

in a minute, 30 c_lories or 12720 kilogi'am - meters. So
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as to o]_;ain thc _ntire work require{_ for victory of one

kilo,]ram over the Cr<:vitF of the Earth, one will h_ve to

utili_e one s<_uare meter of _'_ _" " _._ .. _,e surface _Llumlnate<_ b, the

rays in 501 min<tes, or a little nore than 8 hours.

}_ii this is very little, but in compzrison

of human force _Jith the force of j] avity, the latter

ap::ears to be enormous.

r2nus, we shall suo _osc tha< a man climbs 20 cms

in e_ch second on a well-b:_ilt st ircase,. Then he will

oerform this work in i{O0 days of he_vy !_bor, if we allow

him 6 hours for each days rest. On employ'_ent of one horse-

power for climbing w'_ shall _educe the work _: times, in

case of 10 horsepower only 10 da_s would :_e :_e_,5_ired _ud in

case of unmn_rru-oted_ wori:_ - :bo t a week.

._or the work, w:Imc__' a flviu '_"air_<iane does

(70 HP) one day is sufficient.

For the uajoritT< of asteroi[< aud for the ila_tian

moons this work of comoietel7 ove__coming gr vity is

:u,lazin_]ly small. Thus the moons of the Ma_'s are not mo;e

than 10 i_ilometers i_ di:nneter. If we take for them 5}_

as the Earth's den_ity, theu the work T 1 will constitute

not more tha_ '% kilog_'am-meters i: height. If on our moon

or on the ]_ia s there a d)eared rational beings, conquest

of _iravity _:ould be m_ ch o:_sier fol the inhc_itants of i_arth.
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fhus, for the i.oor. '21 is 22 ti_:: _ ie:_s, t!_n f'_r

the Lurth. On lar_C_ c ....oi_s ;_n_! satelliter_ of _o!anets the

c_nque31 _f d vity woul; be a trifle wi _h the he! _ of

re_ctiv_ ices desc=_ibo_ !_y m<_. For example, on the

Vesta, T I is 1,000 times less tha _ on the Earth, 10ecause

the diameter of the Vest_: is equal to 400 kilometers. The

diameter of the }ietis is about 107 kilometers, so T 1 - is

I},000 times less•

But these are enormous asteroids; the m_jority

of them are 5- I@ times less. For them T I is million

of times, less than for Earth.

planet

From tile previous formulae, we shall find for e_ch

h

h T1

h + T1 1 + h

fl

Je have expressed the work ,of lifting T

to an altitude h from the surface of the planet of

radius _I relatiw_ to the total maximum work _z1. _ccording

to this formula we shall calculate,

h I 1 I 1 1

_rlL 10 ' 5 ' _ ' 3 ' 2
, I, 2, 3, 9, 99, infinitely

T 1 1 1__!__ a 1 1 2 3 9

1 11 ' ' --g' 5 ,--4---, 3 ' 2 , 3 , -'zT"_, lO I •
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The first row shows tire heiEhts of ascent

-e!ative to the radius of the pie,net; the second - the

correspondin£] work, t_kins the work of fully overcomin C

i<ravity as unity. For example, for recession from the surface

of the planet of unit r<{dius, half of the full work is to

be performed, while for rece;<<ion to infinity - only twice.

R£ UIR__D V,_LbCITi_S.

it is interestini; to know, t!_e velocity acquired

by the rocket due to the action of explosive substances

to overcome the resistance of gravitation.

We shall not here carry out the calculations,

with the help of which these velocities are determined but

shall confine ourselves onl/ _ o the conclusions .

....=nuo, the velocity, V 1, n,,eded for !iftin_r the roc:et

to an altitude h and acquirin< after this velocity V, is

e,,_ual to

VI = V2 + _I+ h

Here if we put !_ nt V = O, i.e. i" the body

moves upwards, till its to_opage from the 'orce of g]ravity,

then we sh_ul! find

VI= ]-i + h
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Uhen h is infinitely _re_t, i.e. the ascent is

infinite and the final velocity is zero, then the

necess_ry velocity for it on the surf_._e of the p!_'_net

would be expressed by

V I = _ •

According to this fornula, we shall calculate

for the Eart_ V I = 11170 meters/second; which is 5 times

f_ster than the f_stest caunon ball on its emergence

from the muzzle.

For our _doon VI= 2373 meters/second i.e. close to

the velocit> _ of the cannon ball and the speed of a hydrogen

molec_le For *he _ir_net A<a _ R_ving 6 5 ]_ilometers as

m'u_leoer and densitL_ noz la_'_ - th_n theft of the P]arth

(.5.5), V 1 is less than 5.7 meters/second; almost about the

same velocity V 1 we shall find for the s_tellite of the

Mars. On these bo<_ies of the solar sys _em it is sufficient

to ruu aw_:.y easily so _:_sto free ours:.l, for ever from the

• _eoen_entforces of their :_-_vitution, and become mnc_ _ s

s_tellites.

For pl'_nets, (_ifferent in density- from the .... , we

shall ob<;ain

V I =
R
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Where gl and R relate to the Earth's globe. From the formula

it is evident, that the final velocity of launching, V1,

in this case is orooortional to the radius _I of the ziven

planet •

Thus, for the largest asteroid - the V'esta,

the diameter of which is in the neighborhood of 400 kilometers,

we shall find, that V I = 324 meters /second. _fhis means

that even a rifle bullet will leave Vest_ aad will become

ameteorite circling the Sun.

rpl_ne last formula is conve_ient for quick

c_iculations of the velocities of launching on equally

dense planets of different dimensions. For example, the

Metis, one of the larger asteroids, _ao ,_ di_m_cr, about

4 times less than the Vesta and the velocity for it will

be as many times less i,e, about _)0 meters/second.

Eternal circlin!_ around the planet requires half

the work _n_ velocity = 1.41 times less than for recession

to infinity.

Duration of flight.

We shall not discuss here the highly comnlicated

formulae, determinin_ the dur_tion of fli_ht of the projectile,

since this question is not new an,_ has oeen solved, already we

shall therefore only repeat what is already known.
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Wellall make use of only one conclusion

extraordinarily simple and useful for the solution of

the simplest problems about the time of motion of the rocket.

For ths time 't' of fall of a body originally

stationary on a pl_net (or the Sun), concentrated at one

_oint (for the same mass), we shall find

t- llr_ _ _ -I + arc

• Here _2 denot_s tile distance from which the body

bei_ins th. fall; r is the ma_nitude of the fall; _I -

the ___]ius of the planet, and 'g' the acceleration due to

gravity at this time on its surface.

The very same formula_ of course, expresses the

time of a;_cent from ([2-[) to _2 when the body loses all

its velocity.

If we suppose, that _ = [2' that is, if we

determine the time of fall to the center of the concentr_ed

plan,_t, then we shall _get from the last formula,

T2 T2
t

2 TI "

_nder the usual condition, s this formula

also gives the approxi:_ete time of fall to the surface

of the planet, or the time of {_.cent of the rocket from this
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surface to a stop.

On the other hand, the dure.tion of complete

l •revolution of some oo_y, for example, a projectile around

the planet or the Sun) is given by

T2
t I = 2N 71

where _1 is the radius of the planet with e cceleration

'g' on the surface, while 72 is the distance of the body

from the center.

Comoaring both the formula_, we find

t I : t = 4 _-= 5.657.-

Consequently, the ratio of the time of revolution

of some s_tel!ite to the time of its central fall on the

planet, concentrated on one point, is equal to 5.66.

Thus, so <_s to obt,_in the time durin,j which a

celestial body (for e_:ample%_ our rocket) falls to the center

(or approximately on the surface), around which it revolves,

the time of sidereal revolution of this body alone the orbit

f ,-
should be divided by 5.oo.

In this way, we shall find, that the l,ioon

will fall to the Earth in 4.8 days (and nights) while the

_artn to the Sun in 64_ days (and ni:hts)
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Conversely, a rocket, !auncked from the Earth

and sto_ped at the distance of the Moo:n, would fly

in the course of 4.8 days (and nights) or about 5 days.

Similarly a rocket, launched from the Sun and

stopped by the influence of its powerful force of _Travity

and the insufficient velocity of the rocket itself, at the

distance of the Earth, would require about 64 days or _ore than

two months (and nights) of flight.

Work of Solar dravitation

Let us determine th_ worh of tke Solar gravity

when the rocket is launclhed from the Earth. Of course,

i.t would be most suitable, if the projectile is launched in

accordance with the annual re'_iution of th_ }_-_t :_ around the siva.

ilere it is permi sible si_ilarily to t_ke cdw_nta_e by the

rotation of our planet around its axis.

The work of the rocket consists of two functions.

_e first is the overcomin_ of the Earth's ,uravity, the

second - the overcoming of the resistance of the atmos_ohere.

For a unit mass, for example one ton, the first work is

expressed by 6,366,000 ton - meters, or b_f a velocity of

11170 meters/second. If the rocket is launched in the

direction of the annual revolution of the Earth, then it

will recede fro_ the >]arth and wili become a satellite of the
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Sun, like the ;arth. I t will similarly haw, a velocity, let

us suppose, (mean veloci;y) of 29.5 Icilo_eters /second .

7in order for it now to rec,,_e completely fro_ the Sun,

it is necessary to increase the work of its annual

revolution two times or a velocity of _, i.e. to increase its

velocity equal to 29.5 (_- I)= 12.21 kilometers second.

2_e total work is expressed by a relative number (11.17) 2

+ (lP.21) 2_ , whi].e the "elocity, required for acr_uiriu_ the total

.172 ).2 16.5_ hilometers/second.work, will be 11 + _ < - =

As there is no second suppo/t at the rocket, it must

immediately acquire this velocity, oushin!; itself away from the

Earth. If we are to take adv_ut_ e of the rotation

of the equatorial points of the Earth, this velocity still

decreases by 465 meters/secoud and will be 16085 meters/second

i.e. about 16 kilometers / second. 2his velocity is more

than sufficient for a flight to any planet of the Solar system.

With the rocket it is possible to wander eternally amidst

the stars (suns), never coming to a stop. Only i_: will

;e impossible to fly out or more exactly, to recede eternally

from our _iilk7 Way. If _e shoul_ t_he it into our head

to start !_he flight a;Tainst the a_nual r,_volution of the

Earth, then an enor _ous velocity and awful work would l)e

required, so as to overcome the Solar gravitation. In

fact, iu the first instance, we recede frorl the Earth, but

do not lose again our annual velocity of 29.5 ]cilometers/

second. 07u pushin_; away from the Earth in the opposite directiDn_
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so as to rec_<e from the Sun, we must not only lose this

velocity but acquire still more a velocity of 41.7 kilometers/

necond i.e. a to_al of 71.2 km/second, a!uai:_st the annual

_ motion, iU_e eioi_ire for work willvelocity, our

_ 2be 71.2 - + 11. g = 72.1. This velocity is 4)_ times

more, while the work resuired would be more than _0 times,

and the quantity of the explosive substances unimaginably

jireat. The launchiug of the projectile in the direction

normal to the annual orbit of the Earth is less d±sadvantageous.

Resistance of t_ne AtT1ospher_ to t}_e

!L°.t_°_n °.f-i!.r°.Jec t iI e.

For the time being we shall sinew, that the

resistance of th? _tmosohere is in_i_nificant work in

co _parison witi_ th_ wor[ of jravit_tion. We si_all

subsequently discuss these problems throughly. Let the

!)rojectile have a p_r0endicular motion. If its velocity is

30 meters per second, it oierces 53 kilometers i.e. almost

the entire atmosphere in 33 second's. !_esides, the

1_laxi_um velocity is one hilometer _oer second. 3ut, you

_[now, this velocity is at an altitude, where there is almost

no air. We can take the average velocity not more than

o

O.p xu/s.c ores_ure at 4M _, the cross-section of the rocket

will _rot e<ceed lOOT in case o _'such a velocity, accordin_

to the i<_own formulae. _u+ as the rocket is very long,
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and has a :::ood shape and moves very f)st this pressure

in the plane cross-section decreases at least 100 times.

It means, it will not be more than one T. Our larse

rocket wei:]ks not less than lOT. In this way it is 40

times ::_ore than that, which expresses the average resistance

of the atmosghere. The total work of the orojectile, or

thewa_k of gravitation, of course, will be a thousand

times more than the work of resistance of the atmosohere.

From this it is also _vident that air must not have a

noticeable effect on the velocity of the rocket.

We are givin{; a t:ble, containing the data about

tke quantum of enersy,lioer_ted o: the combustion of

different subst_nces, and attributed to one kilof_ram of

the substance.

_SLE 1.

Combustion, own oxyLsen.

i2_ and 02, we£er vaoor is

obtained

Ditto, !0ut w_ter is o>tained

Ditto, buL ice is obtained

large Work V_locity

alories k[!i/m met/sec

5200 1.37.10 ° 51_0

3736 1.6.10 ° 5600

3816 1.63.106 _650

Ratio of

work.

1.702

1 •730

Coutiuuation ..........
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_- -J-" •.... J-4
0 L! bl J±b_ d. U._. 0 i] oe****m.

C and 02, Co 2 is obtained. 2200 0,94.10 ° 4290 1.000

Petrol H6 C 6 and 02, H2, ant

Co 2 is obtained.

Combustion.©xy _en from

outside.

2370

Larvae
calories

1 .oi .lO 6

Work

kJm

445o

Velocity

m/second

1.078

Ratio of

work.

H2 burns, H20 is obtained

C burns, CO 2 is obtained

i?f:irocarbon burns,

i20 are obtained.

Radium

28780

f" 0o0o0

12,3.106

6
3.46.10

15520

$240

13.o8

3.673

CO 2 and 10000

1300o

1.43.10 9

#.28.qo d

5.56.10 6

9160

10440

4.545

o.611 .IO 12

5.909

3.44.106 0.6_.106
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_e haw_• seen that the work of gr<_vitation

of the Earth for one :ilo ?i_anlof mass constitutes 6.37 106

]:iloira1:! - Iz_eters - or velocity at 11 kilor]eters/second.

With this work we shall co:_pare the energy , which may be

at the disposal of _nan. 2he u\)per portion of the t_ble

relates to the occasion, when we fly in the vacuum and need

our own, reserve of oxygen. In this case the energy of the

explosive substances is at least 4 times that required for

esca.)e from _ravitatioi:i, assumfng: the com:olete utilization

of co::bustion, fhe corresoonqin!_ velocity is about ttJice

le;_. 21!e lower oortion of the t_:)le rel:_tc's to the flight

in the air, were we can orrow oxygen from the surrounding

medium, and need not store it in the rocket. In such a case,

the available energy will be about 2 times that recuired and

the velocity too will be insi_]nificant.

In general, it follows that the ener_y of the

e_losive substances is far from being sufffic[eLt for

enabling these substances themselves to acquire a velocity

that would free them from the terrestrial gravitation.

It is not difficult to prove primarily, th,_t,

in m_ite o:_"ti_is, the projectile may acquire any" _<.locity_

it costs only to store a little more of the explosive

material. When the r :_,erve is unity in relahiou to the

weight of the emoty projectile, evidently, the velocity
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$

will be close to 5 Km/s_;cond because tile oushin -o away

ma_ses are similar. On the relative reserve of 3 units, the

velocity of the rocket will he already 10 hilometers/second.

In fact., discardin_i two units of the explosive substances,

_,_eshall acquire the velocity (with surplus) at 5

kilometers/second. Explodin S the residue we shall

increase the velocity of the rocket still by 5 <ilometers/

second. We shall in all acauire a velocit?_ of 10 kilo!?eters/

second. 2bus, we shall prove easily, that in case the

reserves of exolosive substances are 7.15 and 31 we shall

obtaiu the velocities of the ship. At 15.20 and 25

kilometers/second, iieanwhiie even for freein_ froi_, the Solar

gravitation velocities of 165-17 kilos ters per second

are sufficient.

Disinte_ration of _toms is a source of enormous

euergy, as is evident from the last column of thee table.

2his energy is 400,000 times more than the most powerful

chemical energy, l_shortcomin_ is that it is extremely

costly, not readily available and outflows very slowly,

although_it may continue for thousands of years. Even

if we added one ]:ilogram of radium (0uautity, still not

available i_l the world), the energy released bTT it,

would give only 15 kilo _ram meters/second, i.e. _nergy of

an ordinaryworker. It means, such a lotor with the same

s See table 1. Combustion of air in oxy#_en (Author).
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_,_'ei:_:ht as that of an aviation otor, will :;)_at least 7

times weaker than the latter. ]{owever, we do not yet

hare a _a__mu_ motor, and also the cost of ane kiio i:ram

of r:_dium is not less than one milliard (US billion)

Roubles . But one should not to say that wit:: the

_0assa-e of ti Je cheap and quick e.uer:_:y - rele,:-_si_:: sources

of eners:,_ will :Lotbe discovered.

A__c_uj__imr o__Cos_::ic Velocities in General

'_e can acquire :::uch a velocity also on the

planet. After ]saving' accuire_ it _,'<_recede into the ethereal

spac,o_ w:_nder a;:,idst nlanets_nd even a_ids:_ stars, i3ut

if we do not hrve a reactive device there, our _otion will

_e similar to the ::otio_ o2 _; bo!ide i.e. it will not

depend om our will. Consequently it is impossible to do

without a rocket device.

Acquirin:: velocities on the maz-___l has :]teat

advanta.,:;es, because, _,_ovini: on its surface, we can acquire

a continuous stream or_ e_er_y... , while not losin_<_ the

reserve.

i shall ezamine _:<<Tainunren.lizaole meaus of

acquirin,' cos__ic velocities.

I. it is i.,noossible to launch the }orojectile

from a rot::,.tin:rwheel or a :i,':,ntic merry - So - round_

_) On_6should not for set, this was written in9 Editors.
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since the speed o_ the circumfere::Lce of the wheel,

inde_endeut of its cli_Leu_sions, caunot be rlore than _00 -

1000 meters/second, but this velocity is r_ot cosmic.

Even at this velocity, the wheel must tear asunder due to %he

ce_r_rifu_:;al force. ;3esides not one of the organisms can

withstand its actio:_ even if the diameter of the wheel

were one kilometer.

2. A short canno:_ is imnossible since the relative

,uravity i_ the orojectile will throw the or;anisms into

confusion. Even a cannon wit:_ a !enjth 6 kilomel:ers, is

small. Should we put the projectile into motion b_/ gas,

ez,_losive substances, or electror_la:netic force or powder

it is all the same.

3- ,A vertical c_uuon is also i_racticable, since

_uch a structure i__ case of a lar{;c hei_ht is not :_easible.

4. he horizontal c _n_ou is im:0racticable,

indeoende_t of its length, since th_ orojectile o_ flying

out quickl7 loses all its velocity i_u the ie.u_e layer of air

(table 2). Fro_ the eirhth column of the t_b]e it is evident_

t!_at a rocket _lei_hiu_ 10 tons, with au ar_ of the

transverse cross -s<;ction as :+ _[2 o_ horizontal motion

at 8 l_ilometers per seconC loses ,_°n_ of its kinetic

ener_]y. 2his ;s on flyin<; 50 I:ilo_::eters. B_t you ![now,

on such a velocity, it _:_oves i_1 a circilinear way, but

comes o _t fro:_ the utmosohere. I,ler /ore, iw will lose
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quickly all its velocity either earlier than it will fall

o" the Earth. O_ a _elocity of 16 kilo_eters/,_ecou_i it

wi]], lose _)0%of its energy. If the roc',_et has :_ small mass i.e.

without th, resence of explosive substances, for exsmple,

a mass of 1 ton, then at a velocity of 4 kilometess/second it

will readily lose half of its energy. The massiveness

/"
of t_e projectile very much f_cilitates its f!i_ht. From

the tenth columu of the table is is evident, that the

ca_mon on the highest mountains is toler_ble, since

the camnou ball even on a velocity of 12 hilometers _0er second

loses only 13.6% of its enero_y.

5- Acquirin_v of cosmic velocity o_i mall circular oaths

is impossible, since the; centrif_fjal force destroys the

orzauism , although the well fixed ,_th ou the soil ',;ill

not be destroyed.

6. l_ipracticable is also the acquirin_$ of cosmic

velocity on the immense paths, situated horizontally

along the equato _, because the resistance of the air, as

in the oreviou_ c_se, consumes the entire velocity.

:2_e wheels for the movin_ cosmic ....v _n_cle (for relievin S

of friction) are not suitable.

_a_eous and esLoecially elextrom_jnetic cannons,

v_Jth length not !e_s than 60 kilometers, located in a

alanti_2 rla uer o_ the _ount_ins, so that the frazzle juts out
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._ADL _' 2.

All rocXets are 10 T. Area of the transverse cross-

s_!ctioi!tLIv__. Ut]I_mz8.tzon. ox orm lOOp. o_ec-Lfic
• e. c

f<r_ayitiLo_f_aj__ris 0.O013 of the s_ec_zi ,-ravity of

w._tTr- R epir_ARnce 9/ _iSAJ%!]]PTJ%azeaj- the constant

v_!iAcj..tz, of_ t f%t Aztoj c:c t i i e.

1. Velocities xiloq_._ers

second.

on the 6400_!. Pressu e o_ air

surL_:ce I+__ for T. P =
0.0001 cm _ x 4.

Pre ;sure on the rocket on

utili_:ation by 100 °, T.

aork of the ro._._t on for-

ward <ush for 10 kilomete-

rs, thousand Ton Neters.

64

640

6

4400

144

1440

256oo

256

2560

10

40000

4oo

4000

12

576000

576

5760

16

102400

1024

10240

15600

1156

11560

If the rocVet_ wei-hs 10 tons, _,le** for _,,r_miu_,:> the_ terrestrial ,r_vit

work not less than 6370000.10/2 = 127,400,000 tib neters, We >ultipl7 by

2 since utilization is not more than 501_ of tile energy of the exolosion.

/-
O.

7.

<>

.

10.

Work of r=sistance relative

to the work of explosive

su%stRnces at -;o,_/Run 10

kilometers.

Ditto, but relative to

the work or motion of the

nrojectile, ,

Ditto, on a run of -_0 ;:i
,_/

<ilom _ters, ,o.

Ditto, if the launched

rocket wei-}hs 1 ton, )

9.50

I .00

5.00

5o

I .13

2.26

11.3o

!13

3.4

2.02

4.04

20.2

202

6.0

3-15

6.30

31 -5

315

9.4

4.54

9.08

45 •4

!*54

13.6

6.06

16.12

8o. 6

8O6

24.2
Car non at a kei__ht of _. 1.5

8 kilometer at 10 m run
c I

50 kilo_leters, work, ....

* 2he oroblem of the resist_nc_ of air at velocities, indicated in the table,

have been uo to this time insufficinet!y studied. K.E. fsiolkovskiy

calculates it accordin" to his theoretical for,Julae (Editors).

c_.10J

0Io. 20

91.0

I0

27.5
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to a tel_:i_t of o kilometers, where air is a!re_,d2_r_h_,ee

times rarefied. _",is arran_ment oossess some de::]ree of

practica:>ility.

About the fact, that the cannons cannot be small,

uuch has been _:_ritten. We shall refer to several works.

Let us suppose, that a man, i_imersed in water, may withstand

the relative gravity, 100 times _ore than the Earth's

Consequently, the acceleration of the projectile in the

cannon can ot _e uore than 1000 meters/second 2 (10 x 1OO).

If it is necessary to ,et rid of the Earth's sra,:ity,

then we shall have to acquire a velocity of 12 kilometers /

second i_ the bore. This can ....- done in 12 seconds.

The avera]_ velocity of the cannon ball will )e 6000

meters/second. In 12 second_3 it will cover 72 kilomet rs.

This is the minimum length of the- cannon. But in all

_Lre I______.
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probability, it must be 10 times _<,ore, since man _'i!l

not su_tain _!ore, than ten-fold weig?_t i_ tile liquid.

Small st_el cannons ar_ suit_le only for !aunchin U of

compact steel projectiles. And such cannous must be at

least 1OOtimes lon]er than the artillery pi_ces, otherwise

projectiles even without people will _e shattered.

At iirst sight it appears, that ga_, the

velocity of the particles of which at ordinary temperature,

does not e×c_ed 2 Km/sec, cannot cive cosmic v.locities.

]_ut we shall now rectify this mistake.

imaiTine a large storage - tank "A" with hydrol;en

or some other gas and contiguous to it a cylinderical barrle

B (fig. 1). Pressure is exerted on the projectile, the more

constant it is, the more in volu_.e the storaTe - tank 'A'

is co_<_)ared with that of the c%,l_nder 'ii3'. It means,

in an emergent case, work, obtained by the cannon ball, is

pronortional to the square root of this len:jth. Consequently_

it ix infinitely great. This strangle an paradoxical

conclusion is exnlained by the fact, that the work'_is done

at the cost of sa_eous ma_r_s A. And since it can be 2reat,

then even the work ;]iven to the projectile can be enormous.

You know only an insi<[nificant mass of gas in th_ br_rrel and

A
in the projectile itself acquires jreat velocity. <_he remaining

mass in the storafe - tank 'A' nossess a small velocity,
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but then it cools down. A_ +_ cost of this huge released

quantit?_ of heat the work of motion of' the caunon !_all and

the c,;as in the barrel 'B' is acquired. It is clear, that

for acquirin:_ the maximum work and velocity, the heating up

of the gas by steam jets or by one o:i:the many other

methods, is useful. He-.tins up by the electric current,

by mea_s of cables stretched through 'A' is convenient.

i z the follo_,_in_: calculations we shall cor_sider

that the pressure on projectiles is constant i.e. th- very

large storage tank A is filled ,,_ith h dro_uen and heated up.

On hydro :en nravity _cts 14!/2times we ker, than on air

(in respect of the condensation below) and, therefore, we

shall take the density of the gas in he entire system

as constant notwithstandiu the _reat height of the muzzle.

We shall obtain the equations:

P = o .n.F, (I)
-a

j: L_3= P:G, (2)

v = _, (3)

t =_ 2L : j, (4)

K = j • _3. (5)

From these formulae we shall find,
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j = s3.K, (6)

= (G.j): g3 , (7)

n = P : (S.pa) , (8)

L = V2: (2j). (9)

:{<_ re )

S3 ,

K , is Relative _Travity in the c_nnon ball.

j , Velocity per second of th _ canuou ball.

P , Pre:_sure o_ the cannon- ball.

n , Number of at uos_here_ >f 7)res_ure.

L , Lens;th of the Cannon, (kiio_eters).

t , Time of remainin_ iu the b_rrel.

F , Area of the <:ross - section of the cannon barrel.

V , _i:ximum velocit:; per second.

D, Diameter of the cross - section of the projectile

and of the barrel of the cannon.

Pa) 10 T/H 2 ; Pressure I at_'_os_0h,,_:re;

G , Weig'at of the projectile, determined o'J_the

surface of the Earth;

Acc<:leration due to the Earth's [_r_vity.

With t_.e help of _hese iormulae, we shall

compile table 1,To. 3-
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Table 3-

A cceleraJcio!\ d7.1e ":_9_t_.e_J_a_r_tju's iravity g = IO

.m_eters/s______eC_Lj_i_izj_t.o fthe o Fo_ectile G 10 T.

Pressure of the atmos_hez'e Pa =IOt / ].12

I

K

j , M/cek 2

?, T

q

r,, KM

t, CeK

F, M 2

, KM/c ek

D, M.

IO

qoai

102

10

72O

120

1

12

1.13

2 3

1O0 10

103 102:

103 102

100 1

72 720

12 120

1 10

12 t2

1.13 3-57

4 1

100 I

10 p I

lO 3

10

72

12

10

12

3.57

100

103

103

100

32

8

1

8

1.13

1 O0

10 3

103

100

144.5

17

I

17

1.13

7

1 O0 I0

10 } 1021

I

10 3 102
I

lOO lOl

3 80

4 40

1 1 i

4 4
I

1.13 1.13i

1000 100(

_o4 io4

102 104

_o3 1o3

1.2 72

1.2 3.8

1 I

12 38

1.13 1.13

1 oool

10 g

104

72!
!

3.8

10

38

3.57

1000 1000C

lO 4 lo 5

1o 4 io5 !

10 2 103

720 720

12 3-$

10 10

12C 380

3-57 3-57

14

40

4o0i

4o0

I0

80

2O

4

2.21
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_ro,.i the _-_ !e it L_z evident, !_a_ on the

com_z"ession of _ases uo to 10_90 atmos_heres and in case of

the len!Tth of the ca_non being 72% <ilometers, it is

possible to acquire a v _locity of 380 kilometers per

second, _hereas for overcomiug the solar attraction and

,..:L_nderin_ iu the i.iilky Way, a velocity of only 17 kilometers/

second is necessary/ From the si_th column of the table

it is evident_ that this velocity is acquired durin_T

relative cravit;f at lOO-f01d compression of the [_as in case

the length of the cannon is 145 kilometers. From the eighth column

it is evident, that the velocity of 4 kilometers is acquired on

IO-fold gravity, on co_npression at 10 at_:qos-oheres when

tile len_t_ of the cannon is 80 kilo_qeters. If the transverse

cross-section of the _arrel is to be increased 4 times or

the diameter 2 times, column 14 the velocity of the same

i_a_s will iucre _se two times, i.e. it reaches the first cosmic

velocity (so as to become the satellite of the Earth close

to it). '_e length of the cannon and compression of the

gas will remain the same, but the acceleration and the

relative gravity will increase four - fold.

Electromagnetic cannon, s possess great advanta_e,

since they do not require stor_:e ta_ks, are more feasible,

economical and have ample influx of secondary energy in all

their fields and ar_ easily fed b? ca_l_s from later_l

stations.
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Can_o_s, with the passa e of time, may find

_reat ap_lication for massiw_ launchi_ S of nrojcctiles :

for cosmic i_misration on a larg,_ scale an_ as supplement

to the rocket system. In fact, on acquiring the first

cosmic velocity of 8 kilometers per second with the help of a

cannon, the projectile returns to the Earth and breaks to oieces

owing to the fact that its velocity is not narallel to the

Equator (or the meridian). For the first imnortant

achi_;vements, i.e. for s_ttiement iu the neishborhood of the

Earth, but outside the atmosphere, a combination of the

cannon method with that of the rocket system is necessary:

the >rojectile acquir<,s a v, locity, minimum _] Km/sec, but

later adds to it by explosion lille a rocket. Since the

direction of the explosion is variable ,_nd de i_<;nds on us,

the _rojectile can acquire sufficient velocity ou the

circumference and will become a nei_i_boring little moon of

t'e Earth.

_'e can do, without the rocket when the projectile

(launched from the cannon) must get upon the orbit of the

Sarth or fly in the neishbor-hood of the planets of our

Solar system. As in that case, it must free itself from the

Solar attra'tiou and _,an,_er amidst other suns, in the Hi!ky

Way.

At an/ rate the cannons (includin/ electromasnetic)

owin_ to their rear dimensions are horribly costly, less

feasible (at the present time), and moreover, reactive devices
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can do even without them.

Performance of the Rocket.

A rocket in compariso _ with a cannon is exactly

what a bacterium is in comparison with a_ elephant • I

call reactive device a rocket, _,rhich moves by the push of the

substances, stored in it before hand. f _ere is no machine and

no organism, w_ich would not push away m_tter from it:

human bein>'s %ive off cutaneous vapor continuously, similar

to the steam engine (turbine), but this performance is weak

as compared with other forces, workinz in them, and therefore

such devices ar_ not to be called reactive. A rocke_ used

as a device is si_ilar to a rocket used for amusement.

Its difference from other vehicles and ships lies in the fact,

that the latter push away the substance, held outside them.

Coefficient of Useful Work
(_if_.cl_nc_] of a Rocket

Let us first _'_ealwl'_n the imnonderable_ _nergy,

electricity, th," mass of which may be ne:<lected. L_-t us also

suppose, that the orojectile is not subject to the force

of [_ravity and other external forces. Then for both the

stationary masses, pushed away _oythe intermec]iate non-

material force, _;,ehav_, on the basis of the law of

preservatiou of :uotion.
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MIW + M2c = 0.
(12)

if the velocity of the rocket 'C' is taken

as nositive, thef the velocity of th_ rej-cte_! material

W will be negative, since the cuantum motion is nil and can

not be _ chanced by internal forces. M 1 and M 2 denote

t e masses _f rejected material an _ the rocket respectively.

Work, acquire_] by a rocket will be

2

M2c (13)E
2 - 2. "

•Work of the mass _ushed away, will be

M 1 W 2

El - 2 "
(14)

Coefficient of useful Work (CUU) (Efficiency)

- of the rocket, or the consumption of energy by rocket,

will be

_= El -,_E2 = I : ÷ E2 = I: + M2c2

But from equation (12) it is divident, that

M 1 : M 2 = - c: W. (16)
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It m_ans the (CUW) Zfficienc.? of the rocket is

W
'1(_= 1 : 1 - --- = 1 : 1 +

c

142

1'I1

Hence it is clear, that the les_ than mass of the

rocket in ]_roportions to the mass of the rejected materila,

!:he greater is the efficiency (CUW). Table _ has been

calculated accordin C to last formulae.

Table 4.

Mass of the

rocket

Mass of rejec-

ted material.

M 2 10

M 1 O

C •U.W.

(Efficiency) I 0

Ditto ,,'J % 0

9

1

0.1

I0

8

2

0.2

2O

7

3

0.3

3O

6

4

0.4

4o

i

0.5

5O

f

0.o

6O

__ .._

3

7

0.7

7O

2

8

0.8

8O

I

9

o.9

• q

9O

0

10

1

IO0

From the table it is evident, t.ut CUW (Efficie_cy),

in practice, cannot be e_tual to unity, since t-le rocket _.l_ays

h.?.s so':e mass. Whe_ the masses of the rocket and the r_jcted
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material are equal, the consumotion constitutes 50,1_.

But that will _t hao en, if the projectile from

its o,_inr_'serve already oossesses so_.e velocity, for

e:_ample, acquired througi_ electromagnetic cannon, or

explosio i or other means. Here there may be an interestinL_

case, when the consumotion of ener_y inde]_endent of the

r:acs of rejectel material may be 100%. In fact, if the

rocket, for example, possesses a velocity of I meter/s_;cond,

tilen, puttin Z aside the element of rejecteJ material

to the opposite side by a rel_ttive velocity of I meter

secnnd, we shall o ,tain small _rticles of zi_e rejected

mat0rial with ebsolute velocity bein" z_ro. It is c!ear_

that the entire spent work has uone into the credit of the

orojectile. In the case under _iscussion in place of

e-,uation (12) we shall jet:

_1 (w + v) + M2 (c + V) = (I:I 1 + ,2 ) V. (13)

On si_'olificr_tions ,Te shall obtain formula (12)

and all the conclusions rcs_l_znu _,from it. iIere V is the

total initial velocity of the system before c_scardin Z.

Further we have

E2 - 2

M2
(c + V)2

M1
(-_ + V) 2

_1 - 2

(19)

(20)
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V) 2
7

(W + |

(o ÷ "vTr--]
l (-:1)

Accordin< to formulae (IS) or (12) instead of

this we sh_.ll find,

_/_= 1 :I1 -

c (w + v) 2 ]

w (c + v)2 -] (22)

If th_ 'ocket has an increase of w._locity

(in that very direction, of course), then the rejectec1 material

possesses a ne_uative velocity. If still the velocity of

the rejected material is eoual to the total velocity of the

rocket V = W, the the numerator in for,_iula (2_2) is equal

to nil, and therefore _ = I, i.e. th_ consumption o, the

energy is full or 100%. It means, it is advantageous, so

that the particles of the rejected material were pushed

away into the exactly o:)posite direction due to the motion

of projectile wit_ a v_-locity of th<._ rocket itself. 2hen

we shall obtain ideal cousumption of the consumed work.

3ut we have in mind from the reserved mass of

t/_e r<_.j'.cted material in question to acquire the ._aximum

velocity of the projectile. It it: aivarta;::eous to liuh the

rejected material with energy, so that in itself sinultaueously

becomes the SourCe of <_.nerTy. Otherwise, the precess will

deter:iorate. In z'a_t, if we take, for example, ::and

for rej<,cted material with oxycen (like the lin: of ener.7, with

Accordinj to absolute value (£ditors).



rejecte(] r;1ot rial), then we economize less than if we

were to %ake in rese±'ve o_!, combusti _le suT;stsnces.

In the second case, in unit mass of the

reserve material the energy in it is _ore and therefore,

a sreat velocity of rejected material is obtained, and

consequently, also of the rocket. In ;eneral, eneri'y

is material, liot to spee,k of exolosive substances_

even electricity and li ;ht are material. In order that the

projectile accuired the meximu::l velocity, it is ne.::essar>, that

each particle of the oroc]ucts of c_mbustion or other

rejected material acquireS_ the maxinu._1relative velocity.

It is const3nt for the specific substances of the rejected

material. What is the sense, if we economize energy, not

h,_vi t rejected material? The economy of ener_,v must not

table olace me 'e : it is disa_vantajeous and _ot possible.

In other words, on the basis of the theory of the roc>et it

is necessarT_" to am:ept the constant relative velocity of the

,oartic!es of the rejected material.

It is alto :ether di±'ferent when it is a reactive

air _lane, which c:_n make use of air as an object of

_,'ejected material. Here, it is adv-_ntageous to ecouomize

the reserve energy, which meanwhile, must also be made use of

as rejected material. ]3_t suct a projectile is not a purely

reactive _evice.
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i£e:LO.Cl RJ. o.£ _%_iLq_.: }.oc,%e A o! - U s e ..)£f.._9 e_

from Outside.

2here m.:_-,,be an occasion, when, alon C with the

energy of the rejected material we have an influx of ener[y

from outside. _2his influx ma,; be fed fro,_ the Eart]_ at the

ti_:e of the :_otion of the projectile in the form o:L' radiant

ener :y from one or the other wave lensth , as well as in the

form of alpha and :)eta - _Darticles: it may also be obtained

from the Sun.

The terrestrial influx of ener_Ty is temptin :,

_ut tb_ere ar_ les._ data. for its consineration. Ti%e Solar

., _ai_es - c:knfl<tx of enersv _ "" place, when the rocket is alr:_ao,<

outside the a !:'_os_o:]e_-e._ In bot_ the c-_se;_ _-_'_,.:,_reserve

rejeete,_ material is not needed, since the enersy , flo<.£ns

from outside, itself holds rej -_ "_ : "al in the form

of 06 and _ - _0articles. Only it is necesso.rf to kuow

:ow to control their direction, o.s desired, i_he process

would .e clearer_ if we ==_ore up a r die-active substance.

_o._ velocity el' its o(_= _icles i:_ so e_ormous, that

the mass of its 'eserve may :'e very small in co_!_]ari8on with

the mass f _-: _ _ -t _-_ _e _, be_l_J roc:<et, so that thJ. s a-;l_....... o

considered -_'r } iu the .,.co]:o,_ __ _, .us csse of e]ler._v, flowi_r' from

outside.
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in suc% a cas-_ we he.re

d W d H1

W M2 (23)

Where _'Jis the _.-_a._ive ve!oc" _z_y of the oarticles of the

rejected materir_.l for example, the alnha particles.

lute 'rati'nN, we shall obtain, assumi,],r: the direction of

launchin S as constant:

W

C - H2 H I + c o , (24)

where Co is the initial velocity of the rocket before

launchin!] or exolosion. If it is equal to '_ero, then

H 1

c = _ w. (25)

From the formula it is evident that the final

velocity of the :orojectile is proportional to the

relative reserve of the rejected material (or, in seneral_ the

rejected material, since the reserve may no: be ) an4 the

relative velocity of the rejected material (for example,

alDha - oarticles).

then

If,

W = .3 x 100o meters/seco!Ld; 1,11 = H 2 ,

c = 3 x 108 meters/second.
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This velocitj is 18000 times more than that, w_ich

is __._ed_d__ for overcomin S the a_trcction:_ of the Sun. The

energy of this motion is 52_+ illiou times more, than needed.

Flrfing with such a velocity, the ethereal ship will reach

the nearest sun or the other nearest solar system in % years.

Here, it is _)resumed that the ener_,_, iS borrowed, from outs_de_

For the application 6f the formula to the radio-active

substance it is necessary, tha_ %he ratio 141 : N 2 were less.

If for example, it is e_ua! to 0.1 then to reach the other

neishbori_ ? sun, a period of !+0 years is required.

From _e Sun it is not possible to obtain so many

_oarticles, because on recession from it (the Sun) th-_ flux of

particles almost stoos, besides, the known radio-active

substances, _et disinte ;rate,i ery slowly and yield ver}_

insufficient work per secoud. _heir quantity, availa)le to

man, is also slisht. But the future is uukno',;n: the ;lobe

of the Earth an its u_>stances have _ee_ very ].ittle

iuvesti 'ated. It may still yield much more than unexpected,

We shall replace in formula (25)_

while,

f

W = 50 x 10 ° meters/second.

C = 17 x 10 ] meters/second.
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that is, such a velocit:,r of the projectile as i:-_only a little

larger than the required one for eternal recession from the

Su.n.

Dropping the sign, which occurs in formula (16),

that is, taking for 'C' and 'W' the same sign, we shall get,

H1 c

H 2 - W " = 0.00052.
(26)

It means that the relative mass of the rejected

material, or the radio-active subst,.nce, in this case constitutes

@bout 1/2000 of the mass of the projectile. If, for exRmple,

it weighs one ton, then the mass of the rejected material comprises

only 565 grams, or less than 1_ ibs. T;_e m.uss of the

rejecte: _ material is so small, that the mass of the rocket

may be considered constaut aud the fordulae a_nlied are

almost without er::'ors on use of a suitable radio - active

substance in future, if only their velocity is of such an

order as the Jelocity of the alpha - particles (electricity

or radium).

_J'hat kind of utili_ation of energy will be ?

'_/eh_ve,

H2 2

%- 2 c , (2?)

H1 W2
_'1 = 2 " (28)
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Coefficiml_" or" useful work will be (see _)

I'.iI ,,i:-

_1= 1 : + I'i_°__ c2 "
(29)

:.,ith the helo of (26) _,_eshal' o])tain,

'_= 1 : 1 + = 1 : + .
c H 1

(3o)

.,]hen ,..rehave to r'eal _Tith radio-activ u}s_ aces

or wi +_. ener<v,_ f!owinc in _,.=o_:'__ out. ide, the:_ the r:..tios

in the last ,7or,"=ul.:_ ,,_-,e v_y :"-'er.. _.n.:] the:_efo,,e we shall

h:lve

M I
c (i}q)

- W - H 2 "

.....-:_u,o.,-_i:.;a :]i._rm'_,_tle c:_ ;e, when I[2_ : h I = 1765_,

tXe coefficier_t :_f ::x-e:Jul work (CU.,) is about 1
o

2000

.._Ithough the utilisation is disadvanta_eous, the reserve,

of the 'ejected material tke other hand is destroyed.

I Franklin's wheel, tho uti!i:'e.tion is a;_v;._.n-

%:{ ,eo;.Is, bec_]_se %] e oa; ,.1c± .s set in motioR are e:normous

corolla'ably the mass of air (elect-_ical wind). But in the

vacuum the utilization of enersy is so small, that the wheel

does not rota.te, i.e. the work o'L,-cazne<.'_:ap_not overcome

friction. '21e -0rinci'oie o£ £r ,u fin's wheel could n,,v

:_pb!i,":_tio: duri'-_: tXe f]iEht o _" _Le 0;-o "ectile in the air.
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Conversion f _hermal i:]ne-ccy into i:echanical

l_otion.

e shall now nay :_t!ention to the exniosive

s _1_....... nces. sou0_ce of their ene_ :.:; ___s cmc__._"_': "al affinity

i _:ene 'al they yield only _ _ . n _"_ _ , _ea_, i.e. i_ _egular l _mon of

-<;,_r,icles (:-_olecules). _{ <ecial machi_:es are needed, so

as to obtain fro : ::,ucJl a mo_1on (from heat) the motion of

particles _ si_lult:_n_eouslv oarallel and moving in one

direction, in a word, the motion is simole and visible.

Yor a _,::active _'i_'_,mc it is necessary, so that the la_7est

:_ossible <_ortion of the _hermal or chemical ene,_-v,__ o_.

articles is converted into their coordinated translatory

motion. Then only heat vanishes, and i_ its exchange we

shall obtain mecha ical motio_ or a fast moving jet.

For this our_ose a long oioe is e:_mloyed. On one end

of it explosion or co:_b,_stion is cnrried out while from

_;le other e11d _:lses o.n<! vo,:]ors s,,,lllul,y .....le.,_{,e .

w:_qls of +he ']Joe hnve the )rope_:'t:/ of ,Ji_e_t 4 .....in one

, ;_l_ _ere:_t sides _lu_tuating_ thermaldirection irre:_ular in _'-"_ " _ (

or chemic_l ::otion (incons_icuous, perc_-ptible li_e he _t)

to convert it i _to flux, si_.ilar <:o the fluvial, h_t it is

necess:_v th;_-h the p:_.oduc is of combustion t:._ere -_,seous nr

• ],r _-'_, • J- .va:_oros (vol'_tile) wroth the io ......._ possibi temperature

of lieu _f::_ction.
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q- ' 1 e ._±I' it is so, znn_ the ,as e oandin[] in the nii_e,

cools (]own r_,o:<_ _:_'_ _o,_n, he:_t v nlsses, c:la!l_'In£ i£to

}N_seous jets. If the _xi )e is _:nor-_ _, then the SaS. escaoes

from it, h;:<vin_ a i_.i£h te_rr'erature, an(_ eners.y will not

be utili:_ed (this i_a hens in cannons and suns). _fter

emergin fro_the oipe, the _N_.s continues to expand and

cool down, but the motion takes _lace in _" _

directions, which ix not suit_;b!e for us. Still worse,

£r the explosion takes platte without a pipe. 'foo lon[_

a pi._e is <_dvant:<!_eous, but it will add weight by its own

mo.s_ to the rocket an<! therefore, it is also not suitable.

On six-fold expansion of Nases the absolute

. e _ milltemple _ature lob;era down twice The utiliz_tion of h <'._

be 50:,!5. On an expansion of 56 times, utilisation is

already _,_5c_,etc. Thus, the. ioe _:ust be so m_ch lons, that

the {as on emersence expands at least 56 times. Still

better if it is q5£'0 times. '2hen the loss of the entire

thermal ener[;:f is only 5"_. Com-_letely unsuit:zble _re

tl_e substances, }£ieldin S vo!utile p-:.o<]ucts, for examnle

tke oxide of calcium : enersy is !a:"_e, but to utilize

it is dif icult since the c s no Nas (it is onl?T the_-e

on very a high tem_e_'atu e, as on the _un) the e is no

ex:0;,,nsion. Vaoors prochJ, c,_s a<,-e tole_<ble, in _)articular,

i_ _ mixture ,;ith S; ses. For example, on combustion of

hydroc_.rbons with oxysen or with its nitrosen coN ooun_s

S---_es (ca_bonic acid g_as nitros;en) _:.n w:_ter v_nor a_e
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-ele_'see:. t_, hcr_v%r ex }ansion first of all they liquify

into droos of _,',ter vnoor. _hlt in the presence oi" Sases

they transmit their he_:_t to gascon, u,hich utilise their

ener&_y. ;}i:.ilarly, enezNLv e!eased on tile £r_eezing of

w_ter may also be _tilized. Absolute tem_,e'_,.ture of the

ex_}lodins £,_<_ses in the first instance, must a rain I0,000 °,

but at this temoerature only a small portion ol elements

is in the comn_und, stote the remainins past sets

dissoci:ited. %_he £'irst, compli.::_ted part onl/ on it:;

expansion am the lowe ins of tem oe_ tu e sraduall_f increases.

_Pherefore, the temperature of the ex<olo li substances

in the proceeding ha'd!7 exeeds _000 °. 0_ t iis basis in

t;_hle _5, we e,press by _umbers not the de =_ee of heat, but

the notential energy. However, ; tatting from 1000- 2000

t iis will already be the a_'proximate temoer_}ture.

As is evi",e_:t, even o_ _._"_ !m:ation at 9> ,

the temoer,<tu_oe '_till constitutes 552°C. :_t this

temper:_ture v:_po:.s can:-o:: come to liquefication and

therefore on this expansion even the !_ t _,_t he,_h ,;_

liquef:_ction is not utilised, it means, that subse,:iuent

expansio_ is Rdv nt-:_eous, and is possible only in vacuum.

Then the pipe should still be lengthened.

]:'-p!osion on high nressure is soecial!y necessary

at the ti ,e of the flight i' the atmosohere. ]xolosion
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<sn:,ot _vield lovzer pre_sure _,L_.,,..... the .'ttnosphere, bec._use

in that c.,__e theice '_,:oul,4 be no ex:)at_sion nnd :'-o flux.

But on r:iuch hi_.her 7o,_,essure utilization would be still

less than at the lower ore :sure as compared with the

:{Jr pressure. If, for exam01e, the _0_-e.:sure of ._ases is

6 times mo_-e than hh_.t of the air, then the utili:.-,mtion

cam_ot be r,lore than 90<_'. if the 9re-:. ure of ;_u.ses is ]6

times, more than the pre :sure of the medium, then the

utilization is less than 75<_ (table p)-

In the vacuum, it is _. diffe<_ent maturer.

There the elasticit _,"o _ the e>:.nlodin:< _.a es ma- _e

less, onl _ the oipe would be ,'ide_, its wei<d_t _,_ill remain

almost Without change. :2heoreticall,y we would lose little

in utiliz:_tion of the pre _su:-e of the explosion, if onl_r

the :,ocket is in the vacuum ...... ._ it follows, that in

the be cii-< ing of the _lig>.'-of the n_rojectile the press_.re

in the pipe must _.e very _ " _:li$,_ in co._:',_?ari:=_n with that of the

at_osphere: l_{ter to the e.':tent of ;<scent this p.._essu_'e

ma3 _ be lo',_e_ed o_o _oi_tionally, while in the ether,

beyond the air, it may be as '.,eah as desired. In practice

th:s is less ap_)iieable, since the pipe for this purpose

must be sometimes nnr ,ow with thic._1: walls, ond sometimes

:ide with thin "._:alls.

It is nece::_ ary to choose the s veru_ge Dres ure

exceed.ins, of tourise, the _:_t<_osphe<i^ic op_e, <_n.d it is

<_aintained ':ill the ac_ui:{ition of the s%uble nosition,
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similar to the oosition of celestial bodies. .%fret this

the nee su e may be orbitararily small.

Table 5-

Utilization of heat in the 7}ipe.

Expansion of gases I 6 36 216 I "I500

_l)solute temperature
l

_r energy._;

-_"7"e_,_ e °C

2hermal coefficient

of u:_eful work %.

LOSS _ p.

p orox im _ t,_ d eu.;i ty

of _'_ses relative to

the air.

10000

9727

0

tO0

1000

000

4727

5o

167

2500

2227

q25o

977

75 87

25 13

28 4.6

52 5

352

9_

0.77

73oo 46800

7, "]_1= 156

39 -1'+7

97 98.4

3 1.6

0.13 0.02

The ore sure of the ::sine exnlosive :'ubstances

may ch-_nse from _000 atmospheres to the desi_._ed smaller value.

The mctual fr_,ct is, that in one .,'._ndthe c<me pipe the force

of ex:}losion de-oenc;s o' the thorough attention to the mi:in S

o _ eloquent : _" combustion. _"'-'_" " b<'...... _:z.. ms.7_ so co:_o!ete and.

clo:_e t :-t th, "-',:qosio: "_il! b,_- al _ost !.-_omcntary. A>d,



on the cort,,_r,T i* ma:#b<" :Io,;, _ combustiou on bad

L_mxmn_" , "_,_.n.,_th_ com<',onent,_;of tl_e mi:'tu e are very

large. !r, _" _'- . _nus ;:_ore_. _n___ wa',_ the pre ,_u:_e is -.'e 'ul_--.ted "

or less oowe"-ful action of the -0owder de _en<_s on iLs

t_,re-_ar_tion.

On hi_,_h pressure the utilization of energy

is [_r'eat, but it rerN_ires immensely large amount off work

to push in the mass into the explosion pipe. 'fherefore

it is necess_._'y, as fa,-' _s possible, not to lose much in

utilization, to lower down the maximum ore-sure in the

pipe. In the matter tempe 'atu:.e we shall not wiu here.

h" / namely 3000-},LOO0°C. ._rtificialIt is unavoidably lsn,

cooling_ of th,_ e:,,ternal walls of the ni0e is necessary.

e can now point to the ....equired minimum of

pressu-_e_. It is ue7_er_;,e<! by the _,;T'fec_ of the atmoso_eric=._

,,oressure If we start the _'" _. _xm_:,_._ from hiNh mounfi.,-.i_s,

2
the at_osnheric pressure may be :C en at ')-3 !-iloT_o-Tn/cm-

k_h's constitute:; about one tnm_._ o£ tke oressure at the :_ea

level, it means, that the :,,;rs's...... o: emezgi.u S fro:_ the _ioe

must not h_ve a pressure les_ than 0.3 ]Lilo_:ram/cm 2. At

the inta]Le of the ")iRe the ore 'Jure must be at the minir__um,

56 timea more (utilization 75_]) _ s. ._:I<_ , the m_ximum ore_sure

of <_ases must not be less than 10 at:_os-gheres , and iu lower

it 'layers - not less than ]0 atmos<:.her_s. In any case, is

)ossible to limit it to 100 arm ,s-oheres.
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e calcu!_£t> tke value of the ar,_ of the base of

tke cylindrical explosion pi:Je at this pressu,_e. If gle

rocket weighs one ton, _nd with the x<losive material 9

tons, and if the pressure on it exceeds twice its weiNht ,

the: it is neces,'<<}_y to ac,_<uire a oressure of 10 tons

at the bottom of the pipe. The area of the base of the

2
pioe will be equal to 100 cm . 12he diameter of the

2
circular area o£ the base constitutes 11. 3 cm . Xe have

already mentioned, how to acquire low oressure: the larser

the elements of explosion, i.e. the wet; e they are mixed

the weaker i_ the exolosion. All the s <:_e in the

enclosed space, eventually, the pressc<re will attain

enormous magnitude• _ut, first, the _ioe is broad and open,

secondly the blending is such, that, the _re sure is obtained

recruited, i oepeat, that _:e do not lose, in the le st,

the en _ _,_ of co bustion due to weak ore: _,ure On irre_ular

explosion (internal oxplosion in the total mass) cooliug

and visorous motion takes pla_e. But the _otion, uot

como!eti!:i the work is immediately converte{] into heat

and the tem_oeroture is restored. Ph[fsicists per ectly k:_ow

it. if the utilization of enersy is not 2006, on small

oressure, tkeR the _t!;_os'qlore is to blame, it does not

_ormit the exolosive substances to ex0and i! finitely. Sut,

on the other hand, on la'u1e o essure the oi ,e will be sho:'ter,

which yields, _.,ei_ht.o to econoiv,_. In tho _<_c_um b._, incre_,sin_
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the ] n._ on o:7 th_ _i_, _'e can rai e the utili:_,ation o _

I00;_, i_it the length o '_ _-!,o _i_e th_ _,illenergy a!mo _--'-to '/"

be overwhelmingly larje. I have :_roved many times, %h::t

the work of :)u_hin_ the e_<Dlo:_ive materials into the oipe

zs ou_icient!y _:re_t _nd at the maximum pressure is

impossible. For avoid this _ituation it is 0ossible to

do this in such a _._ay,'thut the pre sure in the inta;_e of

the pine is 7.)ezriodicaliy changed, for example, from 200

atmosohere to nil and from r.il to 200 atmos0heres. ±t

_-sJ!7' be varying. T._<_ a..rer.;.:;e )ressure in t]".is case may be

very #:re)t, if only _ an withstood it. Lxplosive substances

here must be oushed in !pe-_iodic_l!y at the moments of the

lOt'/ o_e,=_ pressure. Then the _.,_ork of rushing ±t_ will be

while _'slicht , <,n_ utilization of h :,t or che!iical =_e_c ;ion

:_i!l be much '_e,,t_ er. In the w:_ter, thrusts <_o not

7eflect harmTully on man.

Lotion __ }_ocke% due to exolosion in the Vacuum

and in a medium free from -]r_vity.

__'Ithoug, h it is ot advnut /eo _;: _.) . zve rejected

meterial _--rex'_:¢±ve velocity lar_Ter or smallc-:r than the

absolute velocity- of the :.rcjectile, !:,<.:hon emplo. U :ez_t of

explosiv< sul,stances their re]._tive vrt-locity is automatically

constant. ! <.':ne o.l the gre"_ter, it is, tT_ _. g:re:_,ter velocity.

does the device acquire, if so, then iu the be_'inniug
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the velocity of the '_a-_ticles of the reject:;d material i_

<rer, ter t)'._anthe velocity" of the rocket and utiliz::<tiom

is very sm_ll, later both tke velocities _re e<ma.l i.e.

utilization is complete. 9b_rther, the velocity of the

rejected l_aterial is less, a,nd incomolete utilization

is obtained. !u short, the utilization of enerTy or its

conversio_._ into motion of tke rocket starts from zero and

increasing "r;_,dually, rea_ches up to 100_,_, there<_,fter it

decreases uninterru:_ted!y , comin,T down zero.

t;;_ ex0!osio _,,'e substr{in t_.-Iolosses. In the first

place mo_ all the energy of heat is couverted into the motion

of the rejected material. But the longer the pipe and the

more the gas forming products of the rejected material,

the <mnller ir the loss. Its lii_it is zero. I_ tice,

utilization must not be less than 75_,_. '2e secon_ lossdepen.:Is

on the f_ct, th-_t the rejectec _) material h_r one and the same

relative maxinu;_ velocity, _ot eq.,ta! to the acceler']ted

motion of the )rojectile. As u'e shall see, this loss during

cosmic velocities, co_ustitutes not less than 35_{, while the

utili:,ation - not r_ore than 65%. In a medium of :_r_vi_<_tion,

in which _._elive on the ]']:_,rth,it is less. If _e ta]:e the

secondary utilization at 50<i, then the rocket converts into

its motion about 37_,% (0.7_ x 0.5) of the entire ootential

energy of the _xplosive substances.
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Determi:_ation c)_ the 7elocity of the _oc_<.t

,.t

.,e have in the vacuum and ir the medium, free

from the Larth's cravity

4dXl+ H2dc = O. (32)

Lut 142 consists of the constant mass lq°

(that is, from the projectile, persons reserves :_.n(]vcrious

accessories) and tn.'e v_riable mr, s of the _.-In_ro_.......--_

subst_znces DII_ which having burnt , are thrown out of tlle -ocket.

It means, I'l2 : }{o + }41 . Now instead of (32) 'e have

%'dI..iq + ( '_ + 1! ) ,_ °i'o 1 ._.c = o (33)

iience

dIt 1
- w - de. (34)

1'I0 + }"!1

Inte;<:'atinc, we get,

c : - W in (I,! 0 +I.{i) + const. (35)

('in' denote'_ natural logarithm). Let us s.o,,ose th_{t

iu the boginnin#[ of the explosion the rocket did not move,

i.e. c = 0 and IqI = ilI '
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_onsequcntlj,

I HO + N 1
C = W In 1:0 + M1

(37)

The rocket acouire::, the :_aximum velocity, ,:,hen

the en_ti'e reserve of the :,:o]_osive su:,stances ir_ consumed,

or when H 1 = O.

In this case

= 'J In 1 + 1 (36)
c I H 0 "

...... vz ....nt. 1) that the• .o.. the la::t formula -;::is -_ "_e •

maximur: velocity of -the projectile C 1 is :rer_.ter if the

rejected material il has a gre.:;ter velocity; :_) that C
1

may increase infinitely with the increase of the "elative

1'I1

9uantity _i0 of the rejected material. 5ut this ._:rowth,

in the becinnin_, is sufficiently quick, and later becomes
i,

_I

slower. If _ :ratio NO _"i_
....e in v_ry small, then me.thematically,

it is easily o oved ' C I ,,_ . it means,
than = _r that

Ii O !

in this case C I is orooortional to the re_:erve _tl • On

tR_. contrary, withiu the !i:_its, 'h-n +_:m ....._ ,_io (see ZS) ms"

very. ::-'en_t i.e. th :_,-owth:.... o" '_locit *T. . ,,,il7. _ be '_"÷.._ _o_inarily,

Ii. 1

c I in i_0 ,

slow; 3) t:=at the velocity of the rocket does not change, if

the ratio MO remains onstant. _rom this it is evident,
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that the cosmic v,_locitF does not de oond o_ the absolute

val_e of the r.iass of the projectile, in ether uords, the

mass of the rocket and its load are ;,_rbit_rily £:re:_t, if

they at< _iot considered by other :onditions; !_) t_,_at the

final veiocit does not der,end on the o:.der of the

explosion. ,,hether the explosion 17oes by evenly or not,

for sec'_nds or thousonds of years - it is all immaterial.

i_ven the intervals do not mean auythin_T.

Let dt denote the element of time,

i,'rom (34) :re shall find

j__£_c (- ctI,.I1 )
dt = i'i 0 + i.iI dt "

z 0(. _)

'_ e ..._0_ e_)_Oc) ;icc,:le:fntiol! Per-h, first pa't e"'l..........

second in the motion of the rocket i.e. th _'orce created

in it b::,the relative j'avity (although in our condition

there is no gravity). :{s is evident from (]9), it is

proportional to the intensiveness in the consu::_,otion of

material ( - d M 1 : dt). 3esides, to the ex%ent of total

consumption of 111, the ao:>arent gravity increases,

since iI 1 decceases and dI.i t _0.

in order that t e relative f:r,lvity remained

unchanged, gradual moderetion of the intensiveness of the

exolosion is nece_sary. ,1_,,.n___:from ([_g) ',,_,,_shall <et
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-M
0 + _'il

dli
I

dt - K, (391 )

,here k is the constant relative G'ravity

iJ ence

I,l0 -. 1,11
- 1'1 dr.

(392 )

Inte_:"_tinc, _'e ,shall _:_et

-',.1 in (!.i 0 + li_) = kt + const.
l (393 )

DO_-L:-cflOlibz _.,_L_JI_,.

if t,i1 = I'.]_ then t = O, consequently:

t - }[ in 1 + 140

t

(394 )

If I.]1 = O, i.e. the entire explosive material

is exhausted, then

tl - K In + M O (395 )

It means that the time r>f the entire exolosion is

inverselj l?ro'oortioual to the rel'_tive !_Travity obtained and

i<cre_es ';ith the _a,t'..s,_f the ejrcted m_'_terial.
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From (391) ' we shall find.

dM1 K
dt - W (Mo + M1)" (396 )

From this it is evident, that the minimum

intensiveness of the explosion or the minimum consumption

takes place at the end of the explosion, when M1 has been

left less_ and the maximumis at the beginning, when MI = M
@

1 "

In the first case

dM 1 MoK

dt - W (397 )

while in the second -

!

dM I (M 0 + M1),K

dt = W " (398)

The ratio of the maximum consumption in the

beginning to the minimum (at the end) will be,

!

M 1

1 + MO. (399)

The greater the ratio M 1 : MO, does the consumption

of the explosive substances the more violently change and

vice - versa, it is almost constant on a small ratio. In practice

it is convenient to change the force of explosion, it is
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simoler to render it - -_' ........Jo....l...._ to sta_.:d th_ - _; ation _o±

inconstant _'avity, h_vini7 !_m_erse<_ persons and other

ten<_er objects in a liquid.

Uhen the accelerati n :._fthe rocket and the

relative _ravity srow, but the e:<fenditure of the explosive

substances is one and the same, the duration of the explosion

(uniform) of the enti 'e reserve, may also be e<<pre{sed

like _ " "_b.lS.

dt

tl = _:'I_ <m I . (5910)

Here the de:'ivative may be changed b.v per second

censure tion o; the explosive substance. .it the s.:me time

on an even acceleration of the rocket and the constant relative

gravity in the projectile (591) , but on vari,ble consumotion

of the rejected material it will be equal to

dc

tl = ci: J = ci: dt " (3911)

The derivative, j -
dc

dt
e::_oresses the constant

growth o_' velocity of the projectile in a second.

l]echanical Coefficient of Useful ',_ork.

It is intere_tin-' to ',:now, "-_hut oart of the

comolete worl_ of the particles of the rejecte material is
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trnnsferre t,_ t!'_e rocket. /e have

2

E 1 = 0.5 i<1 • _ ,
(4o)

2
E i,ioo = 0.9 . c I •

L-

(4_)

"dence

2

E2 MO <Cl)
E - 1,_: W '

1 1

(42)

or on the basis of (38),

2

n _- - M_ in 1 + MOE 1

(43)

Hence it is possible to calculate, that the

coefficient of useful work cannot be more than 65_,

and for acquirin[< cosmic velocities it can be taken as 50_',_.

If tie reserve of the e}_plosive substances is comparably not

large then instead of (41_) we shall get approxims_tely.

E 2

E1 -M_ M0 ,
(49)*

.) The number of the formula (44) has been omitted by the

author: Further similar omissions in the numbering of

the formulae done by the author, will be encountered,
(Editors).
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or ex'.ctly,

z,1 t,i0 1 UO ;
(46)

it is possible to get a still more exact formula, e>'.panding

the expression,

x2 x3 x4
In (I + x) = x - -- +

2 3 4
(47) •

From the formulae it is evident, theft in the

beginning, when the _eserve i,: small, the coeZficient of

useful work grow, proportionately to the reserve, then

_rows _lo:.'er, attains the maximum value, and then decre_.sin_

slowly attains the limit zero.

The atio M 1 = M O = x, corres 0ondins' to the

maximum coefficient of useful work, i_ determined by

the equation'-

I n (I + x) 2x- x
I - x

and in value it is closer to 4. (i.e. the re_:erve exceeds

the weigh o]i'the roc::et 4 times), and the util "_ _"_:z,_,a _,:zon consti-

tutes 65%. In t_ble 6, are given the ma#_nitudes of the

wtlues oZ intere_st to us, for dill: _'ent occasions.
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:Zesid,es 'I!:a:,_..'ehave dra\_;n an:{lytica!ly, ',.res_e

f r-,-'_
frora the table, that the maximum utili:_:.ation (u<) to o9,._J

oi" enercy of the rejected material tal:es place whe:- its

weight is 4 times more t:an the weight of the rochet.

!}ut the pe_centa'e of uti!iz_tion in general is not less

(about 50[_,), when the relative _uantity of rejected material

fluctuates from i to 20, while the co'.:re_oondin S velocity is

from 3 to 15 _ilometers/second. This is a fully sufficient

colonic value. -2wo velocities of the table relate to

different explosive materials.

Larger - to -oure hT,:i. 'or'_en and oxy_en.

Smaller - to hy._roc_,rbons and en<ioT:enous compounds

o:' oxygen. For visualizatio:_ I am ac_ding the fifth column,

,<l_ometers the uaximum ..:_,scentof the bodyw'_ich s! ows in ' "_

i_, case of 9erm-_nent terrestrial c_ravity.

T_e result of our inve_ti u_ion is _'_-D_: ed ou the

followin_ Qccasions: 1) l.n a medium _,:ithout gravity, for

e:,:amole, amidst su s or the ][i!h:; ,Jay, "_:here gravity is close

to :_ero. 2) Or,.small ast roids, _,mall moons (mmons of the

i,tars) and on all small celestial bodies, for e::ample,

on the rin_';_ of t] e oatu:,.n, whe_'e _rav-ty may also be

i[::"_ored ; _,) 0,,,_t_.e orbit of the Larth. ",) ,et each olace

oi.'any :-_olar sT_,stem, on an;," co_veuient disi::_:._ce:C-_'omthe cele_tial

body, if the o-_ojectile i outside the a_mos'_,here and

ac_.uire_ or does not ac uire a velocity, hindering it in
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Table 6.

2atio of the

mass of the

rejected mate-

rial to the

mass of the

rocket

M 1 : X o

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1-5

2

3

4

C I , if the
velocity of

the rejected

material is

5000 meters/

second, formu]

(38)

472 -5

910

1310

168o

2025

2345

2645

293o

3210

3465

C I , if the
velocity of

the rejected

material is

I+000 meters/

a second, formula

(38).

Average coeffi-

cient of useful

WO rk.

• O/

E2 : E (in/,),
formula (43).

4575

5490

6900

8o45

378

728

10!_8

1344

1620

1876

2116

2344

2568

2772

8.87

16.55

22.9

2&2

32.8

36.7

40.0

42.9

45.8

48.0

366O

4392

5520

6436

55.8

60.3

63.5

64.7

Anproximate lift

in km on the

Earth's gravity

being constant

11.4

42

92

138

2O4

28O

357

440

52O

607

650

152o

2430

3300

Table Continued on next pa£e .....
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Continuation .........

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

2o

3o

5o

tO0

193

co

896o

9730

10395

10985

11515

11990

13865

15220

17170

22400

26280

30038

O0

7168

7784

8316

8788

9212

9592

11092

12176

13736

17920

21040

24032

O0

64.1

63.0

61 -7

6o .5

58.9

57.6

51.2

46 -3

39-3

31.0

21.0

14.4

0

In the act of

ascent hi !_her,

because the

gravity grows

w eak er.
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:reaching at the ceie:tial body or its at:os:_here.

_;e s_all see later, that to avoid the loss of

energy the _irection of explosion _ust be normal resultant

force of gravitation.

From this it is evident, that it is su_'ficient

only to get free from the planetary atmosl)here and become

a satellite of this planet, althoush on a very short

distance from it, so that the future motion and shift on

the entire universe, is completel_; guaranteed. As a matter

of fact, explosion then maT,_ be very weak, while the energy,

required for it, may be borrownd from the energy of the

;Gun. Alp:a and beta particles, scattered ever?rwhere, or

bolides or cosmic dust provi(]e supporting material.

The first great ste_) of man consists in f].yinc

out beyond the atmosphere and becoming a satellite, of the

Earth. The rest is comparatively easy, <iuite close to

recession from our Solar system. But, I of course, dO not

have in view the landing on ma sive i)l_mets°

Motion of the I{ocket i_ a medium

of Or_vit_r and in the Vacuum.

Ue shall elimmnate the _tmo_here _entally or

shall think outage!yes on the l[oon or another olanet, huvinE<
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7 -

c_r_,,,land and _ot surrounded b,_,gases or vanors. ",_eo=la±l-'

i_nore the slow rotation of the planet. The flight of the

projectile may be 1) perpenc?icular, 2) horizontal or

}) inclined.

Je shall discuss the question in general (see

fi r,mlre 2).

Determination of the Resultant Acceleration.

0_, the rocket acts the force of }<ravity [{, expressed

by acceleration in seconds, then the force of explosion

in the direction of the lon C axis of the projectile,

i p_.rti:_ig it an acceleration 'j' in seconds. Between the

directions of these forces, the giveu angle _ is formed,

sre_ater than 90 ° . The ansle of the force of explosion

with the horizon will be_-90 ° = y. These will be the

three given values. Known : direction of motion of the

rocket, determin_'d by the angle _ or the ans!e x =_-90 °,

and the value of the resultant p, i.e. virtual acceleration,

i_- secon_J_ _, of the projectile.

rlgonom_trv will sive us (see diasram):

: y + 90, sin _ =cos y, cos _= - sin y,

cos_= - sin x, x =_-90, ts t = ctg x,
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tg_= ctg x =

j sin

g + j cos

j cos y (48)

g- j szn y

.29 = 3 +g2jg cos _= 2• + g - 2jg sin y. (49)

Figure 2. Key: I. .:_cceleration due to the force of ex'qosion 'j'.

2. o - virtual acceleration.

3- Horizon.

4. Acceleration due to the force of gravity g.

eoeooooooooooooooeo

The known angle y and the unknown x are simpler,

because they are !e;;s than a right a.ngle and determine the

incli_e_; to the horizon of the forc:_ of exoiosion (similar

to the a):is of the rocket) and the resultant (virtual direction

of the motion of" the projectile).
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,Jork of the Rocket and Rejected Iiaterial;
]lechauical Coefficient of Useful \fork.

What _ill be the hind of utilization in a medium

of gravitation, and in the vacuum?

E 2 = 0.5 MoC _ + A. (65)

A is the work of ascent or lift of the rocket, _lhile E 2

is the work of the rocket.

A = - i cos_ Mog = I sin x M0 g,
(66)

i denote the value of ti_e fli :ht or the length of the

path of the projectile.

If p and j are constant, then

2
c
1

I -
2p

(67)

and (from 65 - 67)

E2 = 0.5'i00 _ _ + sin x-_)p
(68)

Further

E 1 = 0.5 MIW2. (69)
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Srom (68) aria (69)

2

MO Cl (,_ _ x)._= Eo:E = ,_--T'---- + sin
__ 1 1,1 W2 p

(70)

From trigonometry it is known that for each

angle:

'_1+ ¢t_2p

(71)

From here and from (4S)

+ j cos

cost= J.2 23 sin _ + (g + j cos _)2

= - sin x :

g- j sin y

i
.2 2 J_ (g j sin y)23 cos y

. (72)

From (70) now :.'e can eliminate the unhnown ,sin x,

But it still necessary to eliminate C1 also_ _,;'ehave

1 : _ I n + ii 0
(7:5)

Th_s is the toqal time off the explosion when tile

const:'mt relative _:r_wity is K.
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3ut,

K = j and c I = pt I. (74)

Consequently, from (395 ) and ('74) 2

llnC, 2 M12 2 ..,

Cl = P .2 1 + HOJ

(75)

Now from (70), (72) _nd. (75) "*e shall find

, 2

p2% f {1 "I }I

1 +

g (g - j. sin y )

.2 2 _ .2 2I cos y _- (g- j sin y)2 . 3 +g - 2jg sin Y t

(79

!.then there is not r:_vity, g = 0 and p = j.

In this case the last formul_ yields formula (43). '..e shall

determine b _ (77) coefficient of useful work in the case,

when the _:xolosion is horizontal, i.e. when y = O. Then

sgain we shall get the formula (43), it is easy to see

th-:t in the direction of ex_01osion u-_rmal to ,;h,:.:;eree ._f

'_"..... ._it:_tion (horin n ..... ,_: o _- l) _ii'i":_tion is si _J.l'"_ _ ":;-: during

the comol. -_._ bsence o:- r_.vity. Cios _ -:-n.. the "_=:_n,et." (o]1

the -.ery surface) tke kori._ontal e.xplosi _n is not e,_ployed,

since the rocket, comin - down, to_<ches tl,.e soil. 3_r: on a
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certain altitude, .Ave_ in the air, and a!;so then, "...,'hen

the rocket by force of the ac,:_ired cosmic velocity, it

possibly cannot touch the atmosphere, and floats a_ a

celestial body. It is still applied to the olanet_ without

an atmosphere on the motion of the projectile along a

horizontal smooth path. Further we _hall also see its

application for motion in the _tmosphere.

We can verify for:_ula (77) still in one more

oarticular case. Let us suppose that the _:_o_'_z_nof the

projectile is perpen6:icular, i.e. y = 90 ° and p = j - g.

Then we shal ___find

M° C, n I +

2

_'iI
(30)

(:,':_-s.... for,.:_l:.:ws-:.:introduced earlier an<_'_ is contain,:d

in the orinted worics of t!:_ -,_e_r 1903)

i_rom the, for!.,ula it is evident, that t]ze

peroendicular motion o? tT_e rocket ms very czmsadv_,.nz,_geous,

in oarticul__r, when j ollgntly e:,:ceeds t_ value of g.

_i_ t ze contrary, t_z_ _e,ut_r the uccelerution of the force

of +.xp]_osion j in relation to g, the s :a!ler is the loss

and the greater is ..... moa.rzn,_ t):e coefficient of

u_ueful _.'ork in _. medium free from gru.viLation (43 ) _.'ith

the coefficient of useful work in a medium o" _:-._vity on

peroen,4ic_l,,r notion (80), ,,,esee, t]-u_t the last coefficie_t
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of u,sefu! _r_ _s le_ :-'_..... _ firs _ by 1 : ( I --_ )
J

The relative loss is expressed by the fraction

If for e:ample, the force af the ex_01osion is 10
j "

times more than the weight of the rocket, then the loss

comes to 0.1. But when oth the forces are equal, the

,/

loss is equal to 100 ;_, i.e. the entire energy is lost

without any result for the projectile. Infact in this case, the

rocket is in e luilibrium , it does not mscend and does not

acquire <iny velocity, bhen the force of explosion is

unlimited, the coefficient of useful work is similar, to the

o_:e in a medium without gravitation. But a oo',erful explosion

kills and destroys all that is in :ide the projectile•

This explosion may be employed only when projectiles

conplicated devices are and without men.

Table 7-

Medium of _ravity_ Pernendicular
motion of the rocket.

!

J : g iI

Coefficient

of useful wor_ 0
o/
t3

Velocity % 0 70.7 81.7

4

75

86.6

8o

89.4

10 oo

90 1oo

i ....
94-9 100
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As is evident the _0ernemdicular motion is

_.ccom:_anied b -_ a ,re<_t loss of ener_]y, ,_rticularlv when

the force .of exDiosion j is ,.lotlarge. Here j must

be farrier than g, otherwise no motion will be avai!cble.

The last column expresses in percents the maximum

co_r ....ponc_zn_ locitv. In fact, the velocit _, is

expressed by the _ eco:_d column, because part of the

energy goes for the a: cent at the tim _ of ex,:;losion

(proved in the year 1903).

<:_l.s,ht of the Rocket in a m<<dium of Gravi:ation,
in the Atmos<)here.

Let us suo_0ose, that the horizontally b_damced

rocket in a medium of o_rmvi ation _'oves still under the

influe_<ce of a horizont;<! force. Initialllf the force of

gravity clauses J t to fall at an an<le of 90 ° and le_s.

]<ore exactly, t_ of this an[,;le is equal to g'j. Bnt

in several seconds the horizontal component of the velocity

of the rocket will became so enormous th<_t the per_endicu!ar

motion of the projectile, with its !arce surface will became

com_letely inconspicuous in compr{rison with the horisontal

com oonent. _2hen the rocket will move almost horizontally,

as o;_ the rails. One ma/ csti ate, tkat the fall of the

rocket, owing to the resistance of t _e air, _#ith a considerable
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lateral surf _ce of the orojectile (vertical ,rojection),

may be only very slow and thezi still slower in proportion

to the incre_se of the velocity of the rocket. Durinsl the

inclined motion of the projectile, it will go on similarly,

unle:_s the incline not exceeds 20-1_0 °. Then the

projectile afler several seconds from the stmrt o/ the motion,

moves, as on the inclined rails. The fall of a well-b ilt

rocket, i> t!le _Lbsence of the horizontal _1otion, vlill

constitute spproximately, only 20 - 30 meters/second.

In ca_;e of enormous translatoray velocity it must rez_eh up

to I m_ter/:_econd an(_ less uhat is its si%_ni2icance

in compari_on with the co_mic ve!o_ity?

]2he...dqtermQL=_tipn of vql.oci__ ac._ eleration,

durf.tioz!#)f[ iiKht, j or_l p erform(_,d bjl the

rocket and rejected material___and mechanical

coefficient of u::_eful v:orkl.' assumin[_ the

motion_z.lon__ " an inclined plune.

From fi#_ure 3 ",,rehave approximntely

c I = pt,

p = j - g sin y,

K = j:g,

/VJ

c1 (j-g sin y)= -T" in + --

tl '_ I' 1
- j in + i,.iO .

!

1'i0 >

(83)

($4)

I 85)

(86)

(395)
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It is when j is constant.

The formulae are still more advantageous when

tke motion _}f the proj=ctile is aloe.? ' an inclined un2ielding

plane, i.e. during accelerated motion on the mountain

(upwards) .

_'_e shall adopt by the eterminations of the

coefficient of useful work.

2

E 2 = 0._I10cI + A
Orl(o)

A = HO._.h_ = HO.S.I sin y.
0 0 )

Here h is the magnitude of tke ascent of the

pro jectile.

Hence

NO 2 _ __ in y_E2 - 2 Cl + sP
(89)

_urtner,

!

H 1 o
U _-.

E1 - 2
(9o)

Com_equ_ntly

'_'_'"o H 0
a_

-- _

"1 _. ,,rt
_1

2
C

1
'D ! + --_ sin y)°P

(91)
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J

FIGURE : _.

Key: 1). Direction of explosion.

OooooQ.OOOOeOeOOO--

With the help of (86) and (84) we shall find

(92)

Simplifying the formula (77), when (the values of)

the angle y are small, we shall obtain roughly this very

formula (92) (see also formula 49).
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If the rocket is horizontal and y = O, then the

coefficient of useful work from (92) will be obtained in

accordance with formula (43). Also from (92), if y = 90 °,

we shall obtain the known formula (80)._ represents mechanical

coefficient of useful work, multiplying which by the thermal

coefficient of useful work (see table 5), we obtain full

coefficient of useful work.

We see, that the coefficient of useful work

(_ffiJciency in the v:_cuuL1 [77)in general is not Wha_ it is

in the .... re,atmospne or rather- in the vacuum when the

motion of the ,projectile is along an inclined Diane.

The loss, in comparison with a medium free

from gravity, will be

---g-- sin y.
J

(93)

g : j = @-3 ; Y = 20o; sin y = 0.342,

then the loss is 5.7%- We are givinL7 t_ble 8.
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Medium of ,_avitva_,, in the.. atmosphere..
Inclined t?!ot ion.

Inclination of

the slone in

iegrees.

10Loss of 5

energy_ __inon_ 2
loerc _n _s

]ifferent 1

(V_lues of)]
j:g-

0.17

0.34

0.85

1.7

2 5

0.34 0.85

0.64 1.7

1/7 4.25

3- 4 _o.5

I0

1.7

3.4

8.5

17

15

2.6

5.2

13

26

2O

3.4

6.8

17

34

25

4.2

8.4

21

42

3O

5

10

25

5o

35

5-7

11.4

28.5

57

9_ro:I ];le]?e iq is vi,ient. __:1:_ J___- ,,ro_l..... {_ very_.

ad.v_ntu:::cous to !-_unch the rocket when the explosion is most

0o,.fe_;_ul, l= sne__e ',:ez_eno technical Oifficulties_ nor .destructive

_ction of the ex?losion. S ......"_" _ woul_! be adwn_ta_'_eous

to launch the rocket at the ,mini um hole , if the _r_-k of the

T'esis'<ance of the ,utnosohere •-er{_ rot thece. The loss, in

cene:'al e:-en _;hen the force of ex-o]_osion is small, may

"::)e brou<ht u]? to 1%.

ilore ._ccurate Calcu!:_tion of the ._tnosoh_ric ':esistance.

In s_i_e 0::7 cv,arythi.,g I _. ne::t s-:',,)lifyir F the

_or.: q-,e f.ive.u "or me in the "_e,<'s _911-1912 I :;u_1,nssuminr" the



_'. __.er:,tu ...... of th air as cono_n O_.,Jin_ to thi.'_ the _,_

extends without end. Then we have the known formulae.

fl

fl dq
h - in -- (95)

Where d----_ is the altitude of the imaginary atmosphere

h I when the density is constant; fl is the pressure of

the atmosphere, corresponding to d I"

It means that,

h dl
- in --

hl d (96)

and

d = d e
I

h

(97)

The resistance of the air or its pre_sure _ on

the rocket due to its motion will be

2
F c

W _ d --
a 2g

(98)

_' (PO ,_e _' o-_essure) is _ot inThis o .... ,_ure nc..± _ s

absolute units but in ordinary measures, for example,

in tons. F - is the area of the middle (maximum) of the

transverse section of the rocket; 'a' - the utility of the

form of the rocket i.e. the coefficient, which becomes still

larger, if the re istonce _.,"is smaller. During' the inclined
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motion of t e rocket the length i of t]_e _ath will form,

i = h : sin y. (99)

We have

p = j - g sin y, (810

c= 2 7. (841 )

Hence

C = (too)

The element of the work of resistance of tke

air will be e:;pressed

dT = U dl. ('_oI)

From (97, (98), (99), _nn (1,.).) wc sh-_ll find

Fd I i sin

dT - ag (J - S sin y) le h2 dl. (102)

Let us assume here

I sin _ lh

hl - hl - x,

dh hldX
dx - sin _ dl - dl -

h I h I ' sin y
(Io3)
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Then vle shall find

F (j - g sin y)
dT -

ag sin s y

2
h I xe-Xdx. (Io4)

We are assuming, .!_:....

F (j - g sin y)

2
ag sin y

2 A.
dlh I = (1o5)

Integrating and determining the constant we

shall obtain

T = A [1

L -(1 h_e_ql 1 _+ hl = A 1 -
I sin_ 1i sin y_- J hq

+ hl (106

Keeping in mind (I03), vie also ob _ "waln

T = A [I- (1 + x )e-X] . (107)

,_,ohave to find out full work of the atmos ,_erlc

resistance. For this purpose we have to assume

h = _o or x :oo

We have

_I 2 x 3 ._.
-X X X x

e = i : e = I : + --_- + 1.2 + 1.2.3 +" "
(_o8)

Therefore,
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--X --X --X --X
(1 + X)" e = e + xe =e

X
e

+1(++1
(: 2 )_'-[ X

+X: + --T-- + -I--_ + ..... ,

2

+ 1.-'2 + n.a---?Y+ " " (1o9)

From this it is clear, that if h or x,-are :equal to

infinity, then the expression (109) reverts to zero. It

means that the work of resistaz_ce,

"T=A. (11o)

h"-e shall obtain the total worh of 9erpendicular

motion from formula (IOl_), if we assur]e th,.'_ty = 90.

Then we shall find

'2 = r (.i -_) 2
"ag dlgl "

(_11)

Comparing thizs _._r_ with the total work of

the inclined motion _::_ shall, see,that the latter is larger

than the former as many times:

j - _ sin y0

2
(j- C) sin y

(112)

If 'j' is larf:er or 'y' is to:_,larg_ then we

can con,_ider, that approxim:_tely the work of the inclined

.motion is inversely proportional to the s(_u._re of the sine
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Of the ingle of slope. It mean_, that when there is no incline

there is no motion horizontally, then the total work of

resistance is infinite. But this is incorrect, since owing to

the sphericity of the Earth the atmospheric layers having

equal density cannot be considered horizontal, as we had

assumed. In a word, for small angles, the formulae are inapplicable.

Thus, if we take the height of the atmosphere with noticeable

density at 50 kilometers, then it is easy to calculate, that

the horizontal path is only 15.5 times greater than the

inclined one. If we take the height as 5 kilometers, then the

horizontal path will be 155 times _reater than the peroandicular

one. It means, that the horizontal work cannot be infinite.

According to formula (104) we can calculate the total work of the

peroendicular motion. Let us suppose that F = 2 Ii2; j = 1OO

meter_Jsecond2; g = 10 meters / second2; h I = 8000 m;

d I = 0.O013 T/m3; a = 100. Then T = 14976 ton meters. It

is quite insignificant even in comparison wSth o_,work_of_the

rocket motion, having a mass of 10 tons (without explosive

substances) and freeing itself from the force of the Earth's

gravitation (11 km/sec velocity). This work is more than 60

million ton-meters. It means, that it is 4000 times more than

the work of the perpendicular atmospheric resistance. Having

started the motion of the projectile from the highest

mountains where air is 3-4 times rarer, we shall see, in

accordance with formula104, that this work still decreases

pra[_ortiona!ly to the rarefaction, i.e. 3-4 times. Due to the
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inclined motion it increases not very significantly.

According to formula (112) we can calculate this, assuming

j = 30, j = 20 and g = 10.

From the second column of table 9 it is evident,

that at 20° incline the work increases 11 times. After it,

from the comparison of the second and the third columns with

the fourth it is seen, that the work may roughly be considered

proportional to I sin 2 y. The larger the value of 'j' the

more significant is this vicinity and vice versa. The third

column shows the magnitude of work when j = 20 • In case of

small angles the actual work owing to the sphericity of the Earth

is much less.

Table 9-

Y

T when j=30

T when j = 20

2
I = sin y

IO

46.7

6O

2O

11 -3

14.2

3O

6.0

4O

2.85

3.3

5O

1.92

33 8.55 4 2.42

2.1

1.70

9O
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Wehave seen, that the work of resistance durin_ the

perpendicular motion constitutes 1:4000 part of the work of

motion of the rocket, but during the inclined motion it is

less than I%.

It is interesting that the dependence of the work

of resistance is on the traversed path or the attained height h.

The complete work is expressed by formula (104), while the

remainder formulae (107) and (108). It depends on the altitude

of the ascent.

Table No. 10 show_ this dependence.

Table 10.

Relative residual work of resistance in percents.

h

h : h
I

_elati ve residual work, %.

4 8

0.5 I

91 74

16

41

24

3

2O
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The }lost Advant_eous An_le of FTi_ht

By formulae (77) and (93) we can calculate the loss

of work due to a slope in a medium of gravitation. By

formula (104) we determine the corresponding loss due to

the resistance of the atmosphere. H_vinc_ compiled the table

and determined the sum of the losses, we shall see, which

inclination is accompanied by the minimum loss. Only this will

be the most a Tvantageous.

But without tables one can 8eternine approximotely

that most advenLageous ancle of inclination. The loss due to

the inclined motion of the projectile is e_ressed tsee (93)

as]

--_sin y in absolute units ......... (113)
J

The loss due to the atmospheric resitance is absolute

units will be

F (j-g sin y)

As = " dlh_.. (114)
a sin 2 Y

Ti_e work of the rocket is equal to see (104)

2

_o_oc_o_Mo_[_(_-_Mo,jL:_-_I_
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Therefore, both losses in absolute units will be

E2--_ sin y + Ag=E2 --_ sin y + F dlh12 ( j-g sin _)j j a sin2 y = Z.
(116)

Having taken the derivative of this expression and

having equated it to zero, we shall obtain the equation, not

convenient for the solution relative to sin y.

However, the most advantageous angle is not large.

Therefore, we can ijnore the expression j sill y in case of

the second term.

Then equation (116) will be transformed:

Z = E2 g x + F dlh_ _ (117)
j a x 2 "

Here sin y = x. Differentiating this _quation

and equating the first derivative to zero and determining x,

we shall obtain,

V 2Fdlh_j2x = sin y = . (118)

aE2g

With the heln of
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2.2
sin = 4Fdlhl _ , 2 "

aMoW2 In I + MO g

(119)

From this it is evident, that the advantageous

angle 'y' increases withlt_ energy of explosion 'j' and the

transverse area F of the rocket, and decreases with the

increase of the utility of form 'a' and the ratio of the

mass of the projectile to the mass of the rejected material

M1 = M0 . On a planet with large _ravity 'g' it also

decreases, and vice versa. Let us sup_,ose in (119)

F = 2; d = 0.0013; h = $000; j : C = 10; a=lO0; M0 = 10;

W = 5000.

Then we shall calculate

sin y = 0.167 and y = 9o35'.

When j = 20 we shall obtain

sin y = 0.0_7 and y = 3o20 •

_3ut in case of such small ancles, the atmospheric

resistance, in view of its sphericity, will be much less.

It means, the advant_ _eous angle will be still smaller.



From formula (117) we shall finr_ the relative

loss from both due to both reasons:

EdlJ 2 = --_xZ = --_-- x + --
E2 J aE2x2 hl j

2Fdljh_
÷ . (120)

, 2

I ( 'oaMoW2 In +

We shall Give a simpler formula for the _etermination

of percentage loss.

Havin_ divided the seco d term by the third

in (120)] , we shall know, how many times the loss due to

the influence of gravity is ureater than the loss due to the

resistance of the air. Later, eliminating from this the ratio

x with the help of (119), we shall obtain term 2. From this

it is clear, that whe_ the incli_ation is maximum, loss due to

gravity is double the loss due to the resistance of air.

Consequently,

_iL_ 3 -5-_- x.
= _ x + 2j x = _ (121)Z:E2 j 2 j

Thus when the ancles are of 9° ana_ 3 ° we shall find
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the entire loss to be 0.025 and 0.0425 i.e. 2.5 and 4.3 %.

From (121) and (119) we conclude the complete

relative loss to be

27.Fdlh_g2

2-a-MoW211n _I ÷ _--_)12 J

• (122)

_he area, similar to the changin!_ body, grows

proportionately to the square of its dimensions, while the

volume and ma_;s to their cube. Consequently the loss

decreases with the increase of dimensions of the rocket;

as well as with improvement of form 'a' of the Drojectile and

the increase of 'j' the force of explosion, only very slowly.

! !
If, for example, j increases $ times, then the loss will

decrease nly twice. Highly advantageous is to fly when

'j' is small, due to which as is evident, we lose a little,

when j = 10, x sin y = 0.036 y = 2°10 ' and Z : E = 0.054

Consequently the angle is very small, and the loss is equal

to 5%. In the proceedings it is much less than the sphericity

of the Earth.

Let us suppose in the formula a = 50 and , as

before F = 2; d = 0.0013 h 1 = 8000; M = 10; W = 5000; j will
0
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be as_igned different values.

We shall compile table 11.

Table 11.

Acceleration of

the rocket with-

out gravity j.

sin y = x

Angle 'y' in

desrees.

: E2 = loss

in percents.

0.0097

0.56

14.6

0.0154

0.88

11 .d

3

D.O204

I.17

10.2

4

0.0246

5 6

0.0292 0.0326 0 -035_

1.41 1.68

9.23 8.57

1.86 _o.07

8.07 7.66

8

o .o39_

2.26

7-33

9

o.o_2

.43

?.05

10

0.0453

2.60

6.80

Conti_med on next page.
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Continuation .............

Acceleration of

the rocket with-

out gravity j.

sin y=x

Angle 'y' in

decrees •

: E 2 = loss

in oercents.

15

o.o59

3.41

%

5.94

2o

o.072

4.16

5-40

25

0.083

4.75

4.97

/

t

3O 40 50 60 80 100 200

0.094 0.114 0.133 0.150 0.182 0_211 0.333

5.41 6.55 7.66 8.66 _0.50 12.16 9.50

4.71 i_.28 3.98 3.75 3.40 3.16 2.50

When the slope is small, small inclination becomes

necessary, as is very advanta_eous from technical point of

view. It is unfortunate tuat at the same time the loss is

C/maximum (up to 14.6 ,o).

Here give acceleration for the projectile from 1

to 200 meters/sec 2 which corresoonds from 0.1 to 20 relative to

th<_ acaelerationof the Earth's gravity (10 meters/second2).

If, for example, the rocket weighs 10 tons, then the

pressure of the explosive substances chan_es the inclination
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from 0.5 to 20°. T}_e_,loss of energy due to gravl_y'_ and the

atmospheric resistance is from 1.5 to 2.5%. I t appears

strange, ti_t the loss is less when the inclinations are

:_reat, but this is explained by the enormousness of the

acceleration of 'j', . The loss when angles are small,

infact, is still smaller, in view of the curvature of the

at_osphere on the spherical surface of the Earth.

If the mass of the rocket Me be 8 times less,

then by formulae (119) and (122) it is evident that the

slues of an_les and losses (see table ) increase twice.

Thus, when j = 30 the angle will b_: about 11° , while the

loss - about 9.5,_.

In accordance with table and formula (114) it is easy

to show that approximate formulae do not ;ire large errors

even when j = I. When 'j' is large the error is much less.

Gravity, Atmospheric Resistance and Curvature
@

of the Earth.

From (101) (95), (97) and (100) we shall obtain

in ordinary units:
h

I -WI
dT = _ (j - g sin y ) e idl. (1221 )

a_
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help.

For the flat Earth we have formula (99) for out

i =h: sin y.

But for the actual form of the Earth it is used only when

the angles ,yl are not very sharp. For all ancles we

shall easily find a more exact formula

12

h= 1 sin y + 2--_ = 1 (123)

where R is theradius of the earth:

From this we may calculate

I= - R sin y - 1 + R sin2y "
(124)

Let us suopose

2h

2R sin
= X; "_= I ÷ X X2 X32 + l-g- ""

Y

(125)

3eing confined by three terms, we shall cet

1 =- R sin y < X X_ h
2 + = sin y

h 2

2R sin 3 y
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= _Tn y .......2R si'n_ y
(126)

We shall solve the problem about the work of

the atmospheric resistance in the particular case, when

the flight is horizontal and y = O.

Then

h

2R and 1 =_2R h. (127)

Further, from (102)

h ÷
Fd I Fd I 2Rh 1dt = ------- je hl idl =- je ldl.

ag ag

(128)

We shall suppose

12

2Rh_ = u.

Then

idl = RhldU , (129)

and instead of (128)
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Fd I

dt =- jRhle-udu = Ae-Udu•

ag

(13o)

Inte_ratin_ and determining the constant,

we shall find

T = A (1-e -u) = A A - e

12

2m_I ._(131 )

Here_

Fdi
A=-- jR. h I •

ag

(132)

2his expression determines complete work of

the atn_.ospheric resistance•

For vertical motion we have

._ F (j - g) dlh21T
ag

(111)

During the perpendiculnr motion of the

projectile, work of the :vbmospheric resistance will be
0

less as many times[!132)and (111)]"

J R

j - _ h I
(133).
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Here, we shall suppose

j = 100, g = 10, h I = 8000.

Then according to (133) we shall ge_ the number 883,

that is, the work during the horizontal motion is a little

less than a thousand times, more than the same work of the

atmospheric resistance during the perpendicular flight

of the projectile. This is explained by the fact that the

projectile with an Lncreasing velocity must pass through a

very thick layer of the atmosphere. Thus, the path, close to

the horizontal is very disadvantageous: the work of resistance

will consume a very large part of the kinetic energy of the

rocket, which will not acquire a sufficient velocity. We

have seen, that the work of the perpendicular resistance

1
of the air, comprises aporoximatelyt _ of the kinetic

energy of the projectile (when Ho = lOT). It means that

the horizontal resistance will consume about 1/5 _22.2%).

According to table 11 when the slope is half a degree (0.56),

the loss is somewhat less namely - about 15j% (14.6). Here,

only 1/3 falls to the resistance, i.e. 5%. It is so small

because the acceleration in the table is 100 times less than

we have taken.

From (132) it is evident that T very much depends on

'j' and that the horizontal flights are advantageous when

'j' is small. Thus we can calculate the work of the
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at_ospheric resistunce during the horizontal motion of the

projectile, when the valu@s of 'j' are diffierent.

Let us suppose

F=2, a=50

2hen (see 131 and 132)

T m 264800. (134)

The work of the rocket will be obtained from

2

1oow[ 
n + [40 .

(41) and (38_

(135)

'L_he work of the rocket for overcoming the

Earth's gravity (11 kg) when M ° = 10 will constitute about

64 x 106 . 2his is larger than the atmospheric resistance

i.e. 240: 'j' times.

We shall dr_w up table No. 12

Even durin_ the acceleratiou when j =5 , i.e.

nbout half of the terrestrial acceleration (_=I0), the lo_S

ms .bout o_• _ 2 ;O •
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Table 12.

?orce of explosion 'j'.

Loss %.

1 2 5 10

0.42 0.83 2.1 4.2

....

2O 3O 5O I00

8.3 12.5 20.8 41 -7

Ascents,_ Visits to Planets _.nd_,landin:_-'._,on the

Earth.

Let us suppose, that the rocket has ascended

to a certain altitude, havin[:; lost all velocity during

perpendicular flight. Under the influence of gravitation

it will fall bg.ck, acquire considerable velocity and crash

against the Earth, irrespective of the retarding action of the

atmosphere. Even one retardini action of the latter may

destroy the projectile or kill the livin Z beings inside it.

]3ut if we ima_ine that the reserve of the e:cplo,vive

substances has been left, in the rocket after the :'_scent,a_d

is employed (used) with the aim of retardinc its velocity of

falling back, co_:Ipletely in the same order, as it increased

this velocity while ascending from the Earth, then landing

will be completely safe, and the projectile will stop, just

on the surface of the planet i.e. it will smoothly land on

the _arth.
r,
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If for the ascent the quantity of the ex-plosive

substances must exceed k times the weight of the rocket with
1

all its contents, then for a safe landing a reserve is needed,

equal to the mass of the rocket multiplied by k 1. For one

ascent the mass of the rocket along with the explosive substances

will be:

_0 ÷ MoKI = MO (1 + K I). (136)

For a smooth landin/::, more reserve of the

explosive materials k I times more than this mass, is

necessary (136), that is,

Mo (I + K I) K .1
(136)

1

Alonj with the rocket and t::e first reserve (136)

it will comprise

M0 (1 + K 1) K I + MO (I + K 1) = M 0 (I + K1)2 . (1362 )

The mass of one reserve will be

Mo ( I + K1)2- Mo - Mo [(1• _i )2 - 1]. (137)

If, for e×ample, MO = I, k I = 9, then the reserve

will be 99, that i_ its weisht is 99 times _ore than the rocket

with the contents (except explosive substances). Such an
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abundant reserve is har_!ly feasible, i'he work is still

more difficult, when we desire to lift ourselves from

the _az'tn and to land on some stran:je planet (located, let us

supoose, in the orbit of the Earth), to lift ourselves from

it and to return home.

It is a different matter, if the ascent of the

projectile is not great and therefore k I is a small

fraction. Then the reserve will approximately be equal

to Mo2k I _see (137)_ . It means, that then reserve

becomes double.

But the ascent to a small altitude does not have

cosmic importance.

The ascent from the Earth and landin_ on a strange

thzn s. thisplanet on the E_rth's orbit (there is no such t _ •

is only an assumption) needs reserve

MO I(I + K I) (I + K 2) - 13 . (138)

Here, k 2 denotes the relative quantity of

exolosive substances, required for an ascent or as landing

on a str_nze planet.

If on this olanet, we cannot make a reserve

of explosive su_ostances, and, meanwhile, desire to fly away

fro_ the planet and return to the ?_rth, then _Je must take
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reserve in advance, from it.

[( I÷ 2(i÷K2)2- I]. (139)

Supposing, that the planet, in mass and volume,

is analogical tothe ]_rth, we shall find the reserve equal to

(140)

We assume here that k I = 9 and i,I0 = 1. 2hen

the reserve will be 9999, that is completely not feasible.

This roughly corresoonds to the Venus. Still less feasible

is the voyage to the Juniter and other massive planets because

for them k 2 is enormous. On the contrary, a voyage to the

asteroids, particularly to the small ones, is feasible

since k 2 may be considered as nil. 2hen t},e path from any

one of them (again assuming them on the orbit of the Earth)

and the return to tile Earth requires reserve according3 to

formula (137).

Visiting different, planets, not having/, during

this, the possibility of replenishing the reserve on them,

and returning to the Earth, we must make the following

reserve in general:

M 0 _(I + KI)2. (I + K2)2. (I + K3)2; (I + K )n_2
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If n is the number of planets (considerin also the Earth),

Earth ,then on their equality with the we shall obtain the

reserve

(1 + K1)2n - I M0 • (142)

Evidentaly, such consecutive visit of planets

is still impossible;.

It is true, we can act more expendiently in landing,

for e_ample, on the Mars (the work of change of distance from

the Sun will not _e considered for the time being) returning

to the Earth anc_replenishing on it new reserve, so as to visit,

for example, the Mercury. But, however a less frequented that

planet may be the relative reserve of the explosive substances

cannot be less than 99. And this is almost invincible.

What can possibly be done?.

As far back in June 1924 in my article, sent to the

"Technique and Life" and not published there, but returned

and stamped, I had indicated the way out. In 1926, Engineer

Gomanconfirmed the same in his book. I sive here an

extract from my above mentioned manuscript.

"Tr'_.vellers, havinlj at:_ained a considerable

recession from the Enrth, thought that they _,lere being

carried away into the absolute vacuum. However, in this,
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• " _7 • J-they were _._ist:_en. tr _ces of t:_e abmosphere a:ain sj_peared.

Therefore their vehicle e=perienci::g a small resistance of

the _edium, described a spiral with a very small _:itch,

(vehicle)which was coming close to it (medium) continuously,

although very slowly, towards the Earth. They made such a

large num:_er oi" circles around it that even their count was

lost. All the same the return to the Earth was unavoid:_ble.

In the beginning the velocity of the rocket grew and the

centrifugal force almost counterbalanced the gravitation

of the Earth, not-withstanding the increase of this

:::ravitat ion.

l'hen the velocity of the projectile star_ed to

dacrease_, owing to the denseness of the at,_losphere and

the enhanced resistance of the air due to it. Then the

_r_vellers st_rted to p!nn havin: !ifte.: the nose of the

rocket upwards with the helo of the rudder which was

working like an air plane rudder. They could now, not only

oderate the fall, but even turn it into an ascent, so

long as the velocity was mo_ loss. But this was redundant

and could finish up by the loss of velocity at the altitude and

the destruction of the rocket, after havin:: been converted into

a win_les_ aeroplane. They were descendinc, but not so quichly,

so as to recede to the planet with force, and not so slow,

as to stoo a_ the altitude without velocity. The trave!!_rs

_e ronly praj i to the destiny, so that the fall took place no.t on the
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land but into the sea. lu fact the ].andin _ w os very dangerous,

than iu case of an air plane, since, the projectile had no wings

and required a great velocity, so as to counterbalance

tile _ravity by the resistance of air (when the motion is a little

inclined) and to land not abruptly, but almost horizontally.

Here water w_s Safe. Destiny heard their entreaty and they

slopin_ gently, touching more and more of sea waves and

losing velocity on account of this, fliew into the sea. The

motion, in spite of everything, completely ceased, and they

swam a siz able distance before coming to a stop.

We shall confirm, that all this is mathematically

trustworth$ and fully feasible.

Consequently with a small reserve of the

explosive material we may become a s_tellite of the Earth, and

settle down in ether, beyond the atmosphere, develo p there,

cosmic economy, little by little, and to land without any

expenditure of material, on the Earth, and again ascend

from the planet with new reserves of implements, parts of

dwellings and all that is necessary for solid conditions in

the ether in the c:7,_pacity of a small and nearly moon.

Horizontal motion of the nrojectile in an

atmosohere on the incline of its lon_s

with e_ual density.

We had suoT?osed I(o°3) and earlier,_ that the rocket
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must move in the air a_ on the rails_ i.e. that the atmospheric

resistance will prevent the rocket to deflect considerably

from its path, which is dependent on the forces of the

explosion and the force of gravitation. Just now we shall

confirm it.

Let us suppose, that the rocket will move

horizontally with a velocity 'c' in seconds, whereas its long

axis is inclined at a certain angle $ to the horizon.

Then the perpendicular pressure Ry on it will, in accordance

_:ith the known laws of resistsnce of a liquid medium, be

R - d F sin _c 2 (143)
Y g hK1

Here Fh is the horizontal projection of the

rocket, and k I - the coefficient of resistance.

If the rocket moves horizontally, then_ it means,

it does not fall and the pressure on it below Ry is equal

to the weight M 0 of the rocket. Then from (143) we shall find

Mog
sin = . (144)

2
dF hK1 c

We si_all s_ppose, for example_ M 0 = I; g = 10;

d = O.0013; C = 100; F h = 20; k I = 1.

Now we shall calculate
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sin _ = 0•03'$5 and _ = 2.20•

When M is 10 times !ar,<:;er,_ will also be almost 10O

times larger. When 'C' is 10 times larcer, the incline

decreases 100 times, that is, it becomes insignificantly

small.

Let us try to determine the work of resistance

of the atmosphere during the accelerated snd horizontal motion

of the rocket. The sphericity of the Earth diminishes

this work• The horizontal pressure R due to resistance of
x

air will be

Rx=Ry sin_= M0 _in_ Mo2g

dF hKl 2 (145)

Consequently, the element of work will comprise

dT= R dl, (146)
x

where 'i' is the lenjth of the traversed path.

We may consider 'd' to be constant and only

'c' - variable

C = _, (147)

j is the acceleration of the rocket in seconds. Now from

(147), (146) and (145) we shall set
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M_gdl
dT =

2dF hK1jl

(148)

Integrating and determining the constant, we

shall find

T= A ln_ l_ ,
(149)

where

A = •

2dF hK1 j
(15o)

If we consider the work since the start of the

voyage, with zero velocity, then theoretically this work is

infinite. It becomes small when the rocket covers part

of the journey 'I' on the rails, having already acquired
T

some velocity. In a medium with unifor@ density the work,

although slow, yet grows infinitely. Let us suppose,

in (15_).

M@ = 1; g =10; Fh = 20; K1=1 ; j = 10.

Then A = 19.2 and

(151)
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Let the projectile after a journey of 10 kilometers,

cover a total of 1000 kilometers. Then

T --19.2 qn 100 = 88.3 •

then

If the rocket covers preliminarily one kilometer,

T - 132.5.

It means, on holding back from falling, the

work goes on comparatively slightly.

We can express this work, depending on the

velocity acquired by the projectile, by 'C'. We have from

(147) and (149).

c2 C c2
i = 2--_- and T = A in 2

cI

(152)

Thus, if the rocket started its flight with a

velocity of 100 maters/second, and finished with a velocity

of 10,O00 meters per second, then

T = 19.2 in (1002)= 176.6.

This is already a cosmic velocity almost freeing

the rocket from the gravitation of the Earth, the work
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however is not significant. If the flight was started with

a velocity of 10 meters/second, then

T = 19.2 In (1000 2 ) = 265.

The difference in work, due to this, is not

great. The corresponding path 1 will be calculated

according to (147), namely

2
C

-- lO6
l=2j =5x M, (147)

or 5000 kilometers. (It must be remembered that in these

calculations we do not take into consideration the head

resistance). In case of such a long path, even though it is

horizontal in the beginning, the rocket considerably

recedss from the surface of the Earth and finds itself

first in the rarefied air, and thereafter in the vacuum.

In less rarefied air, the work will be enormous owing to

the excessive inclination of the projectile , while in

the more rarefied - even equilibrium is not possible, and

it is all the more impossible in the vacuum. The work of

equilibrium becomes an absurd value.

It is possible to confine oneself to the constant

layer of air till the velocity of 8 kilometers/second is
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attained after which the centrifugal force totally annihilates

the Earth's gravity. The inclination is done away with,

and the w?rk of maintenance of gravity vanishes. In

general, _he work during the circular motion due to the

influencelof the centrifmgal force is less than the

calculate_ one. But there appears another difficulty

here. During motion in a dense medium, the work of the

head resistance of the atmosphere,even when the form@_f_ke

projectile is pointed, becomes disadvantageously great.

Besides after acquiring the velocity of 8 kilometers/

second it i F still required perhaps, to choose by the

tangential _r ascending curve from the atmosphere, that

again much

moment only

is very smal

in the air,

Hori z,

Th

force if gra

fork is required. Our calculations at the

show that the work of maintaining the weight

l, but we are not proving, that the path

having unifrom density, is most advantageous.

atal motion of the _ectile wi___s_

_S_ axis not in_Sd.

projectile moves in the direction of the

ity.

The fall, or, rather, velocity of fall in

seconds, wil_e
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Cy=C sin _ = Mog • (165)

-dl P hKl=

Again the flight of the rocket is supposed

horizontal. At _ here it is necessary to imply a smallto be

angle of slope from its horizontal motion owing to gravity

and resistance of the air. Let us suppose, for example,

M 0 = i ; g=10 ; d = 0.00037 (at an altitude of 10 km);

F h = 20_ K I = 1; C = 2260; h = 10000. Then Cy = 0.6 i.e.

60 cm/sec.

If the projectile moves tangentially to the Earth

then on the one hand, it recedes from the Earth with a known

velocity and on the other, falls or comes closer to the

surface of the Earth, depending on its translatory

velocity and the density of the medium: The fall is

expressed by formula (165). Eliminating from it d and

c see (97), (127) and (147) we shall get

h

h I

Moge
= (166)

Cy 4 '

dlF hK1 _

The velocity of ascent on the tangential motion

is calculated in the following manner. We have

1 J t2 (167)
= 2
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where t is time, and D = the diameter of the Earth.

still have

We

h = 12 : D.

_ Consequently,

h_ 2t .
4D

Hence, differentiating, we find

dh _ t3 64 _3/4 (168)

Now it is possible to give table 13.

Table I_.

Duration of light of
the rocket in seconds

Velocity in meters/

second when J =I0._, _

10

100

2O

2OO

50 100

500 1000

2O0 400

2OOO 4OOO

1000

10000

Continued on next page ......
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Continuation .......

I - is the length of

the path, kin.
0.5 2 12.5 50 200 800 5oo0°

Height h = 12 : D

(approxlmately,)M.
0.02 0.32 12.3 197 3150 0400 1970000

dh
_is the velocity of

the ascent, sec.
0.008 0.064 0.554 4.43 35.5 283 4430

Density of air, d 0.0013).00_ Close to

zero

Velocity of fall due

to gravity and resis-

tance of air, M/sec.

3.85 1.92 0.77 0.385 3.280
Very great.

dl : d
1 1 1 1.48 550 10109

i h
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The flight is performed approximately tangentially

to the Earth. Recession from the surface of the Earth

(4th graph) takes place on account of this. In the

beginning this recession is almost imperceptible. Thus, in the

course of 10 seconds, when 0.5 kilometer has been traversed 9

it constitutes only 2 cm. The velocity (fifth graphl

of recession in the course of 10 seconds, constitutes 8 mm/sec.

But already in 50 seconds, when more than 12 kilometers was

covered and the projectile has gained an_titude of 12 meterst

the velocity of recession was more than 0.5 M/sec

(55 cm/sec). In this case it does not just attain the velocity

of falling (7th graph). 8oon after approximately 50

seconds the last velocity becomes _mpe_ceDt_bl_ in comparison with

the velocity of recession from the Earth's surface. Thus, in the

course of 200 seconds, when the projectile has ascended to

an altitude of three kilometers and acquired a velocity of 2

km having flown 200 km tangentially, the velocity of

ascent exceed the velocity of falling (it is limited by

the resistance of air) 127 times. But further the velocity of

falling increases, compared with the velocity of ascent and,

eventually, it is exceeded, because the atmosphere becomes rare

and in the vacuum infinite velocity is needed so as to obtain

pressure or resistance of the medium, equal to the weight

of the rocket. There (in vacumm t_e bady will readily fall down

only under the action of the force of gravity. In short, then
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we can completely ignore the resistance of the air, which

does not exist in the vacuum.

What comes out of it? Approximately since the moment

the rocket tilts downwards from the horizontal plane; after

this the flight becomes parallel to the Earth; subsequently

recession starts from the Earths surface and the flight

more and more come close and becomes tangentially straight

(tangent). The gzavity, seemingly does not act on the

projectile_ it moves as if on the rails. But in the course of roughly

4 minutes (265 seconds) the air is so much rarefied that

it the seems as if the rails_were removed, and the projectile fl_es

under the influence of the force of the EarthIs gravity

which enters into its owa; but then the ship has already

ascended to an altitude of 10 km, flown 351 km and acquired

a velocity of more than 2 km / second.

It means, some, denser part of the atmosphere

facilitates the path of the projectile in this stretch and

gives it "rails" which diminish the work, if we do not

consider the head resistance of the projectile. We had

assumed the acceleration of the rocket equal to that of the

Earth (10 M/sec2). The increase of pressure j on the

projectile will make the deviation from the tangent still

less prominent i.e. it will strengthen the "rails". It

is permissible to determine the curve of flight accurately,

but so to say, already many formulae have been given. The
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inconvenience of such a flight tangential to the Earth

lies in the fact that the flight has to be started from

height: from towers or the steep mountains, since in the

first few seconds there would be lowering of the rocket.

When j ffi10, as is evident from the table, the average

velocity of fall due to gravity and the resistance of the air

cannot exceed 4 M/sec, if the start ef flight is taken

from a velocity of 100 M/sec. In this way, in 40-50 seconds of

the flight the projectile will descend much less than

200 meters, rather 100 meters. After this the flight

will be parallel to the surface of the Earth, and still

further-recession from it begins. Thus, on slight action

(j = 10) of the explosive substances the flight must start

from the tower with a height of 100 meters or from a like

mountain, but on a steep precipice at 45 ° . When j is large,

the required height will be less and the deviation will

be more slanting. This dependence is inversely proportional.

If in the beginning we move in the horizontal plane and at

the same time acquire velocity, somewhat larger than 500

M/sec, the ascent is not at all required, since the falling

will not exceed recession, taking place due to the sphericity

of the Earth.
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ASCENT IN THE ATMOSPHERE IN THE LINE OF
mm_o--m--n_I

ASCENT.

The tangential flight is advantageous because

of the fact that it permits the use of a very small part

of the explosive force j. In technical relationship,

particularly during the initial experiment, it is a very

important advantage. But in the relationship of economy

of energy, required for overcoming the resistance of the

air, the better flight is the one inclined to the horizon.

Although, the greater the inclination, the greater is the

explosive force J, that has to be employed, since

this flight is similar to the ascent on the mountain.

We have already anal_zed it earlier (83) with

respect to the resistance of the air. Now we can increase,

which were accurate, assuming a slight inclination from

the fall owing to the atmospheric pressure.

We have seen, that the steep ascent is not suitable,

particularly perpendicular to the surface of the Earth.

Here we are assuming a less-inclined flight in the atmosphere.

It has many advantages. First the loss is equal to the

loss during the ascent on the mountain, by which its loss of

energy is diminished. On a great altitude, where air cannot

serve as a support, the action of the explosive substances
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may be normal to the radius of the Earth owing to which, as

we have proved, there is no lose of energy at all_ Secondly,

it is permissible to employ less of the explosive force j.

Thirdly, it is possible to make use of the mountains, so

as to impart a sufficient preliminary velocity to the

projectile. As we have seen, it is very useful because then

it is possible to escape a fall, in particularly if the

inclination of the path is sufficiently large. Fourthly,

some deviation of the path highly diminishes the expenditure

of energy for overcoming the head resistance of the atmosphere,s.

(Comparatively with the tangential or horizontal flight).

Eventually, when the force of explosion is small, the rocket

and all its parts, whould not be made so very massive.

Similarly for the human beings too, no safety media are

needld.

In case of inclined ascending motion of the rocket,

the recession h, from the surface of the Earth, depends

on two causes: namely the angle of slope, and the sphericity

of the planet:

The first is equal to

h = i sin y, (169)

while the second-

h 2 = 12 : D. (170)

Hence
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12 _ +_ (171)h I + h2_l sin y + -_- = 1 sin y + .

The fall is expressed by formulae (165) and (166)

already established. But for the angle _ another angle

should be substituted in them, expressing diversion, depending

exceptionally on the resistance of the atmosphere and

the tranmlatory velocity of flight. This angle "_ is

generally extraordinarily small.

During the ascending motion, no matter how small

the inclination y the force of explosion j cannot anyway

be small. Its minimum value is determined by the equation

j = g sin y. (172)

Besides, the rocket will stand on the mountain

(air). There would still be no acceleration, but there

would be_ powerful descent. It is necessary and advantageous

that j considerably exceeds this value. We shall give here

the minimum value of j, depending on the angle of slope, y and

the force of gravity g (Table 14).

T_ble 14.

y in degrees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

j, M/sec2 .
O.175 0.349 0.523 O.6980.8221.O51__2 1.39 1.56 1.74

Contd.
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j magnified

10 times.
1.75 13• 49 5• 23

6.98 126

From this, it is evident, that j is magnified 10

times, even when the incli_ation is only 10 it is 17 times

more than the acceleration due to the Earths gravity (10

M/sec2). But even at thim _mall inclination, evidently, It

is permissible to the confined by the incomparably weaker

exploding force, roughly up to 0.1 of t e force of gravity.

has an enormous technical benefit, because it permits the

start of flights even during the contemporary conditions of
1)

technology .

This

For the ascent during the inclined motion of the

projectile we have derived formula (171).

Tile velocity of ascent (we ignore for the time being

the sphericity of the _arth) w ii be c sin _ .

On the other hand, tae velocity of descent is

determined by formula (165_. Equating the descent with the

ascent we shall find the equation, from which we shall _btain.

I) Fort_er separate paragraDhs in comloarison with the Kaluga
Editioi_ (1926) of this works of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy, have been
rearranged wita the aim of great sequence in the explosi_ion
of the material (Editors).
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sin _ = M0g J

dF hK1 c2

(173)

At this angle the initial motion will be

horizontal. If, for example, M 0 = 1; g = 10; F h = 20;

K 1 = I; C = 100; then sin _ , = 0.0385, while the angle

= 2.2 ° . When the velocity is 200 meters, the angle will

be close to 0.5 ° .

Thus, it is fully possible to avoid the descent

even when the angle of elope is very small, only if

there is _ufficient initial velocity. But it may be much

less, if the angle of slope is larger. Thus, if the angle

goes up to 8° , then the velocity of 50 meters per second

will be enough.

THE ENGINE AND THE CONSUMPTION OF FUEL
I IIIIIIII I I I

CAPACITY OF THE ENGINE FOR I TON WEIGHT
IIIIIIIIImIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

OF THE ROCKET.
IIIIIIIIIIIIII

We are giving in table 15, the capacity of the

engine for 1 ton weight of the rocket on different velocities

and accelerations; the capacity is approximat_ expressed

in thousands of metric forces (100 kilogram-meters/seconds);

the velocity of the rocket C S is in kilometers/second

at the different moments of motion.
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¢1 km / sec.

2

3

Acceleration 5

j of the roc 5
ket in M/sec _ 10

or the

explodihgj 20
fore e.

_o

100

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

i

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

o.z 0.4 o.6 1

o.3 o.6 o.9 1.5

o.5 I 1.5 2.5

1 2 3 5

2 4 6 10

3 6 9 15

5 _0 15 z5

10 20 50 _0

I 2 5

1 2 5

2 4 Io

3 6 15

8

24

5 1o 25 40

10 20 50 80

20 40 100 160

30 60 150 240

50 100 250 400

i100 200 500 800

11

11

22

33

65

11o

220

33O

55O

1100

,, ,,,
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It follows, that the capacity of a rocket

weighing one ton on the minimum acceleration (and of course,

with a small angle of slope) changes from 100 to 11000 metric

forces.

If the rocket gives 100 kilogram of the thrust on

the motor, then in the beginning, the capacity (output) will be

close to the capacity of an air plane eigine (1OO metric

forces) and only on the achievement of the maximum cosmic

velocity it increases 110 times.

A t first sight this seems awfully enormous but we should

not forget that we are dealing with reactive (or rocket)

engines.

The problem is to explode in the pipe, every

second, a specific and constant quantity of the explosive

substances. Just now we shall show in the table, that

it is completely small. For example, for a one ton

rocket on its acquiring the cosmic velocity of 8 kilometers/

second 4 tons of explosive materials are required. The

duration of explosion for acquiring this velocity will be

8000 seconds, if the average magnitude of the explosive force is

equal to I (0.1 of the force of gravity). It means,

that in a second, 0.5 kilogram of the explosive substances, on

an average, will have to be exploded. What is inaccessible here?
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If the exploding force is even 10 times more (when the

inclination is large), one would have to explode 5 kilograms

in a second. And this is quite possible.

Table 16 shows approximately the average quantity

of the explosive materials, required in a second when the

exploding force j is different. The weight of the rocket

is one ton.

Table 16.

Reserve of explosive substances, T

Final velocity, M/see.

Duration of explosion,

Duration, hr.

Quantity of exploding substances,

kg/sec, j = 1.

Ditto, when J = 5

ditto, when j = 10.

1

3465

3465

0.96

O.29

1.45

2.9

4

8045

8045

2123

o.5

2.5

9

11515

11515

3.2

0.78

3-9

7.8

30

17170

17170

4.8

1.75

8.75

17.5
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The second 1) cosmic velocity is sufficient

to make the projectile a satellite of the Earth, of course,

beyond tile atmosphere. The third is sufficient for overcoming

the Earth's gravity and wandering along the Earth's orbit.

And here the second (time factor) explosion is less than one

kilogram. _he last velocity is sufficient for internal

recession from our Solar system and wandering i!_ the _:alaxy with

a velocity not less than the velocity of a cannon ball. Even

here the consumption per second is less than 2 kilocrams. T_le

duration of explosion is from I to 5 hours. All this takes

place when the force of explosion j is ten times less than the

Earth's gravl_y. When the force j is larce , the consumption per

second of the explosive substances increases a_d the duration

of explosion decreases proportionately. An incre_se of the

mass of the rocket is similarly accom anied by a proportionate

increase of consu ption per second, while the duration of explosion

does not change here. It a_pears, strange, from the beginning

that the work of the rocket motor prolressively increases,

(with the velocity of the projectile) whilst the quantity per

second of the used up explosive material does not increase.

The fact is, tha_ the explosive substance, still not

exploded already possesses greater energy, if _ne velocity

of ti_e beariug ship is greater. Therefore it releases it

(energy) in _ larcer quantity, than it must be in accordance

with its potenti_l and chemical energy.

I) i.e. indicatec! in the second column of table (Editors).
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CONCLUSIONS

From all that has been stated above we can draw

the following conclusion. The flight is advantageous to

start on the mountains on as high an altitude ms possible.

On the mountain road must be levelled, with a slope of

not more than 10-20 ° . Then the rocket is placed on an

automobile, which acquires from it a velocity of from

40 to 1OO meters/second. Thereafter the projectile

flies independently, by anabatic means developing pressure

in the rear by the explosion of substances. The inclination

of the projectile to the extent of increase of its velocity

decreases, and the flight comes close to the horizontal.

On exit from the atmosphere and some recession from any

of its traces, the flight becomes parallel to the Earth's

surface, i.e. circular. The acceleration j must have the

minimum value, roughly from 1 to 10 meters/sec 2. The

expenditure on the resistance of air will be minimum.

The influence of gravity too almost vanishes (in relation

to the loss of energy). The initial velocity is acquired

by the automobile, air plane or an suitable device :

terrestrial, aqueous or aerial. The flight in not very

rarefi@d a_moSphere may take place by the energy of the fuel,

being burnt by the oxygen from the atmosphere. This will

economic the reserves of fuel 9 times (it is the ideal number,
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when only pure hydrogen is stored). If the rocket in the air

has still not acquired cosmic velocity, freeing it from the

gravitation of the Earth, then it is not permissible to

make use of the atmospheric oxygen in much rarefied layers

of the air.

Therefore, in this case, reserve liquid oxygen

or its unstable (as far as possible endogenous) compound with

other gases (for example, with nitrogen) is set in motion.

Then the acquired velocity goes up to the cosmic one.

PREPARATORY EARTH ROCKET

Roadway. Motor. Resistance of Air. Friction.

We have seen, that the rocket while still on the

Earth, must acquire some velocity, so as to fly immediately,

horizontally or slantingly by means of ascending. The more

the acquired velocity due to the ascending run is the better

it is. _t is desired, that the projectile does not expend,

at the same time, its reserve energy in the form of the

explosive substances. And this is possible only if our

rocket is set into motion by an external force: by an automobile,

steamer, locomotive, airplace, airship dirigible), gaseous or

electromagnetic cannon etc. The known existing methods cannot
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impart velocity more titan 100 - 200 meters/second, since

neither wheels, nor air-screws cam rotate quicker without

interruption. Their velocitj along the periphery may go
I)

up to 200 M/sec - not more. It means that this velocity

(720 km/hr) cannot out do ti_e commontravelling guns.

For the beginning, perhaps, it is enough. But we aspire

to impart to the rocket the largest possible preliminary

velocity, so that it saves its reserve of the explosive

material for a future flight, when it (rocket) has abandoned

its difficult path. From here it is evident, that fer

acquiring velocity of more than 200 M/sec by the projectile,

special accessories are neededii:i. Ti_e !:aseous and electromagnetic

cannons, in the first instance must be rejected for being too

costly, (multi@millions) installations owing to their great

length. In short ones, the relative gravitj (jerk) kills

and destroys all. _he most simple and cheap method in this

case is the rocket and reactive device. Weshould state,

that our cosmic rocket nmst be placed on the other - the Earth

rocket, or enclosed it. T:ie Earth rocket, n_t being detached

from the soil, will im_art it thc_ desired run. For the Earth

rocket, horizontal straight-lined, slantingly ascending

path is needed.

The air-screws sre neither nor required possible.

Their full changes by the re_r pressure of the exploding gases

I) In centrifugal superchargers for aero-engines and in quick
moving turbines, high velocities are obLained (Editors).
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in the pipe. The wheels for reducing friction are not

suitable. The Earth's rocket moves, like a sledge.

The friction of hard bodies offers considerable

resistance, even if it is reduced by lubrication. For

example, the coefficient of friction for iron on dry

cast iron or bronze (or vice versa) comprises about 0.2.

This means, that the projectile with a weight of I ton

is set in motion In_orizontal plane by a force not less

than 0.2 ton or 200 kilograms. Such is the magnitude of friction

for pressure, not exceeding 8-10 kg/cm 2 of the surface of friction.

It is remarkable that the coefficient of friction

with the increase of velocity of rubbling bodies

decrease about 4 times and more (in the extreme limits of

the experiment). During ordinary pressure, not violating

the prescribed limits, and on abundant lubrication the

coefficient of friction of those very bodies may decrease

5-10 times. Moistening of the surfaces of friction by

water decreases the friction about two times. The coefficient

of friction of metal on ice and snow (and vice versa) goes

up to 0.02 i.e. 10 times less than the friction of dry

heterogeneous metals, and is compared, so to say with the

magnitude of friction on rich lubrication. Thus, if the
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rocket moves on ice or on a uniformly and riichly lubricated

metallic roadway, then there are no insurmountable obstacles

for rapid motion without wheels. If, for example, the

pressure of gases on the projectile is equal t@ its weight

(j = 10) then on the friction only from 20 to 2% of the entire

energy spent on the motion of the Earth's rocket, is lost.

On an acceleration of 5 M/sec 2 (J = 5) the consumption will be

from 40 to 4%. If j = 1, then the consumption will comprise

from 200 to 4@%, which is intolerable.

But then, I know the methods to bring the friction

almost to nil, but about this we shall discuss in another

.)
book •

We are coming to the concept about the Earth's

rocket, moving on usual, but smooth and rigidly straight rails,

richly lubricated by tallow, oil or ice, being pushed out

from the slide - rails of the machine. Ice is available only

during the cold spells of the year or on high mountains,

where the temperature is below zero.

The form of the Earth's rocket must be easily

streamlined by air. The eblong it is the more easily the

rocket will cleave the medium, if we do not take into

consideration the friction of air about the wall of the

,,|

=) See K.E. Tsiolkovskiy's book "Resistance of Air and High

Speed train." Kaluga, 1927 (Editors).
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Earth's rocket. When its oblongness is 100 or 200 (i.e.

when the length as many times exceeds the m_ximum diameter

of the projectile) then we can even take into consideration

only friction. In view of the long path as we shall see

later, necessary for the ascending run of the projectile,

it can itself be very long--space will suffice.

Special calculations and considerations, which

we shall not mention here, show that the magnitude of friction

cannot exceed the number

d_V (174)
2g

which can not the velocity of the surface of friction.

From the formula we see, that this limiting friction is

proportional to the surface of friction F, density of gas

'd' and the its molecular velocity. V. Such an inference

permits the comparison of the gases, during enormous velocities

with hard bodies, since in case of the latter friction does

not very much depend on velocity of the rubbing body. By

a transformation of formula (174) it is not difficult to

prove, that for "permanent" gases and unchangeable external

pressure, this limiting friction is proportional to the square

root of the molecular weight of the gas and inversely

proportional to the square root of the temperature of the gas.
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It means, for example, that at the atmospheric pressure heated

hydrogen gives less friction, than the cold air. On the

contrary cold carbon dioxide gas offers more resistance

than the heated air.

On the one and the same density of gases, the

conclusion would be reverse, i.e. the gases with small molecular

weights at high temperatures give greater coefficient of friction.

We shall indicate the limitse

According to formula (174) for the common air for

1M 2 we shall find limiting friction in the neighborhood of

0.011.

Other considerations give the formula for the magnitude

of friction.

R =-- dc. (175)
2g

It mea_s that the coefficient of friction is

proportional to the coefficient of gas 'd', the velocity

of the projectile and the thickness '$' of the air, sticking

to 1M 2 of the body, moving with a velocity of 1M/sec.

But, to our regret, this formula is dependable only when the

velocity of the projectile is as manymeters, in magnitude as
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the number_mf meters in its length. Consequently, in this

formula we must suppose i = c. Then we shall obtain

I
S

-- S
R -- 2g 12bd -- _ c2bd. (176)

We shall suppose here 2g = 20; b = 3; d = O.0013

Besides, frommy own experiments, I know that S = O.01

(lcm). Then we shall find

= 195.1o-8 . c2 - 195.10-8 (177)

Let us assume again, that the weight of the

entire, projectile in tons is expressed by the number

'l'. Then we shall draw up table 17 for different accelerations

of 'j' and different velocities of the projectile.

We see, that even when the velocity is 5

km per second and the acceleration of the Earth's rocket

is O.1 of the gravity (j = 1) the loss does not exceed 10%.

But here there is a great inu_venience:cthe rocket must have a

length ofm5 kilometers. In case of small velocities and

small lengths of the projectile an insignificant percentage

of work is consumed.
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Length, weight

and velocity of
the Earth's rocket

in M / T.and

M/sec.

1 1@ 100 5oo 1000

i

1500 2000 3000 5000

Magnitude of

fri cti on,

kg.
0.002 0.2 20 5OO 2OO0 _500 3000 18000 500O0

Resistance relative

to pressure on the

projectile in

percents, when

j = 10.

Ditto - when

_j= 1

0.0002 0.002 0.02 0.1 3. 2

0.002 0.02 0.2 1 2

0.3 ).4 o.6

3 4 6 lO

Ditto - when

j=4 0.0005 0.005 0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.5 2.5
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Here the blunt projectile will give considerable resistance

due to the work of cleaving the air,

The length of the Earth's rocket must not

exceed 100 meters, otherwise the rocket will have a large

mass and will be very costly and the absolute work, necessary

for imparting it velocity and overcoming the resistance of air,

will be great. It means that it is necessary to have a large quanti_y

b£r_;lle _explb_;_veus_batmm_c_s_kmd in Car heazy _enditl_res on _hem.

If the rocket is shorter, than in the table, i.e. c/l times,

then each particle of air will be subjected to displacement for

a shorter time, than in the case, when the velocity of the

projectile is numerically equal to its length. Time will be

shortened to (___c )times.

The thickness 'S' of the layer of the air being

carried along, will not decrease proportionately, but

approximately 11 + in ( l)J times. Exactly so many

times will the resistance of the air also diminish. In

this way, in place of formula (176) we shall obtain a more

exact one, suitable for all lengths of the Earth's rocket,

namely

2g
(178)

Let us suppose the length of the rocket to be

constant and equal to 100 meters. The velocities are different.
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Then we shall get table No. 18.

Table 18.

C, M/sec. 100 200 300 400 500 700 1000 2000 3000 4000

c

T "_ 2 3 4 5 7 10 20 ..30 40

1 n T o 0.69 1.10 1.39 1.61 1.95 2.30 3.00 3.40 3.69

n + 1 1 1.69 2.10 2.39 2.61

i

2.95 3.30 4.00 4.40 4.69

The last graph shows how many times the thickness

of the sticking layer of gas diminishes, as well as the

resistance due to friction, depending on the change of length

(second column).

Let there be in the formula (178) S = 0.01

1 = 100; b - 3 Then we shall find

_-_._._o-_o. _ ÷_o_,+_. (179)
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This provides the possibility to draw up table

No. 19 of absolute and relative resistance when there are

different forces of explosion.

C, M/Sec.

Pressure kg.

o

4_

.r4

O_

4_

Weight. 100 g,

j = 10.

Weight 100 g_
j = 1 .

Weight 10 g

j = 1

Weight 10 g,
j =4

lOO 2oo 300 40o

19.5 23.1 27-9 32.6

0.02 0.023 0.028

50O 700m

37.4 46 -3

0.03_ 0.037

0.2 0.23 0.28 0.33

2 2.3 2.8 3.3

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

0.046

0.37 0.46

3.7 4.6

0.9 1.1

i

1000 2000 3000 4000

59.1 97.5 133.0 167.0

0.059 0.098 0.133 0.167

0.59 0.98 1.33 1.67
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It is evident from here that even when the

acceleration (j = 1) is the smallest and the _U_ss:of the rocket

is slight (10 T) friction consumes not more than 17%.

We shall now decide the question about the length of

the space for the ascending run of the Earth's rocket.

A part of the space will serve for the acceleration of motion,

while the other part, for retardation and its neutralization.

Counter - explosion is not an mconomio method of neutralization

of the acquired velocity. It may be done more quickly by braking

action through friction or resistance of the air, that is, for the _:!_

shorter path. Lubrication may be stopped and the plane set out

perpendicularly to the direction of motion. Their air

resistance will soon neutralize the velocit_ of the Earth's

rocket. During braking action,especially if the cosmic rocket

has already started flying, a much smaller part of the road is

needed than during the acceleration . The general picture is

like this: The Earth's rocket will be hurried away on the slide-rails

by accelerated motion along with the cosmic rocket. When the

maximum velocity is acquired and braking action of the

Earth's rocket begins the cosmic rocket will get detached

from the Earth's rocket under the influence of inertia

and will go along its path quicker and quicker because of its

own initiated explosion. Retarded by the air or by other media the

Earth's rocket will travel farther in the space but very slowly 0
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till the time it stops. Weshall not take:.into consideration the

portion of the space where braking action takes place since it

may be very small. In order that the resistancec is minimum,

_he cosmic rocket must form the front part of the Earth's

rocket. The nose of the first will be open (on the outside),

while the stern is concealed in the Earth's rocket. When

the motion of the latter is retarded, the cosmic rocket gets

detached from the Earth's rocket and leaves it. By this action,

a wide opening on the Earth's rocket, which represents enormous

resistance vigorously retards the motion. The rocket stops itself,

without any trouble_ The Earth's rocket is very long and

the cosmic one accommodates in it only a little of its stern

portion. The remainder is left for its filling by the explosive

material and the controlling parts.

For drawing up table 20 (of maximum velocities of the

Earth's rocket) we have the formula

p = j - g sin y. (18o)

Here we see the resultant acceleration p,

from the exploding force 'j' from the Earth's gravity

(10 M / sec 2) and the angle of slope of the path towards the

horizon.

-gsiny) I. (181)
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The pressure P, of the explosive substances on

the rocket is determined by the equation

J

_ a0 -- , (182)g

where GO is the weight of the rocket; the pressure has been

expressed in ordinary units.

Table 20.

Length of the
1 2 5 10 50 100 200

rails Km .

j = 100 447 632 1000 1420 3160 4470 6324

j = 50 316 447 707 1000 2236 3162 4472

j = 30 244 346 547 774 1732 2449 3464

j = 20 200 282 447 632 1414 2000 2828

j = 10 141 200 316 447 1000 1414 2000

j = 5 100 141 223 316 707 1000 1414

j = 3 78 109 173 244 547 774 1095

j = 1 45 63 100 142 316 447 632

300 500

7746 10000

5477 7071

4242 5477

3468 4472

2449 3160

1732 2236

1342 1732

774 1000
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We consider the area in horizontal olane (F = O).

a very small inclination might required, which will permit

a slight decrease ol the cited velocities by a factor such

as the resistance of air.

The duration of motion of the Earth's rocket

is obtained by dividing velocity by the acceleration 'j'

Thus, when the path is 500 kilometers, it will, according

to the table, be from 1OO to 1000 seconds. When the path is one

kilometer the duration will be from 4_ to 45 seconds. T_e

duration of brake action (retar_ation) may be very short.

Gravity, produced due to acceleration, according to

the table, changes from 0.1 to 10 times that due to the Earth,

Adding this to the latter, it gives the apparent gravity in the

rockets from I to 10 (approximately). T_e path with rails

somewhere in the mountains, on an altitude, must have a length

of 500 kilometers (about 5° of the circumference of the Earth),

so that there is a hope for acquiring cosmic velocities. But

a large gravitj causes of the enhancement of the strength of

t!_e rockets and thereby increases their masses. Eventually

the work of the resistance of the air is increased. In

s word, the acceleration 'j' equal to that of she Earth is

sufficient. Ti_en we shall obtain fully the requisite preliminary

velocity up to 3160 M/sec. Tioe small, very useful inclination

of the path at 10-20 ° will decrease the preparatory velocity.
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We can also calculate the reserves of explosion

for the Earth's rocket. If the hollow, Earth's rocket weighs

10 tons and the celestial rocket has the same, then altogether

they will constitute 20 tons. Now according to table 6 we shall

calculate in tons the reserve of explosive material for the

Earth's rocket for acquiring different velocities. The velocity

of launching is supposed to be 4 km/sec.

Table 21.

r i

iMI: M0

M, T

6

_1' M/sec

0.1

2

578

0.2

4

,28

6

IO48

0.4 0_5 0.6 0.7

8 _o

1344 1620

12J I_

1876 2116

o.8

2344

o.9

2568

2O

2772

1.5

_0

366o

2

4O

4392

These velocities are fully sufficient whereas the

reserve does not exceed 40 tons. We shall observe, that the

powerful retardation (braking action) may kill a human being,

controlling the F_rth's rocket. Therefore it is better if the

latter is regulated automatically without human beings. The

passengers of the cosmic rocket during braking action will find
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themselves outside the Earth's rocket from which the cosmic

rocket will be detached.

It the cosmic rocket in this way acquires the

initial velocity without spending its own reserve, then

the rocket can store less of it (reserve), or with the same

reserves acquire a larger cesmic velocity.

We had

dM 1
dc = - W (34)

M0 + M 1

and

c = - WIn (M O + M 1) ÷ const. (35)

If the initial velocity of the rocket is equal to

Co, then M 1 -- MI", i.e. the mass of launching will be

maximum (initial)_ Consequently,

It

co = - WIn (M 0 + M 1) + const. (183)

Calculating from (35) (183) we shall get

c - co=W In

M O + M 1

(184)

If M I = O, then we shall obtain the maximum

velocity C1 Therefore,
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Cl = Co + w in _,1 + M_ _M----_" (185)

Let us suppose, that the preparatory initial

velocity of the rocket is equal to 3 km/sec, but it should have

C = 8 km/sec. Let us also suppose W to be 5 km/sec.

Then according to table 6, we shall find the relative reserve

of the cosmic rocket equal to M 1 : M 0 = 1.8, while for

Table 22.

C 1, Km/sec.

I!

MI: M 0 according to

(186) .

MI: M 0 (according to

table 6).

c 1-4

!I

MI: M0

3

0.8

4

4

1.24

11

2.31

8

7

3.08

I?

12

10.0

3o

i i

13

12.0

Continued on next page .......
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Continuation.

!

M 1 : M0

Cl-3

I!

M 1 : M 0

M 1 _ M0

5

1.72

4

8

4

3O

14

15

3o

obtaining velocity of 8 km/sec, relative reserve at 4 is

required (table 6); from (185) we can obtain

I!

M1 c 1-Co
--= 1- • W

M o

(986)

We shall make use of this formula, so as to compile

the comparative table No. 22.

From the table it is evident, that the cosmic rocket,

having, a preliminary velocity, is loaded much less by explosive

substances than the rocket not having this velocity. Thus, for
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obtaining a higher cosmic velocity and overcoming the pull

of the Sun (17 km/sec), it is necessary to have 30 times

more of the explosive substances than the weight of the

rocket. If the rocket, still on the dry land, has

acquired a velocity of 5 km, _ec, then _h_::r_lati_e reserve will

comprise only a IO-fold w&ight. The first cosmic velocity

requires four-fold reserve; if the preparatory velocity has

been 3 km/sec then the weight of explosive substances

would comprise only 0.8 of the weight of the rocket.

FORM OF THE EARTH'S ROCKET

The form of the Earth's rocket is very elongated,

and of m_ximum resistance. The elongation may reach 50.

Since the rocket does not leave the Earth and the sufficiently

dense layer of the atmosphere, there is no necessity to

make it hermetically sealed. Its outer cover may be

like the covering of an air plane. In it there will be

accommodation for explosive substances, which are forced

by pumps into the explosion pipe and are rejected by the force

of explosion in the rear portion of the rocket. In this,

there is placed an engine for pumping, set into motion

by a gasoline-motor (Preliminary consumption of a small part

of the reserve of explosive substances is possible for it;

after the work in the motor they enter the explosion pipe

and perform the work of reaction).
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COSMICROCKET.

The cosmic rocket must hava the minimum mass and

volume, which makes its realization easy. Its elongation

should be 10, and not more. The maximum diameter is not less

than 1-2 meters. The form is also easily streamlined, but its

jacket is hermetically sealed since the rocket recedes

in the airless space, where through holes, the gas, required

for breathing, could all escape.

The main jacket of the rocket must withstand safely,

pressure not less than 0.2 atmosphere if it is f&lled with pure

oxygen. In fact, at the sea level we obtain the maximum quantity

of oxygen. Its particular pressure comprises about 0.2

atmosphere. Such is its quantum. It means that it is sufficient

physiologically. But man easily endures or, at least gets

accustomed to still half the quantity of oxygen. On the mountains

(of 5-6 kilometer height), where the quantity of oxygen is half,_an sti-

112_l_e_y remains alive. The healthy endure, although with

peril to life, still double the rarefaction (at an altitude of

10 kilometers). In any case, 0.5 of the usual quantum of exygen

is sufficient. It means, that at its pressure of 0.1 atmosphere,

there is sufficient oxygen.

The jacket must have a valve, opening on the

outside, if the difference between the internal and external
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pressure of the medium exceeds say, 0.2 atmosphere. Below at

the sea level, tje absolute pressure in the rocket, consequently,

will not be more than 1.2 atmospheres, while in the vacuum the

pressure inside the projectile will not exceed 0.2. These

obmiously, are the limits, suitable for breathing. If we are

to increase, by mean_ of a regulator, the external pressure on

the valve, for example, up to one atmosphere, then the limits

of pressure will be I and 2 atmospheres. The latter in the

first place is advantageous as more reserve for respiration.
J

The internal pressure of the gas necessitates the making of the

rocket in the form of a dirigible (air-ship) with circular

transverse cross-sections. This very form is useful for

obtaining the minimum resistance of air. It also saves the

rocket from surplus internal fastenings and partitions. The

tightly inflated rocket changes the complicated and intricate beam,

well resisting the bend and, in general, the change of form.

But since it has to _e planned and this capacity of it

(without wings) is weak, it is useful to unite the lateral

surfaces of several jackets (of the rockets) of the form

of the bodies of revolution. The united sides must be

fastened inside by partitions. Such a complicated rocket,

resembling fastened inside by partitions. Such a complicated

rocket, resembling corrugated undulating plate with several sharp

tails and heads, or one large wing, is already being very

successfully planned. A cosmic rocket has to withstand still

enhanced gravity. This implies that all its parts should be z_ _
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made more durable, than those needed for resistance to the

forces of the commongravity. Thus the compartments,

storing the explosive materials must be stronger. But,

we have seen that the more advantageous is the less inclined flight

with a slightly accelerated motion (j_10). Moreover, the

gravity will change so;:little that all the calculations

may be made freely for the usual force of gravity.

One also has to keep in mind the thickening

and rarefaction of the medium, surrounding the swift moving

rocket. On the nasal portion air is compressed, which

permits this part of the rocket jacket to be made weaker or

thinner; on the stern side the atmosphere rarefies, which

requires the stern portion tobe_strongez o_ :_hle_.These forces

act as long as the rocket is in the atmosphere. In the vacuum

they do not exist. Nevertheless, not making the front

portion weaker, it is necessary to make the rear one stronger.

This has great significance for the cosmic rocket and less

for the Earth's rocket in consequence of its considerably

oblong shape. We have seen, that the total longitudinal

resistance of the air comprises a small portion of the

pressure of the explosive substances on the rocket. The

normal pressure for the walls of the rocket is of such an order.

Hence when j is average, it comprises a value not exceeding

the force of common gravity. In view of the large margin

of durability of the rocket we can ignore these forces as the
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relative gravity.

We take as a basis mainly the difference of internal

and external pressures for the spindle-shaped rocket. Here is

the mass (table 23) of the jacket made from the strongest alloys

of iron, when the margin of durability is four-fold and the

difference of pressure of 1 atmosphere (instead of the

required - 0.2 atmosphere). This weight depends mainly on the

volume of the jacket and not on its shape and oblongness,

assuming the from as spindle - shaped and smooth.

Volume of rocket M3

Weight of the internal gas

density of air K 2

Weight of the jacket

K2 .

5

6.5

33

lo 15

13 19.5

65 98

20

26

13o

30 40 50

39 52 65

195 260 325

Tt follows that the weight of the jacket is only

5 times more than the weight of the air of the usual density

contained in it (0.0013). When the pressure is 0.2 atmosphere

100

13o

650
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the strength will be 20 while at 0.1 atmosphere the margin

of durability will reach 40. For accommodating one person 10 M 3

!sp_ce is fully adequate. Such a reserve of oxygen will

suffice one person fo_ 10 days, if all the products of

respiration are absorbed in the rocket.

The maximum load, possible for the rocket

on its different volumes, is expressed roughly in tons (the

first column of that very table). This load, in case of all

volumes, is 154 times more than the weight of the jacket.

The jacket for small rockets is thin, so that it has to

be made 2, 3 or times thicker, looking at the smallness of

the volume. This will still increase the margin of durability

of small rockets. But the small volume of the jacket in this

case will be the major part of the highest lifting capacity

(154,), for example 1,2, 10%. For large volumes the weight

of the casing (jacket) is less th_n 1%. Regarding the outer

laminated jacket providing a possibility to obtain in ether

and in Solar light, from 150 ° to 250 ° of cold we have

already spoken. In the brilliant condition, it can preserve

itself due to heating up at the time of flight in the air,

especially if between it and the strong jacket a cold gas,

escaping from the rocket, is flowing.

S

Pure hydrogen is turned into liquid and preserved_
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bedause without special precautions it volatilizes. The

most advnatageous of all liquids or those easily turning

into liquid are hydrocarbons. The more they are volatile,

then more is the content of hydrogen in them and the more are

they suitable for the job. We have plenty of oxygen in

liquid state, and all the better that it can serve as a

source of cold, to which we shall have to run for cooling

the rocket (at the time of motion it heats up in the atmosphere)

and the explosion pipe. But it is expedient to act like this:

the maximum portion of the reserve of oxygen is taken in the

form of some of its endogenous compounds, i.e. such as are

synthesized with the absorption of heat. On dissociation they

again release it and in this way increase the energy of

combustion. The other, smaller part of oxygen may be in a

pure and liquid state and may serve initially for cooling

and later for respiration and explosion. It has to be stored

a little. Hermetically sealed liquid gases develop immense

pressure, for overcoming of which very massive vessels are

needed. Therefore, in order that i_ may not be so, they

must have holes, through which the gases formed could freely

escape. In this way their low temperature is maintained.

Ti_e action of the complex explosive substances yields a little

to the action of pure hydrogen and oxygen. The latter impart

velocity of ejected material (products of combination, or

combustion) at 5 km/sec, while the compound 4 km/sec. It

means, that the velocity of the rocket int_h_ last case will
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be lessened in the very Sameratio i,e. by 20%.

Somehave suggested compressed gases in the

vessels or highly heated up volatile liquids for reactive action.

This is utterly unacceptable. This is the reason why. My

most exact and multifarious calculations show, that the weight

of the reservoirs of the best form and material is at least

5 times mere than the weight of the compressed &in,

replacing the explosive substance. From here it is_evident,

that gaseous ejected material will always be 5-10 times less

than weight of the rocket. We are seeing (table 6), that

for obtaining the lowest cosmic velocity it is necessary,

that the explosive material in the most favorable conditions

exceeds the rocket 4 times in mass. Although the light gases

are more suitable, but they require more weight of the vessels.

The same we shall say about the highly incandescent gases.

Water and other volatile liquids, slightly heated_ impart

some advantage and are therefore more suitable for initial

exper_men_low flight My calculations show that with the

help of compressed gases it is permissible to ascend not higher

than 5 kilometers, while by means of overheated water - not

higher than 60 kilometers.

There is absolutely nothing more energizing and

at the same time suitable amongst the explosive materials

indicated earlier.
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How to explode then and how to preserve them?

If we are to explode similarly, as in all the known old and

new rockets, then the reactive pressure, on explosion, will

be transmitted to the entire surface of the vessel (their

storage), that will cause to make it very massive. The

pressure of explosive substances reaches up to 5000 atmospheres.

In such a case calculation will show that the weight of the

tanks will be at least 30 times more than the weight of

explosive materials on their aqueous density (it is less

in the function_n_this is still worse). If it is so,

then the projectile does not ascend more than 15 kilometers.

But we lose less, if owing to the method of slight

(i.e. not thorough) mixing of explosive substances we weaken

their pressure up to 100 atmospheres, or 50 times. Moreover,

the reserve of explosive materials may be increased as many

2

times and attain 1 _- • And such a reserve is less. The

subsequent lessening of pressure of explosion is not

advantageous in view of the pressure of the atmosphere,:and

small utilization of the chemical energy. It is much mo_e

reasonable to hold the elements of explosion apart, without

pressure, and only to pump them into the explosion pipe i.e.

the special chamber where chemical combination (combustion)

of elements takes place. Then common tanks or the fenced

rocket itself may serve for their preservation. Incomvenience

is cause_ by the fact, that after overcoming the pressure
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of explosion, the substances have to be pumped into the

explosion chamber. But if the pressure is not more than

qOO atmospheres, then the work of this injecting is not

very large.

We are drawing up table 24, determining this work

at different cosmic velocities and with different forces

of explosion. We are taking the weight of the rocket as

I ton, and pressure at I00 atmosphereso

From here it is evident that when the force of

explosion is the smallest i.e. j = I and the minimum cosmic

velocity is 8 km/sec the work of stuffing in or pumping

is confined to 50 kg. M or half the metric force. When the

cosmic velocity is most enormous and ten-fold force of

explosion (j = 10) the work reaches 17 metric forces.

All this is easily overcome and may still be lessened

on periodical explosion, which we have already discussed.

It is understood, that when the mass of therocket has increased

the work proportionately increases.

The arranged numbers are average, and approximate. The

density of the explosive substances is taken as equal to

unity.

From the table it is also evident that the work

of pumping will not be burdensome, even when the pressure of
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explosive substances is brought to 1OO0 atmospheres. But

in case of huge masses of the rocket and heavy pressure, it

is economical to apply periodical pressure and pumping.

Then the work will be very much a bated.

Table 24.
m_m_umDm

Velocity of the projectile, km/sec.

Mass of the exploding sub,Stances T.

Duration of explosion in seconds when

j = 10.

Quantity of explosive substances,

being fed km/sec.

Work of Pumping, kg/ M.

Duration of explosion in seconds, when

, j- =1

uantity of explosive substances,

kg/sec.

_ork, kg/ M.

8 11 17

4 8 30

80O 1100

5O0

8000

170o

5 11 17

1100E

11000

17o0

18000

0.5 I.I 1 -?

110 17o
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COMPONENT PARTS OF THE ROCKET.

Explosion Pipe I Form T Pressure_ Weight, Cooling.

The main engine of the rocket is the explosion

pipe, similar in actio_itm_the cannon with blank charge. Howx

much the explosion pipe is lighter than the reservoir,

Withstanding its pressure, is evident from the following.

Table 24 shows that when the reserve of the explosive substances

is 4 tons, their consumption per second comprises 0.5

kilogram. The same quantity of them emerges from the pipe

in one second. It means that the pipe is a vessel,

containing 0.5 kilogram of substances. Besides, during

pressure, a large part is diminished as compared with the

pressure in the reservoir (where it is maximum and uniform).

The reservoir contains 8000 times more substances.

Consequently, its weight at least must be the same number

of times greater. Here is roughly what economy my

rocket offers compared to the one in use at present.

The cyl&ndrical form of the pipe is too long. The conical

form will as much vigorously cut down this length, as the cone

is expanded. But the greater its angle is, the greater

is the loss of energy, since the movement of gases gets

deflected to the sides. All the same, at an angle of 10 °

the loss is almost unnoticed. But there is no necessity of

such a large angle. A truncated cone is required. Liquid

explosive substances are pumped on a small Scale. In the
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pipe, they are intermixed and exploded, they move towards the

open wide base of the cone from where they are exploded

outside very much rarefied and cooled and move with a velocity

of up to 5 km/sec. In the cylindrical pipe, the useful

pressure works only on the circular base of the cylinder,

where explosive substances are stuffed in, the conical pipe

useful pressure is acting on the entire internal surface

of the cone.

Therefore the base of the conical pipe is much twin

less than in the case of the cylindrical one.

We deduce the formula showing the ratio of the

area of the cone:

2

Fmax min ' (187)

where, in order, are placed: the area of the large and small

length of the pipe, radius of the smaller base and the tangent

of the angle of the hole of the cone.

If the rocket itself weighs one ton, and along

with the explosive substances 5 tons, the acceleration

_j' of the rocket is I0, then the pressure of gases on the pipe

must constitute 5 tons. When the pressure of gases is maximum

at 100 atmospheres and when the pipe is cylindrical, the area

of its, base will be 50 cm 2 diameter 8cm, while the radius
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will be 4 cm. Taking a great length of pipe at 10 meters and

substituting in the formula (187) different angles, we shall

deduce table 25 for the magnitude of the expansion of the pipe.

Hence it is evident that even at 1°_ the angle of

the hole of the cone is sufficient and in no case will it be

more than 3-5 ° . The loss of energy at the same time will be

very slight. Notwithstanding the conical form of the pipe,

the better utilization of the force of explosion requires a greater

length of the pipe, in order that the gase_com_ert_,almoSt

their entire disorderly movement (heat)into translatory motion.

Table 25

Angle in degrees

Ratio of diameters

!Diameter of the

hole, M.

I

1 2 3 4 15 6 8 10

28.8 95-I 199 542 524 7%O 1296 2OOC

5.37 9-75 14.1 i18.522.9 2 7.2 36.0 %4._

O.22 3.39 0.56 0.74 _92 1_38 1.44 I._
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With a view to increasing the length of the tube it can be

made into bends.

The Engine for Pumping.

In view of its feebleness the engine for pumping

may be of the air plane type, only in the rarefied layers

of the atmosphere and in the vacuum, it would have to

consume the stored oxygen. The exit of the products of

combustion in it must be directed into the common explosion

pipe or into a special one parallel to the main pipe.

It is not permissible to ignore the scanty utilization of

energy of the not products of combustion in motors. The

entire reserve of the explosive substances could be utilized

in ordinary engines (petrol, gas) for obtaining enormous

mechanical energy. How great is can be, is evident from

table 24. The minimum consumption of the explosive

substanceet according to the table is _ kilogram per second.

This quantity will contain energy (table $) 1.37 x 106

kilogram meters. If out of it 30% is utilized, then we shall

get mechanical energy at 411000 km M/sec. This corresponds

to the continuous work more than 4000 kg. M#tric forces.

Kaving extracted such mechanical work, we make use of the

products of combustion as reactive material in the explosion

pipe. It would be especially useful in the rarefied air
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or in the vacuum. But we have absolutely no necessity_

of such an enormous mechanical energy. For pumping the

explosive substances, very small work is needed (table 24) -

from q to 100 forces. Besides, this is even impossible

since an airplane motor of 4000 metric forces weighs not

less than 4 tons. Its weight will absorb the entire

lifting force of the rocket. I want to tell you that the

mechanical work, which we may obtain almost without loss, is

one thousand times more, than what is needed by us.

We face some difficulty when the temperature of

explosion is very high - in the intake of the pipe. It

rises up to 2000 - 3000°C. The farther it is from the

intake of the pipe the lower is the temperature of the

flowing and expanding gases. Just at the time of exit

from the p_pe it may be below zero and even in the ideal case

falls down - 273 ° .

The pupe must be made from strong, refractory and

good heat conducting material. Then the hot portion of the

pipe will impart its heat to the neighboring cold parts. Bat

this is not sufficient. Uninterrupted cooling of the hot

parts of the pipe is necessary at the time of explosion.

They may be surrounded by liquid oxygen, which in all

cases is required for respiration, combustion in motors and

cooling the room of the crew in the rocket. Therefore

III
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the gas formed due to the heating by pipe must be directed

mainly into the pressing - in motor. For all that, some

initial portion of the pipe will be damaged at the time of

explosion, howsoever short-timed the explosion may be.

Therefore the hot portion of the pipe must be made thicker

than is normally necessary, so as to counter the pressure

of the gases. It is weakened to the extent of recession of

gases from the intake of the pipe, rarefaction and cooling.

Similarly regardin_ the thickness of the walls of the pipe

the nearer they are to the exit hole the less thin they are.

The weight of the tube is very insignificant even when

maximum, and uniform pressure exists in its entire length.

Then taking the pressure at I0@ l_mospheres, f_ur-fold margin

of strength better materim_, length of the pipe being 10

/

meters, and its diameter being 8 cm when the form is cyclindrical,

we easily calculate the weight of the pipe, equal to 32.5

kilograms. But you know this number is obtained, assuming

the entire pipe is equally strong, at its beginning (intake),

where pressure is many times more than at its other portions.

In a word, this weight in extremely large.

The weight of the pressing-in motor will be

from 5 to 1OO kilograms (table 24).

Contro_n___arts of the Rocket

The controllingparts differ from others in their
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ability to function not only in the air, but also in the

vacuum. These are three special rudders which are all

located in the neighborhood of the widened outlet of the

explosion pipe. Since the rocket during landing on the

Earth has to be glided without explosion, like an airplane,

so these rudders cannot be inside the pipe. The rocket

must have : I) horizontal rudder of altitude, 2) rudder for

guidance and lastly, 3) rudder for lateral atability.

._bout the first two nothing is to describe since they are

identical with the rudders of airplanes. But they function

in the vacuum owing to the quick flow of emerging gases from

the hole of the explosion pipe. Inclination of the rudder

exerts on it pressure of the flow (products of combustion)

and the corresponding inclination of the projectile. These

rudders could have very area in view of the large velocity

of the gaseous flow| but the rocket must glide in the air,

as an airplane, and therefore the surface of rudders will have

be to large, as in case of an airplane. We can say the ._

same about the ruddere of the lateral stability. Set on the

sides_of the body of the projectile, they will work only in

the atmosphere. Therefore, besides usual ailerons of the

airplane, another organ of stability is needed functioning

in the vacuum. This is a small plate, before the outlet of

the pipe, which rotates powerfully around the axis, and

parallel to the axis of the pipe or rocket. On turning

of the plate the stream flying out of the pipe itself rotates_
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its vortex like motion is created which sets _he projectile

to rotate around its long axis in one or the other direction.

If this rudder is on the outside, exit pipe,

then it will function in the air, like airplane ailerons,

independent of explosion, but it is too weak and therefore,

besides that common ailerons will have to be resorted to.

Folds of the explosion pipe, if there are any, similarly must

be directed towards the controlling parts.

The rocket must have quartzitic transparent windows,

so that it is possible to view all around. The windows

must not tear apart on account of heating up and jolts.

Inside they must be covered by another transparmnt layer,

protecting from the destructive action of pure solar rays,

not rendered harmless by the E_th's atmosphere. A compass

can hardly serve as a guidance towards determining the

direction. For this the rays of the sun are most suitable,

and if there are no windows or they are closed, - then

quick-rotating small discs should be provided. .In the course

of the short time of explosion and stay in the atmosphere _o_

can serve wmll.

Plan of Conquest of Interplanet_[_S_

General Plan

W_ can achieve the conquest of the Solar system by

a very practicable method . In the_Beginning we should solve
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a very sir_ple problem, viz. that of establishment of an

ethereal settlement in the neighborhood of the Earth in the

capacity of its satellite, at a distance of I-2 thousand

kilometers, beyond the atmosphere. Moreover, the relative

reserve of explosive substances should be fully available,

since it does not exceed 4-10 times the weight of the

rocket. If we have to make use of the preliminary velocity,

acquired on the very surface of the Earth, then this

reserve is rendered totally insignificant (about this,

later on).

Having settled there stably and gregariously,

obtained a dependable and safe base, and adapted ourselves

well with the life ih the ether (in the material vacuum),

we should change our velocity, by an easier method, recede

from the Earth and the Sun and in general should wander,

whereever we like, The fact is, that in the condition of a

satellite of the Earth or the Sun we can use the smallest

forces for accelerating deacelerating and total change

of our velocity, and consequently, of our cosmic state.

All around there is an abundance of energy in the form of never-

extinguishing, uninterrupted and virgin irradiation of

the Sun. The negative and especially the positive (atoms of

he-lium) electrons, borrowed from the solar radiation may

serve as points of support or supporting material. This
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This energy is unthinkably great and can be entrapped

easily in an enormous quantity by means of stretched wires

remote from the rocket or by some other hitherto unknown

means. The pressure of light may be made use of, having

directed it by reflectors according to necessity. In fact,

one kilogram of the substance with a surface of I M2 in the

course of a year acquires from the Solar light an increase

of velocity, more than 200 M/sec. Owing to the absence of

gravity (apparent, of course, or relative). Here it is

precisely possible to arrnage huge but light mirrors, provi-

ding the possibility of acquiring very large additional velocities

and in this way making a voyage in the entire Solar system

"free of charge".

Thus we can reach up to osteriods, and small

planets, the landing on which presents no difficulty,

gravity on them being very small. Having reached these tiny

celestial bodies (from 400 to 10 kilometers and less in

diameter), we shall obtain mbmmd_tly the supporting and

building material for cosmic voyages and the control of LI

ethereal settlements. From here the way opens for us not

only to all the planets of our system but also towards other

sunso

We have already mentioned the fact that "Landin_ On the

Earth Without the expenditure of matter and EnerKy" is possible.
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The establishment of the first settlement, in the neighborhood

of the Earth stands in need of the Earth's help. It cannot

stand on its own feet independently soon afterwards. Therefore

permanent liaison with the planet (the Earth) is necessary.

Machines, materials, different equipment, food products and

persons will have to be obtained from it (the Earth). Frequent

exchange of workers will be unavoidable in view of the unusualness

of the place.

(

For a return to the Earth, there is no need

to run for counter-explosion and, in this way spend the

reserves of material and energy. If the atmosphere is near

then we should approach it by a weak return explosion.

At last, we shall brush against its edge, then immediately

we shall lose velocity due to resistance of the air and shall

descend along a spiral towards the E_rth. In this way the

velocity will incrmase::in_he beginnin_ be0ause of the fa!_

to the Earth,but later, on entry into the denser part of

the atmosphere, it will begin to diminish. When it becomes

insufficient, so that only by the centrifugal force will it

be possible to counterbalance the force of gravity, then,

having inclined the longitudinal axis of the projectile, we

begin to glide. It is possible still to increase the velocity,

by increasing the inclination of the rocket downwards and

raising it with the help of descent. In a word, we deal
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with the rocket, as with an airplane on which a motor is

installed. AS here, so there, it is necessary to confirm

the moment of the loss of the major part of velocity to the

moment of contact with dry land or water. To lose the

enormous velocity of the rocket at altitudes is completely

safe in view of the extraordinarily amazing rarefaction of air

there. It is permissible even to lose almost the entire velocity,

by taking turns repeatedly around the Earth and to retain only

200-300 M/sec (considering the density of the surrounding

medium) and then to deal, as with an airplane. But nevertheless,

if on the rocket there are no additional devices, then

landing is carried out at a far larger speed than in the case

of an airplane, and therefore it is more risky. It is to be

performed well, not on dry land, but on water.

From the above-mentioned facts we see that the

celestial ship must have several features of an airplane.

In view of the fact that it is most advantageous to

have a small velocity 'j' of the rocket, no special precautions

for protecting man from enhanced gravity are required since

this increase is very small and a normal person endures it even

if it is upright. Besides, it continues for several minutes t

at most 2-3 hours. The products of respiration must be absorbed

by alkalis and other substances about which chemists know well.

Similarly all the hard and liquid excretions of human beings

must be rendered harmless. About the provision of oxygen and
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food in the ether, much has been written by me. This is

a matter of undoubted feasibility.

Conditions of L_e___the Ethe_.

It is not possible: to line in a rocket for long

the reserves of food and oxygen for respiration, must soon

exhaust, the products of respiration and digestion pollute

the air. Separate accommodation is required, safe well-li_t,

with the desired temperature, renewable oxygen, continuous

flow of food, and conveniences for life and work.

These lodgings and all the accessories for them

must be procured by rockets from the Earth in compoundi:_,

to be fixed and assembled in the ether, on the availability

at the site. The lodgings must be proof against vapors,

and light.

Its materials are nickl steel, simple and quartzitic

glass. The abode consists of many departments, insulated

one from the other and communicating only by closely shutting

doors. If some compartment develops holes and bursts or is

rendered non-proof against, gas then it would be permissible

to protect oneself immediately in the other,while the damaged

one will be set right. The smallest leakage will create

a decrease of pressure and the indication of the sensitive
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manometer. Then only measures could be taken for the

elimination of permeability. In this way the safety of life

in the vacuum may be achieved 100%.

About one-third of the surface of the lodging

is opened for rays of Solar light. They permeate in all the

compartments owing to the transparency of the partitions.

The entire surface of the lodging is covered with a

double layer of thin movable shutters in the form of tiles

or strong plates. If the part of the structure unlit by the

Sun is covered with brilliant shutters, while the transparent

part is open for the Solar rays, then the maximum temperature

is obtained, touching 150°C. If on the contrary, the

opaque part is covered with the pushing black layer, and the

transparent - by the brilliant surface, like silver then the

lowest temperature _obtained, is 250 ° cold (below Zero)

away from the Earth. In the neighborhood of the planet,

the temperature cannot fall more than by 100-150 below zero,

since the Earth gets heated up. Adding to or subtracting

from one or the other quantitative ratio the brilliant plate

with the black one we shall obtain any degree of heat: for

grown-ups, children, plants, bath, laundries, for disinfection,

industrial purposes etc.

Here is an approximate arrangement of heat

appliance giving different temperature, although not the possible
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extreme limits of heat. The non-transparent part of the

lodging is bla_k on the outside. At a small distance from

it is the second brilliant part with both the sides of

plates. Its parts may rotate and become normal to the surface,

as the spikes of a hedgehog. It is only then that the

lowest temperature is obtained. When this armor (casing)

covers the black surface the highest degree of heat is obtained.

Such a plate may also be on the transparent part of the

lodging. Then it is possible to obtain a still lower

temperature. Depending on the designation of the ethereal

chambers, their arrangement may be very different. Thus,

for example, the brilliant plate may approach one or the

other in several layers and open more or less the black

surface of the lodging, providing the desired degree of

t emp erature.

In the first instance there would be the simplest of

homes, suitable for people, as well as fo_ plants. They

should be filled with oxygen of density at one-fifth of the

atmosphere, with some quantities of carbon dioxide gas,

nitrogen and water vapor, At the same time there is some

alluvial and wet soil. It being lit by the Sun and shown,

may provide with rich feeding substances, plants with edible

roots and others. People:_with their respiration will

pollute the air and eat fruits, while the plants will clean

the air and produce fruits. Man will return in full measure that,
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which he has snatched from plants, in the form of manure for

soil and air. Moreover, it is possible to avoid the work

of different types of bacteria.

Completely the same cycle can be established between

animals and plants as it is on the Earth's globe which

similarly is isolated from other celestial bodies, as our

rocket - lodging.

Food provides 3000 large calories to a person

within 24 hours. Similar quantity of heat is provided by

0.5 kilogram of coal or flour, 3 kilogram of patatoes or 2

kilogram of meat. A square meter of surface, lit by the normal

rays of Sun, in the vacuum, at the Earth's distance (from

luminaries - heavenly bodies) obtains in 24 hours 43000

calories, which corresponds to 10 kilograms of flour,

or 43 kilograms of potatoes (similarly bannas) or 30

kilograms of meat.

2
It means that theoretically,&window of I m

lit by the rays of the Sum normal _e it provides to man

14 times more energy, than needed for life in severe climate.

Some plants use up to 10% of solar energy (such is the

cactus of Berbanok), others up to 50% (bannas and edible root

plants). In this way, for the existence of a human being i.e.

2
for obtaining the necessary oxygen and food for him, I m
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of the Sun's rays are sufficient on the condition of

utilization of the energy of the Sun at 1/14, or 7%. It

follows that for the daily requirements of one healthy, strong

man, a lodging with a window of I M 2 and suitable plants

are sufficient. But still more plants are possible to be

grown by choice and by artificial fertilization. It is

possible that by the passage of time they would provide

in ideal ethereal conditions, not 5 or 10% but 50% or more.

But the contemporary plants on certain choice can already

satisfy us.

Perhaps it would be very good for plants in our

lodgings. Thus, the very temperature for them is favorable,

the quantity of carbon dioxide gas may be accompanied up

to I% without harm to human beings, i.e. it would be 30

times more than on the Earth. Humidity may be of any degree

manure is full and suitable, light of the desired intensity

and the composition of rays (for which glasses of different

colors and properties may serve), complete annihilation

of all types of pests, useless grasses and extraneous growths

by means of preliminary purification of the soil and the rise

of temperature all these will be available.

However, the requirements of different plants and

a human being are far from coinciding between them. For each

being a special and most suitable medium is needed. Thus,

this will happen in the ether with time; for one type of plants
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a particular environment will be needed with peculiar soil,

atmosphere, humidity, light and temperature, and fol xL _

others they will be diffmren_ and for human beings still

more different. And for different breeds, growth and

temperaments the environment will be uniform.

In the beginning it is permissible to be provided

with cohabitation (symbiosis) of plants with human beings.

Gravity will be felt nai_h_rby plants nor by people.

And for them or others this may be very advantageous. The

trunk and boughs which frequently break due to abundance of

fruits and constitute useless ballast of trees, will not be

needed by tress, and even by undergrowth and grasses.

Gravity hinders the raising of juices. Small gravity, all

the same, may be useful to plants for holding soil and water

together. But it is easy to obtain it by a weak rotation

of the lodging or greenhouse (conservatory). Eor plants,

as well as for people it will be little noticed; the

trunks will not bend, and people will be freely performing

flights as before in all directions, moving by interia,

where necessary. The magnitude of artificial gravity will

depend on the angular velocity and the radius of rotation.

It may be approximately 1000 times less than the Earth's,

although nothing hinders us to make it 1000 times more than

that of the Earth. For the rotation of the greenhouse

(conservatory) or the house, no expenditure of forces is
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necessary at all. Objects continues to rotate automatically

by themselves, by inertia, if once they are set in motion.

/

The motion is eternal, as rotation or revolution of the

planet.

The desired temperature will enable to do without

dress and footwear. The abundance of heat will restrict the

requirement of food.

Disinfection will anmlhilate all the infectious

diseases and all damages, and enemies of plants and human

beings. The absence of gravity will free people from beds,

easy chairs, tables, crews and forces for movement. In

fact, a jolt will be enough in order to move eternally by

inertia.

Labor of any kind is convenient to perform here,

than on the Earth. Firstly, because the structures may be

indefinitely great with the weakest material-gravity all the

same will not destroy them, because it is not there. Secondly,

a human being here is in a position to work in all cmnditions,

having fastened only legs or other part of the body as there

are neither perpendicular, nor horizontal lines here. There

is no up, and no down. To fall down anywhere is out of the

question. No objects, howsoever, massive can crush any worker,

since they do not fall anywhere, even without any support.

All the constituent parts of the body, as if they were not large,

do not press one another. All the things are shuffled up

on the least pull, independent of their mass and dimensions,
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only isochronous expenditure is needed, proportional to the

mass of the object and the square of its velocity; thereafter

the bodies already move without a stop. Stoppage may return

the spent work on the initial motion. In this transport

literally does not cost anything.

But is should not be forgotton, that the phenomenon

of inertia is left over here to that very degree, as on the

Earth: strokes are similarly vigorous, as on the planet, in

a medium of gravity. Forging is effective (suCcessful).

Having fallen between two differently moving hard masses, we

can be crushed by their considerable magnitudes or large

velocity, Similarly effective archery kind of presses,

levers, crushers, hammers and all other machines, if their

working is not based or does not depend on the force of gravity.

There does not exist any struggle with weather:

sleet, cold, fog, downpour, dampness, wind, cyclone,

darkness, heat etc. There is no struggle with animals and

plants. For work outside the artificial medium, i.e. outside

the lodging, it is forbidden to be naked. In the ether,

and in the vacuum, workers and those who are strolling must

clothe themselves particularly, with the protective clothing,

in the manner of divers dresses (diving helmet). They provide

oxygen and absorb products of human excretion, like closed

lodgings. This is the simplified method of congested lodgings,

and they are directly adjoining the body. The difference lies

only in the fact that here oxygen is not provided by plants,
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but is stored in advance and is liberated little by little,

as in the perfect diver's costumes. Special glasses give

protection from the fatal effect of the Solar rays. These

dresses are gas proofed possess sufficient sponginess and

strength, so as to endure the pressure of gases, and not

to hamper the movement of limb_. The organic excretions are

absorbed and humidity inside the dress is regulated. The

coloration of the dress must correspond to the desired

temperature. In one dress it is cold, while in the other

it is hot. It is possible to be baked in one clothing and

get frozen in another. The outer surface of the diving

helmet mqbe armored and removable, as in the lodging.

Then temperature may be changed as desired.

Inside the lodgings jobs are done as on the Earth,

only much more conveniently. Since they are not connected with

gravity and its direction, does not hamper dress shoes cold

heat and the usual Earthly filth of dress.

All the equipment diving helmets, tools, greenhouse

or lodgings all must be made and tested in advance on the

Earth. The entire job in the ether, in the first instance,

is restricted only to the assemblage of ready components.

The first colonies must be founded at the cost of our own

planet, the more so because in the neighborhood of the Earth

probably, there are no materials (it is possible only to grab
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the constituent parts of the rarefied atmosphere, but this

is not smfficient). It is good, if the colonies are not there

at first, because they would stand in need of oxygen and food.

But the advent of technology is possible even here. Still

less colonies will be needing help when settling is undertaken

in the girdles of asteroids, between the Mars and the Jupiter,

where there cannot be any need of damp material. Here the

settlements will get not only a multiple of small planets,

giving substances as much as required and unhampered by their

gravity, here we shall not only achieve a reliable position,

but also awfully expansive space with Solar energy, the

total quantity of which is two thousand million times

more than that which our planet receives at present. In

the belt (girdle) of asteroids it is possible to take the

temperature by a simple method (described long ago in my

manuscripts and in the patented MARKUZ) up to 20°C and

more. It can be taken to the temperature of the Sun by

complicated methods and mirrors, and by means of electricity

still higher. But nothing hinders us to settle close to

the Sun, where its force is tens and hundreds of times more

than on the Earth. The temperature is under our control.

The masses of substance are found between the orbits of the

lowe_ planets.

We have stated that there is little struggle with

nature. But to fight with the pressure of gases, the killing

rays of the Sun, and the imperfect nature of human beings and
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planets is necessary. To fight for comfort, knowledge,

adaptation of people etc. is unavoidable.

_e_e_o_m_nt of Industr_ in the Ether in ths

broadest Sense.

The first terrestrial animals were born in water,

which eliminates gravity, i.e. the destructive force,

specially harmful to the first tender organisms. The

annihilating gravity by counter-action of a liquid does not

hihder inorganic development of the sizes of aquatic organisms

(plants, as well as smimals). In this way the aquatic

organisms must acquire considerable volume, and it also means,

such a voluminous brain. They would thus become the masters

of the planet. Why did it not come to pass and why were the

land - lubbers selected?. The main reason is found in the

impossibility to retain high temperature in a liquid. The

aquatic animals coming out of the sea so as to metamorphose

themselves into terrestrial ones in course of time obtained

mastery over the Earth's globe, although in the beginning they

were very weak. But there was no construction on the dry

land and therefore they started fighting amongst themselves_

and could attain high development. One of the reasons of their predo

minance is the fact that, they could obtain fire and create

industry. The other reason of backwardness of the aquatic

animals is the absorption of the Solar energy by water.
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They could not make use of this energy to such a degree as

the terrestrial animals. They did not have a solid support,

since the bottom of the majority of oceons was inaccessibly

deep completely dark. The third handicap is due to the

inaccessibility of oxygen in water and the impossibility to

support the most favorable temperature for vital processes in

the very body of the animal - by virtue of the scantiness

of oxygen and the cooling effect of the dense medium and

its specific heat . Free movement in it is similarly made

difficult by the massiveness of water. There was no material

for industry, if we do not consider the coastal and shallow

water spaces, enclosed by an area, semi-dark and covered by

semi-liquid lumps.

The emergence in the air and the struggle with the

gravity could start in case of aquatic animals after the

development of muscles. This _ruggle was difficult and

triumph was maturally delayed. Similarly victory will be

delayed in the migration of living being, s from the air to

the ether. For migration to the dry land muscles were

needed, while for migration from air to the vacuum the

development of industry, particularly motorized is required.

On the Earth, in a medium of gravity, industry makes

headway rather slowly, although the air is better than

water for it. Still more convenient for the development of
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culture is the ethereal space, particularly free from the

restrictive _nd limiting force of gravity. T_e isolated

populations (settlements) o_ the planets, or the tiny asteroids

most satisfy such a condition. Here there is an abundance

_f material and unnoticed gravity and virgin Solar light,

and immense and available space, and Solar energy, exceeding

the terrestrial by 2 milliard (US Billion) times and freedom

of movement in all the six directions, even up to other solar

systems.

Here it is permissible to get fire hearths of

dimensions, with temperature from 273° cold (below Zero)

to 6000° by the direct force of the Sun with the help of

mirrors and glasses. The conversion1 of Solar energy into

mechanical and later on into electrical may be obtained up

to 20 thousand degrees and more.

The aquatic medium takes away most of the heat

from the heated bodies, but the air hampers intense heating

or cooling of bodies. It similarly oxidizes the surface

of the objects being processed, burning it or obstructing their

preservatior_ and melting (welding) into one whole. In

the vacuum this handicap for industry does not exist.

I_L the same way gravity horribly hinders construction

and development of technology, workin_ of machines, movement

and social intercourse.
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It is therefore understood, why in the girdles

(rings) of small planets, where gravity is easily overcome

by the slightest movement in the ether, in the realm

of uninterrupted light and six-sided spaciousness industry

and evolution of rational beings, not restricted by the size

of brain, must attain unheard of successes.

The only difficulty is the absnece of air and the

pressure created by it on the body, which became a necessity for

living beings • Later on, the living beings will get adapted

to this,but in the beginning, concern will have to be male

with the artificial atmosphere for plants and human beings.

The vacuum and the virgin Solar light kill, Well insulated

multi-chambered lodgings, diving helmets and artificial

selection of living beings serve as remedies. Oxygen, (protection)

water and other necessary substances are found almost in all

the stones. It is only necessary to extract them. The aims

of industry in the ether in general, the very same as on the

Earth, only much vaster notwith standing the fact that neither

dress, nor furniture nor many things more would be needed

by human beings.

P_.___of Works, beginnin_ in the

Nearest Future.

Now we ahall discuss the question as to how it is

possbi_ to start the work of conquering the cosmos immediately,
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at this very moment. Generally, we go from the known towards

the unknown, from sewing needle towards the sewing machine,

from knifs towards the mancing machines, from thrashing

chains towards the thrasher, from open carriage (barouche)

towards the automobile, from boat towards the ship. Thus

we think of switching from the air plane over to the

reactive device-for the conquest of the solar system. We

have already mentioned, that the rocket, flying in the

beginning unavoidably, in the air, must have some characteristics

of an airplane. But we have already proved that in this

there are unserviceable wheels, air-screws, motor, permeability

of the premises by gases and burdensome wings. All this

hinders it to acquire a velocity, more than 200 M/sec, or

720 km / hr. The airplane will not be serviceable for the

purposes of air transport, but gradually will become fit for

cosmic voyages. Perhaps at this very moment, the airplane

flying at an altitude of 12 kilometers does not cover 70-80%

of the entire atmosphere and does not approach the sphere

of the pure ether, surrounding the Earth. Let us help it

to achieve more. Here are rough stages of development

and trans_D_mation of the airplane for the achievement of

high aims.

1. A rocket airplane with wings and the usual

parts of steering is arranged. But @he petrol engine is

changed by an explosion pipe, where the explosive substances
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are pumped in by a weak engine. There is no air-screw.

There is the reserve of explosive materials and space

is left for the pilot covered with something transparent

for protection from the coming wind, since the velocity of

such a machiue is more than that of an airplane . The

device, due to _h@ reactive action of explosion will roll

down on the slides on the lubricated rails (in view) of

small velocity wheels may be left behind). After that

it is lifted on the air, attains the maximum of velocity,

loses all the reserve of explosive substances and having

become lighter begins to glide similarly to the usual or

motorless airplane, so as to land on dry land safely.

The quantity of the explosive substances for the

force of explosion should be increased bit by bit, as _so

the maximum velocity, remoteness, and mainly the altitude of

flight. In view of the permeability for air the human se_t

in the airplane in height, of course, cannot be more

than the known record height: 5 km is sufficient. The aim of

these experiments is the skill to steer the airplane (at

a considerable velocity), by explosion pipe and gliding.

2. The wings of the latest airplanes should be

reduced a little, the force of the engine and its velocity

should be increased. We shall have to resort to acquiring

preliminary pre-explosion velocity with the help of the means

mentioned earlier.
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3. The body of future airplanes will have to be made of

gas proof and filled with oxygen, and with devices, absorbing

carbon dioxide gas, ammoniaand other products of human excretion.

The aim is to achieve the desired rarefaction of air. The

altitude may exceed much more than 12 kilometers. By reason

of high speed, for purposes of safety landing, may be made

on water. Proofing of the body will not allow the rocket to

sink.

4. The rudders mentioned by me and functioning

excellently in the vacuum and in very rarefied air, where the

rocket flies are used. A wingless airplane dupllex or

triplex, inflated by oxygen, hermetically sealed, well-gliding

is set in motion. For ascent into the air it requires huge

initial velocity and, consequently, _mprovement in fitting

for the take-off run. The additional velocity will provide

it the possibility to ascend higher and higher. The centrifugal

force will make its effect manifest and will decrease the

work of motion.

5- The velocity reaches 8 km/sec, the centrifugal

force fully neutralizes gravi_ and the rocket in the

beginning goes beyond the limits of the atmosphere. Having flown

the distance for which oxygen and food suffice, it returns

towards the Earth its path been in the form of a spiral,

retarded by air and gliding without explosion.
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6. After that it_ permissible to employ a simple,

undoubled body. Flights beyond the atmosphere are repeated.

The reactive devices recede farther and farther from the air

jacket of the Earth and remain in the ether longer and longer.

All the same they return, since they have a limited supply

of food and oxygen.

7. Attempts are made to get rid of carbon dioxide

gas and other human excretions with the help of selected

well - grown plants, providing at the same time edible

substances. Many people a_e already working on this project though

slowly, yet some success is being achieved.

8. E_hereal diving _elmets (dresses) are arranged

for safe emergence from the rocket into the ether.

9- For getting oxygen and food and cleaning

of the rocket air, special space for plants is devised.

All this is carried off into the ether by the rockets in

complicated form and there it is spread and joined together.

Human beings achieved a large measure of independence from

the Earth, since they will strive for the means of

livelihood independently.

10. Extensive settlements are established around

the Earth.

11. Solar energy will be made use of not only
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for nourishment and comforts of life, but also for travel

in the whole Solar system.

12. Colonies will be founded in the girdle of

asteroids and other places of the Solar system where there

are only small celestial bodies.

13. Industry will develop and colonies will multiply

unimiginably.

14. Individual (personality of individual human

being) and social (socialistic) perfection will be achieve@.

15. The population of the Solar system will

become one hundred thousand million times more than the

contemporary Earth's population. Limit will be achieved

after which new settling in the entire Milky Way will become

unavoidable.

16. Extinction of the Sun will begin. The

remaining population of the Solar system will recede from

it to other suns, towards the earlier flown-off brethren.

Issued as a separate brochure in Kaluga in the

Year 1926.
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Cosmic Rocket.

_E__erimental Preparation

(1927) .

$

D_e_scri_pti, o_n__of the Arrangement of the ex__erime_mt

In the beginning it is necessary to carry out

experiments at one place, i,e. without consp_cuousshifting

of devices. It is assumed in addition to this, to work out

a suitable design, as well as the control of explosion,

course of the device, its stability etc.

Fig. 1 illustrates for the first time the

imaginary arrangement of the apparatus. The drawing is

schematic (variable scale), i.e. without the observance of

the proportionality of components. Subsequently I shall

try to give approximately the accurate dimensions.

We begin the description from right to left.

1. On the right is the petrol engine for pumping

out and pumping in of the liquid air, oxygen or its endogenous

combinations. Silencer should be removed, and the products of

* To understand and to evaluate this article is only possible

after having assimilated my "Investigations of the year 1926".

(Editor).
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combustion should be thrown back in the direction, opposite

to the supposed motion. It will however, increase a little

the reactive function of the rocket. However, it is not

important for the experiments.

2. N.K. and N.V. are two pumps, set into motion

by one motor. The first pumps the oxygen compound into the

explosion pipe, while the second - hydrogen compounds. Their

volume must correspond to the complete compounds of explosive

substances, The volume of the oxygen cylinder is, in general,

larger than that for hydrogen.

The final adjustment may be concluded by a change

of the stroke of_@_of the pistons. The adjustment haszspecial

importance; if there is more oxygen, than needed, then the

explosion pipe may catch fire, if less, then the fuel will

be lost in vain.

Let us find out the ratio of v_lumes:of cylinders

in the case of consumption of benzene (C6H 6) a_d liquid

oxygen (02). On combustion, water (H20) and carbon dixide gas

(CO 2) are obtained. For C6, for obtaining CO 2 , 012 is needed

or q92 parts by weight of oxygen, while for H6, 03 or 48 parts,

in all 240 parts of oxygen. Benzene has 78 parts. ConsequentlY/,

more than 3.q times of oxygen by weight is needed. When

densities are approximately the same, the volume of oxygen

will be three times more than benzene. If we are to take
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the compounds, which hold more of hydrogen, for example,

liquefied ethylene (C2H 4) or turpentine (C10H16), then the

ratio will be more, but it will change less. For example,

for oleinic gas (C2H 4) it will be 3.4. For turpentine

(turpentine oil) it is close to 3.2 (assuming similar

densities). But on the use of liquid air, in which there is

much nitrogen, volumetric quantity of oxygen may increase 5

times and the ratio of volumes of cylinders reaches up to 15.

But part ofznitrogen is Usually taken away _&nd therefore this

ratio is much less and may reach up to 4-5. The endogenous

compounds of oxygen (for example, nitrogen pentoxide N205) ,

similarly increasethisratio, but very little. Thus, the

latter compound brings the ratio of oxygen compound to the

hydrogen (benzene) compound up to 4.2.

If we are to push in by any method carbon powder,

that is, pure carbon (C = 12), then the quantity of oxygen

02 will be only 2 _ times more than coal. If the latter is

compact like a diamond, then oxygen by volume is required

rather less than carbon.

3- KK-KK are the pump-valves. In one pump, there

are two oxygen valves, and on the other there are two for

hydrogen (i.e. allowing hydrogen compound). The valves

are located at some distance from the site of explosion PK,

PB and, therefore, cannot be damaged by heating. Besides,

the oxygen mixture is very cold, while the hydrogen compound

has been intensely cooled down by it, and that is why the
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heat of the explosion doe_ not a_prom_h the detrimental degree

up to the pumps and valves. The valves, leading into the

explosion pipe, are shut with a clap by the terrible force at

tkemoment of explosion. Only then, when the pressure

decreases in the pipe and the products of explosion partly

fly away and partly thin out, the valves may open and the

pistons move, so as to give the pipe new portion of the

explosive substances (rather they should be named elements

of_cplosion, since all alone they do not explode, as, for

example, the powder or nitroglycerine and, therefore, are

completely safe). From here it is evident, that the

number of turns of the engine per second (or the piston stroke),

cannot be higher than the measure, determined by the

experiment. From here arises the necessity of alternate

feeding by pumps). If, for example, we have to reduce the

number of turns 5 times so that the engine works economically,

then the transmission must achieve it. But the same may be

achieved the same number of times, after having reduced

the volume of each pump 5 times, or the piston stroke.

The first is more advantageous. Then the alternating

transmission or the alternating piston stroke may become

necessary only in the future for changing the force of

explosion.

4. P.T.K. and P.T.V. are pipes for oxygen and

hydrogen. They run from tanks and end at the pumps. They

are not subjected to the pressure of explosion, as the tanks
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and, therefore, may be made from thin material.

5- R.K. and R.V. are lattices with slanting holes

for the better mixing of hydrocarbons and oxygen mixture.

The intake of the explosion pipe has been partitioned in

halves. In one half, oxygen mixture is directed and in the

other a hydrocarbon. Here they are cold and cannot be mixed

up. Mixing and explosion take place behind the lattices,

where the majority of heterogeneous streams come into

collision and mixing takes place. The incandescent pipe

at this place (still earlier) stimulates them towards chemical

combination or explosion. (For the first experiments one

must have electrical or other fuse (primer), becoming incandescent

on the start of the experiments, when the partition has not

become incandescent). The object of the partitions is to

protect the valves from the excessive heat, somewhat cool

the explosion pipe and to reduce (make unifrom) the force

of explosion and its pressure on the bottom of the pipe@

If the holes in the lattice are very fine and they

are many, then the explosion will be too quick, the explosion

jerk will be horrible and the pipe may suffer. The number

and measurement of holes should be determined by experiment,

having started from large holes, reducing them to the

minimum possible degree and simultaneously increasing their

number. Their direction or mutual inclination is also

changed till better result are acquired.
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6. V.T. (E.P.) is the explosion pipe of a conical

shape. This dilating form at the outlet shortens the

length of the pipe. Experience must determine the most suitable

degree of its or the angle deviation of the cone. A very

large angle will too much shorten the length, but, scattering

the explosive substances on the sides, will consume them

less.

The explosion pipe must be made from strong (even

at high temperature) refractory and non-combustible material,

it will be advantageous if it is also a good conductor

of heat. It is available for making the pipe of two

jackets (layers); the first internal very strong and refractory,

the second, less refractory, but also strong and good

conductor of heat. Owing to it heat from the awful heating of

the tube close to the lattices will be quickly taken away

by the outer tube and both the sides, and it will be useful

to both the sides of the pipe due to this, on the right the

cold, still unblended liquids will be heated up, while

on the left the expanding and cooling streams of gases .

The heating will increase their velocity, which is required.

Besides, the pipe cools still more liquids. Naphtha (hydrogen

compound) cools the pipe and is itself cooled by the mixture

of liquid oxygen.

The results of the experiment compel us to change the

explosive substances and the arrangement of the pipe many-fold.
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7. V.B. and K.B. is the internal hydrogen or petroleum

tank, surrounding the hot portion of the explosion pipe and the

external with the liquid oxygen, surrounding the oxygen tank

and cooling, it. The tanks must not be compared with the

explosion pipe, since it is subjected to explosion jerks

and therefore will tear the tanks in case of congested union

of their walls with the pipe. Hermetical union _hichlis

possible in case the walls of the tank are corrugated.

8. The V@rtical Rudder and the Horizontal Rudder,

They are_opposite the outlet hole of the explosion

pipe. Since the future device will fly sometimes in the air,

sometimes in the vacuum and lands on the Earth by gliding

(soon after the entire material is spent or soon after the

intention to cut short the explosions), the rudders must

function equally well in the air, as well as in the vacuum,

exactly as during the immobility of the attached apparatus

at the time of the initial experiments. Before the experiments

the device must be suspended on the rope cable, fastened with

the lower en_ to its center of gravity, so as to have

neutral equilibrium. It cannot lean highly since the nearby

ground (soil or raised platfn_m) hinders it. During the initial

experiments in a room (or outside) only the average reactive

force or output, exciting almost confluent nearly explosions,

is measured. This is the pull of the device



ql. Turning of rocket by explosion when the rudder is

inclined. The rotation .....

Drawing by K.E. Tsiolkovskiy from the manuscript "Album

of Cosmic Voyages".

OOOOOOOOOO.....OOOOOOOO

or its tendency onwards. Of course, during these experiments

the device is fastened such, that it cannot whirl and only

tightens the rear rope cable with dynamometer. Afterwards

practice is made on rudders. The rotation of the device

is made free and, manoeuvring by rudders, it is tried to give
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it a specific direction and make it tend to maintain it.

In the beginning practice is done with one vertical rudder.

Although the projectile is inclined a little, but its direction

in a horizontal plane can be changed when desired. Later

the horizontal rudder is started to, work, which comprises

two planes (like swallow tail of some birds) and double

piston rod for manual control (steering). By this method we

endeavor to direct the longitudinal axis of the axis independent

of the ground. We give the projectile, for example, exactly

horizontal position. The lateral stability is achieved

by the mutual incline of parts of the horizontal rudder,

which is achieved by the divergence of the lever of double

piston -rod. Here there is nothing new: everything is similar

to that of an airplane. These very rudders (they may jut out

beyond the limits of the pipe) serve in the vacuum on explosion,

as well as on the tendential motion of the projectile in air

by inertia, when it returns to the Earth by gliding.

9.10. Frame P and Support is the cross-beam on the

frame. The explosion pipe in its narrow intake must be

particularly massive. Here it has the prominent part, which

touches the cross-beam of the frame. The support takes on it

frequent series of forceful jolts, flowing together into one

forceful pressure which must support the cross-beam and the

frame. Therefore, the number of free vibrations of the cross-

beam must not be the multiple of the rotations of the motor
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or the number of explosions. On the contrary, even a very

strong support swings and will break.

Explosion cannot be fully uniform and in view of

the massiveness of the entire system and the large number of

explosions in a second (up to 25) some average pressure will

be obtained, which will be determined by the dynamometer.

It is advantageous for us, that the incoming force of explosion

(or the pull) attendant on the unit mass of the explosive

substances spent in a second is maximum. By means of many

experiments we may strive for efficiency, strength and the

lightness of the entire device. Strength is achieved by the

durability of the material and its other qualities by its form

(or the installation), good cooling, expanse of the explosion

part of the pipe (the explosion cavity close to the lattices)

and the cLtm_ing of the portion of explosive substances and

their forces. The explosion cavity is necessary to be cut down

a bit, and also the one-feed portion of the explosive substanqes

is to be increased a little.

Sizes of the Pumps and Nozzle I Quantity

of the Fuel I Exhaust Velocit,y etc.

Assuming one ton for the entire projectile, for the

reserves of explosive materials and the weight of the steerman,

practical results, are that we shall get the possibility of the

flight on the consumption of 0.3 kilogram of explosive
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substances in a second.

"he work of pumpi g will be less than metric force.

_Irom here it is evident, that the fuel which is consumed for

t:>e motor is several hundred times less than on the

explosion pipe, and therefore the reactive action of the

en_gine (ejection of the cases backwards) is almost unnoticed

i_ comloarisom with the pipe.

We shall not do the calculations by 0.3 kilocram

but by I kilogram. We shall know in this case the volume of

two pump cylinders (together), assumini_ the density of the

exploding substances to be equal to unity, which is not very

far from the truth.

If the motor makes 25 rps, then each revolution

must give 40 cm 3. It means that both the pumps together have

a volume of a cube with edge 5.4 cm. These pumps evidently,

_re tiny. But it is reasonable to start with a smaller quantity

of explosive substances, for example with 0.1 kilogram.

T_e volu !e of this quantity will be equal to a cube

with edge 1.6 cm (16 mm). It is clear that we can ignore the

weig!_t of the pumps altogether, the more so. as they are mot

subjected to vigorous pressure.

See the article "Investigation of outer spaces by reactive

devices " 1926 (_ditors).
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Experience will show, whether a small force drives

into explosion pipe as much or more material. Calculation

in my booklet has been done for 100 atmospheres of uninterrupted

pressure, meanwhile, as in the case of quick blending and small

explosion cavity it may reach up to 3000-5000 atmospheres.

But when a similar pressure develops, then the valves shut it

off, the pump does not work and the piston only compresses

the liquid or the springed connecting rod red adjoining the

piston is compressed a little under the influence of the

movement of the crank . However, this is so short a moment

that on the pump there is almost no effect. At this moment

gases explode, pressure in the pipe and on the valves weakens

and the pump works normally.

It is difficult to determine theoretically the most

advantageous diameter of the intake of the explosion pipe,

but it cannot be less than the approximate dimension of the

pumps, i.e. the diameter of the pipe will not be less than

2-5 cm. It means, the area is from 4 to 16 cm 2. The

maximumpressure on the bottom, assuming 3000 atmospheres,

will not exceed 12-48 T. But this is only for a short "mig"

(stroke). The average pressure of I ton is sufficient for

US.

And at this very pressure flights are possible.

When the pipe is conical, the component longitudinal pressure

is increase_ owing to the slope of the pipe walls. It means,

the average pressure on the bottom may be less than I ton.
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But the intense pre_sure _for a short moment), or

the jolts are disadvantageous, since they compel the makin,_ of

the explosion pipe and valves more massive, which increases

the gravity of the rocket. Therefore the mixing must not be

thorough. It is necessary to begin the experiments with lattices

not so fine, to avoid an instantaneous explosion and awful

strokes, although in view of tile presence of the external

atmospheric pressure, quick explosions and more pressure are

_dvanta_%eous. In order to decrease the destructive strokes

for the pipe, it is permissible to make it in the beginning more

spacious and stronger, than accordin_ to calculation.

The motor, pumping th: fuel and oxygem, will work

almost in vain, while the massiveness of the pipe will be

required only for short jolts. But for the start it is

permissible to ignore the eco_omy of weight. Later on it is

necessary to strive for lenst _enins the moments of pressure,

so that it occupies at least half of th: entire time or as

much, as are the moment_ of weak or zero pressure. For this

we have to increase the number of movements of pumps or

increase their volume. T_e former is more advantageous,

since it gives more uniform pressure. Then the utilizacian of

massiveness of t_ie pipe will be more, since the average

reactive pressure will increase, proportionally. The work of

the _otor will increase not vigorously, since the pumping must

coincide with the min_imum pressure in the pipe, _hich is

present after explosion. Only the movement of the pistons will
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be more discontinuous, and the springiness of the connecting

rod or crank must increase.

The toughness of the pipe is made use of here

because its working is strengthened or more average reactive

pressure is obtained on that very weight of the pipe. But

it is possible to decrease the mass of the pipe, not strengthe-

ning its reactive function, and increasing the number of

strokes of the pumps and decreasing at the same time their

volumee

But let us return to the initial experiments and

to the initial modest numbers. The speed of the flow in

pumps when the area of cross section is from 2 to 8 cm 2,

will be from 50 to 125 cm/sec (Volume of pumps being from

4 to 40 cm3). The number of re_iutions of the motor is

25 in a second.

On exit from the pipe the gases cannot have a

pressure less than one atmosphere. If we keep the rare-

faction at 1300, then the absolute temperature of the

emerging gases from the explosion pipe will be 625°F, or

35_°0 * .

* See the article "Investigation of Outer Spaces by

Eeactive Devices" 1926.
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It means, that the flying out gases in the atmosphere will still

be very hot and the utilization of heat (reconversion of it

into motion) will in no way be more than 95%, but in fact,

it is much less, because the temperature of the emerging

gases will be, probably much higher. Their velocity will

not exceed 3-4 km/sec, Maximum velocity should be acquired%

which is possible only on specific dimensions of the pipe.

The broad base of the pipe is safer, but such a tube cannot

give maximum velocities.

In rare layers of the air or in the vacuum rare-

faction may be very high and will depend_ on the size and form

of the pipe. The temperature of the leaving pmoducts of

combustion will be very low, the utilization of the temperature

is the largest and the velocity is maximum. But we have to

start flights in the atmosphere_ and therefore, we can

only recalculate for the advantages of the empty space later_

when we shall achieve success in the air. In the vacuum,

for example, the largest pressure of gases in the pipe may

be very small, and we shall lose nothing from it. From this it

is evidemt, that with the passage of time, having been lifted

into the rarefied layers of atmosphere, with the help of the

massive pipe, we can discard it from us and continue the

" Ibid (Editors).
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flight with the help of a lighter pipe, with small pressure.

But a small pressure (compression) should cause the pipe to be

remodelled: On coming out from the atmosphere, we have to

make it wider and longer without change of the total weight,

because the walls at the same time become thin. Such a change,

on the way, is not possible, and therefore, the pipe which is

adapted to air pressure, will remain without change even in the

vacuum. If would be useful to lengthen it, i.e. to carry

out a fitting on the end of the pipe, which perhaps will be

done in the rarefied layers of air and outside the atmosphere.

This is possible.

There isEill a method of high utiliza%ion of energy

of explosion: viz. to decrease the expenditure of explosive

substance per second in the vacuum. But this is possible only

in a limited measure, keeping in view the initial force of

explosion in the atmosphere. It may be so little, that even

to decrease it would produce nothing. All the sameL to the

extent of increase of the rocket velocity, the force of

explosion in the vacuum may be decreased to zero.

The pressure of gases (on I cm 2) with the escape

from the intake of the pipe quickly falls owing to their

rarefaction and the resultant cooling. The diffusion

of densities and temperatures in the pipe, is similar to

their diffusion in the perpendicular column of the atmosphere,

although_hereis no complete identity. In fact, although

thegases for the first time (i.e. at some stretch from the
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intake of the pipe) expand, but their temperature does not

fall and is equal to the temperature of the dissociation of

products of combustion. This is due to the fact, that since

the beginning only a part of the elements combims chemically,

the other is ih the condition of decomposition, because

the high temperature (3000 - 4000°C) hampers full chemical

combination. When the combination of all elements has taken

place the gases expand and cool, as in the column of the

atmosphere.

Hence it is evident that only the beginning of the

explosion pipe is subjected to intense pressure. W E shall

recalculate the weight of the pipe and the thickness of its

walls only in one meter of length and for the permanent pressure

at 3000 atmospheres, although the average pressure, in

particular on initial experiments, will be much less.

If thediamter of the tube is _veral times more than

the thickness of its walls, then it may be accepted (when there

is ordinary good material) that the w_Ight of the vessel is 6

times more than the weight of the compressed air in the

vessel (or of gas, of the density and elasticity of air).

But here this law will not be acceptable to us, since the

thickness of the wall comprises a considerable part of the

diameter c_ the pipe. But then on our calculation for sufficient

transverse strength, the transverse strength is superfluous

(i.e. much more than required).
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We shall derive the formulae:

(1)

Here are given the thickness of the Walls of the

pipe and its radii-external and internal.

Fur th er,

K

= 2° z
q (R- _') _ . (2)

Here there are showa: resistance of the material

of the pipe in a stretch of unit length, coefficient of

resistance of the metal and the desired margin of strength.

The pressure of gases for that very stretch will be

ql = 103p2_t (3)

Where 'piJ is pressure in atmospheres. Equating this pres_e

to the resistance, from (I), (2) and (3) we shall get

S 3 s
-.-.--.-.._ = ---- = 10 p -- .

T Kz

(4)

Let us suppose here p = 3000; S = 6;,

= 6.106 g / cm 2. Now we shall find _ • [= 3.

Kz = 60 km/MM 2

It means that
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the thihkness of the walls will be three times more than the

internal radius of the pipe or one and a half time more than its

internal diameter . But there _ne_materials two times _ronger,

and the margin of strength in view of th lower pressure

in the pipe:_may similarly decrease_tt_a. Then the thickness

of the walls will comprise only 3/4 of the radius, or 36

of the diameter.

Weight of the pipe will be

G =Tr(_2 - _) _oo. (5)

This is for a stretch of 100 cm; here _ is the density

of the material. We have taken 2R from 2 to 4 cm.

From (5) and (4) we shall find

a=wp_r 2 _03p-SS + 2 105 __s.
K K
Z Z

(6)

W_ took the internal diameter o_the pipe from

2 to 4 cm, or the radius from I to 2 cm. It means that formulm

(6) will_9, on ordinary material and larger margin of strength

for weight of the pipe, values from37,7 to 150.7 kilograms.

While for very strong material and on small margin of strength

--from 5.2 to 20.7 kilograms. But it is possible to do without
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formula (6). In fact, _- is from 1 to 2 cm ; _- from 3 to 6 cm;

R is from 4 to 8 cm. It means, the weight of the pipe according

to formula (5) will be 2512. (R2-r 2) or from 37-7 to 150.7

kg. Similarly it is possible to obtain the weight of the

pipe, when the thickness comprises 3/8 of the internal radius.

What comes out of it? This largest weight of the pipe

does not exceed 151 kg- and this is when the expenditure of

explosive substances in a second is one kilogram. This is

more than sufficient for the "ultra atmospheric" flight when

the weight of the rocket is full i.e. one ton. All the remaining

weights are much less. The weight of the motor along with

pumps and pipes - is not more than 10 kilograms. For t_ frame,

tanks, rudders, pilot and others, let us suppose 140 kilograms;

the total will be about 300 kilograms. The weight of the

explosive substances will remain only 700 kilograms i.e.

twice more.

For initial experiments and even for flights the

in stratosphere and the vacuum, this may be sufficient;

700 kilograms of hydrogen and oxygen compounds will be sufficient

for explosion in the course of from 700 te _000 seconds,

or from 11.7 minutes to 1 hour 57 minutes.

And the pipe and_the entire projectile d_ing

experiments on the Earth may be still lighter: up to 1OO

kilograms.
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Liquid oxygen may be used, in the first instance.

The admixture of nitrogen will weaken the explosion and

will lower down the maximum temperature. With time the

quantity of nitrogeh has to be decreased little by little.

The temperature due to this increases a little in view of the

phenomenon of dissociation. The ¢_]ldliquid appearing in the

section of the explosion pipe, is highly beneficial for

its cooling. Liquid air is very cheap and will in _mobably

future, be still cheaper.

Its density is close to unity, the heat of

evaporation is slight (65), the temperature is - q94°C, thermal

capacity is small. Heating up and evaporating air, we lose

a little energy, the more so, as it is obtained from

overheated portions of the pipe, the cooling of which is

totally unavoidable.

More advantageous than liquid air would be nitrogen

anhydride N205, but for its high price, chemical action,

instability and toxicity. In this oxygen is twice more, than

nitrogen. Moreover, this is an endogenous combination because

it releases heat on decomposition. It should be heated up,

since on ordinary temperature it is steady. Will not the

well-known physicists recommend to us more suitable endogenous
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compounds of oxygen ? Bit by bit the liquid air may be

changed by oxygen from the air, which is in all respects

better than N205. Its temperature in an open vessel

is 182°C. L_quid oxygen from air is almost pure.

H_en_C_mpounds

We shall not use liquid hydrogen, in general,

particularly in the first instance. Reasons: High price,low

temperature, heat of evaporation and difficulty of _!:_

preservation. It is practicable to employ hydrocarbons with

the largest possibly relative quantity of hydrogen. The

energy of their combustion is almost similar, to separate

hydrogen and carbon. The products of ombustion are vapors

and gaseous. Only the impurity of carbon raises the

temperature of combustion owing_its great difficulty of

dissociation.

But hydrocarbons with the largest percentage of the

content of hydrogen are gaseous, as for example, methane CH4,

or marsh gas. It is converted into liquid with difficulty

and in the first instance, we shall not use it, although

hydrogen is only 3 times (by weight) less in it than carbon.

Benzene C6H 6 suits better, although carbon is 12 times more

in it, than hydrogen. Still petroleum is easily available with
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possibly more content of hydrogen. It is even cheaper than

liquid air, petroleum (naphtha) is a mixture of hydrocarbons.

In saturated hydrocarbon Cn H2n + 2' hydrogen comprises not

less than I/6 (by weight) but not more than 1/3. We repaat,

that all hydrocarbons in the matter of chemical energy may

be considered, approximately, as mixture of hydrogen with

carbon. Their density in large part is less than unity. All

of them release volatile products and for that reason are suitable

for the rocket.

The maximum velocity of the products of combustion

or substitution of hydrogen by hydrocarbons decreases a little:

approximately from 5 to 4 km / sec . This in case of oxygen,

contains a little nitrogen.

Temperature of Combustion i Coolin_ of the Rocket

Funnel and _em_a_u_e____ases in the Funnel.

In the beginning, the lower the temperature the

better it would be, since it is easier to find out materials

for the explosion pipe. The admixture o_initrogen with oxygen

is useful for this reason. The low temperature of the liquid

air and petroleum (naphtha) cooled by it, is also useful,

The word "Carbon" has been substituted by the word

"hydrogen" and the paragraph (item) has been omitted.
(Editor).
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although this cooling forces us to lose energy. But hydrogen

raises the temperature of combustion of petroleum (naphtha).

In this respect pure hydrogen would be suitable, to which

perhaps, we would switch over with the passage of time.

Perhaps, it would be found suitable to have endogenous compounds.

Monatomic hydrogen would be very suitable, if we are to

believe the claims that it releases 50,000 calor&_s for 1 g

on the formation of diatomic hydrogen H2, i.e. almost 16

times more, than Ig of detonating gas. Hence it is evident,

that practical sources of energy exist which are ten times

more energiferous than the most powerful of the known ones

(as detonating gas, calcium oxide and others).

In general, if these were artificial and natural

cooling of the tubes, its high temperature could attain

3000°C. But the gases after blending, explosion and attainment

of high temperature move towards the exit expanding more and

more and cooling as a result: the irregular thermal motion

owing to the directing action of the pipe is converted into

consistent mechanical and flowing. In the vacuum the tempe-

rature of issuing gases must attain absolute zero, since

there the expansion is not restricted by external pressure.

In the atmosphere when the conical pipe is sufficiently long

the temperatuFe falls to 300-600°C. The average temperature

of the explosion pipe due to this cannot be very high: you

know the heat from its incandescent parts quickly makes off
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towards;the cold ones. Besides the pipe keeps cooling down

continuously both on the outside and inside. In fact,

continuous streams of two very cold liquids: liquid air and

petroleum (naphtha) cooled by it penetrate into the

partitioned intake portion mZthe tube. And the external

walls of the tube are still cooled by the cold petroleum,

which itself is cooled by the liquid air surrounding it

(the tube). From here it is evident, that only the central

portion s_fthe gaseous column in the explosion pipe may have

high temperature, parts of it (products of combustion) adjoining

the walls, have a slight temperature, since they are cooled

by cold (rather - not very incandescent) pipe.

Materials of the Ex?losion Pi__e.

Cannot the pipe in these conditions melt and

burn, or only its part, be subjected to high temperature?

The low temperature of the liquids and cold walls at the

intake pipe hampers the burning of the metal (that is its

combination with oxygen or other substances). The partition

there obstructs the chemical process, and it means release

of heat. Already behind the partition there take place

blending and combustion. Here the temperature attains the

maximum. But oxygen is quickly absorbed by hydroge_ and carbon,

not being able to act intensively on the cooled metal of the pipe
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it combines with them chemically. When hydrogen is surplus

the mixture even possesses the restoring force, i.eo it

reduces the metal. Comparatively the low temperature of

the walls a£_the pipe even obstructs their fusion. The use

of intermixing of petroleum does not abstruct it.

The safety of the explosion pipe may be viewed

technically as the welding of iron by oxy-acetylene flame.

Its temperature is higher than the temperature of combustion of

our explosive substances, because pure oxygen is taken, and

acetylene C2H 2 holds much carbon. When hydrogen is surplus

(i.e. its compound is acetylene) iron not only does not burn,

but even its oxide is reduced. It, does not diffmse, if it is

to be cooled even though with water from the reverse side,

since it cannot attain the fusing temperature. Large masses

of metals meet with difficulty, because they are _required

be intensely heated up beforehand.

All the same, we must endeavor that the material of the

pipe isnc_.only strong and has a high melting point, but

also possesses good heat conductivity as well as small chemical

affinity for oxygen and other elements, entering into the

composition of explosive substances.

Many bodies have high fusing temperature. For

example, tungsten will melt:i. at 3200°C. But such metals are

rare and expensive and their processing in large masses is
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not possible for the time being, by virtue precisely, of

their refractoriness. Forthe time being we shall have to i_nore,

such materials. We have to begin from the simple iron. Its

fusing temperature in the pure form is 1700°C, of steel -

less (about I_00 -13000). And we shall have to use it exactly

in view of its strength. For enhancing the strength it is

permissible to melt it with tungsten, chromium, nickel,

manganese, cobalt etc. Here advice of specialists is needed.

It would be useful to cover the steel pipe wi_h:a

layer of good heat conducting metal like red copper, aluminhm

and others (for better cooling of the pipe). But these

substances are ordinarily either easily fusible or weak.

Therefore such a method is uneconomical in respect of weight.

Perhaps metallurgists will indicate to us a suitable material

for that purpose. Till that time we shall have to do without

these lids and be satisfied with better sorts of steel and

its thermal conductivity, which, apparently, is sufficient

for initial experiments.

Even if the explosion pipe instead of its high,

temperature, is warmed a little, then the harm will not be

very large. You_ know the thickness of its walls is just

the largest there.

Werk of the entire machine

Let us examine the work of the entire machine, so

as to judgd better regarding the necessity of the quantities of
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different materials, and their constituents.

We shall start benzene motor for a trial. We

shall observe, that for reducing the massiveness of its

fly-wheel it is useful to make the engine multi-cylindrical,

for e_ample double-cylindrical double-acting.

We connect the motor with the double pump which will

begin to pump_out from the tanks extremely cold liquids and

push them into the partitioned intake of the pipe. Explosions

will start (more exactly a series of blank detonations).

Part of the pipe will be split behind the partition, and

heat will be distributed along the pipe in both the sides_

i.e. to the fenced off part also. Therefore, the liquids_

still not having reached the partitions, will be warmed up,

and willturn into gases and vapor.

Gaseous Substances, more or less dense, will

explode through lattices. By this blending becomes easy,

so that, the lattices may not be needed. But the intake of the

explosion pipe, valves and pumps would have low temperature

and, therefore, they can suffer in no way. For them ordinary

materials will work.

Each stroke of the pump gives an explosion. The

condensed explosion wave, giving powerful jold to the pipe

and tot he,frame connected to it, will spread along the pipe
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in the form of the gaseous mass expanding and cooling on

account of this. At the atmospheric pressure, not a very hot

gas - with a temperature from 300-600°C reaches the end of the

pipe. In any case, the metallic rudders take it away easily.

In the vacuum the temperature is totally low depending on

the expansion of the pipe and its length. The frequent

explosions (up to 25 in a second) merge into one and give

propulsion (thrust series of repercussions)or motion to the

device.

The success of experiments on the spot (on the

machine_i_1_ of the following.

I. The machine must remain intact while the explosion

pipe must not reach the pointof:total destruction after the

consumption of all the explosive substances.

2. Massiveness of the machine at the same time

must be minimum.

3- The reactive pressure must be the largest according

to the quickness of consumption of the products of explosion

and their quality.

4. For this, combustion must be as complete as

possible.

5- Similarly the temperature of the gases left in the

pipe must be minimum.
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6. The device must turned according to the desire

of the experienced operator and maintain the desired direction.

7_ The working of the pump must not be great.

After the experiments at one place and the

achievement of success, the projectile may be placed on four

wheels and is rolled by reactive action on the airdromes.

In the beginning it may be of ordinary dimensions, but to

the extent of increase of velocity its sizes must increase.

It is possible, that we shall have to make use of lake and

hydro-glider, in calm _weather, having removed the wheels.

In case of four wheels one has to control by one perpendicular

rudder for turning, in case of two wheels (side by side) -

by the rudders for turning and of the lateral stability, eventua-

lly in case of one wheel _by all the rudders.

_ter that from the aerodrome or the lake upward

flights may be started, not emerging beyond the limits of the

tropos_heFe . For facilitating this, we shall have to fit to

the airplane wings, while the rudders have to be increased

likewise, so that they could serve for gliding during the

absence of explosion.

But then, the experimental operations may lead us

onto the other path. They will rather direct our activity.
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Guarantee of the Safet_ of Operations.

All experiments should be well-thought carried out

and with extreme care. The reserve of the elements of

explosion in the beginning must be very small: approximately

for ten strokes of the piston i.e. for 10 blank shots. Pumps

of minimum dimensions may be taken or the strokes of their

pistons curtailed and put into pperation by hands or feet.

After each experiment, i.e. after a small number of explosions,

the conditions of explosion pipe, valves, frame and the entire

appara_should be examined. We have only to make more

frequent the number of explosions and increase their force,.

For the start one may make use of short cylindrical

explosion pipe with constant thickness of the walls; then

similar but longer, and with the thinning of smallo walls

towards the exit hole, and then-- concil with abrupt thinning

of walls towards the end. When the weight of the pipe

is minimum (according to calculation) it necessary to enclose

it, for the occasion of explosion, within another pipe.

Cooling in the first instance, may be done by water

(as cannon are cooled), the reserves of the explosive materials

should be held separately one from the other, though only

quick blending of these reserves may produce a dangerous
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explosion in the premises. They lie with us in different

vessels and by themselves are completely harmless. The vessel

with liquid air must have a hole upwards for unhindered

evaporation. In order that it escapes less we have to enclose

the vessels from penetration of external heat. In the vacuum

it is easy: in the air, vessels like "Dewers" are needed. But

then, the explosions are so short in the cosmic rocket, that

these precautions are redundant, since the losses are insignifi-

cant in case of ordinary tanks.

Making the number of explosions and the portion of

each charge more frequent eventually, we shall have to have

recourse to the motor (engine) and the type of projectile,

more or less close to our diagramt

Virtually, we have concern with the frequent series of

not very powerful blank shots. Therefore, if the explosion

pipe is sufficiently strong ol protectedl, then we shall risk

it with nnothing, carrying out our experiments. But the

experiments must be led by us. In our theoretical indications

nothing must be considered as absolutely dependable by us.

(For the first timeprinted in a separate brochure
in Kaluga in 1927).
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Treatise on Cosmic Rocket.

1903 - 1927.

(1928).

The value of _ works consists mainly in the

calculations conclusions from them. In technical relationship

almost noting has been done by me. Here a long series of

experiments, installations and learning is needed. This is the

practical way and gives us technical solution of the problem.

The long way of experimental difficulty is unavoidable. For

the time being there is knowledge, based on multifarious

formulae and calculations.

Tae very name, "rocket" readily shows the basis of

the cosmic ship. The force of continuous explosion of a rocket

is much weaker than the cannon fire. It (the force) is generated

behind thepressure on the device and imparts it acceleration.

The latter creates the additional apparent gravity. As

acceleration, the additional gravity may be small. Its

magnitude is close to that of the Earth. Since the flight

is almost horizontal, the additional gravity increases normally

not more than 1_ times (in case of supporting motion in

air).

A large acceleration of the rocket is advantageous

with regard to the economy of explosive substances. But, on the
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other hand, this is not advantageous, since the pressure

on the device and the hu_an beings increases. The enhanced

gravity demands great strength of the projectile or its large

mass is dangerous for the living being. The latter needs

its security, which also increase the total weight of the

projectile; besides, large acceleration increases the weight

of the rocket during motion in the air and heating up of the

rocket due to friction.

If the acceleration is more than 20 meters a second,

the security of the human being is achieved by immersing him

in the liquid, the density of which is equal to the average

density of the human being. The quantity of the liquid does

not play any role and may be very small, if the protecting

vessel is of the form of a human being. But the vessel itself

must be sufficiently strong. In a liquid, human the being

loses weight, as if he were not large. Therefore, in a liquid

medium, the living being may endure enormous acceleration. Only

non-uniformity of the density of different tissue of his body

(bones, blood) restricts the safety value of the acceleration

of the rocket and the gravity induced by it.

In a word, if the acceleration is to be most

advantageous it must be close to that of Earth i.e. approximately

10 M/sec 2. In case of such a small acceleration the inclined

path of the rocket must be closer to the horizontal one.

C¢
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The advantages of less inclined motion are enormous in comparison

with its disadvantages. The latter _ep_nd&9_ _he;im_cr_se of the

path in the atmosphere and the increase of the expenditure

of energy due to this. But since the resistance of the

atmosphere in general is not great in relation to the pressure

on the rocket and the to_al sum of the needful energy, so we

choose the less inclined path as the most advantageous. Its

advantage is as follows: it is possible to employ small

acceleration or less force of explosion, it is possible to

get rid of the protecting vessel for a human being; the consumption

of energy for overcoming the resistance of the air decreases

when the velocity is small, the rocket may be lighter due to less

additional gravity.

The most economical incline exists. Its value is

not more than I0-20°c.

The velocity of the flying out gases from the

explosion pipe (nozzle) plays an important role; the lager

it is, the more significant is the final velocity of the

rocket . Gases are obtained, for example, by the combustion of

a mixture of liquid oxygen with petroleum (naphtha) in the

pipe. They expand freely, and as a result cool down, and part

of the heat is converted into mechanical velocity. But the

external pressure of the atmosphere obstructs the unrestricted

expansion of gases as well as their cooling. If the action

takes place in the v@cuum, beyond the atmosphere and if we
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have an infinite length of the nozzle, then the expanding gases

should acquire a temperature of absolute zero, and all the

thermal energy should to converted into motion. Then only

the velocity of the flying out gases from the pipe, should

attain the maximumpossible value. Calculations show, that

it should attain 4- 5 km/sec. The velocity of the artillery

cannon balls, and consequently, of the gases on their

emergence from the muzzle (month of the cannon) is not more

than I-2 km/sec. This small velocity depends on four reason:

the cannon is insufficiently long, the atmosphere obstructs

unrestricted expansion of gases,the explosive substances being

used. release less energy and e_entually, part of it is

absorbed by the motion of heavy cannon-ball.

Of course, explosion in the rocket is not advantageous

to be carried out without a pipe, since, in that case the

reactive pressure of the gases on the rocket will be directed to

different sides, and its motion is not acquired or will be

very weak. The pipe directs the flow of gases in one direction,

and only on exit from the mouth the gases expand in all

directions and therefore are useless for the rocket. It is

clear, that the pipe _ust have enormous length.

However, a long cylindrical pipe may be substituted

by a very short conical one (nozzle), with the angle of

expansion not more than 30 ° . This shortens the length of the

p_pe many times during the excellent utilization of heat.
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For a greater part of the time of explosion the

rocket rushes into the rarefied air or the vacuum. The

exploding materials are blended in the tube and may be chosen

with the maximum heat of combustion. At last, the rocket

does not require a ca_non-ball.it only throws out gases.

That is why the rocket throws them out in the vacuum with a

velocity of 4-5 kilometers per second. The motion of the

rocket may be started from the high mountains, which will

shorten its path in still another packed layer of the atmos-

phere; till the beginning of the explosion, the rocket may

be given considerable initial velocity by an external force

on those very mountains.

Let us prove that the rocket may acquire any

velocity.

Let us imagine, for the simplicity of conclusions,

that the gravity is absent. We shall denote the mass of the

rocket without explosive substances by unity, the explosive

mass will be likewise. Equal masses, repelling one another,

acquire approximately equal velocities. It means, that

it will impart to the rocket a velocity, close to 5 km/sec.

If the rocket takes with it three parts of the

explosive substances, the velocity will be doubled. In fact t

throwing out in the beginning two parts of the explosive

substances, we give a velocity of 5 km/sec to the remaining two.
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Later on, discarding the one part still re_aining with us,

we shall obtain an increase of velocity at 5 km/sec, while

totally the rocket will obtain a velocity of 10 km/sec. If

we take successively such reserves : 2-1 = I ; 4-1:3,

8-I-7; 16-1-15; 32-1=31, then we shall obtain the following

velocities of the rocket: 5_ 10_ 15, 20 and 25 km/sec etc;

evidently the magnitude of velocity is not limited. The

second velocity is almost sufficient for recession from the

Earth and migration onto its annual orbit, the third is

almost sufficient for proximity to any planet and even

wandering amidst the suns of the Milky Way, m of course, if the

rocket is launched in the direction of the annual motion

of the Earth.

The question is asked whether reserves of fuel along

with a human being and all his requirements that of the entire

structure seven times or more times be taken on the rocket.

The method of the common rocket-explosion is not

suitable. In fact, here the reactive action of explosion

i.e. the pressure is transmitted to the entire reservoir,

containing all the reserves of the explosion. Due to this,

the vessel itself will have mass, several times larger than

the mass of the explosive substances, otherwise the reservoir

is rendered insufficiently strong and will burst. In this way,

in an ordinary rocket, the explosive mass comprises not more

than 10-20% of the mass of the ocket, whilst it must itself
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be many times mere than the mass of the rocket.

The relative quantity of the explosive substances

may be enormous, if the substances are squeezed into the

explosion chamber to the extent of need. i.e. a little, for

example, 100-200-1000 g/sec. The elements of explosion,

insulated from one another cannot explode by themselves.

It means that the reservoirs holding them will be a little

than the petrol or kerosene tanks.

In these conditions and during the insignificant

acceleration of the rocket the mass of the elements of

explosion may be ten times more than the outfitted rocket.

The mass of the explosion pipe and chamber at its

intake is not large in view of the insignificant quantity of

explosive substances per second. The narrow intake of the pipe

is sufficiently cooled by petroleum (naphtha), while the last-

by oxygen.

The rocket enters rarefied layers of the air,

and then the airless space. When its path is inclined towards

the horizon at an angle of 12° and the acceleration 10 M/sec 2

which we get in approximately, in 200 seconds the rocket will

enter the layers of air three times less dense, than below

(while the consumed energy of explosion comprises approximately

20% completely). In 300 seconds the rocket almost gets rid

of the resistance of the atmesphere because here the air is
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rarefied about 14 times. The rocket comes out from the

atmosphere and acquires a velocity sufficient, to put itself

on the orbit of the Earth and become an independant planet,

planet, a satellite of the Sun. Explosion in the course of 19

minutes may be shortened. The rocket will hurry in the vacuum,

losing velocity due to the pull of the Earth or other celestial

bodies. But they cannot step it.

After the stoppage of the explosion the rocket and

all its contents appear to have lest gravity. Such is felt

by the man in the rocket. _he Earth, as before, attracts the

rocket and all the objects contained in it, which is manifest

in the continuous retardation of their motion. But this gravity

acts similarly on the rocket as well as on the person in it.

Therefore their relative position does not change. They move

with the same velocity and do not come closer to one another

similar to dirt, being dragged away by one flew of water.

Relative fall is absent, it means that there is no gravity.

The _e_i gravity in the first 19 minutes of

explosion cannot harm the organism in accordance with its

trifling nature, or owing to the protective media of the bath.

But cannot the absence of gravity inflict harm? The action

of gravity _expressed in the _nh_e_ pressure of the blood

column and overburdening of the internal organs. Evidently,

the absence of this overburdening and pressure are similarly

soft, as lying or bathing. Here there is also the gravity as
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if it were destroyed. At last, even if standing upside down

does not kill the organism so, it means that even the absence_

of _;ravity two cannot dc this. T e flow of blood to the brains

without doubt, is increased and the non-availability of _ravity

may as well harmfully tell upon the hu_an being, ss the lying

in bed. llowever, one can lie for years and survive. The body

jets adapted to everything. Riddin_ ourselves from gravity can

only tire us, as lyi:g long. But then, the rotation of the

rocket and the centrifugal force, arisin_ from it, may restore

to us gravity of any magnitude.

Now we come to respiration. T e space inside the

rocket must be tightly closed while on the contrary gas through

ti_e sligmt think view quickly volatalizes i.e. goes out of the

rocket and gets didseminated in the celestial space. Besides

a continuous current of oxygen is needed, since human beings

make use of it for respiration converting it into carbonic

acid gas. But have the store of liquid oxygen. Hany of the

substances also are capable of isolating it by co_ibustion and

in other ways. Carbonic acid gas and human excretions are

similarly capable of being absorbed by alkalies and may be made

harmless by different substances. But the best of all is to

purify our small atmosphere by plants, as it is done on the

Earth. Incidentally we shall obtain food, in the farm of

fruits from the plants.

With _he passage of time humanity, will settle in the

space close to the Sun. But this will not happen immediately,

but by dint of hard work and as a result of sacrifices. The

full Solar energy is 2 milliard (US Billion) times more than its share
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being received by the Earth. People will be benefited by

this wealth, although the way to it will not be so easy. But

humanity has already started on this road. Now experiments

are being conducted with reactive automobiles (experiments of

the firm of OPEL near FRANKFURT-ON-MAINE). They will teach

us about advantageous explosion and steering by one rudder.

Only this is all. For automobile business, reactive devices

are inapplicable because they will give uneconomic results.

After that we shall expect the following steps of the reactive

business.

1. Reactive automobile with two Wheels (on one axle)

and the skill to steer with two steering wheels.

2. Reactive automobile on one wheel and the skill to

control additionally lateral stability.

3- Such an automobile with wings, having the capacity

to take-Gff and then to land by gliding. The automobile

will be converted into a reactive airplane. But it should be

remembered, that for the substitution of an ordinary airplane

it is uneconomical.

4. Such a very airplane with a Cabin, not releasing

oxygen, and with cannon-balls_ _roviding the possibility to a

human being to breathe in the insulated cabin.

5- Take-offs to altitude more than 12 Km, and even

beyond the limits of the atmosphere with the next gliding
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and landing on the Earth without employing explosion.

6. Continued stay outside the atmosphere, in circular

orbit (state of a little Moon) and safe return b7 gliding

without the expenditure of explosive substances .

7. Adaptation Of plants in the rocket for purifying the

air and obtaining food,

8. Advent of technical development outside the atmosphere.

9. Utilization of the Solar energy and the pressure

of light for travel in the ethereal space. Exact calculations

show that one kilogram of m me, of a mirror when its surface is

10 M 2 at the Earth's distance receives by the action of light

in the course of a year an addition of velocity of 2 km/sec.

But where there is no gravity, there the mirror will help still

more when the mass is the same. In this way, interstellar

travels are fully guaranteed, if only the pressure of light

exists.

10. Settlements in the regions _f the ether between

the orbits of the Earth and the Mars or by other orbits, more

suitable.

11. Mighty development of technology in the ether;

extraordinary multiplication and (advancement) of the population.

12. Gradual utilization and occupation of small
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bodies of the planetary system, beginning from the most tiny

asteroids and satellites.

13. R_ession towards other suns on weakening and

extinction of ours.

How many thousand years will absorb this path is

difficult to foresee. _

For the first time printed in the collection of

"Stratospherical Committee" TSS. Osoavia khima"

USSR (Reactive Section) "R$_ctive Motion" No. 2

of the year 1936.

O
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COSMICROCKETTRAINS (1929)

From the Author.

I am already 72 years of age. I have not been

_Orking with my hands for long and do not perform any experiments.

Since the time of the publication my first work

in 1903, work been _isDing on in the West practically on the

reactive devices.

In the beginning application was sought in tha_

military field (Unge in Sweden and Krupp in Germany).

Later, at the time of the publication of my other

works in 1911-19_2, theoretical and experimental work in

general was done (Birkebound, Goddard). Then Esno Pelteric

expressed his views.

But noticing the serious attitude of the West many

people in our country have since 1913 been interested in the

problems off light beyond the atmosphere,.

Since the time of publication, in the very wide-

spread journal ("Priroda i Lyudi", 1918) ("Nature and people"),

of my work "Beyond the Earth" (Separate publication in 1920)

Obert became interested in astronautics. His works gave German

I II I i
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scientists and thinkers an appreciable fillip, owing to which

many new works and persons made their appearance. Two of them

were very zealously (Specially Lademann) translated and propa-

gated my works.

Then came into existance rocket automobiles, pl_nDi_g

boats, sledges and even airplane (under the control of Shtamer).

All this was very imperfect, but much tumult was raised and it

was beneficial with regard to experiments, as well as to the

spread of interest amongst the community of scientists and

These ideas started to be spread vigorously in t_

USSR. The following stepped forward: Vetchinkin (lectures),

Tsander and Rinin. The last named by dint of his brilliaat

works wide-spread information in literature, particularly

contributed to the spread of the ideas of astronautics.

I !
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K.E. Tsiolkovski[

COSMIC ROCKET

TRAINS.

(From the biography of K.E.Tsiolkovskiy
--S. V. Bezsonov).

Kaluga, Brout Street 81, addressed to

K. E. Tsiolkovskiy.

KALUGA,

Exployees of the section of Scientific Workers,

1929.
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Not only abroad, but here too, institutes are now

being established and societies formed, the _ember_ of which

are talented and are spreading the new ideas,

My compliments to the workers of astronautics

in the USSR as well as abroad. They will have to work not

for one decade. For the time being this work is thankless,

risky and immeasurably difficult. It will require not only

an extraordinary strain of _rces and ingenious talent, but

also many sacrifices.

A majority of p_o_le regard astronautics as they

regard a heretical idea and do not want to listen to anything.

Others are as skeptical, towards thing, and view it as

absolutely impossible, the third - are too trustful, towards the

subject, as well as toward easy and quick accomplishement.

But _he initial unavoidable failures discourage and repulse the

weak and undermine the trust of society.

Astronautics is not to be compared with flying in

the air. The latter is a toy in comparison with the former.

Undoubtedly there have been successes, but the

question regarding the time of its accomplishement for me

is completely closed.

Any idea about the simplicity of its solution is a

temporary delusion, of course, it is useful, since it imparts
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courage and strength.

If they knew the difficulties of the job, then

many, now working with enthusiasm, would flinch with horror.

But later how beautiful will be the achievement:

The conquest of the Solar system will give not only energy

and life, which will be 2 milliard (US Billion) times as

abundant as terrestrial energy and life but the spaciousness

will still be abundant. Man on the Earth commands mastery

so to say, only in two dimensions, the third is limited, i.eo

spreading upwards and downwards for the time being is impossible.

Then man will obtain three dimensions.

The absence of gravity, the virgin rays of the Sun

and any temperature, obtained in structures only by the force

of Solar rays, and no worth while movement in all directions,

and the knowledge of the universe .. We cannot here appraise

all the good and advantages of the conquest of the solar

system. I have given some idea in my above-mentioned works,

"Beyond the Earth"

What is a Rocket Train.

I. By rocket train I mean combination of several

identical reactive devices, moving first along a roadway, later

in the air, and then in the vacuum beyond the atmosphere,

at last somewhere between the planets or the suns.
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2. But only a part of this train reaches the

celestial space, the remaining portions, not having sufficient

velocity, will return to the Earth.

3. In order to attain cosmic velocity it is, necessary

to provide large reserve of fuel to the individual rocket.

Thus, for attaining the iuitial cosmic velocity i.e. 8 km/sec,

the weight of the fuel must be at least 4 times more than the

weight of the rocket along with all its remaining contents.

This makes difficult the arrangement of the reactive devices.

The train provides the possibility either of

attaining large cosmic velocities or will be restricted

by comparatively small reserve of constituent parts of the

explosion.

4. We shall first solve the problem in the most

elementary form. Wm assume the design of all rockets to be

absolutely identical, and likewise the reserves of fuel and

the force of explosion. In practice, of course, there must

be some deviations. Thus, the rockets, moving along a roadway,

will be simpler, those moving only in the atmosphere, need

not be equipped with accessories for protracted stay of persons

in the ethereal space.

Arrangement and Working of the Train

5- The explosion starts from the first rocket so that

the entire train is subjected not to compression, but to the pull,
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which it is easier to combat. Besides it promotes the stability

of the train at the time of the explosion. At the same

time it is possible to compose a longer train, and consequently,

acquire larger velocity with that same reserve of fuel

in each rocket bogie.

6. The shorter the bogies, the larger can be their

number with the samemargin of strength; and the larger their

number, then larger is the f_inal velocity of the last rear

bogie. This forces ussto strive to make separate projectiles

possibly shorter. But the diameter of the rocket device

cannot be less than 1 meter. It means that the length of the

rocket bogie cannot be less than 1 meter. It also means that

the length of the rocket bogie cannot be less than 10 meters.

When the oblong form is small the resistance of the air is

too much marked. For rockets, returning to the Earth, this

may be sufficient _t for the cosmic bogie, not less than

3 meters in diameter and 30 meters in length is needed. From

here we conclude: the last cosmic bogie is to be made morez

spacious.

7. The design of the cosmic rocket is very

complicated and will continue to become more and more complicated.

Wehave no intention at the moment to go into all its details.

The aim here is different: to show the advantages of the train

relative to ultimate velocity in comparison with the single
i
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rocket device. Possibly a small rocket on reaching the

ethereal space will be developed into a larger one. But

we shall leave all this and take the dimensions at 3 and 30

meters.

8. The diameter of the rocket is 3 meters and its

length 30 meters, the thickness of the walls is 2 mm

(thicker towards the ends). The density of their material

is 8. The area of cross-section on an average is 7 M2, the

surface 180 M 2, volume 105 M3 , . The rocket can hold 105

T of water. A one meter section of the jacket (shell)

weighs the same ever_here, since towards th.. end,, where the

diameter is less it is thickar, namely O.15 T. We assume the

same for people 9 tanks, pipes, machines and other accessories:

a total of 0.3 T per meter of length. Thus, the whole jacket

(shell) of the rocket will weigh 4}_ tons, and the same for the

internal content - total 9 T. Out of this weight one

is sufficient for the persons.

9. We shall allot the reserve of the explosive

substances for one meter of the section as 0.9T, while

for the entire rocket 27 T i.e. 3 times more than the rocket

weighs along with all its contents. (corresponding to the

velocity for one rocket on the employment of petroleum

(naphtha) equal to 5520 M/sec. This reserve in one rocket will

occupy (when its density is equal to unity) 27 M 3, i.e.

about one fourth share of the entire volume of the rocket.
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This will leave 78 M 3 for persons and machines. If we

take 10 persons then for each 8 M3 will be available. Oxygen

in such a volume at pressure of 2 atmospheres will be

sufficient for respiration of 160 persons in the course

of 24, hours, or 10 persons in the course of 16 days, of

course, on the elimination of the products of respiration.

We want to show, that even such a large reserve of

fuel is not too heavy for the rocket to carry.

10. Explosion creates tension in the train-and

that is why the thickness of the walls in narrow places of

the rocket is greater: the resistance to breach of each

cross-section of the rocket must be the same.

11. The jacket (shell) of the rocket, when the

safety factor is 5, will withstand a superpressure of 4

atmospheres. But since it is not more than 2 atmospheres

even in the vacuum, so the safety factor will be 10.

12. Since all the rockets may be submitted to gliding

even the last one_thespace rocket, on its return to Earth,

so every rocket is equipped with necessary arrangement for

this purpose.

A single inflated jacket (shell) having a form

of the body according to the requirement, turned on the

turning lathe (of a body or revolution) will poorly glide.
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It is necessary, for example, to combine, three such surfaces.

Inflated by air or oxygen approximately to 2 atmospheres,

they will form highly strong beam.

13.

weight.

We cannot suggest wings owing to their considerable

14. Each rocket must have rudders for direction, height

and counteraction to rotation. They must function not only

in the air but also in the vacuum.

15. The rudders are located in the rear portion of each

rocket. Rudders are two pairs. Immediately behind them now-a-

days are the explosion pipes, tilted slightly into the side.

Otherwise the exploding gases will exert pressure on the rocket

immediately behind.

The number of explosion pipes is not less than

four. Their exit ends are located on the circumference of

the rocket on equal distances from one another. The explosion

takes place by thrusts (jerks), as separate blank shots.

These thrusts could harm the rocket. Therefore to make the

number of pipes more than four is useful. Shots will be

frequent and may be distributed in such a way that the pressure

on the rocket on account or explosion will be sufficiently

uniform.
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(parallel to the length of the rocket axis) but their inclination

from it may be different. Then the rocket will begin to

rotate. From this it is evident that any pair may, in this

case serve for eliminating the rotation of rocket. Each pair,

besides that, serve for controlling the direction of the rocket

in a given plane. In general, desired direction in the

space may be obtained in the absence of rotation. The stream

of the exploding gases is directed on these rudders. It is

understood that they serve not only in the air but also in the

va¢uUm.

16. Small _uartkiticc _¢±ndows give some sun-spots inside

the rocket, required during steering control. Other large

windows are closed on the outside by the shutter. Later on

in the rarefied atmosphere or in the vacuum they are opened.

1_. The nose portion is occupied by persons. Then follows

the machine section (pumps, and motors for them), at last the

stern is occupied by explosion pipes s_arroundedby their tanks

full of petroleum (naphtha). The last are surrounded

by tanks with freely evaporating liquid and cold oxygen.

18. The work is performed approximately thus.

We shall suppose the train, made up of five rocks, slips on

the roadway for several hundred kilometers of length, rising

@

to a height of 4-8 kilometers above the sea level . When the
± , --

The problem regarding the hard roadway worked out in my

works "Resistance of air and express train". 1927 (Editors).
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forward rocket has almost burnt up its fuel, it disengages

itself from the four behind, continuing to move by inertia,

the forward one goes away from the rear ones owing to the

continuing explosion, though weakened. The operator directs

it in the side, and it descends gradually to the Earth, not

hampering the motion of the remaining four connected rockets.

When the way is clear, the second rocket (now

the forward one) begins its explosion. The same things take

place, with this rocket as have taken place with the first:

it gets disengaged from the rear three, and in the beginning

overtakes them, but later not having sufficient velocity, is

forced to return to the planet.

The same happens to all ether rockets except the

last, which_btlonly goes beyond the limits of atmosphere,

but also acquires a cosmic velocity. Owing to this, it

either will begin to revolve close to the Earth as its

Satellite, or fly away farther towards the planets and even

other suns.

Determination of velocit_ and ether
characteristics of the Train.

19. For a single rocket we have the formula _ee

my "Investigation of Outer Spaces by R_active DeviCes". q926,

formula (38)_ •
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cI M 1

_= In 1 + Ho ,

where the ratio of the final velocity of the rocket C 1 to

the ejection speed W, depending on the ratio of the total mass

of the ejected material M_ or the fuel to the mass of the

rocket with all its contents except the component parts of

explosion; in- is the natural logrithm.

20. This formula may be applied to a complicated

(composite) rocket, i.e. to the train made up of reactive

i _ev_e_i _ I, _ _ __WAll denote the additional velocity V of each

train due to the explosive material in one rocket. The

relative ejection speed W, always remains one and the same,

' is. But the mass of the
as the mass of ejected material M 1

rocket M is not the mass of one rocket but of the entire
o

train, excluding the mass of the explosive material M_, of the

foremost rocket, which acts on the entire train with all its

still intact fuel.

21. There-fore, we must substitute in formula (19)

the mass of the rocket M by the mass of the train M
o o

according to the formula

Mp = ( M 0 + M_ ) n- M_ ,

where n denotes the number of rockets. It is evident that

this expression relates not only to the full train, comprising

the specified number of rockets n but also to any other partial
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train (after removing of several forward rockets)_ comprisimg

only their small number n .

22. Now in place of formula (19) we shall get.

!

V=ln I+ , , •

W (M0 + M 1) n - M1

23. For the first train, comprising the maximum

number nI of rocket, we shall get

, 3''-''• (Mo:M 1) + 1 nI

24. For the second train, in which there is one

rocket less, we shall find

L(Mo:M 1) + 1_](n I - 1) - 1

Similarly for the rest.

the order 1
X

it will be

V
X

---- In
W

1+

In general, for trains of

M0 : M 1) + 1 (n I - x + 1)
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26. For example, for the last train x = n I .

Having substituted, we shall get formula (19) for a single rocket.

27. The velocity of the first train is expressed

by formula (23), the total velocity of the second by the sum

of the velocity of the first train and the additional velocity

of the second. In general, the totally velocity of the train of

the order 'x' is expressed by the sum of additional velocities

(25) of the first x trains. The total velocity of the last

rear rocket will be equal to the sum of additional velocities

of all trains, from the most complicated (composite) to the

last, comprising one rocket of the rocket n I .

28. From the general formula (25) we see, that the

additional velocities of trains are larger, if a smaller number

of rockets is left. A complete train has the minimum additional

velocity| the maximum is on the last, when x = n I i.e. when

only one rocket is left in it. Additional velocities increase

very slowly, and for this reason a very large number of rockets

give less advantage, ile.lit increases the total velocity

of the last rocket only slightly.

Nevertheless, the increase of the cosmic velocity

would be limitless, if there were no restricted strength of

material, of which the rocket is made.

29. The calculations may be simplified, if we

consider the trains from the end in the reverse ordert i.e.

_he_ _ra__m,sTngle rocket is considered the first, the
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last but one as the secondand so on. Then the serial

number will be y and we shall get.

y+x=nl+ lo

30. Eliminating with the help of this equation

'x' from the equation (25), we shall get,

(Mo:M 1 ) + y - I

By this we have proved that on counting the trains

from the end, the additional velocity does not depend on the

total number of rockets in the train, but only on their

reverse order y .

31. Now let us compile a table by which it would

be easy to know the total velocity of each partial train and

additional total velocity of the last train, comprising one

rocket.

10

Order 'Y' of the train from the end.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Io

Order from the beginning x.

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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1

Relative Additional Velocity,_ if Mo:M1 = --3

1.386 0.470 0.262 0.207 0.166 0.131 O.113 0.100 a09 0.08

Final Relative Velocity of the last train (made up of one rocket)

consisting of several rockets at the start of motion

1.386 1.856 2.118 2.325 2.491 2.622 2-735 2.835 2.925 3.005

32. If, for example we have a train of four rockets I

then the last ultimate relative velocity will be 2325 M/sec,

i.e. it _Ibe as many times greater than the ejection velocity.

The velocities of the partial trains (for four

rockets) in the normal order may be known from the second

column. They will be by the time, beginning from the most

complicate (composite) oBe :

0.207; 0.207 + 0.262=0.469; 0.469+0.470=0.939;

0.939+1.386=2.325.

For trains composed of 10 rockets the total velocity

of the last will be 3005M/sec. The velocities of partial

trains of this train, in the order will also be found from

the second column placing its numbers, beginning from the

right.
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33- We can determine the true velocities, knowing the

velocity V and the ejection velocity i.e. the velocity of the

flying out products of combustion from the explosion pipe.

W_ shall get such a table.

Number of rockets in the train.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ultimate velocity of the last train in km/sec.

I

If MO: M 1' =-_ and W = 3km/sec.

4.17 5.58 6.36 6.96 7.47 7.86 8.19 8.49 8.76 9.00

ditto, but W = 4 km/sec.

5.56 7.49 8.49 9.28 9.96_.4810. 92 11.32 11.68 12.00

dittom but W = 5 km/sec.

6-95 9.30 10.60 11.60 12.45 13.10 13.65 14.15 14.60 15.00

Even when petroleum (naphtha) is used and the

utilization of the energy of combustion is 50% (W = 3 km/sec),

when there are 7-8 trains, cosmic velocity is obtained. When

the utilization is large, velocity is obtained for three

and even two trains. For recession form the Earth and

reaching the planets and asteroids, a ten-rocket train may be

sufficient.
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If in the formula (30) the mass of the rocket MO

!

is great in comparision with the mass of_ection M 1 , or

the partial train contains many rockets, i.e. y:is gre_tv _then

the second term in formula (30) will represent a small

regular fraction Z.

Then we may approximately put

z2 z3 z4

In (1 + Z)= Z- _"-÷_-----'/7-" ...

The smaller the fraction Z, the fewer the terma

we can take.

35- Let us suppose, for example, as before:

!

M O : M 1 = 1/3 and Y = 6.

1

The first approximation by (34) will give

or O.143. This is slightly more than in table 31 (O.131).

The second approximation will be O.133, which is still closer to

1
the reality. If we take a nine-rocket train, then Z =--

11

and the first approximation will give Z = O.91, which is

already almost in agreement with the table.

36. And thus, beginning with the 11th train, we

may boldly put
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1W_ = Z = 1 : --C-÷ y - .

M 1

37- We can find out the sun of additional

velocities of the trains farther than the 11th from the

rear approximately by integration of the expression (36).

We shall get

M1 M0
!

MO ÷ M1 1 "7" + Y -1tI

÷ const.

If the const = 10, the sum of additional velocities

is equal to zero. Therefore,

const =

!

, i ---r- + 10 - 1 .

M 0 + M 1 M 1

get

So, for the sum of additional velocities we shall

!

M 1

!

M0 + M 1

In

+ I y -

I"°+1 10-1

M1
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38. Supposing here Y = 11(the 11th train i.e.

addition of one rocket to 10), we shall find the relative

additional velocity as 0.077 (table 31).

If we add 10 trains, then Y = 20 and the total

additional velocity of 10 trains will be 0.55. When the

ejection velocity is 4 km/sec the absolute velocity will

comprise 2.2 km/sec. •

We shall add 90 rockets; Y = 100 and the additional

velocity will be 1.78, The absolute addition (W = 4 km/sec)

is equal to 7 12 km/sec. According to table 33 ten trains,

in those very conditions, give 12 km/sec. So, 100 trains

will give a velocity of 19.12 km/sec. This is more than

required for recession towards other suns.

On 50% utilization of fuel (table 33) We shall find

that velocity from 100 trains will be 9 + 5.34 = _4.34 km/sec.

39. When there are more than 100 rockets in the

train we can express the total additional velocity by the

formula from (37)

!

M 1

!

M0 + M 1
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40. For example, for 10OO trains the largest relative

velocity will be 3.454. If W = 4, the absolute addition

form 990 rockets is equal to 13.82, while the total from

1000 rockets we shall get 25.82 km/sec°

41. Let us imagine the first horizontal motion of

all trains. The last rocket will have the maximum acceleration

(addition of velocity per second). In practice it is

convenient that the force of explosion was constant. If

it is so the acceleration of a single rocket at first will

be weaker, because the mass will be great as the fuel i6

still not consumed. Later, to the extent of its burning the

acceleration will become greater. Thus, in case of our triple

reserve at first the acceleration will be 4 times less than

at the end, whm the entire explosive material has been expended.

W2. When the e_losion is normal to the direction

of gravity, it is not advantageous to make use of a large

acceleration (on a solid roadway in the air or in the vacuum).

Firstly, special protective means will be required for saving

the passenger from the enhanced gravity. Secondly, the

rocket itself must Be made stronger, and consequently, more

massive. Thirdly, the explosion pipes and other machines

must also the stronger and more massive.

43. Let us take the maximum acceleration of the

train at 10 M/sec 2. The Earth imparts such an acceleration
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in one second to the freely falling objects. It is clear that

similar acceleration will be in the last train_ consisting

of one rocket, besides that the end of the uniform accelera-

tion. We suppose, that the force of this explosion decreases

proportionately to the d_minishing full mass of the rocket,

so that the acceleration all the time will be constant and

equal to 10 M/sec 2.

44. The mass of trains composed of two or more

rockets changes less, and therefore, the force of explosion

in this case may be taken as const_t, while the acceleratiom

may be considered invariable. Besides, it will be the

less the greater the number of rockets in the train is so

that a certain unevenmess (non-uniformity) cannot do any harm.

45 . The acceleration of the second train (from the

end) will be one half, since its mass is double ; the

acceleration of the tenth will be one tenth, since, it

will contain 10 rockets of identical mass, so on and so forth.

It follows then that the tension of a horizontal

train or its relative weight does not depend on the number

of rockets. Indeed, even if there are 1OO0 rockets, its

tension will_ on the one hand, owing to the mass_ 1000 times more

and on the other-owing to its small acceleration, 1OOO times

smaller. Obviously a train composed of any number of rockets_

will have the same tension as the one consisting of a single
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rocket.

46. If the tension of a long train is greater,

this is due only to the friction and resistance of the air.

We ignore this for the time being.

47. The inclination of the path to the horizon

similarly increases the tension of the train proportionally

to its length. But if we adopt a curved roadway, gradually

ascending, its inclination will be (the tangent or sine of the

angle of inclination) very small and proportional to the

acceleration of the train: we may ignore this circumstance

too.

48. Keeping all this in view, let us calculate the

times, velocities, passages and ascents of the trains (table

49).

It is very convenient to suppose, that the portion

of explosion in every rocket has been designed identically

and operates in the same way. Then the duration of an

explosion on the total consumption of one or the other reserve

of fuel will similarly be the same in all rockets.

If we acquire the first cosmic velocity of 8000

M/sec, and are outside the atmosphere, it is easy to recede

from the Earth or to travel in the limits of the Solar system

and even farther by the pressure of light or some other method,
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49. A train is made up of 5 rockets.

Numbe_of, trains in ch_onol_gic$1 order

(1) 1 2 3 4 5

Number of rockets in each train.

(2) 5 4 3 2 1

Mean Acceleration in M/sec.

(3) 2 2.5 3-33 5 10

(Duration of explosion is constant) ,w_ative additional velocity
of each tr_n.

(4) 0.2 0.25 0.333 0.5 1.0

Ultimate relative velocity of each train.

(5) 0.2 0.45 0.783 1.283 2.283

Absolute velocity of each train, if the additio@al velocity

of the last rocket is taken at 5520 M/sec

(6) 1104 2484 4322 7082 12602

Duration of explosion in seconds is equal to.

(7) 11o4 : 2 = 552 = 552o : Io = 552

J Vide "Investigation of outer spaces by reactive devices
" 1926 (Author).
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It is one and the sam_ for all rockets.

Average velocity of each train in meters per secon4.

(8) 552 1242 2161 3541 6301

Total path Covered by each train in kilometers (during explosion).

(9) 288.14 685.58 1192.87 1954.63 3478.15

(1o)

Tangent of incliRation.

0.02 0.025 0.033 0.05 O.1

Total vertical ascent of each train in kilometers.

(11) 5.76 17.1 39.6 97.7 347.8

Ditto if the inclination is half.

(12) 2.88 8.5 19.8 48.8 173.9

Ultimate velocity for 50% utilization of explosive substanc%

when the velocity of a single rocket is equal to

3900 meters/second.

(13) 780 1755 3054 4992 8892

Length of trains in meters.

(14) 150 120 90 60 30
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50. From the 6th line we see, that the train composed

of 5 rockets gives a velocity sufficient for recession from

the Earth and even from its orbit. The penultimate train

consisting of two rockets, acquires almost the first cosmic

velocity (8000) M/sec). So that it lacks a small fraction

to fly beyond the atmosphere around the Earth along with the

final rocket, whose explosive material is not consumed.

Naturally, it may be replaced by some other load. From this

it is clearly evident that there is a possibility of making

the whole loaded trains _a_e_ite _ of the Earth, if the

total number of the component parts of the train, i.e. rockets

is Sufficiently large.

51. From the 7th line it is evident, that the

duration of explosion in each train is equal to 552 seconds,

or 9.2 minutes. For five trains this will comprise 46

minutes. It means, that in less than an hour all will be

finished and the last rocket will become a wandering body.

The reserve of explosive substances with us is

three times more than the weight of the rocket along with the

remaining contents and, therefore, equal to 27 T. Hence in

a second 48.9 kilograms of explosives must explode. Uniformity

of action requires a larger number of explosion pipes. If in

each rocket their number is 40, while the motor gives 30

revolutions in a second or 30 injection (portions), then each

portion will comprise 0.041 kilogram or 41 grams. With what can
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we compare this cannonade? 1200 blank shots per second with

41 grams of highly explosive substance in each. And this

continues in succession and continuously in all rockets

in the course of 46 minutes.

52. We have accepted the magnitude of the rocket

diameter as 3 meters. At first one can limit oneself to 1

meter. Then all this terrifying picture will be reduced

27 times (three in a cube). We have mentioned that in the

case the last cosmic rocket may be opened up in a special

way and become a spacious accommodation for human beings.

But we shall speak about it at another place.

53- From the ninth line it is evident, that the

distances, covered by trains, do not exceed the dimensions

of the Earth's globe. But the vertical ascent of each train.

(line 11) is much less. Thus only the first train, after

traversing 288 kilometers on the Earth, rises to a height

of 5-6 kilometers. The second train must lea_e the solid

roadway and _ly in the air. The last rocket, still not

having finished explosion, flies out beyond the limits of

the atmosphere. This takes place when the maximum tangent

of the angle of ascent (in case of the last train) is equal

to O.1 °, and the appropriate angle with_e horizon is 6° •

For the first train it is slightly more than 1° , for the

second 2° and so on.
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54. Whmn the inclination is half (line 12), two

trains can conduct explosions (fire) while still on the

solid roadway. The height of Earth's mountains permits this.

Then the solid roadway will comprise about 600-700 kilometers.

55- In line 13 we had presumed 50% utilization of

the energy of explosive substances. And then the last

train acquires velocity greatly exceeding the initlal (first

cosmic velocity of 8 km/sec. The rocket passages, it is

understood, will be shorter.

56. The largest initial train has a length of 150

meters. If we confine ourselves,im_the first instance, to

three-time smaller dimensions then we shall get for a five-

rocket train a total of 50 meters.

57- We have already said that the strength of a

train (on breach) does not depend on the number of rockets

on the horizontal path. However, the strength of a single

rocket is sufficient.

The area of cross-section of the jacket (shell)

of the rocket is everywhere the same and equal when thickness

of the wall is 2 mm) to 18,000 mm 2. The resistance to the

breach on six-fold safety factor will not be less than 18@ T.

The rocket with all its contents (and fuel )_es a mass of 36 T.

Acceleration at 10 M/sec 2 in connection with ordinary gravity,
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will create relative gravity 1.4 times more than thAtofEarth.

But the horizontal component will only be equal to that of

the Earth. In this way the rocket will be subjected to a

tension equal to 36 Tons. This destru_ileforce is five times

less than the force of resistance of the material. If we

take a rocket of a diameter and length three times smaller,

then the destructive force will be 15 timel less than t_

strength of the resistancee

58. Inclined motion increases this destructive

effect. But is is the same for all the trains. Thus, for a

single rocket the incline is the greatest and increases the

tension only by O.1. The incline, for example, of a five-

fold rocket is 5 times less so that notwithstanding the large

mass, the tension will be increased (totally) also by O.1.

59- From here it is evident that the rockets

could be ma_e less massive if it was not for gaseous super-

pressure, which is unavoidable in the vacuum. All the same

it may be reduced four times, since instead of 4 atmospheres

of superpressure, we can onfine ourselves to 1. However,

the jacket (shell) is rendered impractically thin for

rocEets.

60. In view of the excessive tensile strength of

the train, we suggest additionaltables for trains, composed

of 1,2,3,4, and 5 rockets. But here we assume, that the force
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and rate of explosion of one and the same mass of the

explosive material are proportional to the mass of the train.

Thus, the first train, we shall assume, composed of five rockets,

is drive by a force, 5 times greater than of one rocket,

and because both the trains have one and the same acceleration,

just like all the partial trains of one and the same convoy.

It follows, that despite the disparity in the number of

rockets o_ different trains, we have, as if one body is

moving with invariable (constant) acceleration. But the

duration of explosion, of course, is inversely proportional

to the masses of partial trains (because, the stronger the

explosion, then more quickly it is over).

61. In all the tables (see 62 and 63) we take the

ultimate overall velocity of the last rocket equal to the

first cosmic velocity of 8 kilometers per second. The tables,

meanwhile, provide an answer to the question: What additional

velocity isA_e_ in this case for a single rocket?. From

the fifth line of the table we see, what these maximum

additional velocities would be for different trains:

Number of rockets in the train.

1 2 3 4 5

Reauired additional velocity from a _ingle rocket in km/sec.

8 5-3 4.4 3.8 3_5
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We see, that the additional velocity is less_

if the number of roakets in the train is greater. Thus, for

a five-rocket train it is only 3-5 km/sec, which is achieved

with a relative reserve of fuel supply of 1 or 1.5.

From the 1Oth and 16th lines we see, that the

length of passage (route) On the solid ground is smaller

here much. Similarly, the entire process of take off is

shorter: total 800 seconds, or 3.3 minutes, since the

acceleration per second does not diminish, while the

explosion is in progress.

62. Length of the rocket is 30 meters.

1st rocket
2nd rocket I

3rd rocket

Number of trains.

I I 1 2 1 2

Number of rockets and relative

force of explosion.

I I 2 i 13 2

Relative time of explosion.
I

1 2 1 1.5 I

3

I 3
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Relative times of accelerated motion of each train.

1 1 3 I 1 2.5

Ultimate velocity of each train in M/sec.

8000 2667 8000 I 1454 3636

Addition of velocity of each train in M/sec.

2667 5333 I 145_ 2182 4364

Time of motion of each train with th_previous ones
in second.

800 I 266.7 8OO_ I 145,4 363.6 800.0

I !

Time of _otion of one train in seconds.

8OOO

5.5

8ooo

800 266.7 533.3 145.4 218.2 436._

4000

Average velocity of each train in M/sec.

1333.3 4000 I 727.2 1818.2 4_OO.O
I

Length of the roadway of each train with the previous ones in
kilometers.

3200 355-5 3200 I 105.7 _166.1 3200

Flight of each train separately in kilometers.

3200 1 355-5 2844.5 I 105.7 555.4 2538.9
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960
|

8ooj

48o

Altitude of the ascent sin a = 0.30

The same

I

106.7 960 I 31.7 198.3

sin a = 0.25

88.9 800 26.4 166.3

The same sin of angle

77.1 640 211 132.2

Altitude of Ascent.

I

53.3 480 115.899.2
The same sin of angle

35.5 320 I 10.6 66.1

I

Length of the entire train in meters.

60 30 I 90 60

960

800.0

640.O

480.0

320.o

3O

63. Length of the rocket 30 meters.

4 Rockets. 5 Rockets.

Number of trains.

I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
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Number of rockets in each and relative force of explosion.

4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Relative time of explosion of each train.

|

I -33 2 4 I 1 1.25 1.67 2.5

2 3 4 } I 2 3 4
@

Relativ@ time of accelerated motion of each train.

5

5

960.4

960.4

96_0

2.33 4.33 8.33 1 2.25 3-92

....._Ult_ velQcity_w_fl_-hraininM/seo.

2237.7 4158.5 8000 17OO.6 1576.3 2746 4497.8 8000
!

Addition of velocity of each train in M/sec.

1920.8 3841.5 I 701 876 1170 1752 35@21277.3

Time of motion of each train with the previous

ones in seconds.

223.8 415.8 800.0 1 70 158 275 450 800

!

Time of accelerated motion of one train in second.

6.42 11.42

96.0 127.8 192.0 384.2 1 70 88 117 175 350
t

Average velocity of each train in M/sec.

480.2 418.8 2079.2 4000.0 !350 788 1373 2249 4000
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46.08

Length of the passage of each train with

preceding ones in kilometers.

I
25o.43 864.45

3200 I 24.50 124.50 377.57 1012.05

Flight of each train separately in kilometers.

46.1 204.3 614.O2 2335.6

Height of Ascent

13.8 75.1 259.3 960.0

The Same

11 -5 62.6 216.1 800.0

The same

6.9

9.6 50.1 172 -9 640 .O

The same

37-5 129.7 480.0

The same

4.6 25.0 86.4 320.O

24.50 100.0 253.1 634.4

sin a = 0.3

7.35 37.35 112,28 303.61

sin a = 0.25

6.1 31.1 94.4 253.0

sin a = 0.25

4.9 24.9 75.5 204.4

3200

21880

800

64O

3-67 18.6 56.7 151.8 480

sin a = 0.1

2.45 12.4 37.8 101.2 320

960

Length of the whole train in meters.

3o I 15o 120 9o6o120 90 60 30
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64. The incline of tile hard roadway to the horizon

here must be roc@gnized as very small, but constant, for

example 6 °, sin _being equal to O.1 . The roadway will come

out straight but not concave as in the case of variable

acceleration per second of the partial trains.

65. For trains composed of 1,3 and 4 rockets, one

can assume not only acceleration as constant, but also the

duration of explosion just as invariable. But for this

the reserve of the fuel in each leading rocket must be

pro_@rtional to the force of explosion or to the mass of each

partial train. So, the first rockets (or trains) not only

explode more quickly, but also longer than those in table

62 and 63, by virtue of more reserve of fuels. Here, too,

all partial trains move as a single body with constant

accelration. On this basis we shall compile the following

table.

66. Length of the rocket is 30 meters.

2 Rockets

I 3 Rockets }

Number of trains

4 Rockets

(1) 1 2 11 2 3112 3 4
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Number of rockets in a partial train, relative force of explosion

and the reserve of fuel.

(2) 2 1 I 3 2 1 4 3 2 1

I

Relative time of the accelerated motion of each train.

(3) 1 1
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1

Relative total time of explosion of each train.

(4) I
I

2 } 1 2 3
1 2

Ultimate velocity of each train In km/sec.

3 4

(5) 4 8 I 27 5.3 8 } 2 4 6 8

Additional velocity of each train in km/sec.

(6) 4 4 I 2.7 2.7 2.7 I 2 2 2 2

Total time of motion of each train, if the acceleration per

second is always equal to 10 M/sec 2.

(7)400 800 267 533 800 200 400 60@ 800

Time of motion of one train in seconds.

Average velocity of each train in km/sec.

(9) 2 4 I 1-33 2.67 4.00 11 2 3 4

(8)40040012672672671200200200200
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Total length of the roadway of each train (with the previous.
ones) in kilometers.

I I

(10) 80o 32o0 1355.5 1422 32o0 1200 800 1800 3200
I

Flight of each train separately.

_11) 800 2400

(12)

355.5 1066.5 1778 ! 200

(13) 60

600 1000 2200

Total Height of Ascent in kilometers; sin

80 320 I 35 142 320 I 20 80 180 3200

I

Length of trains in meters.

30 90 60 30 1120

I

_. 00 .-O.1; _ 6

90 60 30

67- The inclination of the solid raodway to the

horizon, in general, may be constant here as well, for example,

the tangent of the angle of incline (6 °) is equal to 0.1.

Even the first partial train here can move on

the solid ground only a part of the pathway. The other larger

part of the pathway is completed in the atmosphere.

From the sixth line it is evident that additional

velocities are the same for partial trains of one eonvoy,

and the greater the number of rockets in a convoy, the less

are the additional velocities. For a four-rocket train the

additional velocity is only 2 kilometerm per second, which
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corresponds to the relative reserve of fuel from 0.5 to 0.7

(relative to the mass of the rocket without explosive substances).

The forward terrestrial trains may have large

mass of the fuel, since the number of people on them may

be fewer and their equipment simpler, because they return

immediately to the Earth.

68. Nevertheless, the most practical and feasible

trains are the ones composed of identically constructed rockets

with invariable reserve of fuel and constant force of explosion

(see item 4). They can also consist of enormous number of

members (separate rockets) which increase the ultimate

velocity or allow to be satisfied with a small reserve of fuel

in each individual rocket (or its weak Utilization). In a

word, cosmic velocities may be acquired even in imperfect

reactive devices.

69. We are giving a table for a ten-rocket train.

The duration of explosion in each partial train is one and the

same, which follows from the identical construction of the

members (separate rockets) of the train.

The length of one rocket is equal to 30 meters.

The rockets are identical in construction and the reserve

of fuel.
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Number of partial trains.

(1) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of rockets in each partial train

(2) 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

(3) Duration of explosion is the same,

Acceleration of each train in M/sec 2.

(4) I 1.111 1.250 1.429 1.667 2 2.5 3-333 5 10

(5) If we desire to achieve the initial cosmic velocity of 8

kilometers per second, then the duration of explosion will be

8000 meters per second : 29.29 M/sec 2 = 273.1 seconds (see below

para 70).

Additional velocity of each train in M/sec.

(6) 273

(7) 273

301 _3 391 456 546 682 1009 1365 2734

Ultimate velocity of each train in M/sec.

574 917 1308 1764 2310 2992 3901 5266 8000

Average velocity of each train in M/sec.

(8) 136

(9) 37.1

287 458 654 . 882 1155 1496 1950 2633

Length of the path of each train in kilometers

(see rows 3 and 5)

78.3 125.0 178.5 240.8 315.3 408.4 532.3 718.8

400o

Io92.4
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'Total distance covered by each train with the preceding

ones in kilometers.

(lO) 37.1 115.4 240.4 418_9 659.7 975.0 1383.O 1915.7 2634,.5 3726.9

Incline of the path of each train. Tangent of the angle

(6 °) of the last train taken at 0.1. Incline of others

are proportional to the acceleration.

(11) 0.01 O.0111 0.O125 O.O143 0.0167 0.02 0.025 0.0333

Total height of ascent of each train in kilometers.

(12) O.371

(13)

0.8.70

O.371 1.241

0.05 o.1

1.562 2-553 4,O21 6._O6 10.21 17.72 35.94 109.24

Total height in kilometers.

2.803 5.356 9.377 15.683 25.89 43.61 79.55 188.79

Height relative to passage (12 and 10).

(14)

(15)

0.01 0.01090 0.01179 0.01278 o.o14o o.o161 o.o187 0.0227 0.0302 0.0508

Total duration of each train in seconds.

273 546 819 1092 1365 1638 1911 2184 2457 2730

70. If we denote the duration of explosion by and

demand from the last rocket (of the train) the first cosmic

velocity, then on the basis of the fourth row we have.

lx +1,1x ... + 1.25x ... + 2x... + 5x + 1Ox=29,39 x = 8000,
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Whence x = 273,1 seconds.

71. The maximum additional velocity required of the

last single rocket will be only 2_7 kilometers per second, which

corresponds to the relative reserve of the fuel from 0.8 to 1.

If the reserve is more, the ultimate velocity will be greater.

But for the first time this is not meeded.

72. The first four trains can travel on the solid

ground, the ascent being equal to 6 kilometers, while the total

length of the entire route is 419 kilometers (see 13th and 1Oth

lines). This is permissible for the Earth. The fifth train

finishes its journey in the atmosphere, while the remaining

five start their journey in it. In view of the sphericity of

the Earth the lift for the last trains is very much large,

than given in line 12.

Length of the entire distance at the time of explosion

reaches 3000 kilometers.

73- The hard roadway is curved (line 14). Exact

calculations regarding this curvature provide formulae, too

complicated (with derivatives) and we cannot give them here, so as

not to abscure the main thing. But let us suppose that the

curvature of the pathway is constant for each train. The

known elementary theorem will give us

= L2 : 2h,
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where in_order are denoted; radius of the curvature, traversed

distance and vertical ascent h. The 10th and 13th lines permit

the determination of the radius of curvature for each portion

of the pathway. Thus, for the 1st, 5th and the last i.e. the

lOth, we shall find in kilometers

= 1850, 23,220 and 36770.

From here it is evident that the radius of curvature

increases, by which the centrifugal force decreases. But at

the same time it increases due to the increase of the velocity

of the train (the true radii are greater and, therefore the true

centrifugal force is less) .

-74. For these three cases we calculate it (the

centrifugal force) in terms of acceleration in meters per

second. As is knowl!, it is equal to

- b2 "T'

Where centrifugal force, the velocity and the radius of

curvature of the pathway are denoted. This formula (line

7th and para 73) gives

c_ 0.04; 1.34 and 1.74.

" For mass, equal to unity (Editors).
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Relative to the force of the Earth's gravity

(acceleration of gravity being 10 M/sec 2) it comprises from

0.004 to 0.17. But we shall not forget that only the 4th

train may move on the hard pathway and develop centrifugal

force. The remaining move in the atmosphere, and then there

may not be centrifugal force at all. Ge_erall_ it depends

on us, i,e. on control (on the inclination of the rudders).

For the fourth train _ = 16360 and C = 1.O5, i.e. the force

pressing the train to the pathway, does n6t exceed 1/10

of the gravity of the train (in actuality still less).

75- Let us turn in general, the the relative force

of gravity, generated in a train during its motion. The

centri_mgal force presses the train to the pathway, at first

imperceptibly, later more strongly, but the maximum does

not reach 0.1 of the Earth's gravity. We shall ignore this

force. The second force normal to the first depends on the

accelerated motion of the train. Its maximum magnitude is

equal to the Earth's acceleration (10 M/sec2). This magnitude

cannot be neglected. Combining with the Earth's attraction,

both the forces produce an acceleration, approximately

equal to 14 M/sec 2, which is 1.4 times the acceleration of

the Earth. A person weighing 75 kilogram will weight not

more than 105 kilograms in the train. Such an increase of

gravity in the course of a few minutes is easily withstood

even in a standing position. The gravity will increase

little by little, varying from 1 to 1.4 relative to ordinary

one. The inclination of this relative gravity to _e vertical
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similarly increases gradually, from zero to 45° . The hori-

zontal surface of the Earth, to the _xtent of increase

of acceleration, howsoever, inclines more and more, and at

the end of the accelerated motion it appears to the passenger

that the train is rushing to the mountain at an angle of 45° .

At the start of the motion this mountain is almost horizontal_

then it becomes steeper and steeper, and at the end of the

solid roadway will appear almost vertical. The spectacle is

horrible and Startling. Friction and resistance of air some-

what reduce the accelerated motion and therefore weakenst_he

very enhancement of gravity.

76. When the train takes off from the hard roadway

and speeds in the air, the phenomenon becomes more complicated.

In the atmosphere there is the same thing, if the

resultant of the explosive forces is directed along the longi-

tudinal and less inclined axis of the rocket the , the rocket

_lile descending will experience the resistance of the air,

equal to its weight. Air will press on it, as the solid roadway.

However, the rocket, flying in the inclined position with

_ose upwards, will not fall t0 the Ea_th_since!it will be

rising faster, than it falls.

77- Descent due to the Earth's gravity will in the

beginning, be slow and accelerated, then it will attain a

velocity, by which the pressure of air will become equal to the

weight of the rocket. Here the vertical velocity of descent
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will become constant and not very substantial in comparison

with the uninterruptedly increasing velocity of th@ ascent

of the rocket.

78. The rocket, parallelly tripled or quadrupled

by 3M2 of its horizontal projection will yield gravity, on

the start of explosion, as we have seen, about 0.9 T (for

rockets with diameter of 1 meter it is 9 times less). For

one square meter it will be 0.3 T (see 8). Such will be the

pressure of air on I M2 of horizontal projection of the

projectile. This circumstance may serve us for forming an

equation. It will also provide us the necessary conclusions.

79. Let us take the direction of the resultant of

explosion to be horizontal. Then the head-on flow will

be directed onto the rocket (assuming its base flat) at an

angle, whose tangent is equal to

Ch : C,

where ch - is the constant of fall of the rocket due to gravity

and C - is the variable translatory velocity of the rocket.

80. The pressure of the air flow on a surface of

one square meter, normal to it will be the smallest

(d : 2g) c2 ,
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where d is the density of air; g the acceleration of the Earth's

gravity and C, the rate of flew.

A current (of air) acting on a plate in an inclined

positi_n exerts a pressure (proportional to the doubled tangent

of the angle). Consequently pressure on each square meter

of the base of the rocket will be expressed by

(d : g) C_ h.

81. We must equate the value of this pressure to the

weight G 1 of the rocket per square meter of its base (0.3 T

or 300 kilograms). Consequently

G1 = (d : g) CC h .

Hence

(gSI) : (dC2) .

From this it is evident that the relative rate

of fall, or the angle of its fall (tangent), diminishes quickly

with the increase of translatory velocity of the rocket. Bmt

it increases with the diminishing of air density i.e. with

the ascent of the rocket to altitude.
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82. Let us calculate the tan Tent of t e an[:le for

differe-t velocities of t_e rocket and differei_t densities

of the air.

If, for example, d = 0.0012; G I = 0.3 T ; g = 10 M/sec, 2

C = 1000 M/sec, then the incliaation will be 0.0025. Ev@n at the

altitudes of 8-10 kilometers, where ti_e density Of air is 4

times less, the inclinatio_ will be 0.01. With the velocity of

tile rocket, one half (500 M/sec,), the inclination will be

0.04. And this inclination is 2.5 times less than the incli-

nation taken by us (0.1) of the longitudinal axis of the

rocket to the horizon (when it takes off from the hard e;round).

It means that ven during these conditions the rocket not

only will not fall, but will rise quickly, receding from the

surface of the Earth by virture of the latter's sphericity.

83. B_t the rarefaction of air i__ the course of time

increases at a rate much quicker than the square of the transla-

tory velocity of the rocket. Therefore a time will come,

when the gravity of the rocket will not be balanced by the

resistance of the atmosphere, the relative vertical component

of gravity will diminish--and the vacuum beyond the limits

of the atmosphere it will disappear altogether. Then only gravity,

due to acceleratec translatory motion of the rocket, equal to

10 _sec 2, will be left. It will produce an apparent gravity

equal to that of the Earth in attraction, but in direction almost

perpendicular to it. Then the Earth will a pear as a vertical

wall, parallel to which we are moving (rising).
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Even this will continue for only several minutes:

explosion will come to astan_still _nd all traces of gravity

will, as if, disappear.

84. If we substitute in the last equation the

tangent of the angle of inclination by O.1 and C = 1OOO M/sec,

then we shall ccalcUlated = 0.00003, i.e. it is possible to

climb to a height where the density of air is very small

(0.00003, it will be 40 times less than at the sea level),

and still not fall, at a velocity of 10OO M/sec. Such a

velocity still does not develop a centrifugal force, equal

to the force of the Earths gravity, and therefore does not

make the path circular without proximity to recession from

the Earth. Only on attaining a velocity of 8 km/sec the path

will become circular and eternal (only beyond the atmosphere).

Different Systems of Trains.

85. Let us describe our trains of different systems.

There may be four cases.

A. Rockets are made almost identical. The reserve

of explosive substances in all of them is the same but the

explosion is stronger if the mass of the train is greater.

Due to this, the acceleration for all the partial trains is one

and the same, but the duration of explosion is inversely

proportional to the mass of the train (Parasraphs 62 and 63).
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B) The reserve of explosive substances and the

force of explosion is greater, if the mass of the partial train

is greater. Owing to this the acceleration per second

and the t_ei_of exp_osibn f6_ _I_ t_r_in_are_he_ sa_e.

(See Para 66).

C. The reserve of explosive substances is proportio-

nal to the mass of the partial train, but the force of explosion

is constant. In this case the duration of explosion in each

train is greater if its mass is greater. The acceleration

is inversely proportional to the mass of the partial train,.

h
This case has not been examined by us.

D. All the rockets are completely identical as

to, the reserve of fuel and the performance of explosion.

The greater the mass of the partial train, the smaller is the

acceleration. _he duration of explosion for all trains is

the same (see pars 49).

86. System A is not convenient in that i_ requires

in the first rocket strong or quick explosion _mechanilsm, and

consequently complication and weighting of the explosion

mechanism. Due to this the tension of the first long trains

will be enormous. The entire system will be threatened by

rupture, and therefore it is not possible to employ multifold

rocket trains. The _ddftional velocity of each train_

is the same, as of system. D. The advantage is in the
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shortening of the length of the pathway and the duration of

explosion, but this is not at all important (paras 62 and 63).

87. System B as also the foregoing A requires

increases of mass and volume of the rocket the more, if there

are mere links (members), in the train. But then the fuel,

as also the more complicated and powerful machines require

space. It is, therefore, not possible to employ many rockets

in a train: it will tear asunder due to the powerfully

accelerated motion. The advnatage is in quick increase of

velocity, since the additional velocity is one and the same

for all trains. It means that the ultimate velocity is propor-

tional to the number of rockets in the train. If, for

example the additional velocity of a single rocket is 8

km/sec, then the train of the system B, consisting of two

rockets, attains a velocity of 16 km/sec, which is almost

sufficient for wandering amidst ether suns. If we can acquire

a velocity of 2 km/sec from a single rocket, then a four-

fold rocket train will impart t_ the last rocket the first

cosmi_ velocity of 8 km/sec (see para 66).

88. System C is more practicable, because for

long trains the acceleration will be small as in the System D,

and because it can be used for _ulti-rocket trains. The

explosion mechanisms and the very rockets are almost identical.

But because the quantity of fuel is proprotional to the mass
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of partial trai_is the front rockets must be larger, so as

to hold a large mass of the f_lel. In this is found their

shortcoming. But we have seem that the spaciousness in

out rockets is sufficient, and therefore, a trains composed

of 2-j_ rockets is possible without a change of volume of

devices. Still another advantage is in the fact that the addi-

tional velocities do not diminish with the increase of the

number of rockets, as in the system B. In fact, although the

acceleration in a long massive train is small, yet the duration

of explosion virtue of a lar e reserve of fuel is so many times

more. Because the ultimate additional velocities in all the

partial trains are the same, it offers sreat advantaoe. Increase

of time and the length of the solid pathway (comparatively with

the systems A and D) are unessential.

89. Although this case not examined bj us, yet we may

be benefited by table 66. regardin S the magnitudes of additional

velocities, it is the system C that deserves the most intensive

attention. If we could, for example, fro:_ one single rocket,

acquire velocity of only one km/sec (the speed of a cannon-

ball may be more), which requires relative supply of from 0.2

to Oj_ then 17 trains would be sufficient so as to attain a

ma:<imumcosmic velocity, sufficient for reaching; all own planets

(but _ot for !andi_r on them) and wanderi_I in the _m!,<j Jay.

T e supply of fuel im the rockets beginni<'_j with the forward,

one, will_ be not more than 5.1, 4_8, 4.5, 4.2 ....... 1.2, 0.9,

0.6, 0.3 •
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Such reserves are quite admissible. The last

cosmic rocket will almost be empty, i.e. from fuel.

Here are the perspectives which the _se of trains

holds out to us, and this is how they can facilitate the

acquiring of cosmic velocities.

90. We spoEe at length earlier about the system

'D' (See para 49). Its advantage lies in the complete equality

of the elements of the train (except the last cosmic rocket)_

In general, having completed our task, i.e. having

directed the last rocket into the eosmic space, all the remai-

ning rockets, no matter what their system, having flown more or

less along distance in the atmosphere and after gliding, land

on dry Earth or on water and can again serve the same purpose.

One and the same train, on one and the some route may direct

a million devices on celestial voyage. The only thi_g needed

is an uninterrupted expenditure of fuel composed of cheap

products of potroleum and endogenous compounds of oxygen.

A drawback of system D is the small additional

velocity. But if row 89 is changed by identical elements,

for example the values 5.1, system C turns into system D

and then the final velocity will substantially increase.

91. The nroblem of combustion materials, the

design of the explosion pipes, jacke_s (shells) and other parts
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(components) of the rocket cannot be solved at present.

Therefore I presume, for the time being, that for the elements

of the explosion, petroleum products and liquid oxygen or its

endogenous compounds will be used, while for the arrangement

of the rocket - different familiar (known) s_rts of steel e.g.

chromiuu and beryllium and others.

Of course, it is more advnatageous to employ mona-

tomic hydrogen and ozone as explosive components. But are such

materials sufficiently stable and can they have a convenient

form? This must be decided by chemists, specially those working

on similar substances.

If good results with oxygen, petroleum and steel are

possible, then they (results) will be all the better in case

of other more advantageous materials.

TEMPERATURE OF A SPACE ROCKET.

Even amongst the scientists there exist contradictory

and unclear conceptions regarding the temperature of bodies

in the ether, for example, the temperature of the rocket.

Talk is heard about the temperature of celestial

space. But one cannot speak about that the temperature of

gases, liquids and solid bodies located in the celestial

spac e.
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If we assume, that roumd about somebody in the

ether of the celestial space, there_are no other bodies, for

e_ample suns,planets, comets and small bodies, so such a

body will only lose heat, not gaining it in exchange from other

bodies, It is highly probable, that the temperature of such

a body re_ches _n _b_!ute zero, i.e. it will be 273°C

below zero: the movement of molecules will step, but it

does not mean, that the movement of their parts, and the more

so of protons and electrons, will come to a stop. Even the

movement of molecules and atoms will hardly stop totally.

But we shall not go into the depth of this question.

What we need is an idea regarding the simple temperature of

bodies in the celestial space. It is highly probable, that

the temperature is close to 273°C below zero. Such is a

temperature at great distances from the suns, when they appear

as small stars, for the heat received from them may be ignored.

It is difficult to have any doubt (although in this matter the

conclusions of scientists are contradictory . In fact, now

it has been confirmed that the temperature of planets which

are far away from the sun, is very low, whilst they are

heated by the Sun's rays. If they were at greater distances

from the luminary body (star), so that all the suns should

appear as stars, then this temperature would undoubtedly

reach absolute zero (273°C below zero).
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Planets still _eseSCSa certain amount of their own

heat, and they still strive with the cold, they still have

a great reserve of heat and its sources.

As to the small bodies in which one can include not

only the terrestrial bodies that surround men, but also asteroids

(if they are far removed from heated or incandescent bodies),

they quickly adopt the temperature of the absolute cold.

Therefore, a space rocket away from the Sun, and the

faintly twinkling starts, will apparently be in a critical

position. Its temperature must quickly reaches 273 ° below

zero.

But, first of all, it may have its own source of

heat, secondly it may be protected from the loss of heat by

a series of jackets (shells), so that these losses will readily

be made good artificially, even in the course of thousands

of years.

But, for the time being, we shall leave this questiom.

Let us divert our a_tention to a projectile, which is located

at the same distance from the Sun, as the Earth. This does

not hinder it in the least from being outside the Earth, in the

Earth's orbit, hundreds of millions of kilometers from the

Earth, when it is represented like a small star such a Venus.

Our rocket will lose heat only by radiation, since

there is no air or other material medium around it. But it will
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receive heat from the Sun, and therefore, its temperature

will lower down t_ll the time the loss of heat (due to

radiation) will become equal to the gain (from the rays of

the Sun).

Thus, we have to think about the magnitude of

gain and loss and then to decide the question regarding the

established constant temperature of the body.

The size of the gain of heat, Of course, depends

on the energy of the Sun's rays. We take this energy as

constant. But it will not at all be perceived (taken up)

by our body, if it_ is shielded from the Sun by one or several

brilliant jackets (shells), completely reflecting this heat.

Thus, no matter, how great the energy of sunlight, it cannot

be absorbed by our rocket, owing to its design and surface

properties.

On the contrary, there are black surfaces, which

almost completely absorbed the heat of sunlight, falling

on them.

And so, the gain of heat may fluctuate from zero

to some maximum value, depending on the energy of the warming

rays. If there were no less of heat due to radiation, then

our rocket would be heated up to the temperature of the Sun.

Now let us examine the loss of heat. All surfaces

of bodies lose heat, but some more, others le_s. Besides,

this loss quickly increases (to the fourth degree) with the
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increase of absolute temperature of the body, of course, the

losses increase with the increase of surface area (for example,

of the projectile). All these considerations and calculations,

lead to the following conclusions.

The structure, on one side is facing the Sun, having

on this side a dark surface absorbing heat, while on the other

the opposite (shaded) - it is shielded from the loss of radiant

energy by several brilliant surfaces:_which may have a

temperature, the highest limit of which is not less than

150°C.

Here is a practical example. We have a spherical

closed vessel filled with gas. A third portion of its surface,

facing the Sun, is covered with glasses, well allowing the

radiant energy. It falls on the dark surface inside the shphere,

which absorbs the rays of the suns well. The remaining two

thirds of the surface area is shielded from the loss of heat

by one or several brilliant surfaces. The temperature of

the gas inside the sphere reaches up to 150°C.

That very hollow sphere, facing the Sun with the

bright surface, acquires inside a temperature close to 273°C

below zero. The range (differences) of temperature is more

than 4OO°C.

The same sphere with one side turned to the Sun

in such a way, that the only part of the transparent surface
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receives rays from the Sun, has a temperature ranging between

273 and + 150°C.

By turning the sphere, we can get any temperature

between these limits (extremes), for example, temperature

of all climates, all heights and all the seasons of the year

on the Earth.

If our projectile rotates quickly enought, fating

periodically the transparent side towards the Sun, then a

mean temperature close (according to calculations) to 27°C

will be set up in it. This is almost _wice the mean temperature

of our rotating planet - the Earth.

But the last greater part of the Solar rays is not

absorbed, but reflected back into celestial space. Is not

50% of the Earth's atmosphere always covered with clouds the

bright surface of which excellently reflectu Solar light?.

That is why the mean temperature of the Earth is close to

15°C.

In general, the temperature of the planets is

conditional and a very complicated affa±r and we do not intend

to dwell upon this question. In my manuscripts there are

many considerations and calculations regarding the temperatures

of the planets. In the printed works only their results

are given.



It appears, that now the question of the temperature

of the cosmic rockets has sufficiently been elucidated.

However, there may be such a design of celestial

projectiles, that their temperature will be ex_pressed not by

humdred but by thousand degrees. For this purpose it is

necessary still to reduce the loss of heat, not reducing its gain

from the Sun.

If in our sphere we reduced the area of windows and

increased the area of the bright surface, then the loss of

heat should be cute down and for that reason there would

be a decrease in the heat gained. It is, however, possible

to get rid of this enchanted circle. It is possible to leave

in the sphere a very small transparent hole and allow into

it any quantity of the solar energy with the help of a

converging lens or a spherical mirror. The hole in the sphere

must in that case, coincide with the focal image of the

Sun. Thus, the losses of heat will be brought to a minimum

without any cut of the influx of Solar energy.

What would be the outcome? The quantity of heat

in the sphere will increase till the time the per second

influx becomes equal to the expenditure per second. This

must certainly happen, since with the increase of

temperature, the expenditure of heat increases. The

temperature inside the sphere may reach up to IOOO°Cand more.
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Even if our projectile receded to the li_lits of

the Solar system where the Saturn with its rings is rotating,

where the Uranus and the Neptune are whirling, even there

the cosmic rocket would receive heat from the Sun, sufficient

for maintaining life.

On the contrary, there are possibilities of low

temperature notwithstanding the hottest rays of the Sun. This

provides a means to our rocket device to travel to the

neighborhood of the Sun. Not only there, where the planet

Mercury rotates and scorches in the heat of the Sun, but even

still closer.

First published in Kaluga by the employees of the

section of Scientific Workers in the year 1929.



Jet ±_ropulsion Engine

(1929) _.

I have been busy with reactive devices since the

year 1895. And only now, at the end of the 34th year of

work, I have arrived at _ very simple conclusion relating on their

system. Larchik, as is evident, has opened up simply:

engines have lon S been invented and only need insignificant addi-

tions.

Explosion (internal combustion or thermal) emgines

at the same time are also reactive (jet). Only by tme reaction

of tn_ gases ejected, no sain is occrued at present: they

are ejected in different directions without any benefit

and without the mediation of conical pipes.

The reason is judicions: their functioning is

sufficiently poor due to the sma_l quantity of combustible

fuel. Their functionins is poor still due to the small

speed of the moving parts of the machine and due to the fact

that the expansion and utilization of heat of exhaust

combustion products prevents the pressure of the atmosphere.

All this changes, if we are to use an airplane

in tile rarefied layers of the atmosphere, at high speeds

of its translatory (forward) motion and by the use of conical

pipes, directed in one direction -- backwards. In these

" First published in Kaluga by the Empl_yees of the

section of Scientific workers in the year 1929.
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pipes the exhaust gases explode.

We shall see how big their exhausts are. Let

us have a motor of 1000 metric forces (100 kilogram meter each)

Let it consume for one power 0.5 kilogram of fuel per hour.

For 1000 powers, 500 kilograms of it is consumed. If the

fuel is hydrogen, th_n the atmospheric oxygen works 8 times

more, i.e. 4000 kilograms. But oxygen in the atmosphere

comprises only one fifth part, so that the mass of the

required air will come up to 20,000 kilograms. Weshall

ignore hydrogen. More than 20,000 kilograms of vapor and

gases are ejected in an hour, while 5.6 kilograms in a second.

This is a large quantity. Simply to ignore this is not

permissible, but it is sufficient for obtaining enormous

velocities.

In my "I_vestigations of the years 1926", table

No. 24, has been given for cosmic rocket with weight of one

ton. This rocket acquires the first cosmic velocity of 8

km/sec when the reserve of fuel (along with oxygen) is 4 tons.

From half to one ton (if we do not take with us reserve

oxygen) only of the fuel is spent. The cosmic rocket ejects

the products of combustion at the rate of 5 kilograms per second,

i.e. even less than in our motor.

s One metric horse power is equal to 75 kg. M/sec. The metric
force mentioned in the text is not used in contemporary
technology. (Editors).
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It is true that owing to the impurity of the enormous

quantity of nitrogen in the air, the velocity of ejected

combustion products does not attain even 3 km/sec. So, we

shall not achieve cosmic velocities here, though we shall

approach them.

The rocket wieghs one ton. Can the rocket have

a motor of 1000 powers at the expenditure of its mass? Now

the motors are being made two times lighter than they were

made a little earlier. Let us suppose that a motor of a thou-

sand powers weighs 50 kilograms. It is all the more probable,

that the motor may be very imperfect: it may produce not

a thousand powers, but only 200, or even less if only it

combusted as much material as possible. The more it combusts

it, the better it is, because we do not need as much work as

the explosions and ejected gases.

We shall turn our attention still towards the fact

that we take 4 tons reserve of the fuel. I_ we can be

benefited, though partly, by the oxygen of the air, it would

be sufficient to take one ton of the fuel. So, we shall

have an economy of 3 tons. Such a mass may serve for the

most multifarious objects for example, for increasing the

reserve of hydrogen compounds (and achieving cosmic velocities),

for increasing the number of passengers, improvement and

strengthening of equipment etc.
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What is the matter ? How to accomplish the flight,

how to perfect it and how to be close to the ultra - atmospheric

flight?

Let us imagine the airplane, described by me of

possibly smaller dimensions. Its engines (meters) at first

work mainly by airscrews and less by reaction of ejected

gases. In proportion to the ascent to an altitude and

acquiring of the velocity the working of the airscrews gets

slower, while the work of combustion of fuel increases.

This is possible, because each motor (engine) may work even

uselessly, i.e. without result. In this way the work

of the airscrew gradually switches onto the reactive work.

Eventually the airscrew is eliminated or rotates without

the connecting rod, or completely stops, having directed its

blades _engthwise to the counter air current.

We are, however, benefited by the work of the

engines, firstly, for pumping air into motors, secondl_ _

in highly rarefied layers of air or in the vacuum (when this

pumping is not possible) - for pushing the stored elements

of explosion into the explosion pipes and acquiring cosmiw

velocities.

If we have 10 motors, each with 10 cylinders,

which give 30 revolutions per second, then we shall obtain

3000 claps in a second and reactive pressure up to 5 T. It
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It is for 100 pipes. On each there is an average pressure

from 10 to 50 kilograms.

First printed in the brochure "Cosmic Rocket Trains"

at Kaluga in 1929 and again in the "New Airplane" at Kaluga

in 1929.
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Aims of Astronautics

Many people are writing and speaking in our country

and abroad about the possibilities of astronautics.

But what will happen then? What is the object of its

achievements what advantages can humanity derive from

accessibility to celestial space ?

Many people bring to their immagination celestial

ships with people , travelling from planet to planet, gradual

colonization of planets and derivation from these advantages

which will give common terrestrial colonies.

The pursuit will not advance like this, Re_arding landing

on large celestial bodies it is impossible to dream at

present --it is so difficult. Even landing on such small

bodies, as our Moon, is the work of the remote future.

Fully accessible are only such small bodies and moons, as

the asteroids (from 10 to 400 versts in diameter).

The main aim and the first achievements relate

to the spreading of human beings in the ether, benefit of the

Solar energy and everywhere scattered mas_es, as asteroids

and still smalller bodies.

What a foolish thought", the reader will say", is it
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possible to live in the either without a planet, without

solid support under the feet, .... Only large planets have

atmospheres and may accomodate human beings.

But, in the first instance, landing on heavy

planets is difficult from the point of view of technical

relationship. Regarding these difficulties only the specialists

can understand. Secondly, we shall meet there an_mosphere

of unknown composition, with unknown plants and living beings,

with unknown temperature. A certain temperature may destroy

us. W.

With time the planets will be conquered, but for

the time being this problem is remote, and it is too early

even to speak about this.

If even at this time we commanded mastery of all

the planets, then we should obtain compa_ratively slight

re_ard. In reality the value of the planet is determined

by the Solar energy received by it. Nevertheless, the planets

taken together acquire it only ten times more, than the

Earth. All this is totally inconspicuous in comparison with

the total Solar energy, which is 2.2 millard (US Billion) times

more than that received by the Earth and 2 0 million times

more than that which all the planets of our Solar system

possess. Here is as to how-_uch energy human beings can

master if they can settle in the celestial space _ --- The
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achievement of this ai_ is hardl_ _omparabYe _ith the

discovery of two thousand million new planets, such as the

Earth.

Whenwe have a clear concept of life in the ether,

we shall understand why it is "hardly" possible.

It appears, that life may be more absurd in the

vacuum and without suoport'. But this is not only accessible,

but also offers advantages, to evaluate which, is indeed

extraordinary difficult.

It must be examined, how human being,s breathe there,

how lodgings are constructed, how movements are made, hG_

plants are raised how one lives, eats, works, how to manage

the techniques, how one feels, marries, procreates and so

on and so forth.

Agparently, the most impossible, and unbearable

thing is the absence of air or the atmosphere. Partly it

is true, but the atmosphere is the source of the greatest

misfortunes for the human beings. Humaabeings can neither

control the atmosphere nor its temperature, nor its other

properties so far. Let us take, say, temperature. On the

Equator in the daytime it is almost impossible to remain

alive from heat. At night it is _!ore tolerable, but it is

damp and unhealthy. The Northern countries hate, on account

of heat, intolerable summersdue to heat and intolarable
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winter_ due to cold. What immense sacrifices and labor costs

to humanity his struggle with temperature of the air, winds,

snows, torrential rains, droughts, bacteria etc. The atmosphere

deprives us of an immense part of the solar energy: one part

is reflected by clouds, the other part is absorbed even by

cloudless air. It robs us.

Neither people, nor plants for the time being can

do without gases. A human being requires not less than half

of that quantity of oxygen, which he now breathes, i.e. such

is its density (0.00012), in which pressure on one square

centimeter is not less than 100 grams (0.1 atmosphere).

Still a small mixture of water vapor is needed. Nitrogen

and other gases are not required, rather they are harmful,

as useless mixture is harmful to the bread.

The plants may be satisfied with a slight quantity

of carbon diaxide gas, oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor. This

is their gaseous food. The total pressure of this gaseous

mixture does not comprise even a hundredth part of the atmosphere
i

i.e. 10g / cm 2.

So, the mixture of a small quantity of carbon

dioxide gas and nitrogen in the atmosphere of human being, s

makes this atmosphere suitable for plants.

For the time being we shall only:_speak about a

similar atmosphere of hu:_an beings, and discuss the problem
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of its preservation from pollution and purification from

contamination. Although by each type of living beings and

plants a particular composition of tile atmosphere is needed 9

just as a particular temperature and a particular soil; we

shall however, leave out these de_ails for the time being.

Usually the vessel is of spherical -cure-cylindri-

cal shape, made of good material and withstanding internal

pressure, weighing ten times more than the gas, of the elas-

ticity of oxygen, contained in it. Let us suppose, that for

a persou an accommodation with volume 100 M3 is required.

The weight of a cubic meter of oxygen will be about 0.00012 ton,

weight 100 M3 = O.012, weight of the vessel = 0.12 T, or

120 Kilograms, i.e. it will have a mass, twice the mass of

a person.

It is a trifle only to sacrifice 120 kilograms

of glass, steel and nickel on the dwelling of a human being.

We should not mind even if it were 10 times more.

How is such a dwelling arranged ? Its form is

cylindrical, closed at both ends by semi-spherical surfaces.

The more it is spacious, the greater the thickness of its walls

will be . Therefore, the dwelling (so that the thickness of

the walls would prove to be practical) is arranged for several

hundred or thousands of persons. It consists of a bright

cylindrical - cum- spherical surface within and without. One
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third of it turns towards the sun, and is latticed with

inset glasses. The latter is similar to a curved frame

with a number of glasses.

What form and what dimensions are most advantageous?

The spherical form is inconvenient because, to arrange communi-

cation between the spherical surfaces is not particularly

easy. Circular, cylindrical very long surfaces are better

in this regard. Thus, the dwelling has the form of a pipe,

the length of which is indefinitely large.

What would be its diameter? The larger it is, the

less is the solar light on a unit volume, or for each inmate.

Thus, a large diameter is not suitable, because light feeds

plants, while plants feed humanbeings. But even a small

diameter is not good, since it obstructs movement, limits

the spaciousness and provides less thickness of the jacket

(shell). A diameter not less than 2-3 meters may be taken.

But, of course, it may be much larger, compatible with the

purpose of the dwelling. Meeting ha_is will be of enormous

size. Factories and other social buildinjs will be similar.

For the time being we have in view the existence of the family

and its feeding --- In accordance with the calculation the

jacket (shell) of the cylinder with diameter of 3 meters will

be impracticably small. But nothing stops from making it

10-100 times larger. The strength increases as much again,
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while the material is not poor.

But a thick pipe, in addition to its illuminatory

advantages, has also other advantages: the smaller its diameter,

is the greater is the number of compartments insulated from

one another, into which it can be divided. It readily

diminishes the risk of being deprived of air and dying in the

vacumn.

Let us suppose , for example, that the length of the

dwellings is 3 km and diameter 3 meters. Then it can be d_T_ded

into 3@0 compartments, each of 10 meters length, 3 meters

width and of 70 M3 capacity (internal volume). It is a very

respeQtable hall, fully sufficient for accommodating an average

family. Its lit surface will be 30 M 2 which is fully sufficient

for the kitchen garden feeding the family.

Wherein is the safety here? Let us suppose, that

one of the compartments begins to discharge gas outside. The

_anometer will immediately point it out. Then the family moves

to the neighboring compartment, while the fault is insulated.

It is later examined from within and without, by joining hands_,

in special proofed dresses, and repaired. Then the family

returns to its convent. It is clear, that the greater the

number of compartments, the less is the danger. There may

be special accessori_s for automatic indication of the places

of gas leakage.
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Air in the compartment would be polluted if there

were no plants and their soil. But as on the earth the cycle

is completed, purifying the atmosphere and the soil, so it

is in our little world, i.e. in the family apartment. We

shall provide details, when we describe the breeding of plants_.

We shall now divert our attention to the temperature

of the dwelling. In case of the described arrangement and

its distance from the Sun, being equal to its distance from

the Earth, i.e. in the Earth's orbit, a tolerable temperature

is possible only when the dwelling is rotating, when the

windows are turned sometimes to the Sun, and sometimes in the

reverse direction i.e. when in the dwelling there is alternately

sometimes day and sometimes night. It is possible similarly

on permanent turning of a part of the windows to the shaded

side, when 0.1 of the entire internal surface (or 0.3 of

the projection) is lit an the inside.

Temperature, in general will depend on us and may

be changed from 250°C to + 200°c, keeping in view which part

of the Solar light we shall make use of. In a word, it

is permissible to obtain not only all the climates of the

Earth but also the climates of all planets of the universe.

One thin_ here is not all right. Economy requires

that we made use possibly more quantum of solar energy, with

the help of the plants or other methods. But then + 200 °
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will be obtained and ail will be burnt. To expend light,

turning away from it is offensive. There is a simple method:

it is to recede to another, _iore distant orbit between the

Mars and the Jupiter, closer to the former. If we recede

twice farther, the Earth from the Sun, then we shall obtain

heat not less than, the quantity of heat required for a human

being and plants for their lustrous development. Then we shall

not have to turn round and ignore the gifts of the Sun.

For some time it is permissible to live inthe orbit

of the Earth, but is wasteful .. On a double distance we

shall acquire a Solar position four times larger, than on

the Earth distance. There we shall find much material, since

it will be behind the Mars, already in the belt of asteroids.

(There is a method and not wasteful - to make use of the

entire Solar energy without rece_sion from the Sum).

Thus, of what type will the Sun's attitude towards

us be how shall we feel in our dwelling due to the presence

of the Sun? W e shall get eternal day or eternal night, or

alternation of one or the other, depending on our desire.

Plants may be benefited by the eternal day, while human being,

accustomed to sleep owing to the rotation of the Earth,

protect may themselves at the time of rest by a screen and

may be benefited by full darkness. W_ always have bracing

weather and the temperature is according to our _hoice. Clothes
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and shoes are useless. Abundant foodstuffs are the plant

oroducts. There is no possibility of pollution due to the

absence of polluting bacteria, insulation and always possible

disinfection of each compartment by means of raising the

temperature up to IOO°C and more. Yes, on a double distance

from the sun, it is permissible to raise the temperature

intensely. But this we shall discuss later. Is it permissi-

ble to compare all this with the unfortunate Earth --- .

Wenow come to an even more important circumstances

and the invaluable gift of ethereal spaciousness viz. the

absence of apparent gravity. There i_ mass, but the force of

gravitation is as if it were absent.

Our dwelling rushes with a velocity of several

tens of versts in a second, several million versts in

24 hours, depending on the distance from the Sun : the closer

it is to the Sun, the quicker it is and vice versa. But

we do not observe this motion at all, as we_do not feel the

motion of the Earth. It appears to us that we are immersed

in absolute silence.

The forces of gravitation of the Sun, the planets,

the stars and all the celestial bodies are acting on us. But

we do not feel then, as we_:donot feel, the pull of the Sun

on the Earth. On the Earth we perceive only its tension. But
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in our dwelling, it is far _om the Earth; in place of the

Earth there is the tiny mass of the pipe, which according

to its smallness does not exercise on us any noticeable

pull.

The pull of the Sun and other celestial bodies forces

us to fall to it and therefore forces us to describe a curved

line, similar to that which the Earth describes. But the fall

of our dwelling and of ourselves is similar. Therefore

we do not observe it, as we_ _o not observe when on the Earth,

our fall onto the Sun.

Gravity is virtually absent, as apparently the

motion is absent. There is neither gravity nor motion, if we

do not effect it overselves. What are the after effects?

The building, no matter how great, even at several tens of

versts, cannot go to ruins and cannot tall anywhere. There

is no struggle with gravity at the time of construction.

Only when the di,_ensions of structures are planetary, at

several hundreds of versts, their parts, mutually attracting,

may exert perceptible pressure on one another. When the

resistance of material is insufficient, they come closer and

disintegrate. But this disintegrated edifice cannot fall

anywhere, as the Moon does not fall on the Earth and both

on the Sun --- The bodies may be held stationary without any

support and without coming into contact with one another.
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Their direction is also neutral in respect of rest. For

example, we in our dwellin_ may not fall hang (without ropes

or other support) in the air, having turned our head towards

the Sun, or the legs towards it, or the sid@s as we desire.

There are no loads with us a only masses exist.

We can hold any mass in our hands without experiencing the

least of gravity. It may be on the head, on the back or

under the feet _ we anyhow do not feel it. From here it

is evident that we have no need not only of clothes and

shoes, but also of furniture. Why are chairs, easy chairs,

beds, mattresses, pillows etc. needed. Human being himself

is not squeezed for any reason, nobody presses against him,

every place is as "smooth", as any feather-bed can be.

Why to wrap up tender ruits, glass crockery

breakable objects by straw, wooden-shavings, cotton-wool,

or rags, if there is no mutual pressing -- Is not all this

really a great advantage of our medium.

Up and down do not exist. So long as the human

being does not get accustomed, the up appears above the head

and the down under the fact. So, up and down are changed

according to choice. How a person feels himself for the

first time without a support and without a bottom under

his feet? Later on the illusion of 'up' and the horror

disappear. But for the first time, dwelling, walls and floors
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and even contact with it are necessary for soothing.

Let us now examine motion. We sh_ll not speak

about true motion, which otherwise does not exist: there is

motion with respect to the Earth, and the Sun or any other

heavenly body, absolute motion is unknown. But we are

discarding even our planetary motion (our dwelling hurries

away as a planet), i.e. the motion relative to the Sun.

But we do not feel it and we shall not speak about it for the

time being. Wehave in view only motion, effected by us:

by means of muscles, machines or by something else.

The aggregate of _%wellings, having enormous range

in length and breadth and immeuse mass will be considered

by us stationary, as, examining the human_rrestrial movements,

we consider our planet stationary.

We, for example, are in a spacious hall, here

we are performing different experiments of motion.

Let us suppose, somewhere in the middle of the hall,

some stone, table, commodeor any other object is located,

parts of which do not interact and do not change their position,

as, for e_ample, in a working machine, or in an animal, so we

are bringing to our imagination one solid inorganic body.

With great difficulty we can fix our object (table)

stationary. Let us suppose we achieve it. What will then
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happen? It will remain eZernally stationary i.e. it

will rotate or change its position with respect to walls of

our premises. What ever position we have given it, will

remain in the same for centuries together.

The same we could do with a humanbeing, to fix

him immovably, having requested him not to move with limbs.

Then he will not come mlaseto or recede from the walls.

And then we offer him freedom of movement and

request him to bring into action his feet, hands and what-

ever else he wants, and come close to us. What will he see?

He will convulse, all his limbs will come into motion, but

i_e will remain at his place (if we imagine, that there is

the vacuum around him). He is moving his feet and hands

completely freely, he is bending like a crushed worm, turns

his head right and left, adopts all postures (sitting, standing),

stretches his hands and feet in all direction_, but the center

of his gravity will remain, as if, nailed. He remains at

that very place and does not move by a single centimeter.

We request our friend to turn round as the children

do. Bt in it he does not succeed, in spite of all his might

and desire to comply with our request. When he is tired and

calms down, then his face is turned to the same direction,

as it was in the beginning, when we had fixed him in a

stationary position. The direction of his body similarly has
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not change_ in the least. If matter s_ands like that, then

how is it possible to move, to direct oneself in different

directions. Nothing can be more easy than this. One may

rotate as much as one likes and move in all directions in

the vacuum _ust as in a gaseous medium. In a gaseous medium

only the palms of hands are enough. They can serve us as

wings. Soon we sould learn by pushing air, rotate and move

whereever we desire. But palms are bed wings --their surface

area is too small. It is necessary to take in i_ands light

lamellae approximately of 1 meter 2 . With their held it

is possible to turn and move very quickly. Wings may be

even smaller. But to overcome the force of gravity is not

required, only one has to combat with the inertia of the body

and the resistance of the medium, that is its inertia _nd

friction. For this purpose only the slightest efforts are

required, if only the velocity is ordinary, for example, on

Shanks's more.

But in the vacuum too just as in the air , other

methods can be employed. In the vacuum they are cmmpulsory,

since in it there are no other means of motion. In the air of

our dwelling_ they are not required, there are plenty of wings.

All the same we shall continue the _xperiments in our hall,

ignoring the resistance of th(_ medium, which is not larvae

during the common primitive speeds of human beings.
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We have seen, that a human being can not set

himself in motion automatically, i.e. he cannot acquire

translatory or rotatory motion, he can not even turn to the

other side. Irregular n_ovement of limbs is obtained and

that is all. At last all revert to the original position.

But let us imagine, that a human being is dressed.

He removes his hat or jacket (this is possible) and flings them

to one side. These objects move, but even he will not remain

at his place. He moves slowly in the opposite direction,

till at last he strikes against the wall. If there were

no impediment his motion would continue eternally, uniformly

along a straight line.

The greater the mass a flung object has and the

more powerfully it is thrown, the more quickly a human being

changes his place. If two persons of the same mass are

pushed away one from the other, then both would move with

uniform velocity in opposite directions. If one were pushed

from the two or with double the mass, then he would acquire

velocity twice that when both were pushed.

Moreover it is difficult to avoid rotation: the

masses pushed one from the other, in addition, rotate. In

general their motion is similar to the motion of carriage

wheels, a planet, children's tp_ etc. But theor:etically

repulsion is possible without rotation, i.e. absolute translatory

motion.
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Let us examine _otation separately. Again we

shall turn to our dressed humanbeing. We shall request him

to remove his cap or boots and begin to whirl them in the

manner of the toy top. Nowwe see the whirling boots or

the cap. But the human being, who has removed it also begins

to turn slowly. In a word, he himself is whirling slowly

like his cap, only in the opposite direction. The more

massive and more spacious a thing, which he whirls is the

more quickly it whirls and more quickly our human being will

whirl. If two persons of the same form and mass whirl one

another, then both should have similar angular _notion of

rotation, if one of them whirled around his height, while the

other around his width then the latter would rotate slower,

since the mi_umf6rence of the t_'ansverse axis would be lar_er.

In the air, of course, the rotation on account of

friction source or later should stop. But in the vacuum it

would be permane_and uniform, as the motion of planets is

uniform and eternal. And two whirling persons, like dolls, will

eternally rotate. Their will is not in a position to neutralize

this motion, as the translatory one. But if they again get

coupled with one another, then the _notion of both will stop i.e.

there would be no rotation.

Let us imagine a small group of people without

support, completely at rest and not rotating. The common
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center of their gravity is unshakable. The moment of rotation

eternally is equal to zero. But each of them can give himself

airs, make faces and strike all attitudes as much as he desires.

The movement of all their muscles is as free as on the Earth.

Pushing away one from the other, they can acquire all types of

rotational and translatory motions. If any member having

acquired all this cannot hold together the entire small group._

or is not tied with it by rope, never loses either its rotatio-

nal, nor its translatory motion. He will eternally remain

a child's top and for centuries wil]l part with his friends.

He will move eternally uniformly and in a straight line. Thousands,

tens of thousands of versts will be covered and still it will

not stop. All may disperse wherever they want, but the center

of their gravity will remain nailed, fixed to one point of

space.
J

In order to stop motion, it is necessary to impart

reverse rotation or reverse translatory motion to the other

existing bodies with us. If it is insufficient, then the

motion of the main body only will be retarded; if it is suffi-

cient then it will stop; if it is ex0essively quick, then it

will not die away, but will change _irectiQ_ °

It is now understood, how to create and stop motion

in the air. In the dwelling it is possible to be pushed away

by its walls, by any objects or by the air with the help of some
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small objects, or by the air with the help of smallwings, of

course, not having any weight. In the vacuum the task is

more dangerous and more difficult. There one must have suppor_ ,

ie. another body, even though not connected with the dwelling.

A rocket, compressed gas or steam may be exployed, or any

solid or liquid body.

It is possible to do without a movable support

and without discarding the bodies (which fly away from us

eternally), if we are to connect oursleves by a rope or a

wire with the dwelling . Then we shall be pushed by it

in the desired direction and shall continue to fly till the

time, the string stops us. Later, on return, we are attracted

towards the dwelling by the rope.

So, the _otion in the ethereal vacuum, in a medium

without gravity, may be of three main sorts (types). Straight-

lined and uniform without rotation, rotational with immova-

bility of the center of gravity and the axis of rotation and

a mixed one i.e. joining of eternal rotational with eternal

translatory straight-lined one.

There is still a _;ore complicated rotational motion,

in which the fluctuation of the axis of rotation is incorporated.

But i_ is not stable i.e. not eternal and to a small extent

shifts to simple rotation around the free (special term) axis .
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Weare not speaki_j here about the complicated

bodies, parts of waic are :_ovable, or about the living bodies.

Those and others may throw away visible or invisible particles.

And that is why the motion pointed out laws will, as if,

violated. Thus, every living being continuously c!iminates from

itself different substances, for example vapors and sases and that

is why it _'esembles tree reactiv_ do¢ice. A human in our

dwelling, being at first absolutely immovable, under the

influence of throwing away of _iases and vapors, non-uniform

circulation _f blood, movement of heart and other organs,

gradually acquires not only rot_ ional, but also translatory

motion. Only it is not suddenly but after a lapse of a

considerable interval of time.

If there is no throwing away, then the weight of

ti_e body, living or dead, as if, it were not complicated,

conform to three laws, namely:

A. If the center of gravity of the complicated

body is at rest, then this rest will not be violate0 by the

internal forces of the body.

B. If the center of gravity has motion, then this

_otion cannot be change6 by the internal forces either by

maznitude, by direction, i.e. this : otion will be eternal,

uniform and straight.

C. Here applies still the third, extraordinarily
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important law, relatin_ to the rotation of the complicated

body the motion of the parts of which and the mutual positions

are permanently changing: rotational moment of inertia of

this body eternally remains unchanged (about the moment of all

kinds see in mechanics).

This law has, for exalnple, application for the

constringent suns, nebulae, planets and solar systems. Its

_pplications are numerous. T_us, if the rotating group of

poeple, interlinked mutually by hands, will be@awn together

into a more coherent group, then it will highly accelerate

its rotation and the more intense, if the group becomes more

compact, and vice versa. Not only the angular _locity is

intensified on this but also the absolute one ..

What the human being feels rotating or moving without

rotation we shall again observe him or our selves in the

dwelling. On account of being unaccustomed, the translatory

motion is not recognized at all. It will be sho_n to us,

that it is not we who are moving but the walls surrounding us:

Similarly our own rotation is also not recognized. Turning

round of the room is presented and not turning round of our-

selves. It appears to us that someone has whirled our dwell-

ing. We are the inhabitants of the Earth and are whirhing

with it and re movin_ forward, having along with it still

hundreds of diverse motions. But we do not perceive all of
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them as we do our own :_otions, but as the motion of celestial

bodies surrounding us. Only the motions created by our

own selves are perceived and recognized by us. Many of the

motions of the Earth do not exist for our senses.

But then there in the ether, we create ourselves

our small motions. Why do they present themselves as strange

and not ours? The reason is in the evenness of this motion t

not depending on owing to the absence of jerks, jolts, joggling

and otherterrestrial consequences, not of ideal motion and

rotation.

Nevertheless these illusions, at least in the

dwelling, must with time vanish. A_ first, while we are in

a ship, the coasts appear moving, but later me recognize

the motion of the ship, as if it was not quiet and unifomm .

Such also will be indeed, in the ether .

Till this time we have been speaking about rest

and motion in dwellings. But of what type would our feelings

be outside them, in the limitless spaciousness of the Universe,

in the blazini_ and stinging rays of the Sun?

Already through the windows of our edific, we can

see much. The sky is black. Patterns of stars are the same,

as on the Earth, only there is less redness in stars, there

is more diversity in their colors. They do not twinkle,
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do not _park (flash) and o_ good vision appear as dead points

(without rays). _he Sun also appears as bluish. The Earth

appears as a star, like the Venus, and our Moon is hardly

visible. The pattern of constellation does not depend on

our Moon is hardly visible. The pattern of constellation does

not depend on our position in the planetary system, but

all is the same: also from the Jupiter and from the Mercury,

but the size of the Sun only from the Earth's orbit is the

sal_e,

In consequence of the absence of the atmosphere,

t_e stars, nebulae, comets, planets _nd their satellites

appear extraordinarily distinct. That which cannot be seen

from the Earth without a telescope, is here visible with unai-

ded eyes. Also with the aid of the latter one can see that

which was totally and never visible from the Earth.

The special dress with a reserve of oxygen and the

absorbers of human excretion provide us the possibility to

come out of our dwelling.

Let us accommodate it i_ the shade. T_e Sun is

not visible. The _seneral picture is very strange. We shall

feel ourselves in the center of a small black globe bestrewed

with multi-colored points , stars and nebulous specks. Besides

through the entire globe a wide nebulous band of the Milky way is

drawn, somewhere bijureated. Each tine, being screened from the Sun,

we are submer_ed in the night. Having come out from the dwelling
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and not going away from its shade, we shall at once see

almost all the sky, the entire sphere.

The Sun would kill us by its ultra-violet rays,

if t_e ordinary glasses of our dress and dwelling would not

protect us from them. On the Eart_, the atmosphere protects

us from them.

Emerging from the shade, we shall see the Sun.

It appears to us much smaller than from the Earth, similarly

diminished, as the celestial sphere. It is onl_ subjective:

it has not the least diminished.

It is difficult to imagine what a human bein_ would

feel in the midst of the Universe, in the middle of this

miserable black sphere, decorated by multi-colorec_ bright

points and plastered by silvery mist. A humanbeing has nothing

at all, either under the feel-or over the head. Perhaps he will

imagine, that he will fall just now onto the bottom of this

globe, towards the side, to which his legs are turned.

Pushed away from the dwelling, he will describe

a straight liile as if i_e must go away for ever from the place

of his re_idence. But this or that is not at all true. The

attraction of the Sun compels the one pushed away to describe

a circle around the luminary (star), no matter i_ what direction

he has starte4 his journey. Thus, thc_ line will not be straight,

buL curved. But o_e degree of this cirz!e (on the Earth's distance)

comprises more than two and a half million versts. Consequently,
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the locus nevertheless may be considered straight for the

whole distance of hundreds of thousands of kilometers. If

the human being, moreover, swines at the rate of one meter

per second (speed of a footslogger), then his path in the

course of several years will be straight, as an arrow. The

entire circular orbit, he will fly then in 30000 Years. But

after that, he goes so far from his dwelling, that he will

not notice it.

If man has already spread in the immense celestial

sphere and settled it longitudinally and crosswise by

dwellings and other installations required by him, then

the creature having been pushed away, will not be helpless.

Everywhere he sees or is driven in on human buildings rec-

eives information and indication and returns wherever he

desires.

How spacious is this field of the solar system,

this_sPher¢, which mankind might occupy?. On double the

distance (comparably with the Earth) of its surface from

the Sun it is 8.8 milliards (US Billion) (About 9) times

more than the surface of the largest cross-section of the Earth

(its projections), sr 2.2 milliard (US Billions) times more

than its entire surface. This sphere receives solar energy

as much a_ain compared with the Earth.
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But t!le_latter does not reJ_eive it (enercy) fully:

_L_orethan half is reflected by clouds iu the celestial space,

a part is absorbed by the at_osphere, part vainlessly falls

into the oceans_ deserts, on the mountaius and in the snow-

fields etc. In the sum total, the Earth receives hardly more

than 10% of that, which falls to its share.

In this way, the value of this sphere, of its eternal

day of virginal rays of the Sun is still 10 times more and

is expressed by 22 milliard (US Billions) in relation to the

Earth.

The spaciousness of this bri_ht field cannot be

determined even by this figure. It is millions of milliard

(US Billions) times more t]lan that of the Earth. However,

it does not have the main importance but the solar energy.

Of course, motion and its laws are similar within

and without the installation. But the perception is more

miraculous.

Translatory _otion is not at all observed and is

ascribed to the surrounding artificial bodies. It is not

reflected in the least on the location of stars and planets.

Thus, if there are no people all around and their buildings,

then all appears stationary.
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But is difficult to acquire a rigidly parallel

translatory motion. It would be unnoticed if rotational

motion is not mixed with the former. The latter, if it

is weak, then it is not ascribed to itself, but forces us

to thihk about the revolution of the black celestial vault.

The axis of rotation of our body becomes the axis of the

world. 2hms if we are rotating around our altitude then

over the head there will be one pole (with the "Pole" star)

and the other under the feet. The remaining stars will des-

cribe circles in that very time, in which a human being

performs his turn. For example if in 10 minutes, then the

stellar sphere will perform its turn in 10 minutes. :_uick

motion may cause reeling of the head, disease and even death.

And therefore it can be admitted by human being by its after-

effects.

It is difficult, similarly, to recoil from the

illusion of 'up' and 'down'. Over the head is imagined 'up'

although this head due to the rot_tio_o of body around its

transve_se axis all the time was lowered and raised: It

is demonstrated to us that stars droo down and are lifted up.

in the drooping down of the head we do not b_lieve: it is,

as if, immovable a_d over it is 'up'.

The bottom under the feet without support also

scares_us. All appears to be falling. The a_sence of support-

floor or soil, amazes us.
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Wedo not here touch upon the advent of ti_e Cosmic

life. Its support is located on the _arth. T_e first dwe-

llings, instruments, machines, plants nurseries, workers etc

mall this is conveyed from our planet. Wemay only describe

here the gradual migration of the migrants to the independent

activity free from the _arth: the development of industry,

population and its spread in the celestial spheres. Thus,

the colonists for the first time are fed by the reserves

brought in and only, gradually get attached and attain indepen-

dence, prosperity and propagation.

Weassume this as the beginning of li_e being already

imitated. It now remains for us to describe it. But how

it is prepared on the Earth and brought into the ether __ does

not concern us.

Can t_le a!sence of _ravit_ harm the health of the

human beings? Gravity enhances the circulation of blood

towards the less. Its elimination, on the contrary, enhances

the flow of blood towards the brain. Therefore, a person with

weakened walls of blood - carrying vessels, inclined towards

t:e apo?lectic strobe, runs the risk of dying on immersion

i_ water, or in a lying position, or the more so upside down.

In the water and in lyi_g conditions, the pressure of

blood becomes almost uniform as during the absence of gravity.
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_herefore the absence of gravity is as much harmful or

beneficial as even the lying position. Such a position is

beneficial, rather necessary to the diseased or the weak.

Therefore a medium without gravity for them, doctors and the

legless is a neat paradise: there are no bed-sores, all the

parts of the body are accessible and all movements are free.

To the healthy, lying, in the course of time becomes unbeara-

ble. But then this happens more due to the fact that the

lying (person) is forced to physical inactivity. If he could

work on the bed by muscles, then the oppressive feeling,

would disappear. But to lie tediously is to create less

impression. It is also a reason. In a medium without gravity,

work by any muscles, fully depends on us.

The Gravity promotes defecation and deglutition.

But then all this may be done only in the horizontal position.

Hence, the absence of gravity is here not compulsory. Acrobats

contrive to drink and eat even when they are head down legs

up, and this is not deception.

Standing position on the Earth jives birth to

familiar diseases and therefore its plenty is surely harmful.

In the ethereal dwellings, utenstils, instruments and

all the articles of use, do not need brackets, shelves, stands,

counters, and the like. This is good. But, in the absence
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of gravity, due to the least efforts, even due to the un-

avoidable movement of air, they will not stay at their places,

but will roam about in all rooms, as living b_ings, as par-

ticles of dust.

It is unbearable and dangerous: during respiration

there would be small peas, nails pins and the like, which may

enter the throat and kill human beings. But all small bodies

may be held in light packets, drawers, boxes and bags. The

larger ones in networks. This is very easy, since the least

efforts are sufficient for it. They can be held even by a

small rope.

What is to be done with the soil, required for

plants? During the slightest jolts, friction movement air

currents, and dryness, soil will collapse from its place and

will be carried by air in the form of dust particles and

granules of clay, sand, lime etc. It is also not admissible.

Stro g winds even on the Earth carry not only dust --it is

always in the air --but also large grits, even small stones,

leaves, insects etc. But without gravity, the task is much

more serious and frequent. Of course, air, before serving for

breathing, must continuously be strained through a filter,

fabric or different l_quids.

But this is less. Here it is necessary to have

recourse to excitation of artificial gravity. There is no
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need to make it as great as that of the Earth and thus to

overburden people by it for struggle with it (Gravity) to

the tune of 1/100 or 0.001 that of the Earth is perfectly

sufficient. Let us fix it at the latter, the weakest. In

what respect is it insufficient? Under its influence all

large b_dies will fall onto the artificial "down", i.e. on

the floor, since then floor ceiling, etc will make their appea-

rance. But the fall will be slow: in one second the body

will fall half a centimeter, in 10 seconds half a meter and

in a minute-18 meters. It is clear that even a minute is

sufficient, so as to rid the highest hall of wandering bodies

large, or small.

In special murseries for plants weak artificial

gravity is particularly needed, so as to hold the soil in

its place, o_ course, fine dust, grains of sand and wandering

larger bodies are not dangerous to the plants. But all the

same they are harmful, since the solar light is screened from

them. Besides,how would the plants live, if the entire soil

is dispersed into air ....

In the ethereal mediu_ acquiring of artificial and

continuous gravity decidedly does not cost anything. Only if

it is great, then the nursery of plants and human beings have

to be made a bit stronger and therefore more massive.
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Gravity is produced by the rotation of the body.

Rotation in the vacuum is eternal. And therefore gravity

will not only be eternal and continuous, but also not worth

any cares. The quicker the velocity of the oarticles of the

body on the circumference and the less the radius of this

circumference, the gravity due to centrifugal force more

powerful and vice vesa.

Let us imagine a long conical surface or funnel, the

base, or the broad hole which is covered by a transparent

spherical surface. It is directly turned towards the sun, while

the funnel rotates around its long axis (height). On the

opaque internal walls of the cone there is a layer of moist

soil with sown plants on it.

This is the method to make full use of solar energy,

without excessive increase of temperature, eve_ at Earth's

distance from the Sun. The longer the cone will be, the more

would be its surface ; in case the transparent base is o oe

and the sai_e, then the lower will be the ternoerature inside

the cone. On the Earth's distance, this surface must be

about four ti_les more than the glass area. For this it is

necessary, that the /ener:_trix (a little more than the height

of the cone) was two ti_es _ore than the diameter of the base.

Close to the Sun, the cone will be lon_er, farther- shorter.

Even u hen the distance is closest from the Sun, the temperature
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of the cone, of its plants and gases may be done suppor-

table. Thus at a distance, 10 times, less than that of the

_arth, the cone must be lengthened 100 times. Its base will

be 200 times shorter than its height.

Only to connect the rotating cones with the passages

is more difficult, than the cylindrical human dwellings

mentioned before.

But i£ is advantageous to make plant nurseries

separately, since they do not need thick atmospilere and strong

walls. Thus, besides economy of the material, the special

atmosphere, though rarefied, gives maximum yields . Occasional

destruction of plants due to leakage of gases does not have

any importance. One thing is not wholly convenient: the

excretions of people must continuously enter the greenhouse,

while the products of active life of the plants (gases,

fruits etc) m into the dwellings of the people.

In our cones, solar rays obliquely illuminate the

plants and therefore their activity is weaker. In cones, they

not only make eternal day, but also eternal soring along with

t:e specific desired temperature, most favorable for growing

plants. Their rotation and the artificial gravity produce

as a result of that, hold the moist soil and the plant excre-

tions in order. We shall find the ripening and the separated

fruits fallen on the soil, and not wandering in the free space
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of the cone.

In the dwellings and other structures of human

beings the weak gravity is not useless. Its value 0.01 of

that of the Earth cannot obstruct motion and ooerations. Let

us_suppose, that we have an accommodation in the form of a

sphere with a diameter of two versts. The sphere slowly

rotates around its diameter. The velocity along the circum-

ference (equator) is about 10 M/sec. Complete turn is

performed in 600 seconds or in 10 minutes. The maximum gravi-

ty, on the equator, is 1/100 of that of the Earth. A jump

fro_l the internal circumference to the center lifts a person

to 100 meters, so that the motions are not hampered and gravity

is not observable.

2he ohenonena of motion in such a sphere are

complicated and we shall not at the mome_ touch upon them.

The types of dwellings of human beings and _lants

may be infinitely diverse and we shall also le_ve them here for

the time being.

We shall elucidate the v_ry important: how are

t_e specific temperature, hu_idity, specific composition of

air and good food for plants and human beings secured in a

combined dwellin_s ?.
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Light rotation produces <_ravity, saves from litter

and establishes order. The glasses are thin, trans_srent,and

permeable, as for as oossible, for all types of rays quartzi-

tic or some others. The rays are weakened by them and by the

thickness of the walls of vegetation. Therefore, they are safe

for h<_ma_ beings. T_pe of plants selected are fruit bearing,

grassy, small, without thick trunks not cracking in the rays

of the Sun. The more they utilize the Solar light, the more

fruits are produced, and the more Solar energy (heat is absorbed.

But it returns, since fruits are eaten up and people return

heat abserbed by the plants to their dwelling, only on (storage)

of fruit (reserve) this heat is temporarily retained.

The number of plants must be such the oxygen yielded

by their roots, leaves and fruits yield is fully absorbed

by the inhabitants of the lodgings. If the latter consume

more, then the people breathe with difficulty and grown, weak

and plants become more healthy due to the abundance of carbon

dir_xide; if it is less, then it is easy for the people to

breathe, but the plants do not get sufficient carbon dioxide

and they become weak. Equilibrium is maintaind automatically

on apt selection of plants. Regularity is completed still by

the number of lodgers. In a word, the number of people must

correspond to the characteristics and number of plants,.

What would be the source of water for plants and

human beings of which, a?parently, very much is require_? Its
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quantity is fixed and does not change: does not decrease and

does not increase. How can it be so? plants, living beings

and soil in the dwelling continuously evaporate water. But

these vapors cannot vanish in a tightly closed dwelling. They

are accumulated in a condenser in the form of water. The

shadowed portion of the premises has a s_parate compartment

with any low temperature. It only costs, the compartment

to turn towards the dark celestial space and to insulate from

internal heating (likeness of domestic mural heating) and we

shall @btain the desired low temperature. Into these compart-

ments, more or less moist air is introduced, where it leaves

that much vapor which we want since this depends on the rapidity

of circulation and on the lowness of temperature. One or

the other is in our control.

Water from the condenser is supplied for drinking,

for washing, for sprinkli_b_ on the plants or moistenin_ the

soil. But not only water continuously circulates from plants

towards the condensers and also back, but the same does the

air. it is introduced into the soil by the help of special

pipes and after having fertilized the roots and bacteria, goes

out fully purified and is fit for breathing.

Human excretions are diluted with water and are

sir_ilarly directed towards the soil where bacteria soon turn

them fit for feeding of plants.
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In these pre_ises of ours neither continuous flow

of water, nor the flow of food for olants and aniinals is

necessary. _he specific reserve or _ases, water soil and

manners serves without exhanstion.

On the Earth th_ sa_le is ?erformed only on a larje

scale. But on the 3arth the manures are t_ken away to the

oceans an_ sometimes they will still be recovered from there.

In our own lodginL_s if they are spent, if they are accumulated

(stored) in fruits, then without delay they return without any

loss. And on the Earth, insulation by suitable plants will

be found out with the passage of time, their food and water.

It will be starte_ from dem_rt_ where it is insufficient.

For example the atmosphere is _?ure, the air is

humid according to desire temperature and the composition of

the atmosphere are regulated also as desired. We have got

a permanent inexhaustible source of pure distilled water,

oxygen heat and food. Clothes are not required.

There is no gravity, legs do not swell, and the

boughs of plants do not bend due to the weight of fruits.

The saps of plants freely spread, without being hampered by

gravity.

Although we make use of feeble artificial gravity,

it is so infinitesimal, that we can ignore it and forget about
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it and we consider ourselves in a medium, free fro_ the forces

Of zravitation.

The tem2erature of the dwellings fully depends on

us. What is the necessity of clothes _ (---). Permissibly

we have to cover all the desirous ones: others have ugly

bodies, some deformities, old age. All may wear some dress

of their choice and decorations with the consent of society.

In general, in a moment we can give the desired

temperoture to the aged people sensitive to cold, the indisposed

and the prematurely born babi_s etc. Of course, we shall have

to arrange a dwelling conforming_ the characteristics and

desires of the people. Those desiring always to have high

temperature may be found. The inhabitants of Equatorial

countries, patients, the weak and the old require 30°C .

Others-- 25 °. the third 20 ° -- all being different. This

requirement will be met by each structure . One and the same

accommodation may change temperature. Thus, for sleeping,

enhanced temperature is required. But then there are neither

feather-beds, nor mattresses, nor pillows, nor quilts, nor

the night dresses. During meetings in large halls, one feels

hot while the other feels cold. Let us suppose we shall

mainta_u in the hall a temperature of 30°C, i.e. 24°R. In this

case none will feel sensitive towards cold and without clothqs,

but to some, it will be hot. If we maintain the temperature
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at 25°C, or 20°R then without clothes the weak will feel cold

and they will have to be dressed up.

A change of temperature and directly the Solar

light here is made use of for quite diverse purposes. For

example for disinfection of the soil, the atmosphere, walls

and all objects of the dwelling. People and plants for this

purpose are removed from the dwelling and the temperature is

raised to I00-200°C. It is understood, that all the minute

organisms will bs destroyed. That is why agriculture will be

eased: there would be no pests. Pure culture of desired plants

will sprout.

Regarding their selection, suitable temperature,

atmosphere and feeding m how miraculous harvests and wonderful

fruits we can obtain _ So this is without the least worries:

there is no nee_ then to weed out, destroy insects, fight

with drought and tor_entsIetc.

Chemical processes, for example, the processes of

decay, fer_lentation, (_uring which different spirits, vinegar

and other substances are obtained _ need specific temperature.

We Z_ive them this. Our factories obtain this, if it is not higher

than 200°Cm in buildings, similar to the dwellings. If it

is too high, then we make use of special structures (buildings),

where heating also takes place only by the Sun.
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Water and all-possible very clean fruits, free

from every infection, satisfy our hunger and quenchour thirst.

None of the diseases --neither catarrhal nor infectious m

are possible. The very body of the hu_:_an being is permeated

by the rays of the Sun, and is freed to some extent by harm-

ful bacteria. The more humanity is freed from harmful out-

breaks, then farther will it be from what it is now born

thriving with.

If the hu_an beinc has a dwelling with the desired

temperature, virginal Sun, day and night onchoice, water as

much as he needs (one reserve for ever), food, -- and if he

does not need clothes, moves wherever he likes without any

effort -- them what else is required by him?

But, firstly he is multiplying (his race) since

it is advantageous for him (the greater the population, the

_ore perfect is the social echelon and the more are the

geniuses --leaders). So, he needs new dwellings, i.e. we

require material and its processing. Secondly, he studies

substance (matter) and the Universe. So, he needs the very

such devices, as are made use of by scientists on the Earth.

He will improve plants and his own self. All this requires

new and newer appliances, _heir manufacture requires a

large number of factories and mills, wholly identical to those

of the Earth. Furniture and effects_ will be different, but
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then it is invevitable. Also books etc.

For the first time we shall make uee of materials

from the Earth, But thetranspnr_n from it will consume

large quantity of work. Transportation! From the Moon and

small planets will be easier. Still easier is to make use

of asteroids with diameter of several versts and still small-

er bodies, which have no count between planetary orbits,

particularly between the orbits of the Mars and the Jupiters.

On tiny planets there is no atmosphere and no

liquids, but there is large quantity of hydrated and cons-

titutional water, gases, metalloids and metals of all kinds

on them. It costs only to decompose dry minerals chemically.

Mechanical forces are r_quired by us from which to

acquire them Mechanical force in our ethereal region is two

thousand million times more, than on the Earth. It is

contained in the rays of the Sun. It is possible to extract

it through the medium of plants and directly from the Solar

rays, _he Sun can give us lignine, coal, starch, sugar and all

the countless multitude of substances, obtained now by plants

on the Earth. The_, are such a source of energy as coal, water-

falls, and wind on o:ir planet. This source of energy is made

use of, as on the Earth, i.e. in lodgings, where there is

oxyjen. But this is inconvenient, since soon the atmosphere

will damage them.
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One may directl_ use the heat of the Sun in exchange

for heat of combustion. With us it is inconvenient and dis-

advanta_eous on the Earth Air and wind cool the bodies heated

up by the Sun . The Sun shines only in the day it being often

covered by the clouds and half of its heat is always _bsorbed

by the at_uosphere, the force of rays is inconstant due to their

changing inclination, there is no good condenser with low

temperature; the mirrors amassing the heat, quickly become _oggy

due to air and humidity; they are heavy, breakable (fragile),

costly_ and cannot be as large as required. All this renders

the employment of the Sun uprofitable for the installation

of thermal engines on the Earth.

It is an entirely different story in the ethereal

vacuum, in a medium without gravity. Here at one place it is

possible to acquire, even without mirrors, temperature of 200°

and nearly at a distance of one meter 270°C. Thus the heat

of the steam engines can be employed with large utilization,

working on the vapors of water, the ether, spirit and other

liquids.

It goes without saying, I am quoting examoles only

of motors, but they can be quite of a different sort. We shall

portray the steam engines in the siT_plest form. Wehave two

identical vessels, insulated one from the other from the point

of view of heat. The rear one is in the shade of the front one,
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which is turned to the rays of the Sun. T_e front side has

black surface absorbin_ the rays well. This and the liquid

under it in the vessel are heated up by the bun not higher

than 200°C. The vapors of the liquid, before going into the

condenser, i.e. into the rear vessel of the same design, as

the front one --pas through the commonsteam engine or

through the turbine. On ai_propriate selection of the liquid

and arrangement of the machine the utilization can easily

touch 50%. Such a machine will give for each M2 of the black

surface, turned towards the Sun, more than one hourse power.

Whenalmost the entire liquid is transferred from

t!_e front vessel (boiler), then the vessel is turned about with

the condenser towards the Sun, while that with the boiler towards

the dark celestial space. In a word, the roles of completely

similar main parts of the device change (automatically) approxima-

tely every hour, keeping in view the volume of the boilers.

The latter, of course, are comprised of small tubes, as carpets

from threads. The liquids cannot be lost because all are

tightlj covered against the leakage of vapor.

We cannot now say, what type of engines would be

in use. Certainly, of many types and systems which it is not

possible to foresee now.

Boilers may have a surface of any size, since

gravity does not hamper it. So, _ven their power may be any.
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The substance of factory industry consists of

the following.

A. Their elementary constituent parts are obtained

from minerals, for example gases, liquids, metalloids and

metals.

B. The compounds required or useful for us are

synthesized from elements, for example gases, scents, paints,

medicines, edible substances, acids_ alkalis, salts, ferti-

lizers, alloys etc. (and the elements, and the _'equired

compounds sometimes occur ready-made in nature).

C. The required form is imparted to alloys or other

constructional and, in general, solid substances, for example

tools and instruments, machines, utensils, scientific inst-

ruments, paper, fabrics, dresses; diving helmets, dwellings,

factories etc.

For all this (A._.C) the following media serve

on the Earth: increasing or lowering of temperature and press-

ure, electricity, catalyzers. (an insignificant admixture of

various substances, promoting the chemical process), mechanical

forces.

Without tools and instruments, of course, work

will not go on. Their ready specimens already exist on the

Earth and these very tools will be used outside the atmospher_
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At first man had no tools and instruments, like

the animals, later he be_an with very simple ones. With the

help of these primitives implements, better ones were made.

From better ones, still better and so on till the time the

modern ones were developed, exciting in us deep surprise and

delight. Their progress will never come to an end and in

the ether the progress will be made in conformity with the

new conditions.

It is known, how an increase of temperature is obtained

on the Earth. But here in the ether these means are not

needed by us, except in special cases. Here, increase (of

temperature) can always be obtained by the force of the Solar

rays, very economically and to any degree, _ from - 273°C

to the temperature of the Sun.

For obtaining the lowest temperature, protection is

provided against light by brilliant screens and radiation of

black bodies is made use of in the celestial space. At this

stage a temperature of -273°C is obtained.

The most economical heating up is roughly of the

same type. A chamber of the desired size and form is covered

on all sides b_ several layers with good surfaces, reflecting

rays. Thus the heat in the interior of the chamber is preser-

ved, i.e. it is reflected again inside it. and the temperature
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does not f_ll, as if, it was not high earlier. It is like

a thermos, bottle only more highl[f developed, which is

improved by several jackets (shell) and the absence of a

material medium such as air around it.

T' e heat of the Sun enters the chamber through

a small hole, A parabolical mirror at the back of the

chamber (with dimensions more than those of the chamber)

amasses the rays of the Sun into a small facusing group,

exactly of the size of the hole of the chamber. Here the

rays diverge and heat up the space inside the chamber to the

temperature of the Sun, howsoever small the miror is. But

this is during ideal conditions: during full preservation of

heat, in case when the hole is point like, and on the

perfection of the reflecting mirrors. In practice, there is

nothing like this and, therefore, heating up is only then

close to the temperature of the Sun, when the size of the

mirror is many times larger than the size of the chamber.

Later on, souse inevitable heating up of its walls worsens

their reflecting capacity and also hampers the attainment of

the temperature of the Sun i.e. 5-10 thousand degrees.

In the focus of the parabolical mirror, an image

of the Sun is obtained. Ti_e smaller it is, the smaller is

the hole of the chamber and the smaller will be the loss of

heat, and the higher would be the temperature of the chamber.
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But on the other hand the coming (production) of the heat is

proportional to the surface of the mirror. Let us suppose

that the radius of the mirror is one m_ter. The image of the

Su_ will be in the main focus, at a distance of half a meter

from the mirror. The angle of the solar image at a distance

of half_ameter will constitute about half a degree (such is the

angular measure of the Sun from the Earth). The true measure

of the solar image will be (in _m) equal to the sine of half

a degree, _ultiplied by 500 mm. We shall obtain about 4.3

mm. If the radius of curvatu_le of the spherical mirror is

not one but P meters, then the ima_e of the Sun will be P times

more. For example for a mirror with radius of 1OO meters, the

diameter of the image would be about 430 mm. Thus, the larger

the radius of the mirror, the larger is its image and the

larger the hole in the chamber and the greater is the consump-

tion of heat and so is its (production). We assume all mirrors

to be identical, i.e. consisting of one and the same part of

the full spherical surface. In these conditions it follows

that the temperature of the chamber will not depend on the

dimensions of the mirror. But this is not wholly so: a

large mirror will give in the chamber the highest temperature,

because not only the hole in the chamber is lost, but also

all its surface. Then we have still one advantage of a large

mirrors: the rate of heatin_ up of bodies, accommodated in the

chamber, increases with the _i_imensions of the mirror, B_sides

they provide more heat in a unit time, and if this heat is
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absorbed by the chemical processes inside the chamber, then

the processes are completed quicker.

Let us imagine for ti_e sake of simplicity, the

mirror to be circular, like a small plate. It forms a part

of a spherical surface. Let us draw from the center of the

imagined sphere a radius towards the rims (circumference)

of the mirror (plate). We shall obtain an angle. This angle

cannot be larger than 180°C (hemisphere). But such a large

angle is almost useless, since it captures rays little more

than a mirror with an angle 90 °, even 60°C. We shall accept

the last angle for mirrors of all dimensions. Their diameter

will always be equal to the radius. Thus, if the radius of the

mirror is 100 meters, then the breadth of the mirror will

also be 1OO meters, and the size of the image will be 430 mm.

It is always 233 times less than the breadth of the mirror.

Imagining the chamber as a complete sphere, we shall find that

the practical breadth of the mirror is not less than the

doubled diameter of the chamber. If, for example, the chamber

is of one meter, then the dimension of the mirror is not less

than 2 meters. A fourth portion of its surface will be in

the shade of the chamber. Therefore, it may be made ring-

shaped . But the _ portion of the solar energy being lost

may be utilized by means of a biconvex glass or special mirrors.

And one or the other will be in front of the chamber closer

to the Sun.
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The mirrors may be of enormous dimensions% since

even with their thin surfaces and small massiveness they

are intact, not bending due to gravity, which is not there.

For more accurate form it is useful to give them a weak

rotation along with the chamber, with which the mirror compri-

ses a single body.

For the pressure for the accomplishment of certain

chemical processes, requiring specific temperature, some

devices and catalyzers are made use of. The temperature is

easily controlled by the largeness of the surface of the mirror

and by different types of valves. If more of specific pressure

is required, then the hole is required to be tightly closed by

a transparent valve for rays.

But by those very chambers it is possible to be

profited for the heating up of prepared alloys with the prupose

of their casting, moulding and forging m for imparting desi-

red forms.

Now we turn mechanical reaction for processing

of cold or preheated, hard and semi-hard materials. We have

already spoken a_out the simplicity of the working principle

of motors, each square meter of the surface of which gives

one HP. For obtaining it (M:), of course it is permissible

to make use of mirror and also chemical processes so, mechanical

energy is in abundance. (It iseasily converted by familiar
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methods into electrical energy if it is impossible to make

directly b__ solar radiation. Electrical energy of high

potential, as is known, may give a ter_perature higher than

the solar one).

Will th_ machines work without gravity? A support

for them, if it is needed, _e alwajs have in the massive

multi-chambered dwelling or special premises. We shall now

exami_le the working of several machines in a medium without

gravity.

Coal and fuel wood will fly out from the oven.

If the furnaces are surrounded by grates, even then small

oarticles of coal will slip out from the furnaces. Besides,

a thin grate will burn or melt. Fuel wood and coal will not

lie at the bottom of the oven, they will spread in all its

space to the very c_iling. This may be tolerable. The

natural attraction will not be there and therefore an artificial

one is required. From here it is evident, that coal, wood,

and peat furnaces are inconvenient in a medium without gravity

(except for want of spacious oxygenic atmospheres). But,

we do not have any need of ordinary furnaces in the ether,

secondly, if it happened that they are needed, then we could

make use of coal powder, liquid fuel or artificial pull.

In general, in a medium free from gravity, heating up is

carried out by the 3un, while cooling --by the radiation of

bodies.
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We have seen, that sometiiTes in engines, boilers with

liquids will be used. The liquids will not occupy the lower

part of the vessel, because there is no bottom, but will

be distributed confusedly in the entire space of the boiler

pell-mell with their (liquids) vapors. In this way, along with

the vapor the liquid will also escape, which is unsuitable.

But it is possible to establish order in the boiler, if it

rotates or if during its Jimmobility the liquid rotates inside

it (boile_) . by means of a wheel with vanes (blades). And

one or the other is easily accomplished in a medium without

gravity. Then the liquid will be distributed along the

equator of the boiler, the axial portion of it will be occupied

by vapor ...

Let us imagine some factory. Wheels are turning,

different rods are swinging, shavings are flying and the

workers are dozing like fish in water. If the entire factory

rotates, then gravity will be produced in it and the conditions

of work will be the same as on the Earth, varying a little only,

depending on the magnitude ofthe artificial gravity. If there

is no rotation or it is slight, then the _ravity is almost not

felt. The waste matter of a different type then must be collec-

ted in a special delivery basket, air is constantly filtered

of dust and the small flying bodies. Magnets can collect iron,

steel and cast iron sharvings and dust.
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But in many industries (for example, rolling works,

press-work) there is no waste or it is harmless and easily

eliminated. There artificial gravity is not needed. At last,

when the waste is loaded on a worker, then his head may be

protected against any eventuality, by a gauze or glass, while

the mouth by a special pad. Special dress will similarly

serve as a shield. But on the Earth have _e been guaranteed

from waste matter in the form of flying insects and quick-

flying shavings?

Workers and engineers hasten amidst machines and

products and, _@_q may fall between wheels, le_ers and

ether moving parts and cripple themselves. But the dangerous

places may be grilled by gauze. The control of the parts of

machines may be outside of the machines, at a particular place.

All this is not new or has long been used on the Earth.

An object being processed in a medium without

gravity, however great and massive it may be, does not fall,

bend or press on workers and is easily turned and carried

in all directions. Similarly the workers can do their work

in every condition and in every place, not fearing to fall

down in any pose one pleases (for exam?le, upside down in

relation to one another). Only a support is needed. But

he will always find it, binding the legs or his own body

with the very object being processed or with the lathe. The

convenience of work in a medium without gravity is above
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every praise.

During different types of work on the Earth, gravity

is not as much made use of as the inertia of the massive bodi-

es. Hammerworks in a medium without gravity as well as on

the Earth. The force of its stroke does not depend as much

on gravity, as on its rate of movement, depending on the ten-

sion of _uscles and the magnitude of swing.

On machines, the force of gravity is still less

made use of than in case of manual operations. Hea_v hammers

are successively substituted comparatively with light presses.

But who stops us to impart masses (in the ether) a velocity

by a certain force, which (velocity) the bodies acquire on

the Earth on falling. The whole business is with velocity,

in which lies the striking force. Velocity is much more

convenien_ to impart to bodies in a medium without graviSy

than on the Earth. Impact due to gravity has one direction

m downwards impact due to velocity _ whereever one pleases.

This is the advantage..

The hurled bodies are, as if, more dangerous in a

medium without gravity. On the Earth they fall down on the

ground and become harmless; in a medium without gravity they

travel along a straight line, till the time somebody is hur_.

But, on the one hand the objects, on the olanets, are quick-

moving, as the war projectiles, fly for long, before falling

and stopping; on the other hand, the wandering bodies in
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dwel_iings in the ether, encounzeriL_ their walls, lose

tileir velocity _r_nd stop. Such bodies are more dangerous outside

the structure. (edifice), in the ethe_. But firstly it is not

necessary to manufacture these wandering bodies without need,

and secondly, one must protect oneself from them, as one

protects oneself from bullets and cannon balls on the Earth.

A mechanism in a medium without gravity in no ways

differs from scientific mechanism, eliminate only gravity.

The gravitation of the Sun on Earth's distance is

not very great, precisely it is 1800 times less than that of

the Earth, i.e. the velocity in seconds will be 0.0055 meter

or 5.5 mm. Tile effort, which on the Earth lifts up to I

meter, will here lift almost up to two versts. But it does

not follow from it, that recessio_ from the Sun and proxi-

mity to it in case of small relative velocities is confined

by kilometers. The fact is that here we are discussing about

the relative speeds. The launched body, besides the small

relative velocity, still possesses planetary velocity relative

to the Sun. Owing to it and its cost, the launched objects

recedes from the luminary (he_venly body) and comes close

to it bj thousands of versts, notwithstandin_i _ its small

relative velocity.

In our medium, still mutual tension (pull) of

people and other similar bodies, in smallness is observed.
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_ut it is very weak for the small objects surrounding us.

However, lead or platinum balls, on possibly close distance

from one another move, as celestial bodies. Only their

velocities must be extremely small, otherwise they will fly

away, in different directions, in straight lines.

This provides a possibility in ethereal vacuum of

solving practically the mass of the extremely important prob-

lems, not solved so far by mathematicians. For example, about

the pathways of motion of three bodies mutually interacting.

But at the same time the slowness of _lotion and

the continuity of observation (control) are inconvenient.

Thus, a comparatively small ball rotates around a compara-

tively large one, nade from the stror_est material at the

nearest distance, in the course of 2500 seconds or 42 minutes.

This time least depends on the dimensions of the large ball:

be it the size of the Sun or that of a small shot, the result

is one and the same, i.e. the time of rotation is always 42

mi nut e s •

For the practical solution of the problems regarding

the form of motion, the bodies will have to be removed from

one another, wheress the ti_e of observation must run to several

days and months. There is inconvenience in it. The absolute

dimensions of the bodies may be anyhow small. Perhaps, more

co:_pact substances will be found perhaos the coefficient of
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attraction of small bodies will be more _ then the obser-

vatio_ will be confirmed to shorter times.

The smallness of velocities (for their increase)

compels the use bodies of larger dimensions.

In general the determinations of mutual attraction

and repulsion are very convenient due, to, no matter, what

reasons, in a medium without gravity.

Bodies do not fall down and do not possess weight,

but the laws of inertia here are particularly slightly observed.

Thus, the larger the mass of the body, the more difficult it

is to impart it motion. The larger the mass of the body and

needful velocity, the stronger and longer is the pressure

required on it. Similarly, in order to stop the body, greater

effort and longer time are needed, if its mass and velocity

are greater. The impact of the moving body is more intense,

if it is itself more massive and harder and if harder and more

massive is that body, on which it has impact.

Although in the ethereal dwellings the density of

the oxygenic atmosphere is ten times less than in our air,

the motion here is quick and continuously uneconomical, i.e.

it requires large consumption of work. On the contrary, out-

side the dwelling, in the vacuum, it almost costs nothing.

It is needed only once to spend effort for acquiring the desired
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velocity . Later on it is maintained without change, if we

are not to recede from the Sun. Besides, even this, as we

have seen, has little effect for a stretch of a thousand

versts.

In the vacuum it is possible to travel either in

special dresses, incorporating the apparatus for breathing,

or in the very dwellings, detached from their general mass.

The latter arrangement is much convenient, since it gives

spaciousness, rids one from clothes, gives its plants food,

drink, oxygen and all that is required. Besides it may be

performed in a multiple. This motion would not be noticed

even. Only the motion of the whole complex of dwellings

will be visible to us. Weconsider their motion (for over-

_oming the gravitation of the Sun) zero, (conditionally).

But then it is not felt, as the _notion of the planet for

its inhabitants.

How to steer clear at the sametime of dangerous

colI±siomsof vehicles or trains? There will be several main

courses of motion and one velocity for the direction of each

course. Trains of one direction will have one pathway and

there cannot be any collision. All the pathways leading to

different directions are distant fro_l one _ another and therefore

celestial ships of different velocities cannot collide.

_e laws of lever, of liquid and gaseous bodies are
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not complicated by their weight.

A gas diffuses infinitely, as lon_ _s, due to

expansion and cooling, it is not be converted into dust,

consisting of solid non-evaporating particles.

The liquids adopt the form of spheres or bubbles.

The volatile ones quickly Ireeze due to evaporation, while

the non-volatile remain as spheres. These spheres can be

broken into several small spheres and vice versa. The

sticking liquids encompassing all the substances, form fantas-

tic shapes.

Sounds and, in general, vibrations of different

types expand similarly as on the Earth. Only the waves simi-

lar to those of the sea, do not form. For this grsvity is

needed. The _arometer and the clock with pendulum do not

function. But the pocket watch functions as usual. A beam-

b_lance and spring balance are useless, since the bodies are

weightless. Mass, neither by these, nor by others, is impossi-

ble to determine. Mass is determined on the centrifugal machine,

or in the medium of artificial gravity by the beam balance.

D_@ermination of the force may be made by dynamometer or by

the spring balance.

]4agnetic,e_lectz'ical and other forces function more

simply and clearly since the gravity does not complicate the

phenomena.
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A human bei_g quickly adapts to the medium without

gravity, but in animals, reason r_y not be sufficient for

this and they may suffer. Non-flyins insects will futile

wrestle in the air. But, on being tied to the wall, they run,

not feeling the absence of gravity. The flying insects

(and birds) will travel, but not in the manner they want.

They will soon reach the walls and _et attached to their

grapplers. Walking Pacing of the birds and other large

animals does not succeed: in their first attempt. They get

struck back by the walls and find themselves in a caseous

mediu,. Cat and similar animals with turning internal organs

can voluntarily (rotate) turn the external portion of the body,

at least by 180° •

We have, seen that man can similarly turn round and

movewith the help of supports, for example his hat. But even

without support he oantake a turn. For this purpose he

requires, for example, to raise the hand and rotate it in a

way, as if h_ was turning the handle of some _chine. T_i_.

circular motion of the hands, feet or other himb will impart

rotation even to his body. But it only costs hi:;_ to stop the

movement of his limb, and his body will some to a standstill,

although he will see in a different direction.

Here we do not have i_ view the surrounding liquid

or gaseous medium, with the help of which it is possible to
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have any desired motion.

A human bein<_s nust compulsorily overcome the :_ar/h's

gravity and have in reserve space, although, of the solar

syst em.

On theEarth dangers of different types are awai-

ting him. We shall not discuss aboLLt those difficulties

of life, which all of us are experiencing uninterruptedly;

these dangers and displeasures will soon be eliminated by Man.

But we speak about the catastrophes, which may destroy all

humanity or its considerable part of it.

How many times, for example, the dry land on which

we live, was under water and was the bottom of the ocean_

It can hardly be believed that these phenomena will be taking

place constantly. Earthquakes suddently destroy cities

totally and inundate considerable areas. Large catastrophes

have been taking place, though historical man has not their

witness _If we do not consider the doubtful all-world deluge).

Only the more wide-spread the catastrophe, is the more

horrible it is and the more horrible it is the rare it is.

We can still await it,

The fall on the Earth of the clouds of fire-balls

(meteorities) or a small planet with a diameter of ten versts

may give such a shock (impact) to the Earth, that the solid
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or liquid or gaseous w_ve formed as a resultm would wipe out

all from the face of the Earth _ as well as Man and his

structures. _ioreover, only the increase of tem)oerature of

the atmosphere may singe or put to death everything.

Now imagine that the same has happened to the

ethereal settlements that have been formed: an asteroid with

a diameter of 10 kilometers has flown through those settle-

ments. It car_ _nihilateonly 75 k_ 2 of the settlement, and

not like that as on the Earth, i.e. not 510,000 000 Km 2.

Moreover, in the ether it is easy to track down the path of

the small planet and make it free Qhamporari_ ) from dwellings

and other structures. But then their shifting (change of

place) does not almost cost anything. And how _o you elimi-

nate the Earth from the path of motion of some celestial body?

Incidentally about the meteorites. From the huge

ones of them, the danger in the ether is the same, as on

our own planet. But since their fall on the heads, houses

and structure_ is extremely rare and nobody is frightened,

so similarly they cannot frighten in the ether as well. From

the smaller meteorites, the atmosphere protects us on the

Earth, in the former they either scatter away or burn. In

the ether, the dwelling can itself protect. Impact of a tiny

splinter, of a meteorite with a weight of a small p_tion

of a milligram, piercing tile human 0eing, does not inflict
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on him serious harm. _iitting the stratum of quartizitic

glass or steel, this granule in all probability, will stick

in it. This splinter melts due to the impact and will be

converted into vapor. Similarly a slight portion of the

surface of the structure (building)Will also melt and will be

converted into vapor. The i_ipact may form on the small wall

a molten and very thin channel. Its liquid state fills the

momentarily formed hole and through this hole even Z_s does

not leak.

Besides it has been proved repeatedly, that the

fall of _'ven a tiny meteorite on a human being is an unbelievable

phenomenon, demanding on an aver_<ge several thousand years

(it: is presumed that on the _arth there is no atmosphere).

An explosion due to the accumulation of elastic

matter inside it, is awaiting the earth, as in case of every

celestial body. A time is coming, when this type of hazard will

threaten humanity, where will itbe saved, if it does not

master the space of the Solar system?

Another threat iS extinguishing and cooling of: our

Sun. _hen we shall have to run _way from the Solar system.

But to run away will be much easier from the ethereal spacious-

ness than from he planetary dungeon, enchaining us and all,

that we have, with the chains of attraction to the Earth.
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Overpopulation of humanity on the _arth needs

similarly the strug_le with _ravity and the use of celestial

spaciousness and its _,_ealth.

Mankind is s_aiting many other threatening dangers

on this planet. They similarlly oblige people to find ways

into the cosmos.

Regarding the advant _es of re-settlement we have

discussed at length but neither to discuss nor to surmise

in toto is possible.

First printed as a separate brochure at Kaluga in the year 1929.
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To Astronauts

(1930).

More practical people aspire to apply the force or

the principle of recoil (reaction to the design of I) Powerful

reactive (jet engines for quick motion, 2) automobiles,

3) hydroplanes and 4) Sledges.

Let us examine all this.

An explosion motor, like a hydraulic turbine, canuot

give more utilization_of energy of explosion, since the peri-

pheral velocity of the wheel with vanes (blades or turbines)

can_ot exceed 200-400 M/sec. Whilst the advantageous utili-

zation needs vane (blade) speeds 1.4 times less than the speed

of flying out products of explosion. It may attain 5000 M/sec.

Consequently, the velocity of the vanes (blades) will be about

3500 M/sec, which in view of the known stren!_th of the best

materials, is imoossible.

If we confine ourselves to the velocity of vanes

(blades) of 100 M/sec, then we shall utilize only 3% of the

given chemical energy. This is not economical.

Here what is needed is a complicated wheel and, in

eneral, the method, employed during the construction of

contemporary steam turbines. Then it is ossible to achieve
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a very i_igh percentage of utilization of the jiven energy.

Here there is anot_er condition. The products of

xplosion must be separated out in the vacuum, otherwise they

will not have sufficient velocity. From this it is already

evident th t similar motors cannot be very light . Besides,

we shall encounter still many practical difficulties, about

which there is no place to soeak here. However, the great

future of these motors is undoubted.

Automobiles by the rochet method (by no ether method)

cannot acquire high velocity because of great resistance of

the air in the lower strata of the atmosphere. _3esides

their wheels, even without air-tubes, are torn due to centri-

fugal force when the velocity (on _he rims), exceeds 200-400 M/

sec. In order to acquire velocity of more than 100 meters per

second, it is necessary to get rid of wheels and device for

,)
them special roadway (see my "High Speed Train" ; besides

they must be given lon_:er and better forms. But even then we

shall not achieve a velocity, more than 1000 M/sec. _:]ut

what is the use of making such an enormous expenditure of effort

is made. Resistance of the air engulfs them all.

.) K.E. Tsiolskovskiy, Collection of Works Vol. 4, "i_aooka"

Publishing House, _doscow, 1964, Article '_i_esistance of

Air and lligh Speed Trains.
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Compressed gases for example, carbon dioxide

(Co2) are not advantageous to use at t_]is stage, since their

internal energy of motion (hinetic) is extre_.el> _ slight.

Besides, they require containers the weight of which is 10

times the weight of compressed gases. Liquefied, cold and

freely evaporating gases do not require strong and massive

vessels, but their kinetic energy is even less than that

of compressed _ases. In releasin_ this energy, they borrow

heat from the surrounding )odies and air, and this cannot

be accomplished as quickly as required.

Explosive substances in the ready form are similarly

not applicable (powder, dynamite etc). In addition to the

inevitability of explosion due to percussion (detonation),

they require heavy guns or vessels, since explosion in one

pla_e transmits t_le pressure, produced due to it, to the

entire mass. The inevita!_ility of explosion was confirmed

by the recent tragic death of Vale and by othercases also.

Regarding_ the hydroplane and the sledge we shall

say the same. But they have no wheels and this is an advan-

tage. But then to tlle resistance of the air the resistance

and friction of water or snow is added. I am speaking, of

course, about t!_e automobiles and !_ydroplanes, functionin_ by

recoil (rocket). Other vehicles are meant for smaller velo-

cities because of the revolving pro]_ellers or wheels.
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present.

To astronautics, two main a,!>roaches emerge at

1) Gradual t_ansition from the airplane to the

astroplane, and 2) a purely reactive (rocket) device.

At first the airplane does not go out of the limits

of the atmosphere, rises to a small height and co_ers a small

horizontal distance. Then it goes higher and higher, and

covers e longer distance. At last it emerges beyond the

atmssphere and flies on by interia, as a celestial body.

The subsequent pathways for the transformed air-

plane as well as for the rocket projectile are guaranteed

My Calculations havt: been verified many times

and do not admit aDy dou5%.

.._)
Thus, I have shown , that one kilogram of the

substance with the surface of one square meter, in the course

of a year, acquires, from the solar light, an increase of

velocity, more than 200 meters per second.

!n the absence of gravity it is easy to arrange

enormous sarfaces of the most insicnificant weight. For

_) "Investigations of Outer spaces by reactive devices"

(Author).
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examole a surface with a thichness of O.01 ram, of the density

of water, and area of 100 M2, weighs only one kilogram. The

rota_ion of this square (with the side of 10 M) will impart

to it a known tension, smoothness and strength. The pressure

of light will impart to it a velocity of 20 km/sec in a year.

It is more than enough for wandering in the entire solar

system, and even complete recession from the Sun (i.e.

truvel in the _4ilky Way). In fact, the orojectile (from the

Earth) has a velocity of 3Okra/sec. With an addition it

will be 50 km/sec. For complete recession from the Sun

30 x 1.4 = 42 km/sec is necessary. Now a free Telocity of 8

km/sec for the Milky Way is still left.

We suppose that on the projectile _here is one

ton of material and on the surface area just as much again.

Then the projectile in the course of two years will acquire

a similar addition of velocity, i.e. 20 Km/sec.

It would be good with the pressure of light, It

<_uarantees wandering in the Universe: if not in two then in

several years, sufficient velocity will be acquired for this

purpose.

Let us examine at first the transition from the

airplane to astroplane and then we shall examine the rocket

device.
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In my works ("Airplane" 1895 and "New Airolane ''
,)

1929 I proved that an aircraft can fly twice as fast in a

medium which is four times rarefied (at an altitude of 10

kilometers), because from it twice the motor power is requi-

red for very same weight. In zeneral the velocity of an

2
airplane increases n times, if the medium gets rarefied n

times, but the energy of the motor at the same time must surely

be n times more.

On the one hand, the energy of an ordinary motor,

cannot only be increased, but it terribly falls down in a

rarefied medium. It means, that an air compressor is required,

new for th_t consumotion of energy and additional loading

of the projectile for the compressor. Not only that, on

intense comoression of the gas, it_i gets terribly heated.

Consequently, more cooling is needed.

On the other hand the accelerated rot_tion of the

pro]_eller will tear it to oieces on account of t _e centrifugal

force.

Let us devote ourselves, for t le ti_e being, to the

increase of velocity of an airplane only two times. For the

energy of the motor, it is possible to double the number of

its revolutions. But in ti_ t case it will be necessary to

_) See the work of K.E. _siolkovshiy "Pressure on the plane

on its n<_rmal motion of t_e air" Collection _f _rork Vol I,

Academy of Sciences of the USSR 1957. (i]ditors).
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_:xoand the vT,ive ooenin s _nd use fuel, quickly mixing with

the air. 2hese fuels are -- petrol _,_od quality liquid

hydrogen, or some other gas fuel.

The tangent of inclilation of the vanes (blades)

of the air-scrmwto its plane will also have to be doubled:

roughly from 0.3 to 0.6. The corresponding angles will be

o o
17 and 31 • 2hese angles are fully permissible without any

disruption of economy. At this stage the velocity of the

airplane may be increased twice for the very same number of

revolutions. But the number of revolutions of the machine

has doubled. What is to be done? to employ a transmission

(0.5) or reduce the diameter of th> air-screw by two ?

The first twice is economical(chain transmission).

It is also necessary to compress four-fold "

the rarefied air, At this time its absolute temperature

increases 1.75 ° tim,s. If at an altitude of 10 kilometers,

the temperature is _3°C or 230° of absolute temperature, then

on compression it will reach up to 403 ° i.e. the air will heat

up to 130°C. It is tolerable, and here we can do even without

co61ing it. But we still need a compressor.

This not all yet. The products of combustion emerge

from the motor with _reat force. We shall not use the dampers

and we shall take advantace of their recoil. The greater the

velocity of the airplane, the more profitable it is. Sir_lilarly
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the more rarefied the medium is the le,_s arexthe hindrances

for the expansion of the products o:'' combustion and the

jre_-_ter will be their exhaust velocities and their recoil.

It is understood, that the products of combustion

are directed into special conical pipes, loc_ted along the

airplane with their wide muzzles pointed towards the tail

(rear of the airplane.

It is even possible to triole its velocity at an

altitude where air is 9 times rarer. The angle of inclination"

of the air-screw to its plane of rotation changes from 17 °

to 42 ° which is still t Qlerable. Transmission will be 1:3

(or the diameter of air-screw is three times less), which will

reduce the number of revolution, s of the air-screw thrice,

i.e. restoring the former velocity of its rotation. (We shall

not forget still about the tripled velocity of the motor shaft

and the unavoidable enlargement of valve openin<_s). The

increase of absolute temperature will be 2.4. Thus , at 73 °

below zero, or 200 ° absolute temperature ,_e_t 480 ° , or

absolute 207°C. This is still tolerable and does not require

cooling.

Nevertheless, the doubled and tripled velocities, af

the airplane are still very f_r from the Cosmic ones. What

is to be done next?. The angle of the blades is impossible

to increase further. Heating _lll require cooling% And
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where is to take col: from? A good deal is there at altitu-

des but, nevertheless, insufficient, since the air is too

much rarefied und still the temperature is not below 70°C .

Thus, the subsequent increase of velocity comes to

a stop: I) due to air-screw, 2) the necessity of compression,

3) intense heatin C a!zd 4) the necessity of cooling.

The air -screw can be ch_nged by moving wings as

in the case of a bird. Though this is very advant_ geous

because it increases the lifting force of the airpla_%e, get

with respect to structure (construction) it is complicated.

It is simpler to discard the propeller. This is possible at

high velocities of the airplane and its flight in rarefied

medium, since the recoil of combustion products is more produc-

tive, the higher the velocity of the aircraft and the rarer the

medium. A rarefied medium permits ti_e :Tases to exoand more,

and as a result thereof they attain higher speeds on exit from

the pipes and lowest temoerature, reaching the limit (in the

vacuum) upto 273°C below zero.

This is what may serve as a source of cooling of

the air heated by compression. For this (purpose) we force

the air, heated and compressed by the motor, to flow round

the stern (rear) end_ of the oipes with the co_bustion

products highly cooled by expansion. Then the compressed

and now cooled air, is directed into the working cylinders
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of the motor.

We achieve at once three purposes : we heat the

combustion products cooled by expansion and thereby increase

their speed and recoil: at the same time we _ooI the air_

intensely heated by compression, and intended for the working

cylinders ; and, the lastly we obtain enhanced reactive effect,

since an engine without a propeller can perform a larger

number of revolutions. Its mechanical work will be small,

since it will go in mainly for the compression of air.

To what extent one can, by all these methods, increase

the velocity of the airplane is not known. Should one acquire

cosmic velocity in this way and go out beyond the limits of the

atmosphere: This is a question to which we are not in a

position to _ive an ans_er (not to Speak of a positive reply).

At any rate, the construction of the high altitude airplane

will teach us much and will bring us closer to the astroplane.

Det_iled mathematical calculations of the recoil;i_f the airplane

for its above-_Lentioned design have long been ready wi_h me .

Let us not turn to the _urely rocket machine. Here

we cannot avoid a motor since we shall have to push or pumps

the elements of explosion into the _lixing-cum-combustion

chamber. Here also we do not employany propellers, in view of

the quic_ attainment of consider;:_ble velocities, which the

propellers cannot withstand. But there is nothing to prevent
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us from making use of the recoils of the co_bustion products

in engines, as it has just been described.

Thus we comeback to the previous design with the

addition of a purely _ocket device. It has been described

in my "Cosmic Rocket", (1927).

But here is a _.uestion: When t!-te ,_rojectile re:,ches

very rarefied ai_r (atmosphere), the feeding of the engine

by the air will not remain possible. IIow are we to supply it

with oxygen? But motor rocket has its own reserve in the very

projectile and therefore a part of this reserve, on reaching

very rarefied strata of air will go in for the feeding of ti_e

engine.

Now we poi_It to those conditions of design of the

rocket apparatus, the observance of which is enerally ignored

by practical workers (and ti_e hero Vale paid with his life).

I) A ready-made ex',_!osive substance.'-is not suitable,

for example, various kinds of powders, introglycerine, lyldite,

_ly_amite and others.

2) Elements of exolosion (for exumple, oxyjen and

hydrogen) must not be mixed till their union in the pipes.

3) 2hej are held separately and _re kept in different

containers or compartments.
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4) They must be in liqui_ form at ordinary temperature,

for example, like petrel and nitric anhydride.

5) They must b e as dense as possible, so as not

to occupy a large volume.

6) Their vapors must not exert considerable >_ressure

on the walls of the containers, so that these containers do not

have to be made massive.

?) fhey must not have low temper_ture like liquefied

and freely evaporating cases, so as to preserve more energy.

8) Pumps are piston type and pump liquids while still

not heated.

9) The latter must not react chemically on the walls

of the pumps, and pipes, leadin_ to the combustion chamber

and on the explosion pipes themselves. Therefore they are made

frcm suitable material or their interior is covered with such

material.

10) In the explosion ch_m _er, the elements of explosion

must be mixed as well as quickly as possible, so as to produce

the explosion instantaneously, similar to the explosion of

powder or a shot.

11) The chamber of explosion must be cooled by the

cold borrowed from the expanded explosion products, the tempe-
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rature of whic_ on exit must reach 273° below zero. For this

puri_ose, the chamber of explosion and its continuation i.e.

the pipes for the exhaust of combustion products, must be

surrounded (covered) by a jacket, in which a thin layer of a

light liquid (for example oil, gas etc) is artificially cir-

culating, transferring heat from the chamber of explosion and

intensely heated portions of the exit pipes to its cold portions.

Advantage will be double, as I have explained. For that avery

purpose, the pipes themselves an partly serve, provided they

are good conductors of heat.

12) The explosion must be quick just like the growth

of pressure in the chambers and pipes. Instantaneous explo-

sion pressure of several hundreds of atmospheres and then a

release of pipes and chambers from the great pressure, result,.

After thi_ the pumps in the new portion of the explosives.

A second explosion, jerk and a flying away of the substances

formed, take place.

13) Tine number of pumpings in one second must be as

large as possible, for example, 30 or 50. The same n_mber of

shots will be produced in one second.

14) The work of pumpin_i_will be slight due to its

coincidence with the minimumpressure in the fire chamber and

pipes.
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15) The pipes, leading from the chamber, through which

the explosive products are conveyed, must have expanded in a

conical form at the end (form of musical tubes, horns, ear-

tuumpets etc). This reduces their length and enhance_ recoil.

16) There should be such pipes and explosion in them

at different times so that one chamber fires after the other at

equal intervals of time. Thirty to fifty thrusts per second in one

pipe merge into a single one, and ten pipes, for instance, give

300-500 thrusts in a second and all the _ore merge into a

single whole. By this we protect the projectile from destruc-

tive vibrations. A large number of explosion pipes and

chambers is useful in the matter of economy o± material. From

experience artillery it is known, that the weight of the gun inc-

reases much faster than t_e pressure in it for the same volume

of the barrel.

i

The experiments of Obert were most scientific, but

they did not fulfil the majority of these conditions. We have

nothing to say about other astronauts. That is why the results

obtained so far so lamentable. Such is the practical aspect

of all beginning of great undertakings. Nevertheless, they

are valuable and should not upset anyone.

The first attempts of flying, aeronautics, the use

of steam, electricity and all other inventions have similarly

compelled ordinary people and even the inventors to lose heart
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and become slack. But _,re,having learnt from history,

must be br_ive and not give up our activities due to failures.

We must seek their causes and eliminate them.

Originally published_ a separate brochure at Kaluga
in the year 1930. Authors Edition.
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Jet Propulsion (Reaction _otion)

(19_2).

Jet Propulsion (reaction motion) is that which

produces recoils of the firing cannons.

It appears strange, that the a_kward force recoiling

the gun at the time of fire, is relied upo_ to be employed

not only for quich motion in the rarefied strata of air (in the

Stratosphere), but also for lightning opeed for wandering

between the planets and stars.

It has been proved by me that the exploding substance

(if, of course, it is taken in a sufficient quantity) may

impart any velocity one wishes, to the device, in which it is

exploded. When the weight of the equipped rocket increases

in geometrical progression, its velocity increases similarly

infinitely but in arithmetical progression. The true final

velocity of the projectile depends on the velocity of gases,

flying out fron the pipe (nozzle) and on the size of the

reserve of fuel (for example, powder).

The experiments carried out by Goddar and others

have shown that the velocity of the gases emergin_ from the

nozzle can reach up to 3 and more km Sec. Theory shows that in

the v_cuum when the conical tube is sufficiently long, and

when the explosive substances are most energetic, it may reach
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up to 5-6 km/sec.

The velocity of the rocket at 8 km/sec is sufficient,

to be carried eternally, higher than atmosphere, around the

earth, in the capacity of its satellite. A velocity of 12

km/sec is sufficient, to take to the orbit of the earth and

become, in this way, a s_ll planet. At last, a_:_elocity of

16 km/sec may overcome the attraction of all planets and the

Sun. Then the projectile will eternally recede from our

Solar system and fly in the Kilky Way (Galaxy) amidst other

suns and planets. And this will happen readily when the

reserve of the explosive substance exceeds the weight of the

rocket altogether only 15 times.

But are such reserves possible? Even in record-

breaking airplanes the _ass of the fuel does not exceed

the weight of the machine.

In order that the weigi_t of the fuel with oxygen,

exceeds the weight of the roc_et 15 times the following con-

ditions are required.

I) The elements of explosion (petroleum and oxyzen)

must not exert pressure o_:!vessels enclosin S them (in order

that they do not have to be massive).

2) They must be thick-set so that they do not

occupy much place. In this respect liquid oxyzen is not
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suitable, because it is 14 times lighter than water.

3) It is necessary that the acceleration of the

projectile was not more than 10 M/sec2, otherwise relative

loading of the elements of explosion and of all the parts of

the projectile will compel then making very strong and

massive. Therefore the motion of the projectile is advantageous

to be made inclined.

The conditions of safety, lightness and good working

of the rocket consist in the following.

I) Breaking of the elements of explosion, gradual

combination of which gives reactive pressure.

2) The conical shape of the tube, in the narrow portion

of which portions of the explosive substances get mixed and

explode.

3) The reciprocating (piston) pumps, pumpi_T the

elements of explosion.

4) The periodical pumping. This is the series of

blank shots, producible roughly 50-100 times in a second.

After each fire the nozzle is freed from gases and then a small

effort is needed to push in it a new dose of the integral

component of explosion. On continuous explosion (combustion),

large output of pumps and the engine attached to it, would

be needed.
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Flight in the rarefied at_Josphere (i_ the stratos-

phere), and then also in the vacuum is needed in the follow-

ing means of mantaining life of the pilot and the passengers.

I) Sealed body, impervious to the gases, as during

the flight of Professor Piccard (he ascended to a height of

16 kilometers, where air was 6 times rarer, than at the sea

level).

2) Provision of oxygen in the rocket. The daily

reserve of it for a person does not exceed one kilogram.

3) Alkali and other substances for absorbing exhaled

and excreta of human beings.

4) Reserve of food. For continued stay beyond the

atmosphere, specially selected plants, providing oxygen and

food, may be made use of. For this prupose, evidently, it

is nece_;sary to have transparent windows and solar light,

It is sufficient, since clouds, air and fog do not exist beyond

the atmosphere.

5- Control of internal temperature of the rocket

is carried out b_; means of a change of the surroundin_i surface

of the projectile, which absor)s sun_:light. Besides strong

and impervious shell of the device for t:_e gases, there is

stiTl another shell, si:iilar to a fish-scale, which coming in

proximity 11akes it bright and shifting7 and thus taking shape_
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exposes the black impervious surface of the body.

6. Protective cooling of the surface of the body

from heating during flight through the atmosphere. For

this purpose, the bright movable scalem similarly, renders

service.

The indicated Cosmic velocities (8-16 km/Sec) are

not possible in the lower strata of the atmosphere because

they disappear soon owing to the immense resistance of the

atmosphere.

But the reactive device gradually acquires Cosnlic

velocity. The inclined ascending and accelerated flight

is very advanta[_eous. Here flat win_s are useful. In the

lower strata of the air the velocity is small, in the rare-

fied medium it reaches I-2 kilometers per second. But there_

this velocity does not meet great resistance because the air

is very rare. This velocit7 will not heat t_e surface of the

projectile, since air is very rare and cold. For protection

from the excessive heating of the rocket 9 probably, one

layer, for example of powder or cork, insulated from heat,

will be sufficient. The most suitable in accordance with its

lightnessisthe vacuum between th first and the second shells

of the device (for which air between them must be pumped out).

We are giving a schematic diagram of this device
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in the simplest forr_ with the indication of its parts

(fig. I ).

I) Flat win_s. In case of a s_all span (of win<;s)

they will not be heavyJ while on large length along the

projectile_ they will not be very thick. In case of small

velocity they will function comparatively slightly in case

of large velocity they will function well. Their almost

flat form i8 necessary in this case.

2) _nit of Movable bri_ht-scal e. The more it is

normal to the surface of the rocket, the more the black surface

of the body opons and the lower is the temperature. On the

contrary, the more it is parallel to the body, the lower is

the loss of heat and the hijher is the temperature. Units or

windows, turned towards t!le solar light, must not be closed

by the scale for obtaining of high temperature_ During flight

in the atmosphere the scale must be interlocked into one

surface and the control of temperature is not possible (fig.

2). Therefore, a slidinj and longitudinal scale is more

advantageous.

3) Accommodation for people.

4) The impervious strong shell of the rocket, withsta-

ndinz the pressure, at least, of cue atmosphere.
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5) i,_ovabel scale (as a fan)

6) Place >f small lotor.

7) Pumps for pumpin_ oxycen and petroleum.

J'IOCKUe Kpb/JTb_/

Figure I.

(1)

'8)

Flat wings 2) Oxyjen.

Rudders. 5) Gases 6)

Space for man.

3) Petroleum

Pumps 7) Motor

ORIG',%AL PAGE 15

OF POOR QUALITY
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f [

Fi _ure 2.
Drawing of K.E, Tsiolkovsky from the

manuscript "Album of Cosmic Voyages"

Ke_: 1) Avera!_e 2emperature
2) 'Highest = 200 °C-
3) Lo_Jest = 200 °C-

ol Qo_o_oo oo@

...... iS

OF PO0_l QUAL|TY
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8) Place of mixing_ of the elements of explosion

(Carburettor).

9) Conical pipe. Through the wide hole, rarefied

and cold gases escape with relative velocity of 3-6 km/sec.

This velocity_r each device is constant.

10) Two vertical rudders and two horizontal. These

are rudders of direction and rudders of stability. The

rudders function in the vacuum owing to the swiftly flying out

products of combustion.

11) Liquid Oxygen.

12). Petroleum.

The designs of such purely reactive devices are

extremely simple. Liquid oxygen and petroleum, having been

mixed in the combustion chamber, escape and are thrown in the

form of rushing gases through the conical pipe outside, pushing

its walls, and consequently, the entire device forward.

Impermeable and very lon_ surface regulates the te_perature

at _he time of flight. The cooling of the pipe is carried out

by petroleum, while of the heated petroleum by oxygen; special

tanks for fuel (only of the fencing) are missing; the cons-

truction of two tiny pumps and a very weak motor serve the

purpose. Ext_-aordinary simplicity and lightness of this device
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3. Earth Rocket with embedded in it the cosmic

Terrestrial Acceleration is 20 times greater

than the acceleration due to Earth's gravity,

that is, 200 meters per may be withstood by
human beings only in water.

Keys: 3) Oxygen or oxygen compound, 4) Petroleum,

5) Explosion Pipe, 6) Cosmic Rocket,

7) Oxygen, 8) Machines.

Ascent on the mountain of the Earth Rocket in kilometers

Seconds

,,,,, |

Velocity

Path

Altitude

Rarefaction

2 3 4 5 70 W5 _0 25 30

, H L, l

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 3 4 5 6

0.1 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.5 10 22.5 40 62.5 90
,

0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 I _2.25 4 .62.5 9
• , ,, w,. , .

1.11 1.53 2 2.45

1

H , H

Altitude 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

Rarefaction 1.72 3,12 6._ 14.4 35.7 80.6 190.5 430.4 2519 13720 48700

Diagram of the Earth (Auxiliary) rocket with embedded in it (from,

"Album of Cosmic Voyages"). Diagram and signature have been done

by K.E. Tsiolkovskiy.
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is its merit. Its deficiency lies in the fact, that it

must carry oxygen with it.

At first the device may be restricted to flights

in the lower strata of aiT(troposphere), and then to fly out

into the vacuum, beyond the atmosphere, and finally perform

Cosmic flights. Return flight may be performed without the

consumption of explosive materials as Gomannand I have shown:

at first a swift spiral motion in the rarest strata of the

air, then in desner ones, the gradual loss of Cosmic velocity,

and at last, planning and lowering on the ground or water

similar to the commonairplane (fig. 3).

These are the pure reactive devices which promise

much. Why have researches in Europe and America produced so

little? Thus, the most successful flight of the rocket of

K. Riddel (1931) near Berlin permitted to attain an altitude

1.5 kilometers other practical results are even less impressive.

Winged rockets of Goddar and Svann, similarly, produc-

ed slight results. For example, reactive $1ider of Svann

with a weight of 80 kilograms had ascended to an altitude of

60 meters only.

The reasons of such insignificant successes are

partly due to the lack of means, and partly due to mistakes of

the researchers. I have already pointed out these mistakes
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of the resdarchers. I have already pointed out these mistakes

Figure 3- Diagram K.E.Tsiolkovskiy from the manuscript

"Album of Cosmic 7oyages".

Ke_ I) 48. Reserves of food and oxygen are consumed.

Plan of return to the _arth. We have turned the

rocket with nose at the back and have started counter-

explosion. 2) V&_cuum. 3) Earth. 4) Atmosphere.

5) It is now flying in that very direction, but with

stern forwards, where gasoo are escaping. 49.

Welcome on Earth Meeting.

ORI_NItL PAq f,5

OF POOR QUALITY
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But, b>sides rockets, the high altitude airplanes

or stratoplanes also offer interest from the point of view

of attainin_i _ large velocities. These are common airplanes,

but equipped with:

I) Unusually light-weight and powerful motors.

2) Gompressor of air

3) Air screw with sharply inclined blades,

4) many condensers and radiators.

The flight of such stratoplanes is possible in air

only. Their design is very complicated and the mass is large

perforce.

According to may calculations ("Airplane", 1895),

confirmed by the latest res_archers (for example, Korvin-

Krukovskiy, see the book of Professor Rinin, "Super-aviation

and Super-Artillery", 1929, pp. 51-53), it follows, that the

velocity of Stratoplanes, on ther similar conditions is

proportional to the square root of the rarefied medium, whereas

the output must increase proportionally to the velocity of

the flight,

Hence, in order to increase the velocity twice it is

necessary either to increase the output of the engine twice,

which involves increase of weight, or make the engines twice
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which involves increase of weight, or Ylake the engines twice

lighter at the same force. 2Je latter is the solitary way

out. Perhaps, with the passage of time, the en{ines will

attain a weight of 200 g by the force. Then the translatory

horizontal velocity will increase 5 times. If, for example

in case of motors of ordinary weight, it (translatory hor

velocity) reached 200 _sec (720 km/hr), which in lighter

engines will be 1000 M/sec (3600 km/hr).

In such airplanes trans-Altantic flight may be

performed within 2-3 hours. This will be at a smaller

altitude, _rhere air, however, is 25 times rarer, than on

t i_esurface of the Altantic Ocean.

It is lIarmed from journal_ that the well@known

builder Framann is very busy with the high-altitude airplanes.

H_ hopes, that at an altitude of 6 kilometers, the velocity

of a stratoplane is doubled, while at an altitude of 12

kilometers, it is quadrupled. At an altitude of 6 kilometers,

the atmosphere is rarefied twice, while at an altitude of

12 kilometers quadrupled. Hence, even in the last case the

velocity may only be doubled com_oaredwith record velocity

and that too on the condition, that the specific weight of

the motor is diminished twice, or its weight and output are

increased twice. But doubling of the velocity is difficult

to expect in view of the complicatedness of the airplane

and the increased weight due to this.
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It is learned that in the year (1932) in England,

trans-Altantic flight is planned, suggested at an altitude

of 16 kilometers, with a velocity of 1250 Km/hr. (347 M/sec).

At an altitude of 16 kilometers, air becomes rarefied 6

times. So the velocity can be increased 2.5 times. But

a_ain 2.5 times more energy is required from the engine, while

the weight remains the same. If the record velocity for a

major distance is 1OO_i/sec (360 km/h_), then it is possible
,)

to attain on this velocity, 250 M/sec and not 347 M/sec .

Hence, this too is a dream for the time being. We shall not

here take into consideration the loading of the airplane due

to compressors and other complications connected _ith the

rarefaction of the air. But, without doubt, all this is

possible.

in my work ("Semi-reactive Stra!_op!ane") I have

propounded semi-reactive stratoplanes. They are also

complicated, but they will attain the desired success earlier

than the airplanes, although they cannot achieve Cosmic

velocity.

Astronautics is only a goal and is highly far-placed.

It is tempting, if we remember the oossibility of utilization

of the solar energy, which is two thousand million times more

The velocity of contemporary airplanes exceeds the velocity

of sound, i.e. 340 M/sec (Editors).
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than that which _ available as the share of our planet.

Before we reach this goal, we _mst cross a series of

stages. The first sta_e is the perfection of the common

airplane and the achievement of doubled or trebled velocity

at an altitude of 120-18 kilometers, where air is 4- 9 times

rarer. Then we sh_ll acquire a velocity of 200-300 l'_sec.

The trans-Atlantic flight will be cut down to 8-10 hours

(See my "New Airplane", 1929). After that semi-reactive

stratoplane will a oear. Its velocity may be such higher,

roughly up to 1000 M/sec. It will fly at an altitude of

23-24 kilometers, where the atmosphere is 100 times rarer,

I,)
than at the sea level . Flying from America to Europe will

be done in 2-3 hours.

No economic advantages will howew_ accrue :

theory shows, that on a unit distance one and the same mass

of fuel is spent. B_sides, such a device is very compli-

cated and costly. So that flight by this is expensive.

But time is saved and an altitude of up to 24 kilo_neters is

attained.

But this is still not the full truimph over the

str:_tosphere. A purell reactive device orovides the possibility

to penetr te still higher owing to its extreme simplicity and

") This does not ajree with the contemporary Standard of

the atmos?here (Editors).
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Fi_ure 4. Drawing of K.E. Tsiolkovskiy from the

manuscript "Album of Cosmic Voyages.

I) Path of the J_arth rocket on the mountains,
and of Cosmic one on the mountains and farther.

In practice the path is two times more steep.
2) View oi window8 of the rocket without the

shutter.

ti_e z_eserve of ox%$;en. What would be the maximum velocity

in practice in this ca_e is difficult to decide. But when

the velocity is more than one kfllometer in a second alre-udy

the centrifugal force besi s to be discovered, lightening the

weight of the rocket. If the velocity reaches up to 8 km/sec,

theu the projectile loses all its sr_vity and is carried beyond

the li_:lits :_f the atr_osphere. This is when the atmosphere

will b:_ vanquished and the Earth's _ruvitation is overcome.

Then the rocket on its spiral ascent wil fly in the vacuum like
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%

A

@

Drawing. of K._._ Tsiolkovsky from the manuscr_pt,"Album of

Cosmic Voyages".

(_)

(=)

(3)

Turning and rotation or the rocket by the rotation

of dise. Obtaining of any direction.

13. Stability of the rocket on its immobility and

swift rotation of two pairs of discs.

(Attenot of experi_lents in water or on the pendant).

eooooooooOO..Ooooo@
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the '_oon, at a small distance from (the _arth).

?:ankind will not remain on the _arth eternally,

but will force its way out beyond to the worlds

of space, at first it will timidly pierce beyond

the limits of atmosphere and later will conquer

for itself nearly all the solar space.

Inscription on the memorial obelisk on the grave of K.E.

Tsiolkovskiy at KALUGA (facsimile of K.E.Tsiolkovsky,

1911).

However, one can hardly count on the achievement of

the first Cosmic velocity without several auxiliary means.

Auxiliary means consist in the following.

I) The preliminary momentum of the rocket along the

specially equipped, solid and ascending pathway (fig. 4), it

(rocket) does not consume fuel but utilizes energy, acquired

from special _rections on the sides of the pathway (for

example, tramway).

2) A multi-rocket train, flying in the atmosphere,

only one of the constituent rockets acquires the maximum velocity

and flies away from the atmosphere, while the remaining ones
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return to the Earth (see, my article, _'Cosmic Rocket !rains",

1929).

3) Conveying the energy to the alre_ y flying rocket

from the Earth through material or "non-material" wires (for

,)
example a stream of radiant energy) .

Having acquired possibly the large velocity, the rocket

eontinues to increase it with the help of its own energy, i.e.

by means of explosion of the stored fuel.

What advants_ies accrue and what potency man acquires

on overcoming the gravitation and ou conquering the solar

system etc are described in my book "Aims of Astronautics"

1929.

Possession of solar energy, fruitlessly going away at

the moment in the atmosphere, is still not the conquerimg of

Moon or planets. Even lading on our Moon, on multifarious

reasons appears, a complicated and difficult task• So far

as large planets are concerned it is for the time being early

even to think.

Asteroids are very accessible, still more accessible

are the celestial bodies of smaller dimensions. They will be

the first _chievements of the astronauts.

*) As practice has shown, paragraphs I and 3 have become

redundant (Editors).
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When will all this take place?

Not even one wise man is in a position to foresee

it. Even if we take into consideration the mad swiftness

of the progress of science and technology of the present

era, even then, probably, we have to wait tens of years, if

not hundreds.

Besides, the swiftness of the growth of progress

is a dimension, still not known. It is possible that the

indicated time may be cut down, although_e think on the

centrary.

Originally printed in the journal, "In Battle for

Technology", August. 1932, No. 15-16 under the caption,

"Theory of Reactive Motion" We have left the caption of the

manuscript. (Editors).

iifL, i J
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FUEL FOR THE ROCKET.

(1932-1933).

In essence, there is no defined border between the

process of explosion of a substance and the simple combustion.

In fact one or the other is more or less quick chemical com-

bination. Combustion is slow combination, explosion is swift

combustion.

Similarly we can see smouldering, corrosion and slow

oxidization or iu general every slow chemical reaction. In

short, the difference in all these phenomena is purely quan-

titative.

We shall observe that the energy of explosive subs-

tances in a unit of their mass is even much less, than the

energy, liberated by a unit of mass of the fuel. Similarly in

the economic relationship fuels are more advantageous than

the explosive substance, since the latter _re much more costly

and their utilization is much more difficult.

Economically, we do not know how to do it, for the

ti_Je being. All the experiments with the rockets. Automobi-

les, hydrogliders, sleighs, and gliders have great importance

only from the point of view of study and preparation for th_

stratoplane and astroplane.
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What then are the advantages that the explosive

substances have? T_e great advantages are none of the eco-

nomic ones though.

In fact, the explosive substances during a short

interval of tine release monstrous energy, because the che-

mical combination of the mixin_ elements of combustion, takes

place instantaneously.

Let us suppose, that o_e kilogram carbon burns in a

second, whilst one ton of the explosive substance may burn in

that very second. If at the same time as is usual, flying

products are obtained, then they can acquire a velocity several

kilometers per second. Their energy of motion may be utilized

by turbine_ although practical solution of this problem has

'istill been insufficiently found. We believe, how@vet, that

the future of the rocket engines must be bright.

We rely on the fact, that the flying products of

explosion ex[_anding in the artificial or natural vacuum (out-
t

side the atmosphere), convert all their energy into motion.

Therefore the percentage of utilization of heat may be higher

than anywhere else. Besides, we h ve the rapidity of combus-

tion and the oonsideraole release of work in a second (energy_.

The energy of the explosive substances is immedia-

tely utilized for the firing of cannons and the destruction
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of solid masses (for example, granite rock). In a split

portion of a second they i_npart great velocity to the cannon

ball, developing (on an average) several million horse power.

In that very split portion of a second, they generate power-

ful energy of smashing the stone masses.

The rocket devices functioning directly (rockets)

can similarly i_part _reat force to the projectiles and

vehicles on the condition of their velocity being several

kilometers in a second. But this velocity is not possible in

the lower strata of the atmosphere, because this is hindered

by the resistance of the air. Only in the extremely rarefied

layers of the atmosphere such a velocity and advantageous

utilization are possible.

A t the proper time, we shall disprove thetmost

widespread fallacy, that in the uppermost rarefied strata of

the atmosphere, Cosmic velocity is possible with the usual

energy of the engine. Even in the year 1895 in my published

.)
works . I had found, that t_e required power of the engine,

weight of which being constant, in the most favorable rarefied

stratum is proportional to the velocity of the airplane. For

example:

I) Density of the atmosphere I I/4 I/9 1/16 1/25

_) K.E. Tsiolkovskiy "Airplane or Birdlike (Aviational) flying

machine. Collection of Works Vol I Academy of Sciences of the

_.S.S.R., 1951 (Editors).
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2) Velocity 1 2 3 4 5

3) Required power. 1 2 3 4 5

Here the velocity of the horizontal flight, during

the _light on the Earth, has been taken as unity; the output

of the engine at the same time is also taken as unity. In the

unchanged density of the air this capacity is proportional

to the cube of the velocit:_, i.e. this capacity, grows in the

numerical ratio of 1,8,27 64 and so on. This w_s confirmed

by the American scientist Korvin- Krukovsky within 35 years.

Difficulties during the flight indue stratosphere

are great, but they can be overcome, utilizing precisely

the monstrous force of the combustible substances.

Strictly speaking in each fa_ there takes place

a continuous combustion-explosion especially where atomizers

are employed. However, in the ordinary steam engine or

turbine, this e_%plosion is not directly used. Only the heat

obtained is used. Wi_en we have cheao fuel, like peat or coal

_ith unsuitable !_!ixtur_s, and n_achines are not constr_ined

with weight, then it is very economical. But in case of a

locomotive the fuel is pure and expensive and therefore there

is less economy here. It is evident that the tendency is to
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switch over to explosion motors (benzene an_ diesel-l;_otors)

or to electrical ones.

We have a second case in i_ternal combustion engines.

Here force of explosion is made use of and therefore these

engines are more accurately called explosion engines. Their

advantages are: enorl_ious energy, economic utilization of the

fuel and the fact that its reserve is small. Disadvantages:

more purified and expensive fuel. In both the cases, oxy_en

costing nothing (from air) is utilized.

Reactive automobiles, hydro-gliders, sleighs, air-

planes, stratop!anes and astroplanes utilize the oxygen stored

earlier or other component, required for combustion. The

aim is to obtain enormous energy in a short time. There may

be two methods.

I) Oxygen compone_t or its substihute may be mixed

earlier with the cor_,bustible part (for example, powder). Till

this ti_e for the motion or flight of people, only ready-

made explosive substances were employed.

_he advantages of this _ethod are the following:

arbitrarily quick release of energy and the siruplicity in the

design of the engine. Disadvantages are very many, namely:

danger of general explosion of the entire reserve (death of

_illini and others), loadin_ the machine with the weight of
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wlt._ the wei_htoxygen coi_pounds or liquid oxygen, loading " _ .

of pipes, stuffed with explosive suOstance and withstanding

immense pressure of the escaping compressed products of com-

bustion (due to this the pipes must be strong and heavy),

in case of small velocities, available in the lower strata of

the atmosphere, lower percentage of utilization of chemical

energy, and expensiveness of explosive substances.

2) In the second method the oxygen compound iB sepa-

rated, fro_ the combustible ones. The components co_nbine

gradually, as in aviatio_ engines, only oxygen is not taken

directly from the a_. Dan_er of general explosion is not

there. Burdensomeness by heavy pipes is the same. B_t the

durable advantages remaih.

What forces us _o have recourse to the stored oxygen?

On very high altitudes, in extraordinarily rarefied air or

still higher, beyon_ the atmosphere, in t_vacuum, we shall

require the reserve of oxygen combination, because to extract

oxygen from the atmosphere is practically impossible, while

i_ the vacuum it (oxylen) does not exist.

There it is possible to achieve large velocities as

utilization of chemical energy may be highly substantial.

Only the disadvantages will remain: Overloading by the weight

of oxygen and its expensiveness or that of its compounds.

But the following can_rve as the ele_ents of explosion: cheep
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petroleum (fuel und liquid oxy en or its combinations, for

example, liquid nitrogen tetroxide (N204). This is not so

coB_ly. The distribution of the components of explosion is

accomplished in practice in small flying devices (without

pe_pl_ ). The aff&ir, evidently, is progressing. But these

devices have other shortcomings, pointed out by me in the

journal "Airplane" (1932) • ./therefore they also furnish

insignificant results.

SELECTIONO}_COI_°ONE]!TSOF EXPLOSION.

Here we assume the access to very rarefied strata of

air, when extraction of oxygen from it (airs is difficult.

Components of explosive substances for rocket motion

must possess the following properties.

I) For a unit of their mass, they must release

maximum work on combustion.

2) They must on combination provide gases or volatile

liquids, reverting to vapors on heating.

3) 2hey must develop on combustion possibly low

temperature so as not to burn or melt the combustion chamber.

4) They must occup_ 7 a small volume i.e. must have large

density.

*) In the article "Reactive Motion (propulsion) and its

Successes", journal, "Airplane", 1932 No. 6.
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5) They must be liquids and get mixed up easily. The

use of powders _s complicated.

6) They can also be gaseous, but should have high

critical temperature and low critical pressure so that it is

conveinent to use then in liquefied form. The liquefied

gases are in general not fit due to their low temperature,

because they absorb heat for their own heating. The_ their

use is combined with the losses due to evaporation and the

danger of explosion, similarly costly chemically unstable,

or products difficult to obtain are not fit.

Let us cite examples. Hydrogen and oxygen, for
,fl

example, satisfy all conditions, besides those pointed out

in points 4 and 6). In fact, liquid hy_rogen is 14 times

lighter than water (its densLity is 0.07) and therefore not

fit, because it occupies a large volume. Then the critical

temperature of hydrogen is equal to 234 ° below zero, and of

ox_ Ten 119 ° below zero. Carbon alone is not fit on account

of its solid state. Silicon, aluminum, calcium and o_her

su _stances are not suitable, not onlj for their solid state

but also because they furnish alon_ with oxy_en non-volatile

products. Ozone is not fit because it is costly and chemically

unstable. Its boiling point is 106 ° below zero (Centigrade).

Majority of simple and complicated substances are not suitable

bec_use they rele_se less energy o_ combination for unit

products.
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Which subst:_nce are suitable ? Here the v are .

I) Simple or complicated, but havin_ liquid state on

ordinar F or not very low temperaturem and density not far from

the density of water. It means, it is possible to admit

liquefied _ases, but having low critical t_mperature.

2) Releasing maximum work for a unit of obtained

products. Such are several slightly exogenous and in parti-

cular endogenous combinations. (Thelast ones on decomposition

do not absorb, huh release heat and therefore are particuiarly

fit).

3) Inexpensive and chemically stable.

4) Providing volatile products on combustion:

gases or vapors.

The most energetic constituent parts of explosion,

furnishing volatile products, -- are hydrozen and oxygen •

On the fori_ation of aqueous vapor, 3233 calories are

i_eleased for each kilograms. Such a combustion is of light

metals- lithium, aluminum , macnesium, as well as silicon and

boron, which gives considerably large amount of heat viz. from

3400 to 5100 calories,. However, these materials are not

suitable in view of the non-valatility of products.
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3ut in isolated form hilfdro_en and oxyTen are not fit for

the tiz]e bein[_. The best of all is to change them with unstable

compounds of other components,

So that we shall have hydrogen compounds instead of

hydrogen, and instead of oxygen- oxygen compounds. The

most suitable for combustion in oxygen are hydrocarbons.

And hydrogen _d carbon on combination with oxygen give volatile

products. Hydrogen on combination with oxyi_en, for a unit mass

of products, gives more energy, thah carbon,. Precisely

hydrogen gives from 3233 (vapors) to 3833 (Water), while carbon

2136 calories. (All the subsequent nu_bers ex_res_ed in small

calories are for I g or for I gram-molecule of the substance).

Therefore hydro carbon release on combumtion, more energy,

if the percentage of hydrogen is higher.

Such are the saturated hydrocarbons. The simplest

of them is mtthane CH4, or the marsh gas. It contains small

percentage of hydrogen (25%). But it must be kept in view that

the majority of these compounds are exagenous, i.e. on their

formation, heat is released. When these compounds burn in

oxygen then they must dissociate into H 2 and 02, otherwise

heat is absorbed back. Besides that liquefied methane has low

boiling point (-82°C) and therefore not fit.

But we shall calculate its energy of explosion. One

part of carbon requires two parts oxy_en. At the same time,
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94,OOOcalories are released per one _ram-molecule (mole).

Four oarts of h_drogen require two parts of oxygen with the

release of 116000 calormes per 36g. Eighty g release in all

210000 calories. But the preliminary dissociation of CH4

requires 18,500 calories per 16g (gram molecule). This leaves

191500 calories for 80 g. Weshall get 2394 calories per one

gram of products.

Amongst the hydrocarbons there is one which holds

a lower percentage (12.2%) of hydrogen, but it is formed

with the absorption of heat (endogenous compound). This is

ethylene (C2H4). We shall find it more suitable. In fact,

two parts of carbon require four parts of oxygen 188,OOO

calories are released per 89g. Four parts of hydrogen need

two parts of Oxygen and 116,OOOcalories (vapor) are libe-
z

rated per 36g. It means, 304,000 calories are released by

124g. But on dissociation, C2H 4 releases back the earlier

absorbed 15400 T :alories for 28g (mole), So that in all we shall

receive 319400 calories. This is for 124 g. We shall obtain

2576 calories per one g of products. This is slightly

larger than from methane. Ethylene liquefies easily, since

its critical temperature is IO°C and the critical pressure is

52 atmospheres. Ethylene is easily obtained from ethyl alcohol

or ether on their passing through clay balls, heated up to 300-

400°C. It follows that ethylene is more suitable than marsh

gas (methane).
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Now we shall e;:amine benzene C6H6. As a liquid

sufficiently 4ense, it is most suitable for the rocket. But

it contains only 8%of hyd;_ogen, ghat is its energy per uuit

of mass of products on its chemical combination with oxygen?

On formation it liberates, per one mole (gram molecule or

78g) a total of only 102,O00 calories. Nevertheless, we

shall maheoa_ula_i_. C6 requires 02 and H6 needs 03 • This

means that 738000 calories are liberated oer 318g of the

products. Deducting from here the absorpti_n (of heat) for

dissociation of C6H6, we shall get 727, 800 calories. This

is for 318g. Per one g of products we shall find 2289

calories. This is a little less than ethylene gives, but for

t_at we have a liquid of ordinary boiling point with very

low pressure of its vapors.

Acetylene C2H2 oR"the same percentaiTe composition,

in the capacity of a gas, is not convenient. Besides this

Q_g_ combination releases much more heat on its formation,

than benzene, about 18 times. It means, that it absorbs more

on combustion also. Besides the more the Carbon in the hydro-

carbon, the higher is the temperature of dissociation, and

consequently, the temperature of combustion. Liquefied

hydrogen, is the best of all, but its obtaining and preser-

vation is difficult, in addition to the enormous volume

(it occupies).
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We now quote the data about the heat of combustion

of spirits, ether and turpentine.

Methyl Alcohol ....................

Ethyl Alcohol .....................

Ether (Ch4 016) ...................

Turpentine CIoHI_ ..................

2123 calories

2327 "

2512 "

2527 "

Here are shown the quantity of liberated calories

per unit of combustion products. It is evident, that these

fuels cannot be ignored.

In our calculations we suppose oxygen to be lique-

fied. This presents great inconvenience. Ozone is chemi-

cally unstable and practically inaccessible. Therefore, we

shall pay attention to the oxygen compounds.

The oxy_en compounds of nitrogen are interesting.

We count the most suitable for us. Endojenous :_seous

compound, nitrous oxide I_20, is not suit_ble, because it contains

a larcer percentaje of nitrogen. The same we can see about the

endo_enous compound _itric oxide NO. The hhird compound,

nitrogen tetroxide (N204) is a rather brown stable liquid, Its

forma ion (synthesis) is accompamied by a sli_iht release of

heat. It is chemicalli> _ rather stable (up to 500°C) and is
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very d,_nse (1.49), which makes it highly suitable, it is

a strong oxidizer hnt covering of the tanks, pipes valves and

others by gold, platinum, iridium and other non o:<idizing

substances or alloys protects the machines from corrosion.

The fifth compound is nitric anhydride or nitrogen

pentoxide (N205). It contains somewhat less nitrogen, but

it is inconvenient due to its chemical instability.

Let us now consider NO 2. This compound can fully

replace oxygen, but it is burdened with nitrogen. This

decreases the velocity of the exit of gaseous _roducts of

combustion, because it increases their mass. We have taken

into consideration benzene. Its gram molecule is 78. We

have seen, that 78g of this substance requires, for its

complete combustion, 240g of oxygen. The weight of products

on combustion in pure oxygen is equal to 318g. But we have

No 2 instead of oxygen. Here IO5g of nitrogen are added.

The products consequently will be 423. This quantity is larger

by 423:318=1.331 times. Due to the increase of the mass of

products of combustion, their exit velocity (speed) decreases

by 1.15 i.e. _it constitutes 87%. For example, instead of

6000 i/sec, it will be 5220 M/sec. The energy of explosion

for Ig products will comprise 1721 calories.

Perhaps, we shall be asked: what about nitroglycerine,

pyroxylin and others, do not they give more energy? Alas_
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much less, as it is seen from the follo_ng table. In it

is shown the heat of formation of several substances per one

_ram of products in small calories. We shall choose the most

energetic explosive substances.

Aluminum with AmmonumNitrate -- 1480 calories

Powder Smoky and Smokeless ...... from 720 to 960 cal.

Witroglycerine Powder ........... up to 1195 cal.

Nitroglycerine .................. 1475 calories.

Dinitrobenzene with nitric acid ..1480 "

Picric Acid ..................... 750 "

Mercury fulminate .............. . 350 "

These re_dy-made explosive substances are impossible

to be employed owing to the danger of unexpected explosion of

the entire mass, even besides their low energy.

We summarise what has been discu_;sed above.

1) ifydrogen is unsuitable due to its low density and

the difficulty of storage in liquid form.

2) Liquefied methane CH 4 with liquid oxygen yields

2394 calories and is not suitable owing to its low boiling

point.
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3) Olefiaut 6_as, or ethylene C2H % with 02 yields

2576 calories.

This mixture is more suitable, since ethylene has the

critical tem oerature, equal to 10°0.

4) Benzene C6H 6 with oxygen yields 2289 c_lories.

Ti_e magnitude of energy here is less, convenient the fact

that on normal temperature benzene is a liquid makes it _se .

Suitable are also the mixtures of liquid hydrocarbons with

high boiling point (Kerosene and others), all the more so

0ecause they are cheap (petroleum_ naphtha).

5) _he employment of liquid oxygen presents some

inconvenience due to storage difficulties,

::6) The most suit _ble is the replacement of oxygen

by nitrogen peroxide No 2. This is _ brown, chemically stable

liquid, denser than water. On its cgmbination with benzene

1721 calories are released oer unit product.

_}lese two liquids are most suitable for the roc%et.

But the parts of the machine m_st be protected from the

oxidizing effect of No 2. This energy (1721 calories)is_

small, but greater, thai_ the energy of the best powder and

the most terrible explosive substances (nitroglycerine).

Besides, the latter are ex_ensive and dangerous in use.
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Similarly suitable are spirits (alchohols) and sufuric

ether. We append one more relationship, between the heat

of combustion and the corresponding velocity of the products

of combustion in ideal conditions, i.e. in the vacuum and when

the nozzles (barrels) are very long.

1) Heat kilocalories ...... 10OO 1500 2000 2500 3000

2) Speed of Flow M/sec .... 2900 3600 4200 4600 51OO

On the use of ether, we shall get a velocity of 4630 M/sec.

In this last case, on horizontal motion on rails or in the absence

of gravity and resistance of the medium, we shall obtain the

following final velocities of the proSectiles for different ratios

of the weight of fuel to the weight of the projectile with all its

contents, except fuel and oxygen.

1) Rati@ @f weight of fuel to the weight of the

structure. 1 2 3 4 5

2) Maximum velocity, M/sec. 3500 5000 6500 7700 8600

3) Ratio of the weight of fuel to the weight of the

structure. 6 7 8 9 10

4) Maximum velocity, M/sec. 9500 10 100 10 700 11 100 11 300

It means that with a five-fold ratio, it is possible to

become a satellite of the Earth, while with a ten-fold-a satellite

of the Sun, because detachment of the projectile from the Earth

will take place and its settling into the orbit of our planet.

Originally printed in the collection of T.S. Osoaviakhim

"Reactive Motion" No. 2 1936 whereas handed in the editorial

office on March 9, 1934.
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Astrooiane with machines

preceding_it. (1933)

Steam 2urbinesp Deficiency of Steam Turbines.

At first the turbine was simple: it and only a steam

boiler, nozzle and one disc with vanes (blades). The utili-

zation of energy was very slight, while the speed of rotation

• <{J

Ke__:

FIGURE I.

1)i{ew steam Turbine 2ransverse Cross-section.

2) Fig. I. Scheme.

3) Steam boiler.

4) Steam current.

5) u!ti-disc turbine.

6) Condenser.

...@me.oo.e...o..a..
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w_ enormous imoracticable _nd dangerous. Afterwards the.._S ,

condenser w_s enlarged, so that on _o_n_ side of the vanes

(blades) there was steam pressure and oll the other, almost

_T • •

vacuum, utlllzatlon of energy was increased.

At last, multi-disc turbines were de ised with

intermediat: stationary discs, on which similarly were ins-

talled stator blades (diaphragma)/ T_is was _n ingenious

S

addition (fi i. 1) .

We silall discuss the significonce of the movable and

immovable discs, which are designed almost identical. We

are leaving out the details. The discs are, as if installed

on the working-shaft _d all this enclosed in a common cylinder.

FIGURE 2.

Ke_s." I) i_oving 2) i:: _ovable (fixed) 3) ii_,r_g Vanes (blades)

4) August "1933- K.E.'-'siolkovskiy _) Axle of 2urbine

In this ur_ulole aregiven drawin:_s•• made by K.E.Tsiolkovsky.
(Editors).
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The odd _iscs rotate alon_7 with the shaft, and even ones are

not attached to it, but to the cylinder and are, therefore,

stationary. (For brevity we give :_ simplified account.)

Imagine a longitudinal cross-section normal to the

discs. We shall _et a number of wavy smooth curves (fig. 2).

This is not quite exact, but for an explanation it is

sufficient, particularly if the speed of vapors is extraordina-

rily great. The o_d figures denote the crosss-section of

movable disc vanes (blades), while the even ones are the

same for fixe_l wanes (blades). The moving blades (vanes)

are cross-hatched (shaded). The steam, enterin_ alon_7 a large

number of curved, channels, behween the vanes (blades) of

the first moving disc, and sets it into rotational motion,

losing a part of its velocity and working at the expense of the

energy of its motion. Afterwards, the steam entering between

the stationary vanes (blades) of the first diaphragm, strai-

ghtens itself_ aoquiring motion almost along the axis of the

main shaft or along the cylinder, holdin_ the discs. Farther,

the steam strikes, although with a small speed, the moving

vanes (blades) of the second] disc, performiug the work and

losing a part of its speed. Thus the work continues until

the she_m loses larger part of its speed.

Passini_ through all the discs, it condenses in the

condenser, forming water. All this is much r_ore complicated: and
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the discs, and diaphragms are not resem_iing and gradually

change. Sut we shall not Co into the known details and cal-

culations.

The multi-disc turbines furnish means to utilize

all speeds of steam, which cannot be said about the one-disc

type turbine. In the one-disc turbine, a larger oart of the

kinetic ener_y is lost f_uitlessly. The poi_t is, that the

circumferential (maximum) speed of the vanes or disc is fully

specific (definite) and cannot exceed approximately 300 14/sec,

no matter what material is ued. For the optimum utilization

of the kinetic energy of gas, it is necessary that the speed

of vanes is not less than one third of the speed of _eam. Of

course, if its speed is low, for example 600 M/sec, then good

utilization is possible even with the one-disc Laval turbine.

The only inconvenience is in the dangerous speed of rotation

and the impracticability of its application to electrical

generators and for other purposes where speed required is

generally low. If the speed of steam or gas, for esample,

is equal to 2-5 km/sec, then almost the entire kinetic energy

is lost, since the circumferential (peripheral) speed of the

vanes cannot exceed 200-300 meters per second.

It is a different matter if there is a multi-disc

turbine. Devising v nes of small curvature, we can acquire

any desirable small velocity of vanes (blades), no matter
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waat the speed of steam or gas is, and simultaneously a very

large utilization_of heat. Only, the greater the speed of

steam andthe lower desired speed of vanes (blades), the

larger the number discs and the diaphragm must be.

i see some drawbacks of the multi-disc turbines.

count them.

However,

l shall

I) The speed, emerging from the boilers_of comp-

ressed steam, may exceed 500-600 M/sec. On a different

design of the turbine it could be made to reach up to 2000

M/sec. The energy of this motion (kinetic energy) will be

16 times more.

2) The temperature of steam emerging from the nozzles

is too high (300-400°C) and affects harmfully the discs and

cylinder.

3) The steam, having condensed in the condensers,

liberates uselessly the energy, consumed in its formation.

4) Only a small area of discs is employed because the

steam flows out of several narrow nozzles.

We shall indicate means to eliminate these deficien-

cies, the chief_:of which i_ the low utilization of the heat

energy, or the fuel.
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Desi_sn of m,_I turbind.

The turbine that I have proposed has the following

design (See fig 1 in which it has been schematically shown

in longitudinal cross-section).

Steam from the boilers does not flow directly to the

disc blade with a low speed, but flows before, through the

conical pipe. Expanding and cooling, it acquires from its _:

a velocity up to 2000 M/sec. In the process it _ets lique-

fied, and in the exoanded portion we already have no flow

of steam, but a current of drops, moving three times as fact

as bullets and cannon balls. In this way, almost the entire

heat and the latent heat of evaporation are converted into

kinetic energy.

This stream flows on _ of the area of the first disc,

and afterwards on the remaining discs, until it 10_se_almbst

all its Telocity. The utilization of the fuel will be enor-

mous, the function of the condenser will be reduced to zero.

Actually, there is not even an_{ need for very high

pressures of steam. This reduces very much the wei[ht and

increases the softey of steam boilers. Nevertheless, high

pressure is useful because it reduces the dimensions of the

conical pipe. It is particularly useful in the absence of a

condenser (in an atmosphere of high pressure).
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St_eam_Surbi!_.3_ without - :j3oiler ond Condenser.

f ,_ familiarturbiue _entioned by me has a large

specific wei?;ht, i.e. weight per horseoower: the boiler...,

and condensers are terribly he:_vy ' _'or thi:_; re :son such turbi-

nes are not suit,ble for dirizlol s, air:olanes, stratop!anes,

automobiles -- in _Teneral, there, where high po:,er with low

weight is required.

We can avoid condensers on high initial steam pressure

in boilers. 2he lower the steam pressure relative to the outer

at_]osoheric pre sure, the more we lose in fuel utilization.

It means theft an altitudes, the utilization of fuel will be

greater, as we ascend: higher, i.e. - as the atmosphere becomes

rarer. Tilerefore, the employment of devices without condensers

for use in strato_)l_nes i= advanta:3eous.

However, the boilers will remain and the whole thing

will become unsuitable. Is there any way of _ettin S rid of

boilers? (Nevertheless, the boilers may be made lighter, if

the external atmospheric pressure is lower).

Fig. 3 shows the design of a powerful engine with a

low specific weight. Here we store not only fuel (petroleum)

but also oxygen.in liquid form or its compound.
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FI GU _._E___

I) 02 or NO 2 2) Petroleum (oil)

3) Pumps 4) i'iotor (engine) 5) Steam-cure-

gas furbine 6) Fig. 3- Engine of small

specific weight. Longitudinal Cross-section.

Scheme. August 1935. K. Esiolkovskiy.

_lllOlOJllOJ_OJlOOlO

Oxygen may be impure i.e. with a considerable mixture of

nitrogen. The deraand for liquid oxy{_en is still small and

therefore it has considerable price at present. It is emplsyed

for all kinds o i light weight motors and also with a large

mixt _re of nitrogen, tile price will fall dowm considerably and

it will uot De more expensive than petroleum. Petroleum and

liquid oxyrgen are pumped in simultaneously by means of pumps
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and an engine, into a special chamber (carburettor), located

at the be_inning of the conical pipe. Here these components

get mixed up by means of a special "lattice" and produce

continuous combustion and the temperature rises up to 3000 ° .

Carbon dioxide gas is formed and also water vapor,

having immense pressure of several thousand atmospheres. Both

expending in the pipe, and coolin_i due to it, acquire larger

and larger speed which at the end of the pipe reaches up to

4000 M/sec. This impetuous and, at the end, gaseous stream with

mixture of water vapor and water drops strikes the blades of

movin_ and stationary discs and is converted into the work of

rotation.

The oxygen compound cools the petroleum, and the

petroleum, circulating around the conical nine and the carbu-

rettor, cools this combustion chamber and prevents thereby its

melting, burning and destruction. Besides, the steel pipe,

heated up on the carburettor, tr_nsfers its he_t, by me_ns of

conduction, to the colder parts of the_pipe, constituting the

continuation o_t_he _iXingchamber and in this manner it is cooled

more.

_2he overloading of the motor here takes place only

due to the liquid oxy_en compound. In case of benzene (C6H 6)

anJ_ oxygen (02) , the mass of the latter will be almost 3 times

more titan theft of the fuel (See _'Cosmic Roci_et). experimental

preparation", 1927).
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In case of other hydrocarbons and a lmrge mixture

of nitrogen, this ratio may increase to 4. But, on the one

hand such a fuel as coal, is 3-4 times less efficient _han

petroleum so that its reserve will hardly exceed the reserve

Of_petroleum along with oxygen; on the other hand, during

flight in the stratosphere it is much simpler to store oxygen

than to extract it from the rare atmosphere, and then to

cool and condense it.

If the pressure is not very large in the carburettor

then it is possible to make continuous pumping of fuel or the

oxygen compound. If it is maximum (which is more advantageous

in matters of the economy of weight and the utilization of fuel

in the dense atmosphere), then the work of pumpin_ will be

excessively great. Then it is more convenient to employ inter-

:_ittent pumping of the components of explosion with the help

of piston pumps. In this case we shall get a series of blank

volleys (shots). It is in the brief intervals between them

that injection (pumping) takes place with the least expenditure

of energy. T1_e vanes of discs will be su_jected to the varying

pressure of gas flow, which compels them to become stronger.

Out of oxygen compound_ the most advantageous is the

brown, chemically stable liquid _ nitrogen tetroxide (NO2).

The motor, pumping the components of explosion into

the carburettor, may, of course, borrow its work from the
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turbine through special transmission, but may be independent,

which is more convenient. The best is the explosion motor,

bom_owing energy from the components of explosion. The

productsiare_ejected_in$o the general pipe and ezA1ancereactive

action.

_A2olication of the above mentioned turbine

to the Str_toplane.

The design of such a type of high altitude airplane

(str_toplane) in longitudinal cross-section has been depicted

(schematically) in fig. 4.

The middle part of the body with win_s is occupied

by the above-mentioned motor. It sets into motion an air-screw

(propeller). The latter sucks in air on the right and pushes

it to the left. Due to this, the device moves f_om left to

right (See arrows outside the body, indicating the direction

of motion of the ship). The recoil (re_ction) of the exhaus-

ted gaseous stre_m al_o helps in this motion. It is the grea-

ter, the le_ser the turbine uses the motion of the steam-cum-zas

flow. On lar_;e velocities achieved by the stratoplane at

altitudes the work of recoil is more ii_portant, than the work

of the air-screw. Below, in the dense layers of the atmosphere,

it is the contrary. Therefore, flyin; at low altitudes, the

air-screw must work more, while iu tho rarefie_" layers (strata),
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FI UR 

Keys: 1) Stratoplane. Longitudinal Cross-section.

Scheme of August 1933. K. _siolkovskiy.

2) Winjs 3) Air 4) Air of:the Atmosphere.

5) Atmospheric Air. 6) Petroleum.

7) People 8) i_otor 9) Pumps 10) 02 or No 2.

..oo.ooooooooooooo.o

recoil must _e used at high speeds.

The higher the velocity of the stratoplane, the

smaller must be the end holes of the body hull). Otherwise

the air-screw will be shattered due to the centrifugal force

,)
(See my "Semi_Reactive Stratoplane" 1932 )

*) K.E. T_iolkovskiy, Collected Works, Vol. II. Academy of

Sciences of the USSR, _ioscow, 1954 (Editors).
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FIGU]_E >.

I) Wings 2) 7_ or NO_ Oxy:Ten compound.
3) Rudders _. Petroleum. 5) Pumps.

6) iiotor (engine) 7) People 8) Windows.

9) Fii- 5- A_troplane. Longitudinal Cross-section.

Scheme of AuE_ust 1933- K. Tsiolkovskiy.

On the right side of the motor, at the rear, we see

a closed (sealed)place cabin with an oxygen atmosphere or with

ordinary air of invariable density. This is the cabin for

passengers. It is necessary at high altitudes with a very

rarefie_ stratum of air.
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Observation of the environment can b,_ made through

several special optical tubes (periscopes).

Note: 1. The last moving disc of the turbine with

vanes (blades) curves the stream. The large air-screw

similarly twists the stream. This can be counteracted by two

direction rudders, by means of their unequal inclination.

It is possible to place a special stationary diaphragm against

the air-screw, similar to it (the air-screw), only wi_h

opposite (verse_) curvature of the vanes (blades). It will

straighten the flow, and this will thus eliminate the rota-

tion of the stratoplane around its longitudinal axis. This

diaphragm has not been shown in the dr:_wing.

i4ote: 2. My battery-operated X: s compressor is

designed on the pattern of the turbine.

AS2ROPLANE.

The above-mentioned semi-reactive airplane of consi-

derable dimensio;_s can now a ourelF reactive device (astroplane)

to the possibly large height. Zhen the astroplane, left to

it self, will start its purel} _ reactive motor and will rush

out of the atmosphere, i17y_stroplaue has repe_tedl?_ been

described in the press, and therefore we refer the reader to

,)
these descriptions • Here i jive, however, its simplifTiod

_) See, "Investigations of Outer Spaces by i_e<ctive Devices",

1926 (Editors).
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FIGURE 6.

Keys: I) 02 or _O 2 2) People 3) Pumps

4) Pipe 5) Fig. 6. Astroplane transverse

cross-section, scheme of August 1933.

K. Tsiolkovskiy.

drawing (fig 5)- 2his is the longitudinal cross-section

of the device.

If we are to eliminate from fig. 4 the turbine

along with the mir-screw mnd the outer j&cket (cmsing) mleng

with atmospheric air, then we shall get an astroplane, or a

purely reactive flyin G a_paratus. The drawing can be

P
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understood without any description. The wings are flat.

2hey are useful before flying out of the atmos_here and
o

particularly on landing in the air without explosion and

fuel. Several quartzitic windows are located in the front.

The lateral cavities on the walls are occupied by oxygen

(02) or it8 compound with nitrogen (N02). Towards the rear

are three rudders: of direction, altitude and stability.

All the three have particular and independent drives. Fig. 6

depicts the very same ;machine in transverse cross-section.
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Projectiles apquirin_ Cosmic Velocities
on dry land or on water.

(1933).

I. These projectiles have great advantage vis-a-vis

those, which must acquire this velocity at an Altitude without

links with the terrestrial installations, namely:

a) they can make use of electrical energy, obtained

from outside (i.e. from stationary terrestrial installations,

as a tram);

b) in prostrate guns it is possible to make use of

the elasticity of gases warmed un by electricity;

c) these installations may serve co tinuously for the

despatch of a r_lajority of projectiles beyond the atmosphere;

d) for the movement of the projectile in the pipe,

it is advisable to create a vacuum in it: the long pathway of

the projectile, o: course, is horizontal or slightly inclined,

bordering the ground, and does not rise to an altitude as

a tower;

e) the projectiles are launched without _ore of the

reserve of t_explosion components.

The main a<_vnata_Te consists in acquiring3 of any form

of ener_y b_ the projectile and the possibility of t,chievement
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b _ it of the cosmic speed.

2. 2hese devices lave man deficiencie i_ comparison

with the re:=ctive devices. T)_e lather rep_esents the first

stage, while the fo:_mer the subsequent ones.

What types of deficiencies are there, are listed below:

a) Ue shall need a oarticular pathway (pipe) with a

length up to 1000 Km and it is known to be ,,ery costly.

b) ._econ<]ary fixed sources of energy are needed,

as, for e:<ample, electric i:enerators, compressors etc.

c) The length of the projectiles from 40 to !i00 or

more meters is required (in good form, as may be supposed),

otherwise acquiring of cosmic velocities is impossible.

d) the projectile_ while still i_ the dense layers

(stomata) of the air, acquires Cosmic velocity and therefore

experiences more resistance of the medium.

In general, the obstacles are in complication,

magnitude and expensiveness of these installations. But they

:_re possible. It is necessary, so that the people were

convinced of the possibility of achieving of Cosmic velocities

and of the incompar ble advantages of existence beyond the

atmosphere, away from the 7]arth.
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_L

3) .li£<her veiocities are possible only in the condition

of oblongness of the projectile fl?/in_ or _noving on the 9/arth.

We shall make use of my work "Pressure on Flat Surfaces _' 1930.

iWe a2e quotln] paint o_:one of the tables,

• Velocity Km/sec.

1.2 1.5 1.8 2.4 3 4.5 6

4 5 6 8 qO 15 2O

£

Let us assume, that we can a_hieve a velocity of only

I K,/sec on four-fold oblo _gness. Then ve shall obtain the

:lodified table:

<

Velocity, K./sec

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Oblonzness.

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 4_

i &.2'-";

• • ., • . ., • . -

•i.: .If re Still increase the oblomgness, roughly two time,

then we shall have almost only friction and resistance due to

inertia and it is possible to tilt co:2_paratively a little.
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In ti_is case, the resistance due to friction :_q for

a unit volu::;_ of the projectile V will be .×pressed by a

formula _See my "Resistance of Air", 1927 formula (56)_
L._

Qq F _
a .

V xD 2

Here 'X' is the oblongness of the projectile; D- the diameter

of tke maximum transverse cross-section; _- tile density

of air and V- the velocity of the projectile.

. F is variable and is expressed by the formula

F- 1" _ ÷ in _7 ,

where 'i' is the length %f the prpjectile, or XD _ee formula

q
(19) of "Resistance"_.

7- Coefficient

a = 0.00225.

8. Let us suppose, that V = 1000 M/sec D = 4M;

= 0.0013; x = 100; i = XD = 400; F = 0.5211 (See "Resistance",

table 21). Then _e shall calculate

C_

0.000093 T.
V
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Consequently, at a velocity of one kilometer per

second in the densest strata of the at{_osphere, resistance

on one M 3 of the projectile will be less than 0.1 kilogram.

9- On the basis of the foregoing formula, we shall

draw up a table of specific resistances (i.e. resistance

on I M3) in kilograms at different velocities in Km/sec.

I 2

F 0.52 0.383

Q_Jl 0.1 0.296
V

!
I

3 4

0.303

0.928

5

1.35

7

0.254

2.45

8 9

0.250 0.243

3.07 3-77
I

I

10 I 11

0.237 19.231

4.56 15.37

!
I

10. In order to obtain work iu seconds, it is necess-

ary to multiply the specific resistance by the velocity :

Q
L = --2--_/
s v--

We shall obtain sDecific work in metric forces (if we divide

by tO0).

11. The full output of the projectile is enormous,

because it is proportional to the volume:
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N

12.

we shall get

According to formula (33) of "Resistance",

N = aIFD 3 .

14. Coefficient

a I = 0.00000156.

In this way we shall determine the complete output

per second of the projectlile (in the conditions L:iven

on p., 8)/.

16. We are i iving a table, in which are indicated

velocities in Km#sec, the resistance of the medium, on

one M 3 of the volume o£ the projectile in kilogram, work

per second in metric forces, resistance of bhe entire projec-

in tons and the complete out put per second of the
tile Qq

entire projectile 'N' in metric forces.
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TABLE

V

V

L
s

0.1

N 251.2

V 7

2.45

171.5

430

L
S

2

0.296

5.95

15060

8

3.07

245.6

615

3.576

17.28

2670

5-77

_.3

348

4

0.928

37.12

92870

10

4.56

456.0

1140

5

I -35

67 -5

170680

11

5-37

590 -7

1478

The output is expressed in metric forces, but at

velocities, more than 6 km/sec, -- in thousands of metric

forces. Thus, at a velocity of 12 kilometers per econd, the

output goes up about to 2 million metric forces, while the

resistance -- to 16 T.

17. This output can be cut short, if we are to reduce

the dimensions of t_e projectile. Let us suppose, that the

average density of the projectile is equal to O.P and volume
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2680 M3. So, the mass of the projectile would be 521.6 tons.

On an acceleration of i00 M/sec 2, pressure would be 5216

tons. It means that even at a velocity of 12 kilometers per

second, the resistance of the medium is 326 times less.

18. It is interesting to calculate, how many ton-

meters in all we spend on the esistance of air. Of course, we

shall not consider. Work on overcoming of inerti

and acquiring velocity.

19. Considering only the friction, we have

Qq = A, FDV 2 .

2 2

20. Or Qq = A2_ O , :there A2q 2 = A I FD.

21. DifferenLial of work spent on friction will be

= A2V2dx , where x is the length of the pathway.dL

22. But dx-Vdt, where t is the time from beginning

of motion, and V-jt. We are assuming the acceleration 'j'

of the motlionof the projectile as constant.

23. Then dL = A2V3 dt = A2j3t3dt.

24. integrating, '.'eshall _et.

A2 j3t4
L = --_
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or on the basis of (L_)

A2 .Q4
L=

4j

25. Hence it is evident that on achieving one or

t!_e other velocity, the large acceleration 'j' is advanta-

geous. But the magnitude of acceleration has li its, since

at a large acceleration not only the aviators but also the

objects migh_/ffer. A small acceleration will not suit, since

t!_e pathway will be too long and costly. In the condition

of the human being, s lying in water, it is possible to adopt

anacceleration of 100 M/sec. It gives a ten-fode force of

gravity.

26. We shall adopt the old conditions (See P. _.)

anu the velocity of 12 km/sec . For simplyfying the calcula-

tions of formula (24) we shall keep in view

A2v3 vL= -_ •

Or, on the basis of formulae (12) and (20) we shall get

"U

L= N-Z_- .

27. But N is known from table 16. Taking it for

V = 12 km/sec _nd acceleration of 100 M/sec 2 We shall

calculate L = 5775000 ton meters.
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28. Output of one metric force in a seco_d in the

course of 21+hours _mounts to 86400 metric forces or 8640.,

ton meters.

The work, obtained in accordance with P. 27, is

released by the output of one metric force in a second in the

course of 670 days (24 hours each day), or by machine 670

in the course of one day (24 ho_rs), or by machine of 1000

forces in the course of 16 hours.

29. The best of all is to compare this work with

the work of inertia of the projectile. It is equal to

2
L=--G.

1

2g

30. Nevertheless, it depends on the volume of the

projectile and its average density.

32. We shall compare this work of inertia with the

work of resistance of the medium (12). We shall get

Li G

N 2ga IFD v

33. The table for 'F' at different velocities when

the i _enb_n of the orojectile is 400 meters, may be seen on

P- 9.
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34. Let us calculate the ratio in accordance with

P. 32 according to conditions contained on p. 8, when the

velocity is one km/sec and the density of the projectile

is 0.2, We shall get 8440 i.e. the work of resistance is

completelj negligible.

Even when the velocity is 12 kilometers per second

it will be 703 ti_ues less than the work of inertia. When

Dx and the density of the projectile are large, it Will

be still smaller.

Why are we afraid of the resistamce of the atmosphere?

It is dangerous and relatively larce only for less-ablong

bodies, such are the airplanes, dirigibles and, of course,

still more -- the aatomobiles and ordinary trains.

Still this is not all. We launch a long body of

smooth form with a velocity of 8-12 km/sec. Will not the sub-

sequent resistance of air during the flight of the projectile

through the atmosphere take up this velocity?

We shall deal with it just now.

We shall prove the theorem: The work of the cleavage

of the entire atmosphere during the vertical motion of the

projectile with constant velocity is such as if the whole

atmosphere in the presence of its very same mass, has constant

density, which exists, for example, at the sea level.
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This density is equal to 0.00129. At this constant

density and the mass of the atmosphere known to us its height

v_ll be about 7800 meters.

In act, whether any part ofthe Atmosphere will be

rarefied or condensed, the work of passin_ through it by the

projectile, will remain the same. Let, for example, somewhere

the atmosphere be 100 times rarer. The resistance will be

100 times weaker and the work due to this will diminish 100

times, but it (work) will, at the same times, increase 1OO

times because the rarefied path_fay will be 100 times longer.

In this way, it will remain unchanged.

35. Tie constant velocity of the flight in the

atmosphere may be tolerated in practice, because the resis-

tance of the medium, as we shall see, is very slight in

comparison with the reserve of the kinetic energy of the rocket

(or by its kinetic energy). The masnitude of the force of

terrestrial1 gravity decreases much more considerably. But

it is not perceived for an insiznificant stretch of the dense

atmosphere (20-40 kilometers) in view of the initial Cosmic

velocity of the projectile.

36. On account of a small tilt of the rocket motion towar-

ds the horizon on the solid road, the path cannot be vertical;

it lies on the mountains, the to_al inclination of which is

not great. It means that the rocket has a more inclined motion.
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In addition to t]_is, considerin_i the earth to be horizontal

for a small stretch of the rocket journey, we shall offer the

second theorem: T_e work of cleaving of the atmosphere on

inclined motion of the projectile is inversely proportional

to the sine of the incline oYt_ie path towards the horizon.

37. In accordance with these two theorems it is

easy to determii:le the work absorbed by the atmosphere. We

shall obtain even a greater value because of the slackening

of velocity with the ascent) the actual work of overcoming

the (resistance of the atmosphere is less).

For this purpose, it is sufficient to multiply the

resistance according to table 16, by 7800 meters. For

example, at a velocity of 12 Km/sec we shall obtain 124800

ton meters.

Tie value 7800 is the quotieni_ from the division of

the atmospheric pressure at the sea level by the density

of air at the same level.

38. We shall find out the general formula of resis-

tance of the entire-atmosphere _ee formula (33) of "Resistance"_.

_A1Fv2D
La = 7800.

4 sin y

39- Comparing it with the work of resistance of air

on the solid roadway (24), we shall get
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La 7800"ITj

L - 2
-I) sin y

It means that tie comparative resistance of the entire

atmosphere is the less the larger t}_e initial velocity of

descent of the projectile from the path 'v' and the greater

the incli ation towards the horizon Y are. This ratio increa-

ses with the acceleration of the projectile along the path

j @

40. Let us sufpose, for _<ample, j = 1OO M/sec 2.

V = 12000 M/sec; sin y = 0.1 . Theu the ratio is O. 1717 or

1:5,8. It means that the work of cleaving of the atmosphere

is almost 6 times less than the work of friction during

motion along the roadway.

41. It is certainly needless to say that this work

is still slight not only in relation to the kinetic energy of

the rocket, but also in relation to the work of ascent of the

rocket. The latter is equal to weight, multiplied by height

"H" of the atmosphere, which may be taken at about 30 kilometers

in the present case . We shall get the work of ascent like

this:

L = GH.
n

comparing this work with (38), we shall get
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L
"_.U_= GH4 sin ,Y

O

L _D7800a AqF

42. But H = 7800. Then we shall get

L
G4 sin y

Z'-:
a _TA IF'J2D

It means that the relative value of the work of gravity

increases with t}_e decreases of velocity, the increase of

the incline and the di ensions of the projectile.

43. Je shall take the conditions on p. _]an] _<e use

of iable 9. Let u_ s_ppose, that the _ensity of the projec-

tile is 0.2; sin y = 0.1 and V = 12000 iq/sec. 2hel we shall

see according to the formula, that the work of gravity,

ignoring a small incline and lar!_e velocity, is 45. 16 times

more than the _ork of cleaving the atmosohere on free motion

in it.

44. In view of the comparatively less resistance

of air and cot espondin_ly less work, it is possible to

redu e the oblongness of the i_rojectile by about 2. It is also

possible to reduce as man r time its dimensions. Then

D = 2M, X = 50 and i = 100 M.
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This is much 7_ore feasible in matters of the

expenditure of energy and money . it will he sll the more

oossible for achieving the rlaximum velocity of 8 km/sec.

T en the oblonsne_:s and dimensions may still be curtailed

twice to make D=I M; X = 25; i = 50 M. Here the diameter

is small but then it is the main thin_ in the shifting of mass

and in flight through the atmosphere. Beyond it the atmosphere

it is possible to construct dwellings of the desired sizes.

dimensions do not count, because there does not exist the

resistance of the medium.

45. Now we shall fin_ the required length of the

solid pathway., A large acceleration of the projectile is

not possible because man will be crushed then. Small ac<:e-

lerations also will turn out very costly for the pathway

because the solid pathway will be too long and space for it

will not suffice on dry land.

46.Taking j as the constant acceleration of the

V 2

projectile, we shall find the length of the pathway X = 2-7 .

From here it is clear, that the length of the pathwaj will

be the less, if the speed is less and acceleration is zreater.

On the basis of the previous resistance of air, we may not

consider, only work, necessary for acquiring one and the

same, specific velocity, nothwithstanding the acceleration.
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It is not known wh_t maximum acceleration can hold

man in the lying position, immersed in w_ter. But one may

accept not less than 100 H/sec 2 or 10 times more than the

terrestrial acceleration. At different velocities then

we shall get such a length of the path in kilometers.

v, km/sec 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

x, kilome-
ters. 125 180 245 320 405 500 605 720

At an acceleration, twice more (j=200 M/sec 2)

xw Kilome- 62.5 90 122.5 160 202.5 225 3Q2.5 360
ters.

In case of a higher velocity, 8 i.e. Km/sec the path

will be from 320 to 160 kilometers. On ascent to 5 kilometers

on a uniform mountain, the inclination will be from 1:64

to 1:32 • The sine of the angle will be from O.O156 to

0.0313, and the angle itself from one to two deurees.

47. We s/tall not h_ve to reckon with the resistance

of the medium, but a larvae relative _ravity of the train

requires its particular dur_ ility, proportional to the acce4e-

ration 'j'. From this point of view it would be advantageous

to elonii_ate the pathway.

!_he better tr_nsmission of enerT;y is that with the

help of the electric cur-r_ent. _3ut how to tre.usform elect_-ical

ener_[; _ into mechanical work? None of the '_nown elect-,_i£ motors
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-oec:',use of their _'eii2ht a;'e suit;'.-!e here. ",/iti: hh., _ h','li; of

tile electric cur "ent it is easy to obt-iin a high temperature

and c]_emical dissociation of substances. It is )_ossible to

make use of it but in heat engines these motors are themsel-

ves too heavy. 2he employment of reactive motors e_n<] the use

of electricity in the. c:kpacity of heat-booster for g_.ses

cooled as -_result of expansion, is possible. But then here

the advant_ge is not so _re:,_t. L_e temperature of heeJ,ing

cannot be very large, because the pipes carrying gas may

melt. It is necessary to find out refractory materials and

methods of their processing .

Ori_inally printed in the book, "Works on t]e rocket

techniques", F,inistry of Defence Publishing House l_:oscow

1947, _ccordin : to manuscript, finished by K.E.Tsioi;<ovskiy

on December 3 1933.
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_!Axlldbil SP;SJD OF :22g ROCKE[_

(_) •

(Chapter X_from, "Bases of Construction of Engines")

A. interc; dependence of the speed of the rocket

and the mass of explosion components.

I. We shall base ourselves on the si ip!est formulae

of my "Investi[_ation _' 1926 (in the absence of gravity and the

resistance of the medium). Their values are approximate

and they fi_d _plicatio_on the following occasions:

a) When the action takes place outside the field of

gravity and in the vacuum.

b) when the device moves on a horizontal pathway and

its form is elongated and very good;

c) when the flight is performed in the atmosphere

almost horizontally; the device tilts a little from the horizon

due to t_ e rapidity of _lotion and flat wings.

We shall apply these formulae durimg the motion of

ti_e projectile with :< small tilt towards the horizon, during

its flight in the air.

2. We ha,/e V = v11n

velocity of the rocket 141

M I + M2
( ) where V is the

M I + M

the mass of tte projectile along with
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all the contents, exceot the '_'"o _'_ 71_ .J_,_v_, subsdance, s the

r,_latiw. _ velocity of their ejection ( it is constant), M2 s

the total ma s of ex_losive substance and M- the mass of the

explosive substance not yet comousted, and ejected. It is

understood that v and }late variable values.

3. If we assume M = O, i.e. the entire supply of

the ex_9losive substances has burnt down, then ve shall /i]et the

maxi:_um velocity of the rocket.

(
v0 = v I in _'_1]\

4. On the basis of this for.mla we shall draw up

t _ble No 4 of maximum velocities of the rocket depending on

t)_e como!ete burning reserve of e:'plosive subst{nce and the

relative ejection velocity. 2he first column show_ the entire

use<] up mass of the explosive substance with respect to the mass

of the rocket (without explosive substance), the last six

column@ show the velocity of the rocket in meters per second

in case of relative velocity of ejection of 1,2,3,4,5 and 6

km/sec. Theory shows that the energy of the explosive substance,

at the dispos_l of human heings 2.t present cannot give a velo-

cl_y of the products of explosion, more than ',< km/sec. 2he

last column ooints to the oercent:_ges, i,e. it shows what part

of t;<e total energy of explosion ices to the rocket motion.

As is evident, this percentage at first is very small, then

_he numbers of t-,bles correspond to the numbers of points.

(Editors).
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_A _LE 4.

Velocity of the rocket.

Ratio of the

mass of ejec-

ted material to

the mass of the

rocket.

Velocities of the rocket (on total conversion of

thermal energy and of chemical compounds into

"o

the l_otion of gases), lq/sec.

Ejection velocity km/sec.

I 2 3 4 5 6

0.1 94.5 189 283.5 378 472,5 567

0.2 182.0 364 546 728 910 1092

0 -3 262 524 786 1048 1310 1572

0.4 336 672 1008 1344 1680 2016

O. 5 405 810 1215 1 620 2025 2430

0.6 469 938 1407 1876 2345 2814

0.7 529 1058 1587 2216 2645 3174

0.[_ 586 1172 1758 2344 2930 3516

0.9 642 1284 1926 2508 3210 3852

) 1.0 693 _386 2079 2772 3465 415(3

I .2 788 1576 2364 3152 3940 4728

I .5 915 1830 2745 3660 4575 5490

2.0 1098 2186 3294 4392 5490 65°8

2.5 1253 2506 3759 5012 6265 7518

3 1380 2760 4140 5520 6900 8280

4 1609 3218 4827 6436 8045 9654

5 1792 3584 5376 7168 8960 10752

Percentage

of utiliza

tion.

8.9

16.5

22 -9

28.2

32.8

36.7

40.0

42.9

45.8

48.0

51.8

55.8

60.3

62.0

63.5

64,7

64. I

_able continuous on next paje ...
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Continuation ....

6

I 7

8

9

lO

15

2o

3o

40

5o

tO0

193

1946

2079

2197

2303

239S

2773

3044

3434

3714

4480

5256

6007.6

3892 5338

4158 6237

4394 6591

4606 6909

4796 7194

5546 8319

6088 9 132

684_ 10302

7428 11142

39_) 13440

i

1051 ° l15760
I

I
I

12015.2 118022.8

Infinity"

7784 973 :_

8316 10395

8788 10985

9212 11515

9592 11990

11092 13865

12176 15220

13736 17170

15_86 18570

17920 22400

21040 26280

24032 30038

Infinity.

11676

12474

13182

13818

14368

16638

18264

20604

22284

fm t:

2o_o0

31536

36045.6

63.0

61.7

60.5

58.9

57.6

51.2

46 -3

39-

34 •4

31.6

21.0

14.4

Zero.
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to t_e e<t_nt of increase of the _elative quantity of the

e'<plosive substances, it increases, attains the maximum,

wken the reserve is in the neighborhood of ! , attaining

almost 65,c', thereafter it besi: s to fall down to zero. When

the reserve is between, 0.7 and 30 it is ver/ ood and more

than 40%.

Absolute velocities of the rocket attain Cosmic

values sufficient not only fo: recession from the Sarth,

but also for eternal recession from our _Jun and wandering

amidst the suns of the ililky way.

_. However, in practice the velocity of ejection is

re;:ote unless 5-6 km/sec is attained, and also such large

reserves of explosive substances should not be taken, as

are req_lired for acquiri:,g _smic velocities _ at least,

for ovei_comi_ t_e _r_,vit_tion of tile Sun an_] w_nderin_;

amidst the stars of the 14ilky Way.

What ar<, those elocities which are at:ainab!e in

the most modest conditions, and how, havin I attained these

vel:)cities, to find out means for acquiring[ Cosmic veloci-

ties?

6. T e thermal enercy of explosion should not be

made use of wholly: the flyiu S out product will not cool

down (on expansion) to absolute zero and in this way all the

heat will revert to kinetic motion of sases. The unchecked
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expansion of gases and va?ors obstructs the external pressure

of the medium (for example, the atmos_0heric), and also the

!owerir_ and the har<lening of the combustion products. The

restricted dimensio_{s of the pipe also obstruct the ideal

use of chenical energy. 2he velocity of ejection will be

le;:{s due to it, than the one calculated in table No. 4.

7. The last table expresses this.

TABLE 4.

50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

0.707 0.775 0.837 0.694 0.949 I.OOO

fhe first line shows the utilization of t _e heat of

combustion in percenta _es or the _lasnitude of its relative

coi__version into kinetic energy (ejection _:_otion), the second

the diminishing of the rocket motion, proportional to the

diminishini< of ejection velocity, If the thermal or mecha-

nical work decreases, for example 9 times, the;] the velocity

decreases 3 times. :fhe figures of table 4 should be multi-

plied by one of the fr_ctions of the second line so as to

obtain the true maximum velocity of the rocket and suit-tble

percentage of utilization of explosion heat.

_) i.e., Nozzle (red).
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$. We shall use it for the compilation of a new

table, assuming 70% utilization of heat and the relative

velocity of pmoducts at 4 km/sec. The latter of course,

depends on the type of the exDlosive materials.

9- In table 9, the first line shows the velocity

:>f the explosion products from 2 to 4 km/sec), the second-

Table 9-

Table of velocities at different utilization of combustion

heat and total consumption of explosive substances.

Relative reserve

of explosive

substances.

o.3

0.5

0.7

Velocity of

products 2000

M/sec.
L, ............

Percentage of

heat utiliza-

_xtion

50 60 70

Velocity of

products 3000

14/sec.

Peruentage of
heat utiliza-

tion.

50 60 70

Velocity of

products 4000

M/see.

Percentage of

heat utiliza-

tion.

50 60 i

370

573

748

Final velocity of the rocket, M/see.

406

628

82O

439

678

885

556

859

1122

6o9

942

ii230

658

1o17

1328

741

1145

1496

812

1255

1640

70

872

1356

1771

Continued on next page ..........
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Continuation ........

9

I0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

98o

1545

1951

2275

2752

294o

3107

3256

3391

1074

1694

2159

2494

2778

3016

3222

3405

3570

3717

116o

183o

2310

2693

30oo

3258

3480

3678

3855

4014

1450

2329

2929

3414

3801

4127

4410

4660

4885

5086

1611

2553

3208

3741

4166

4524

4834

51o8

5354

5575

1740

2744

3465

404o

4500

4886

5220

_517

5783

6021

1946

. 3105

3903

455o

5068

55o3

5879

6213

6513

6781

2151

3404

4278

4988

5555

6033

6445

6811

7139

7434

2320

3676

4620

5387

6ooo

6524

6960

7355

7710

8028
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the utilization of heat in percents, the last _ the final

velocity of the rocket after the exhaustion of the entire reserve

of th explosive substance. The first column of the table shows the

reserve of the explosive substance with respect to the weight

of the rocket. As is seen, the practical velocity is hardly suffi-

cient for the role of the near-Earth satellite.

But we shall just now poiF_t out other methods of

obtaining very high velocities of the rocket. They consist in

setting out on the voyage by several identical and modest (in

velocity)rockets. They consume only half of the accompanyinz reserve

of explosive substance except the last one, while the remaining

half is supplied to one another. Only the last rocket acquires

the highest velocity. The remaining projectiles devoid of

reserve, come down to the Earth by means of gliding.

B. Soeed of Rocket on i ucomolete burning

of the reserve.

10. Let us sup0ose, that the mass of the burning

explosive substance co::_prises "y" from its total qusntity.

11.

h2-M
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12. From which

1_ = M2 (l-y).

13 • Subtit uting

M 2

_ x, we shall get

"1] =_ in
1 ÷.x

1 + x (l-y)

14. Let us suppose, that the burninz portion Y = 0.5

Then we shall find.

1
I + 0.5x

From the formula, it i_ clear, that the velocity of the

rocket does not increase unlimited!y when the reserve (x) of

the explosive substances immensely large, but has _ limit.

In fact, let us suppose, that x =_0 , then V = V I in 2 =v I 0.693

If for exam>7.e , V I = .3000, ther the velocity of the rocket

will be 2079 _q/:'_ec, notwithstandin: the unendin_ reserve of

ejectlon (x). From this it is clean.r, that there is no greater

advantaf]e in burnin:7 half of the reaerve in case it is in larze

quantity.
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15. According to this formula we shall compile table

15, which still more confirms it.

Y

2000

3OOO

4ooo

5ooo

6ooo

0.1 0.3 0.5 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

_,_ _._:122:_82 287i=_ 4_0: 51t 539 567 573 588._;598 606

93 245 365 575 810 940 1023 I078 1134 1164 1176 1196 1212

139 368 547 863 1215 1410 1534 1617 1701 1719 1764 1794 1818

186 490 729 1150 1620 1880 2046 2156 2268 2292 2352 2392 2424

232 613 911 1438 2024 2350 2557 2695 2835 2865 2940 29903030

279 736 1094 1726 2429 2820 3068 3234 3402 3438 3528 3588 3636

In this table the velocity of the rocket in M/sec is

given when only 0.5 of the entire explosive substance has been

consumed. We have in view ideal conversion of heat into

ejection velocity and that of the rocket.

The first line denotes the total relative reserve of

explosive substances, and the first column the relative ejection
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velocity, flaying taken it even!_ 2000 M/sec, we see from

the t_ble, that the velocity of the rocket, when the total

reserve is 4 and when its consumption is half, reaches 1023

M/sec. When the total reserve is 2 and the consumption is

half of it, a rocket velocity of 1215 M/sec is obtained, if the

relative ejection comprises 3000 meters per second.

C.SPEED_ADqUIRED BT ONE ROCKET

WITH _H_ i{ELP OF AUXILIARY Oil_ESLe

16. i{ow we shal see, what is the idea behind th_

restricted expenditure of explosive substances in the task

of achieving Cosmic velocities.

17. Let us have many completely identical rockets, each with

a reserve of X = I. Let each one of them spend half of this

reserve. Let the ejection velocity on all ti!e rockets be e_ual

to 4000 M/sec.

With the help of the squadron of these rockets by means

of transferring pQuring of reserves of explosion we can obtain

t_e highest velocities which one rocket cannot obtain. Transfer

for example of petrol from one airplane into another is not only

possible, but also familiar.

18. Let us suopose, that one rocket is flying. According

"tO table _I_, its maximum velocity will be 2,72 H/sec.
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19. Let now two similar rocket_ fly simul_aneously

and side by side . Let both of them spend, at first, half

of their explosive substances. Then they will acquire a

velocity of 1150 M/sec (See table 15). Afterwards one of the

rockets transfers the still unburnt reserve (0.5) the other,

and itself glides down to the Earth. The secon_Lrocket,

now having full supply of I, acquires the additional velocity

of 2772 l'_/sec and then ",_reacquire 1150 + 2772 = 3922 M/sec.

20. ?_ow,let us suppose, four rocket_ _re flying when

each of them has consumed half of its reserve, then all of

them, flyin;_ side by side, acquire a similar velocity c_

1150 ii/sec. 3ut two of these rockets reolenish the reserve of the

other two, and themselves without reserve glide down to the

Earth. fhen the two remaining rockets in the air fly farther

and spend a_!_ain half of the re:_erve. Owin T to this they will

have a velocity of 2300 meters per second. One of them, after

this, replenishes the reserve of the other and lands. The

last one with full reserve, consuming it in toto, acquires still an

additional velocity of 2772 meters _er second, and in entirety

5072 l,I/sec. After this, the rocket has to land bj means of

gliding •

21. We shall compile a table of velocities of the

last of the remaining rockets, in the air, depending on their

number. Let us supT>ose V I = 4000 meters per second and reserve I.
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TABLE 21 •

Number of rockets.

Velocity of the last _/
M/sec.

Number of rockets.

Velocity of the last

_/sec.

16

737a

2

3922

32

8522

4

5072

64

9672

8

6222

_28

10822

[lumber of rockets.

Velocity of the last

?I/sec.

256

11972

512

13122

1024

14272

14_mber of rockets.

Velocity o£ the last

_/sec .

4o96

!16572

8192

17722

16384

18572

2048

15422

22. In the first line of t'_.ble 21, the number of

identical rockets has been sho_,m taking _?art in the achievement

of high velocity of one rocket, in tile second - the velocity

of this last one in M/sec.

23. T_e first cosmic velocity is achieved when there

are 32 rockets. For recession to the orbit of the _rth, 256
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rootlets are necessary, while for recession from the planets

and the Sun, 4096 rockets are required.

24. The important thing is to fly beyond the

atm sphere of the Earth and "fasten itself" there in the

capacity of its satellite. The subsequent increase of velocity

may be achieved bF other methods _i_d t]tey are -._-_sier than on

t]_e Earth. _ievertheless, the number of rockets is excessi-

vely large.

25. _]ut we have a possibility of taking more reserve

of explosive substances, for examole 4. fhen, when there is

the modest ejection velocity of 3000 ]_eters per second, the

velocity of the rocket on half the oxoenditure co:_iprises 1534

l-i/sec (see table I_5). The to<al velocity is 4327 ii/sec (s<c

table 4). 2kis is sufficient, so as to su_jT<_st a new table.

TABLE 25.

i_umber of rockets

Velocity of the last, H/sec

l_umber of rockets

Velocity of the last M/sec

1

4827

32

12497

!

4

6361 ! 7895

64 128

14031 15505

9429

256

17099

16

10962

512

18633

\
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2bw for wan,2erins 2mi,d_s_ the sun:3 of t:_e Hi!ky Way,

256 rockets are enough. 2he control of the _]arth satellite

is achieved by four rockets, while that of the Sun satellite

by 16.

26. The ejection velocity may be _tore than 3 km/sec

au_ the for achievi.g oos_;;c velocities, a smaller number of

rockets would be needed.

27. We can deduce a seneral formula of velocity

o£ the last of the rockets depending on their number, the

e_ection velocity V I and the relative reserve of explosive

substances, l_b_en the velocity of one rocket will be

"_ee formula (3)'] •

"_0 =_I In (I + x),

where 'x' is t2_e total relative reserve o:f explosive subs-

tances. _,'he:,tke number of rockets is 2n, where 'n' - is

the number of transfers the velocity of t:_e last rocket will

compri se

"lJ = n'VI in I + x
1 + 0.Sx +lJ I in (I + x) --']Jl [(n + I) In (I + x) - n

In (I + 0.Sx)_ •
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28. The first term of the fir:it part has a li_it,

no m;tter how lar;e is or the relative reserve of explosive

suO_tances (see point. 14). it i_ equal to 0.693 n V I .

Nevertheless, it is c;_pable of growing infinitely on the

increase of 'n' or the number of rockets (2n). Dut the second

ream grows infinitely to the extent of the growth of n, or

the relative reserve of the e_plo_sive _=_ubstances. In this way,

it is necessary to increase x :_nd n, as f r as possible.

29. It is not possi)le to incre_se very much the

re<_erve n of t_.e ex-0iosive substances and the r'elative

velocity of the combustion produc<s VI, then the number of

rockets (2 n) is at our disoos_.l and, therefore, also the

majnit:.de of the velocity of the last from the _roups of

participatinc rockets.

30. Practice has skown, t_at the material commu-

nication between the two airplanes, movin,_ with the same

velocity is fully possible, i'r_nsfer of" fuel from one airplane

to the other has been est_blished, it is necessary to work

out the most convenient method for tkat. i_ our Qase_ the

work is more complicated, because we have to transfer s_0ecially

two different compoue;_ts: k_,drocarbons (fuel <nd oxy[_en compound.

DAis may be done by various methods, for example,

a. by t_:ansfer through a tube, connecting the two

flying devices;
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b) by the transfer of tanks full of erolosion

c) by directing_.thejets of the components into the

rear portion in front of the _ ,_lyzn_ device (syrinT_e, fire-

pump).

Jhich oue of these or other methods prove better,

experience will show.

D. Practical Course

3 I. We shall have to start work from the most

conventional and weak jet planes. At first we shall lean

to fly in a lone aircr._ft. _e ejection velocity must be kept

the lea,st, for example 2000 M/sec and the reserve of the

exnlosive subshances at unity. Table 4 _oints to us the maximum

velocity to be 1386 ii/sec. Such a rocket plane may fly hori-

zon:a!ly or ti!ting!y. _ut considering th,,_resistance of' air,

it could rise to an altitude of 96 kilometers, at this velocity.

But on account of the re t'istance of the medium and some resi-

dual velocity, it may not re:_ch such -',naltitude, ]out ascend

roughly to an altitude of 50 kilometers. From there, bein_

deprived of the components of exnlosion, it alre_dy starts

to descend by glidin_ onto the solid or the liquid surface

of the planet.
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,_ince the maximum velocity, accessible by this modest

rocket plane will not exceed 1 km/sec, the oblongness (oblon[

form) may not be very sreat.

32. Here we sire the required oblon_,ness of' the

rocket - planes, deoending on the maximum i:_parted velocity

(see my "Pressure " 1910)o

v, Km/sec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

v, Km/sec. 9 10 11 "12 13 14 15 16'

_6 40 44 ,L_8 52 56 60 64

17

68

_:he first line show: the velocity of the device J n

kilometers per second, while the second _ its least required

oblongness having, of course, a good form. From the table

it is clear that the first modest rocket may be confined to

the oblongness of 4. If the oblongness is less than the

one shown in the table, the howsoever r_{refied the surrounding

air may be, it ,condenses in front of the nasal oortion of

ti<e device to much a dejree, that it a<pears as if i:_ were

a st eel wall.

33. Since _, ]_:ih v:'-locity, approxinately of 5 Kilome%ers

per second, is at Lain.<,] alre. dy oeyond the atmosphere, the

oblonj;ness in :ener_l will not e::ceed._? (see table)°
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34. ,_avin : le_.ru< to control one roc!:et-gliSer well

with oblon ness of .%, 'e s:all st._rt t :e pr_?arntion of two

similar rockets with a !arse oblon]ness,. Here we shall

begin to practice the transfer of explosion components from

one rocket-glider to another. After that we shall come to

t_e croup of four rocketswith still more increased oblon:ness_

then-to the _roup of liTht rockets, etc. At the sume time the

dezices will be oerfedted, for example, the relative reserve

of e>_losive comoone_ts a.u: the ejection v<_locity of the burnt

subnt nces will increase.

PS- For t:_e tiue be!r_£; we shall offer a :_odest t ble

nf velocitie:_ of rocket-_l_6er_ drpendiu." on their number,

assuming that the ejection velocity is 2000 lq/sec, while

the reserve of exolosive suoscance i_ equal _o unity. ,.{e

shall add. to the t..bie the l<-',-,strequired oblon,jness of tb.e

grou_ equal to tlat of rocket-L:liders. Durin,i: the compilation

of the _able, we shall ma]:e use of t bles '% and 15:

_.[umber of rockets 1

v_ ],i/sec,

i{eigi.t of ascent

when _;_,.-,_vitvis

constant •

1386

5

9_S

1961

$.

o

192

4 3

pro

10 :

920

111

16

5586

1/+

6,So

32

4271

16

910

12o 2-9b

4_.%61_m 5996

1170! 147_1"Boo

512

6571

26

2160
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2_e first line _oints out the number of rockets

in the sroup, the second the maximu_,_ velocity, the thir{ ....

oblonsness of each member of the sroup, the forth the maximum

ilei{jlt of ascent in kilometers on the exhaustion of the entire

velocity.

In practice, o;i course, we shall achieve only half

of this. In a i_rouo of 8 or 16, the rocket-glider possibly

soes beyond the lit.its of the atmosohere, W%ere Oblongness,

h;-_s no importance. So that it will not exceed 12-14. It

means, the projectile, ilavi:_s a mmximum diameter of two meters,

will have a lensth not more tkan 2_-28 meters.

36. 1But i ho_)e to acquire more than 2 kilometers

per second at the time of these exercises of earlier tha', the

ejection velocity, because its extreme limit is 6 kilometers

per secon,_. 2he reserve simil_rly can _)ass ow_r f_om unity

to 5 and- more. L_hen on small squadrons of similar and not

very oblong rocket-sliders we shall acouire Gosmic velocities.

37- As a limit of successes we can imagine, thmt the

ejection velocity is equal to 6 kilometers _,er second, and the

reserve of explosive substance-t0. <,._eshall set on those

very bases (t_bles 4 an_ 15) tke followin,_ t_ble:

Number of rockets 1 2 4 8 16

,., V, meters per second.14388 18024 21660 2__296 28932_
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Hore oii,J need not s:eah either about the altitude

the oblonsness. And one rocket and o:_e !;:'oup quickly fly

<_eyondthe ahmos here, not havin_ in it (o_tmosohere) _

velocity of even 2 km/sec. So t!_t oblonjness of $ is fully

sufficient for all rockets of limitin_ succe_:s.

38. _3ut we cannot exoect such a success for the time

being. T]lis is a theoretical conclusio_ restricted ); a

majority of secondary conditions.

E. AIi] OF 2_iL iiEW ]]ST[OD.

_he aim of what hasbeen said so far is to point

the method, by which even in the case of extreme imperfection

of one rocket-glider, it woul<! be possible, with the help

of several such ones to acquire Cosmic velocities, sufficient

not only for the mastery over the solar energy but also for

a voyage amidst other suns in the li:_its of our ]4ilky Way.

_2his method consists in the utilization of a group of

rocket-gliders, in the transfer of explosive substances for

corroboration b>/ virtue of one last rocket-(_lider, which

acquires the hichest Cosmic velocity.

_9- We have earlier sugjested, for this very

purpose, _rtificial terrestrial road_ays and ro_ket trains.

This is nossible and true but at the present ti_e they are

not used due to their expensiveness and also for other

reasons.
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40. Still less employed are prostrate cannons on

the earth, i.e. those very athwa??_ arranged by a particular

method, as they are still more expensive. All these trains

and "cannons" will find application in the distant future,

when the significance of inter-planetary travels will grow

and nanking will pay more attention to them and will be

inspired with Treater hope and trust and more expenditure

and greater sacrifices will be made than our other require-

ments o_ people.

41. f_]e very method of the group of the first light

weight machines and the transfer of explosive substances are

muci_more accessible for t;qe state o_" talents of contemporary

humanity. Already one rocket-_lider will fillup to h_Jmanity for

the ensuing experiment with two similar and imperfect devices.

They are precious bZ_ themselves, i.e. they alone can

serve people. Experiments with several rocket-sliders will

produce meanwhile, interesting feats. But these feats will

result unavoidably in acqulrin_i cosmic velocities.

And thus the basis of this success is the acquiring

of the first, although crude, rocket-glider. Construction of

sirailar projectiles will push the work of increasing the

velocities to which there is no !i lit.
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In t _e precedi:,,g chapters we have jiven a basis for

the creation of '" . _ L -._eY, a, a_.e rocket-u!iders. _'-,- c_urse, the more

i.'.proved tile ootamnea rocket-gliders are the _etter results

will <_e of e_oeriments alonc with their _rouos havinc the same

number of flyins devices employed in the ![roup.

F. ,/LLOCIfY 0i_'FLYI_:,<@ OU2 OF

_X_LOSI(,],] P.i{O DU,; i.'_.

43. Let u:_ return a seco:_d time to the se!)arate,

individual rocket-slider. 2i_e velocity of flyins out of

explosion <_roducts has an immen,'_e sii nificance. In the earlier

chapter "Ener%_ of chemical compound of Substances" We }<ave

tables of ideal and maximu_:_ flying out velocities of explosion

[)roducts. 2hey are accomplished almost wholly i_ the presence

of the following combined conditions:

,,:.e,Lthe com_)ustion nro(]ucts are <aseous or very

volatile;

b) _L%en there is no external pressure, obstructing the

expansion of _a_eous produtts;

c) When the pipe for the flow of ejected materials

is very !on@i;

d) ,4hen it does not expand very much at the time of

exit, i.e. it do s not chanze much its cylindrical form (Conical

for., for that reason decrease:_ length of tke pipe);
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e) When there is no loss of heat due to heat-

comductivity and radiation.

f) Whenthe diameter of thepipe is so much large,

_haJ_ is possible to ignore the frictio_ of gases against

the internal walls of the pipe.

44). All these conditions cannot be fulfilled im

full measuce in practice. We _;hall point out certain devia-

tions.

The projectile is usually of small dimeusions. _here-

fore the pipe is short, in order to utilize the exoansion and

the transfer of he_t in their motion in a better way, Jt is

necessary to make the pipe conical.

. _h_ vacuum_2he external pressure is eliminated only in _ e

durin_ ascent beyond the atmosphere or at a velocity of more

titan 300-500 M/sec when on the blunt stern end of the rocket,

vacuum is created due to the raoidity of motion. The stern of

the rocket generally contracts. But its part, where the explo-

sion pipe comes out (funnel), is necessarily blunt. Here the

rarefied air space would be formed (but the space, of course,

is filled u_ by the flyi J!U out exolosion products).

in consequence of the restricted di _eusions 'of the

explosion 'oi<_,ea_d some external pressure the flowi_g out

,:ases will not succeed in cooling down to the absolute zero
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a_d ,>_li_. retain some quantum of energy de]pendin_ on the

de_:ree of their eXD_:nsion. In this way, not all the energy

o. co:;bustion heat _ets converted into motion of jCseous

stz'eams. Due to th s incompleSe utilization of heat, the

velocity of' pz'o<_ucts, inc]icate,i in t_e tables, will be less

in actual practice.

In the followin : tabl_ this has been keDt in view.

_ABLE

Velocity of the rocket on to_al consumotion of 0._ of

t_e _eserve o± e:_plosive substance when the utiliza-

tion of combustion heat is _0_ 60 and 70%.

2otal velo-

:ity of explo-

sion products
(ideal kilome

ters per seco

nd.

0.3

Reserve

of the

spent uo
- substan-

Velocity of explosion products (ideal) Kilometers pat second
.... , ,, , ,,

2 3 4
L ....

Percentage of heat utilized.

- ce.

5O

_414 1550 1674 2121 2511

60 70 50 60 70 50

Velocity of exmlosion products, M/sec.

60 ! 70

0.15

0.25

0 -35

173 190 205

258 290 305

326 357 386

260

387

489

2325

285

424

536

308

458

579

2828

347

31oo I 5348

!
38o 41o

565 610

715 772

Continued on next page ........
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Continuation .......

2

3

4

5

6

7

ip 8

9

o.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

407

571

665

723

762

8oo

815

831

846

858

446

62o

729

733

835

877

892

911

927

940

481 610

678 850

787 996

856 1084

902 1143

947 1199

963 1225

984 1246

1001 1268

lO15 1285

669 722

942 lO17

1o93 118o

1189 1284

1253 1353

142o 142o

1446 1446

1476 1476

1497 1497

1522 1522

813!

1145

1329

1446

1525

1600

1627

1663

1691

1714

892

1255

1457

1585

1671

1753

1783

1822

1853

1879

----,I

963

1355

1574

1712

18o5

1894

1926

1968

2002

2029
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fhe first horizontal line of th_ table shows ideal

velocity of products, depending only on the chemical energy of

the compound of their constituent parts. Here we give a

velocity from 2 to 4 kilometers per second, s_though it can

attain 6 kilometers per second as well. i'he second line shows

the utilization of combustion heat in percentages depending,

of course, on the temperature of the flying out gas from the

op e ni uS.

In the first column tb_e total relative reserve of the

explosive substance: from 0.3 to 10, are shown.

In the second column half of its ex_enditure for

acquiring velocities, is shown.

At last, at the intersection of lines we see tlle

ma_u _tude of velocity in lq/sec when the consummation of the

explosive substance is ulf.

All these ,.re very moderate aud fe:_.sible conditions.

Originally ublished in the ]_ook "_:_tise.... on rocke_.

technology", Ministry of Defence Publishius k%use, i._socow, 1947

aceordi_g to the manuscript of K.E. 2siolkovskiy dated January,

28, 1935.
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